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Abstract
This thesis is an exploration of the social, technical and economic
dynamics of the organic agriculture movement in Australia. It is driven by the
following question: If organic agriculture seems to be a solution to some of
the sustainability dilemmas of modem industrial agriculture, as many
researchers are suggesting, what are the reasons for the dismally low
mainstream utilisation of organic agriculture technologies and techniques, as
well as its poor standing in research and bureaucratic circles?
Current sustainability debates in agriculture and the food industry are
outlined as an introduction to the dilemmas faced by food and fibre
production systems in the modem world. The "growth paradigm" which
modem agriculture is set upon is exhibiting technical and physical anomalies
that require attention. Also explored are issues of regulation of producer
activities as well as the containment, management and construction of risk in
modem economies. While there is growing acknowledgement of the
problems associated with the above, directions for practical change are less
clear.
Social aspects of sustainability are becoming increasingly recognised as
essential elements in moves toward more sustainable societies. A number of
theoretical perspectives on technology diffusion are outlined, as are practical
examples which recognise the role of the social in technological change,
namely Landcare and examples of Common Pool Resource sharing. Organic
agriculture is assessed for its sustainability merits - from technical, political
and social perspectives.
The global scene of organic agriculture and its associated food industry
is then developed as a means of looking at how international bodies and
trends interact with local or national bodies. From this global picture, focus is
placed on the Australian scene, exploring the nature of the industry in this
country, the main players and the specific hurdles and challenges it faces as a
movement and as an industry. Finally, there is reflection on a number of
proposed pathways out of these dilemmas and challenges that would see
organic ideas and technologies being enlisted more widely.
The field research for this thesis was participant-observation based.
Theoretically, the thesis is informed by a mixture of both Actor Network
Theory and political economy approaches.
I conclude by arguing that, as with agricultural science itself, there is a
danger in the over-reliance upon any one paradigmatic framework of
research and practice. It would be optimal to nurture diverse research
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approaches and technical practices - allowing a more dynamic and flexible
framework within which to remain on paths toward sustainability. This
means embracing big and small, specialist and generalist, reductive and
holistic research agendas together, such that their combined powers and
benefits deliver a resilient technical and knowledge base from which to react
to, and modify, the ever changing environments in which we find ourselves
enmeshed.
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Chapter One: Sustaining Agriculture in a Growth Paradigm

"The agricultural systems that have been built up over the past few decades have
contributed greatly to the alleviation of hunger and the raising of living standards.
They have served their purposes up to a point. But they were for the purposes of a
smaller, more fragmented world. New realities reveal their inherent contradictions.
These realities require agricultural systems that focus as much attention on people as
they do on technology, as much on resources as on production, as much on the long
term as on the short term. Only such systems can meet the challenge of the future."
The World Commission on Environment and Development (1987)

"The increasing unwillingness to live with risk in our modern societies probably
comes from the shift out of agriculture.
11

Lester Thurow (1996)

"A control device always allows some pollution to enter the environment, so that
increased productive activity negates that device's intended effect ...In the task of
restoring environmental quality, prevention works; control does not.
11

Barry Commoner (1996)
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1.0 Introduction

The theme of this thesis is the search for agricultural economic and ecological
sustainability in Australia into the twenty-first century. Organic agriculture,
as a technical and research practice and as a social movement, will be the
main case study used to highlight the issues involved in finding paths toward
sustainability. I will be analysing the social, physical and technical dynamics
that constitute this movement, as well as the social and political context
within which it is set. At heart will be the question of why organic agriculture
exhibits the low level of acceptance that it does within conventional
researcher and farmer cultures. Studies of the organic industry to date have
been minimal in Australia - based more on quantitative assessments or
singularly on market analysis. This thesis is aimed at adding to this literature
by developing a multidisciplinary, and often qualitative, picture of the
industry to explain its level of success and failure.
This thesis is at heart a story of the creation and defence of particular
social, political and technical orders which are aimed at consolidating specific
ecologically attuned agricultural practices. Set within the broader context of
Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD), this thesis is about how the
organic industry and its associated movement are orienting toward more
ecologically-attuned agricultural practices, how they are performing, and
what problems are in their path which prevent greater mainstream researcher
and farmer acceptance. Self-regulation, little or no government involvement,
development of social cohesion and trust, and user pays marketing,
regulation and education practices are all rhetorically paraded as the socioeconomic requirements of our age.1 On top of this there are the growing
debates over sustainability and adherence to precautionary principles
towards which, I will suggest, the organic movement, and a number of other
farmer initiated and Landcare groups, have much to offer. In a period which
is seeing growing anomalies within what could be termed the agricultural
"productivist paradigm", such a study will be a means of expanding the
agricultural sustainability debate into an area where there are working
alternative models for change.
Following this introduction, the remainder of this first chapter is
devoted mainly to a broad overview firstly of the modem food system,
tracing some of its developments and its present nature, as well as focusing
lSee Fukuyama, F (1995) Trust: The Social Virtues and the Creation of Prosperity. London:
Hamish Hamilton.
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on the Australian context and the driving forces at work within industrial
agriculture. The productivist paradigm of agriculture and the food industry,
which has seen spectacularly rising yields throughout this century, is
showing cracks in the facade of its past economic and physical success.
Modem industrial, high input and intensive agriculture is driven, I argue, by
a productivist agenda which is increasingly proving inadequate as the
universal solution for food production for which it is being lauded. This
productivist paradigm could be defined as mechanical or Cartesian in its
philosophical outlook and is driven by an economic system which not only
externalises many detrimental agricultural side effects but also encourages
constant growth in output regardless of non fiscal costs. Further, this
paradigm is fiscally framed through price indicators which are argued by
supporters to meter and temper resource use and depletion.
I will explore how ESD thinking has arisen to deal with some of the
social, physical and technical problems that have come to be associated both
with modem agriculture and rising population levels. I will briefly outline
some of the outstanding ecological problems that face modem industrial
agriculture, as well as looking at the research into, and regulation of, risks
associated with the use of modem agrochemicals. I close chapter one by
reflecting on the unresolved tensions that exist between the centralised
regulation of human economic and industrial activities, and the search for a
liberal environment which allows maximum freedom and autonomy to
regions and groups to establish self organising political and economic
structures which move more resolutely toward the ideals of ecological
sustainability. Organic agriculture is proffered as one example where these
tensions may be ideally balanced and, hence, I argue is deserving of attention.
Chapter two outlines the theoretical framework within which I situate
my work as well as the current state of research into the organic industry
nationally. I also explain the methods by which my research has been carried
out. The organic industry in Australia is only gradually gaining both credence
and research funds to be studied by various economic, marketing and natural
science bodies. There is therefore a dearth of material on the industry and the
movement in Australia - what does exist is mainly quantitative and limited at
that. My theoretical approach comes from the field of Science Studies (SS). SS
is a broad multidisciplinary field concerned with the explication of science
and technology in society. I give a general historical and current overview of
this academic field before situating my own work in the use of a combination
of Actor Network Theory (ANT) and political economy approaches. I close
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with a look at the ontological politics of both my own research approach and
the approach of all researchers actively involved in field studies and the study
of scientific controversies.
Chapter three further delves into issues of sustainability, with a
particular emphasis on social aspects of sustainability that go beyond the
merely technical or physical. I go on to define organic agriculture, before
looking at how ESD issues apply directly to the organic industry. I also look
at changing theories and practices surrounding the diffusion of agricultural
knowledge and technologies. The National Landcare Program and related
movements have been instrumental in changing cultural attitudes and
awareness about the environment. Such social movements are highlighting
the important need for social or community ownership of environmental
problems while emphasising the social nature of their mediation and
resolution which goes beyond mere policies, technical aspects and economic
incentives. However, there is still much dispute over the merits and
legitimacy of different agricultural practices and their relationship to ESD.
I emphasise the politically charged and socially constructed nature of
all disputes involving science and "nature" and point to a need to dispel the
myth of scientific and technical controversies as always being resolved by
adherence to rational and proper scientific method. Technical choice and
scientific knowledge are based as much upon an accommodation of the
physical world as they are upon the cohesion with social, political and
economic factors which combine to legitimate and promulgate their use. I
argue that these factors cannot be separated one from the other, but are
intertwined in ways which make it meaningless to simply assert factual data
which speaks for itself or stands alone and apart from a social and technical
context. This has direct relevance to the ways in which we attempt to explain
the status of organic agriculture in researcher and farmer circles.
Chapter four looks at the global nature of the Organic Agriculture
Movement (OAM) - where it has arisen from and why, and what the present
commercial status of the industry is in various nations around the world. I list
a range of peripheral as well as dedicated bodies which promote its practice
worldwide, as well as friendly government policies and market regulations
which are enabling it to develop a significant foothold in a number of
developed nation markets. I close with a comparison with the Australian
situation which is still somewhat backward in relation to US and EU trends,
in terms of consumer markets, grower numbers, government programs of
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support, and vibrancy of research efforts which are working effectively on a
substantial scale.
Chapter five explores the social world of the Australian organic
industry and its relationship to conventional researchers, bureaucrats and
farmers. The main industry bodies which regulate and promote the organic
industry are described and their histories and natures explained.
Representative voices are heard from within and outside the industry to gain
a sense of the perceptions that the industry has of itself, as well as the
perceptions of those either peripheral to the industry or contemplating
involvement in it. There is a range of reasons why farmers become involved
in the industry, as well as diversity in the rationales for either staying within
or leaving the industry. These views need to be understood within a context
which is seeing a gradual shift from conventional circles toward organics.
This is catalysing changes within the industry, breeding tensions as
newcomers attempt to re-orient the industry and contest the numerous
standards and regulations upon which the industry's identity is staked. As
the industry poses potential for growth in export dollars, there has been
concomitant growth in government interest, and modest investment, in the
industry. This is being both hailed as a windfall as well as a danger for the
future integrity of the industry.
Conventional expressions of interest in the movement and the
investment and involvement of a growing, foreign cohort of players raises the
issue of how much the organic industry can afford to accommodate the
interests and aspirations of these new players in terms of its already
established identity. Whether in reference to marketeers, farmers or
agricultural researchers, many within the industry fear that organics is
threatened by this vociferous uptake of organic ideals from conventionally
minded people possibly interested only in the monetary or career spinoffs it
may generate - as has been the case with "green washing" by corporations
cashing in on the popular demand for purported environmentally friendly
commodities. Meanwhile, there remains a range of technical, physical and
cultural points of resistance to the broader uptake of organic practice and the
greater integration of organically aligned research in both research institutes
and educational institutions. I explore this clash but also the confluence of
social worlds of organic and conventional practice in chapter six.
Ecological and sustainable agricultural solutions are being proposed by
a range of conventional actors - some of which fall within, but many outside
the domain of organic agriculture. Agricultural research itself is changing to
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meet the needs of a more biological and ecologically attuned agriculture. The
degree to which the organic industry is able to capture and redirect these
changes will have as much to do with the level of its own accommodation and
resistance to mainstream practices, as it will with the degree to which many
conventional agricultural practices and related research remain
incommensurate with organic principles. Likewise, while economic nonaccounting of externalities" continues, the organic project is hampered in its
ability to reach a mass audience of farmers and consumers. This in turn has
direct impact on its level of acceptability and palatability within research
circles.
Chapter seven concludes the thesis with a look into a variety of
solutions to the above problems and some of the possible ways forward for
the industry that have been proposed by observers. I will look at the factors
and forces likely to play a significant role in the future of the industry, some
of which are tangible and most probable, others of which are unforeseeable
and difficult to predict. What seems clear is that there is a need both for a
paradigm change from within the cloisters of agricultural research institutes,
as some have called for, as well as a change in the cultural attitude of organic
operators toward greater willingness to go beyond their traditional markets.
The problems and interests that the organic industry is up against are
formidable, but not insurmountable, as has been shown by the resistance of
the organic industry to agrochemical industry interests to date. A distinct and
consolidated organic niche has been established, and organic agriculture is
increasingly proving its worth at being able to work both technically and
economically for a growing number of researchers and farmers. For the
organic industry to continue to move forward, it needs to proactively create a
future which both embraces change that is the trade mark of the modem food
industry, while also actively moving to protect and regulate its markets. This
will be optimally done through a mixture of formal government enlistment of
regulatory and legal bodies as well as non government organisation
regulation and promotion which alone can carry forth the radical if highly
appropriate and timely message that organic agriculture bears in this age of
sustainabilityspeak". These wider cultural developments are likely to impact
in highly significant ways upon the science, as it is presently practised, within
agricultural research institutes across the nation.
/1
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In this introductory chapter I now turn to set the context within which food

production science and technology is situated in the late twentieth century.
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Globally, the nature of food, its production and consumption have all
undergone drastic changes that have developed as global trading has
expanded and as human culture has shifted ever more to a higher energy
consuming and faster paced urbanised existence. I will briefly look at some of
the processes driving these changes, with a particular emphasis on the ways
in which human population growth is perceived as a determining feature of
these developments.
Changes to the food production game have brought with them
criticisms and concerns regarding the longer term sustainability of such
practices. There has been a range of reports and investigations made into
these issues, with a gradual development at a global and national policy level
of resolutions and legislation which aim toward what has become known as
ESD. Environmental changes and cultural concerns over the risks associated
with modem food production technologies and practices are playing an
important role in the changes that agricultural and food research institutions
are undergoing. The significant presence of dominating commercial interests
both in the research phase, as well as at the market level, are tempering
substantial changes which respond to these environmental concerns.
Lastly I will reflect on how some of these issues have been dealt with to
date - how risk is being measured, regulated and managed, how
communities and nations are defining and regulating practices so as to move
more resolutely toward ESD related functions and how well resources are
being metered and shared within and between communities. The
environment is only now gradually filtering through to the many social,
economic and political analyses of the problems facing humanity .2 This will
set the scene for exploring organic or ecologically-attuned agriculture in
Australia as one such example of an alternative path toward agricultural
economic and ecological sustainability. There is much rhetoric as to how we
can achieve the above goals of sustainability, with a spectrum of views from
unregulated laissez faire capitalism through to varying degrees of
government intervention being paraded as the best options for success.
2Tue Frankfurt school of critical theory, like many other sociological streams of thought, has
tended not to grapple with the issues of nature and the environment, although this is now
beginning to change. See Vogel, S (1996) Against Nature: The Concept of Nature in Critical
Theory, Albany, State University of New York; also Beck, U (1995) Ecological Enlightenment:
Essays on the Politics of the Risk Society, New Jersey, Humanities Press International. A recently
commissioned study by the Australian Research Council into the establishment of guidelines
for assessing the ESD relatedness of research proposals is also indicative of the impacts which
ESD is having on both research and industry. See Deville, A, Turpin, T and Hill, S (1995)
Australian Research for Ecologically Sustainable Development, Canberra, Australian Government
Publishing Service.
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Meanwhile, productivist agriculture is presumed by many to be the only
feasible solution to feeding a growing human population while also
enhancing economic wellbeing. I argue that neither of the economic extremes
of centralised market regulation or laissez-faire "free market" approaches
have been outstandingly and universally effective at producing such results
over any substantial period of human history. Further, the productivist, high
input agricultural approach has inherent problems much in need of attention
and change if it is to truly be part of a more sustainable food industry into the
future. Analysing exemplary case studies which sidestep some of the
contradictions and anomalies which productivist agriculture presently
possesses offers the opportunity to also look beyond political and economic
rhetoric while gaining an insight into what is both technically possible and
socially attainable.
1.1 World Trade in Food Commodities
The world's food and agriculture system is more globally integrated and more
extensive today than ever before in human history. Trade in non-perishable
food commodities millennia ago has expanded into a comucopian supply
route that stretches across national boundaries and transcends climatic
seasons. Grains and fibres, through to chilled meats and dairy products, are
flown, trucked and shipped from traditional colonial peripheries to centres of
development at an expanding and intensifying rate. The tomato and the
strawberry, supplied throughout the year to major urban centres of the
developed world, are the pinnacle of food industry prowess which reflect
these food industry trends. Sophisticated preservation technologies, mass
transportation, and information technology which assesses markets, regulates
sales and surveilles production environments have facilitated these
developments. For food producers integrated into this system, the rules of the
production game have changed irrevocably with these global developments,
toward fast rates of change and ever higher rates of productivity.
The emergence of the multinational corporation (MNC) in the global
food market over the last two decades has furthered the concentration of
ownership and control of food commodity production, sales and shipment.
Not only have traditional food corporations like Nestle, Heinz and Simplot
expanded their holdings and influence across a wide range of food industry
enterprises, but traditionally non-food companies such as Philip Morris and
Pacific Dunlop made significant forays into the food industry game through
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the 1980s. This horizontal integration has accompanied a vertical integration
of ownership which has seen streamlining of supply links between
agricultural input companies, food processors and even retail chain outlets.3
The aggregation of, and co-operation between, agrochemical, seed and
biotechnology companies is an upstream manifestation of this overall food
industry trend.4 Food is being commoditised to fit with these developing
mass markets, driven by opportunistic capital investments.
A vast array of food types has entered these global markets, from
traditional commodities, such as grains and non-perishable foods, through to
fermented and fresh foods today.s As this is happening, local production is
being oriented, in many areas, towards "international competitiveness",
developing an export focus or competing with domestic and imported goods.
Agriculture, being the primary input for this metamorphic food system, has
itself gone through massive changes to achieve the production levels that
have fuelled, and been fuelled by, this mass market orientation.
Post World War Il industrial agriculture and its related food system
have been classified by some as Fordist in nature.6 Initial Fordist production
3Bonanno, A, Busch, L, Friedland, W, Gouveia, Land Mingione, E (eds} (1994} From Columbus
to Conagra:The Globablisation of Agriculture and Food. Kansas: University of Kansas Press;
Burch, D, Rickson, Rand Lawrence, G (eds)(l996) Globalisation and Agri-Food Restructuring.
Sydney: Avebury; Lawrence, G (1987) Capitalism and the Countryside: The Rural Crisis in
Australia. Sydney: Pluto Press; Lawrence, G, Vanclay, F and Furze, B (1992) Agriculture,
Environment and Society - Contemporary Issues for Australia. South Melbourne: MacMillan;
McMichael, P. (ed) (1992) Food Systems and Agrarian Change in the Late Twentieth Century.
Ithaca: Cornell University Press; McMichael, P (1994) The Global Restructuring of Agro-Food
Systems. Ithaca: Cornell University Press.
4 The amalgamation of Ciba Geigy and Sandoz into Novartis in 1996 has created a combined
US$4.4b turnover of agrochemicals for this conglomerate which also is now the 2nd largest
seed company with its takeovers of numerous smaller seed firms. PANNA (1996) April 30.
Similarly the co-operation between agrochemical companies such as Monsanto (now second
largest in the world) and biotechnology firms such as Genentech , Agracetus and PioneerHybrid are part of a positioning by agrochemical firms to trap the newly developing market
for genetically engineered plants and animals. See Kloppenburg, J. (1988) First the Seed: The
Political Economy of Plant Biotechnology, 1492-2000. New York: Cambridge University Press.
Ssee Levenstein, H (1988) Revolution at the Table: The Transformation of the American Diet. NY
Oxford; Senauer, B, Asp, E and Kinsey, J (eds) (1991) Food Trends and the Changing Consumer.
St Paul Minnesota: Eagan Press; Symons, M (1982) One Continuous Picnic: A History of Eating
in Australia. Ringwood: Penguin.
6Friedmann, H (1991) Changes in the International Division of Labour: Agrifood Complexes
and Export Agriculture. In: Friedland, W, Busch, L, Buttel, F and Rudy, A (eds) (1991)
Towards a New Political Economy of Agriculture. Westview: Boulder: Colorado; Lawrence, G
(1987) op. cit.; Redclift, Mand Goodman, D (1991) Refashioning Nature: Food, Ecology and
Culture. New York: Routledge: Henry Ford is famous for stating that" Americans can enjoy
any colour car they want - as long as it is black." pp253-4. China, however, had well
established production line structures in the sixteenth century for such commodities as
porcelain- see Needham, J(1954) Science and Civilization in China Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press. The label of Fordism can perhaps best be seen and used in a loose way to
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focus was on a simplified range of mass market commodities - most famously
the model-T Ford motorcar in the US. Ford achieved this cheap mass
production via specialisation of its workers into social and technical
compartments of production. The simplified production requirements
enhanced the efficiencies of scale. In modern industrial agriculture, we have
seen the development of specialisation by farmers and food manufacturers,
who produce one or two main commodities. These producers are also reliant
upon industrial inputs from machinery through to fertilisers and pesticides. It
has been pointed out that agriculture in industrial economies could be
classified as being part of the "Food-Chemicals-Energy Complex" which has
seen the blurring of distinction between food, oil seeds and other non food
use agricultural products.7 These farm commodities mostly enter a mass,
homogenised and relatively undifferentiated food and fibre market.S Fordism
has been proposed as relevant across a range of food industry activities, with
the fast food industry being the paramount example of this.9 Mass
production, homogenisation of commodities and streamlining of simplified
workforces in these industries are producing a dizzying growth in output and
sales - all registering as success within a framework emphasising
productivity and growth in output.

refer to a range of industrial production activities which fit general categories of mass
production, homogenisation of products and streamlining of work forces and the means of
production. It has also been associated with an historical period which saw state regulatory
bodies and labour interests congeal in a period of rising wealth and relatively stable
production environments from earlier this century into the beginning of the 1970s.
7Goodman, D, Sorj, Band Wilkinson, J (1987) From Farming to Biotechnology: A Theory of Agroindustrial Development. Oxford: Basil Blackwell; Goodman, D and Wilkinson, J (1990) Patterns
of Research and Innovation in the Modern Agro-Food System. In Lowe, P, Marsden, T and
Whatmore, S (eds) Technological Change and the Rural Environment London: David Fulton
Publishers.
8Tuere has been much debate as to how "Fordist" the industrialised world agricultural
system truly is (see Vanclay, F, Lawrence, G (eds) (1995) The Environmental Imperative:
Ecosocial Concerns for Australian Agriculture. Rockhampton: Central Queensland University
Press). Some argue that it is the food manufacturing and consumption sector which is truly
Fordist (Redclift, Mand Goodman, D (1991) op. cit.). Classic Fordism labels were applied to
labour relations and social organisation, rather that to product output - that is, relations based
on specialisation and departmentalisation. While primary producers are involved in a
specialised production arrangement, for example producing grains and wool or beef, their
work activities are still highly varied and entrepreneurial. Proponents of Fordist labeling tend
to concentrate on the commodities produced, and the ways in which large scale contract
farming transform the marketing arrangements that primary producers enter into.
9Lyons, K (1996) Agro-industrialisation and Social Change Within the Australian Context: A
Case Study of the Fast Food Industry. In: Burch, D, Rickson, Rand Lawrence, G (eds) (1996)
Globalisation and Agri-Food Restructuring: Perspectives from the Australasia Region. Sydney:
Avebury.
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All important in orthodox Fordist analysis are social and labour
organisational issues, since technical forms of production underlie, while
being constituted by, particular social and labour structures. The "world
steer" has been proposed as the agricultural equivalent of an industrial
commodity which stems from the "new international division of labour"
ushered in with the global trade developments of the last few decades. 10 But
most farmers traditionally still operate reasonably mixed farms, producing a
variety of differentiated goods while having control over their own
operational affairs to a certain degree, and being multi-skilled across a range
of trades and practices.11 Hence at least on the farm itself, labour and technical
organisation are often still a far cry from the Ford factories of the early
twentieth century. Some have also questioned the use of the Fordist label to
describe agricultural and food market changes since the changes that have
arisen from the deregulatory market environment of the 1970s and beyond.12
There is no doubt, however, that food production has entered an intensified
period in many regions of the globe, and with this have come social and
technical changes of a Fordist flavour - mass produced, homogeneous
commodities.
While there is now a phantasmagoria of food products on the shelves
of our supermarkets in the developed world, the products are based to a large
degree on a simple range of raw materials. Food items like the pizza and the
hamburger have created fame and fortune for those quick to seize upon the
opportunities of declining commodity prices and the increasingly
homogeneous nature of inputs such as wheat flour, cheese, tomatoes, and
beef. Similarly these input commodities have been lucratively turned into a
lDButtel, F (1996) Theoretical Issues in Global Agri-Food Restructuring. In: Burch, D, Rickson,
Rand Lawrence, G (eds) (1996) Globalisation and Agri-Food Restructuring. Sydney: Avebury
p34, citing Sanderson, S (1986). The emphasis here was particularly on the nature and transfer
of industries reliant upon low-wage production from north countries to the south. See also
Bonanno, A et. al. (1994) op. cit.
11Vanclay, F and Lawrence, G (1995) The Environmental Imperative, Rockhampton: University
of Central Queensland Press.
12Kenney, M, Lobao, Curry, J and Goe, R (1989) Midwestern Agriculture in US Fordism:
From the New Deal to Economic Restructuring, Sociologia Ruralis 29 (2): pp 131 - 148;
Marsden, T (1992) Exploring a Rural Sociology for a Fordist Transition Sociologia Ruralis 32
(2,3) pp 209-230. The "regulation" school views this Fordist period changing with the 1970's
oil crises, changes to the Bretton Woods Agreement and IMF arrangements which led to
currency fluctuations, and consequent inflationary impacts on trading and production
arrangements. Such changes brought an end to the certainty of the post WWII period referred
to as the "Golden Age" of capitalism, and ushered in a new and uncertain trading and
production environment which culminated in the break down of classic Fordist type market
and labour arrangements through the 1980s and 1990s. See also Marsden, T (1992) op. cit.;
Goodman, D, Sorj, Band Wilkinson, J (1987) From Farming to Biotechnology, Oxford: Basil
Blackwell.
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wide variety of consumer items that mask their underlying homogeneous
nature. This apparent diversity, based on simple mass design, has been
classified as Sloanist in nature13. Alfred Sloan was the General Motors (US)
manager of the 1930s in the US who developed the Ford production line idea
into one which, while still based on simple detachable mass production units,
could be modified in such ways as to supply a range of seemingly
differentiated and unique products. The last few decades have seen this
Sloanist approach injected into the food sector at a production and
advertising level. Food as status symbol and food as bestower of identity have
been successful selling points, as food in industrial societies is increasingly
seen and experienced in terms of fashion. Indeed supermarket managers talk
of being involved in the "fashion industry" when it comes to selling food
stuffs where the "consumer is king" .14
While these developments of intensification and massification have
proceeded, some claim that there is a "Third food regime" now developing.ts
The First regime has been defined as the Colonial period of bulk food
commodities such as wheat, wool and beef being shipped from the colonial
periphery to centres of major industrial activity. The Second regime has been
marked by intensification of production and markets, particularly through the
second half of the twentieth century. Typical here have been the explosion of
the intensive tomato industry, feedlotting of cattle, and the spectacular
growth in broiler chicken production for the fast food industries. The Third
regime, by contrast, is characterised by specialised niche markets, exotic
commodities, and the development of such "value added" notions as "Clean
and Green" .16 It has been argued that what is at present developing is a dual
system of production and consumption, divided roughly by education and
income. Those with less sophisticated food demands, lower income and less
formal education are more likely to be aligned with the Second food regime -

13Friedland, W (1994) The New Globalisation: The Case of Fresh Produce. In: Bonanno, A,
Busch, L, Friedland, Wand Gouveia, L (eds) (1994) From Columbus to Conagra: The
Globalisation of Agriculture and Food. Kansas: University of Kansas Press. p213 after Lawrence
Busch's use of the term. McMichael, P (1994) op. cit., continuing the auto analogy, refers to
this development as a kind of "Toyotism", underscoring the aloof and easily interchangeable
nature of mass food production operations in some sectors today.
14Peter Pokorny of Woolworths at Melbourne Trade show Fresh Produce '95 at the
Melbourne Exhibition Centre, Melbourne June 1995.
15Friedmann, H (1993) The Political Economy of Food: A Global Crisis. New Left Review; 196:
pp 29-57.
16Clean and Green being the sales push that the Australian government has developed to
give Australian agricultural and food products a market recognition of environmentally
clean, friendly and safe food.
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that of intensified, mass produced commodities. Those of higher socioeconomic status are more likely to also be supportive of (that is, be consumers
within) the emerging Third regime.17
Whether an emergent Third regime will come to dominance, or
whether, more probably, a Second regime will continue to dwarf
specialisation inroads, food industry production is set to intensify, along with
the consolidation of expanding global trade links between many regions of
the globe. This is seeing growth in volume of mass produced commodities
and markets for niche areas developing simultaneously. Both these
globalising trends are being spurred on by technical and political
infrastructures which are catalysing this expanding international network of
food "commodity chains" .1s Rural sociologist Fred Buttel believes we may be
headed for a period that will see increased control by corporate interests of
food industry technologies and regulation. 19 This, he claims, is currently
evident in a suite of legal and commercial maneuvers in the U.S. by
corporations bent on stifling dissenting views and blocking consumer group
demands for greater accountability and openness regarding food technology
innovation. Various scholars have also drawn the links between the increased
corporate interest and involvement in the food sector and the concomitant
20
loss of public input into and control over food technology change processes.
If of any consolation, Buttel points to the fact that this period of growth
in international trade is a gradual development that needs to be seen in the
light of the past few centuries of trade activities. This period, Buttel states,
should be seen as a transitionary one, rather than a period which is
progressing inexorably toward greater global inter-activity and trade.21 Buttel
argues that we may more likely see increasing fragmentation and crisis in the
global trade of food commodities which could well result in a number of
different outcomes over the coming decades. For instance, Buttel points out,
the last two decades of low grain prices may be a driving reason for the
present intensity of commodity chains and international trade.22 Changes to
one of a whole range of variables from energy pricing structures through to
environmental, demographic and political instabilities could well lead to

17Friedland, W (1994) op. cit.
18Buttel, F (1996) op. cit. p33
19
Buttel, F (1996) op. cit.
20
Bonanno, A et al. (1994) op. cit.; Lawrence, G (1987) op. cit.; Sargent, S (1985) The Food

Makers Sydney: Penguin.

21McMichael, P (1994) op. cit.
22Buttel, F (1996) op. cit.
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radical changes in the volume and extensiveness of international food trade
into the future.
On top of this there is a disparity in economic growth and international
trade depending upon the country or region in question. Even within regions,
the situation is heterogeneous, with mixtures of heavily globally integrated
and local cottage industry activities existing side by side. The stark differences
between certain sub-Saharan and European world trading experiences point
to the reality of world trade - the majority of value added trade takes place
between developed countries with a majority of developing countries
presently exporting lower grade bulk commodities. Even within developed
economies there are movements in both the globalising as well as the
(re)localising directions, which can be seen at social and political levels with
the establishment of new nationalist movements, and the violent expression
of neo parochial attitudes.23 Globalisation is therefore a country and region
specific experience which needs to be treated and analysed as such in any
theoretical or empirical study.24 However much there are disparities in the
level of global integration between countries, what is clear and irrevocable is
that many regions across the world are being exposed to irregular and
unpredictable competition from external and often far distant food
producers.2s These market fluctuations can be affected as much by distant
weather patterns and their associated impacts on crops, as they can by
currency exchange rate changes, labour markets and regional market slumps.

23Tuese moves of relocalisation and national backlash can be seen in the recent rise in
popularity of political figures such as Pauline Hanson in Australia as well as numerous
farmer and other group reactions and protests at loss of markets, loss of protection and the
flooding of cheap commodities into their own countries which has undermined industries,
local labour forces and the regional communities harbouring these industries.
24Lawrence, G (1996) Contemporary Agri-Food Restructuring: Australia and New Zealand.
In Burch, D, Rickson, Rand Lawrence, G (eds) (1996) Globaliza.tion and Agri-Food Restructuring:
Perspectives from the Australasian Region, Aldershot, Avebury; McMichael, P (1994) op. cit.
25Conford, P (ed) (1992) A Future for the Land: Organic Practice from a Global Perspective. Devon:
Green Books; Healey, Mand Ibery, B (eds) (1985) The Industrialisation of the Countryside.
Norwich: Geo Books; Burch, D and Pritchard, B (1996) The Uneasy Transition to
Globalization: Restructuring of the Australian Tomato Processing Industry. In Burch, D,
Rickson, Rand Lawrence, G (eds) (1996) Globaliza.tion and Agri-Food Restructuring: Perspectives
from the Australasian Region, Aldershot: Avebury.
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1.2 Sustaining Productivity Growth
Technical, political and economic developments have placed intense
pressures on primary producers to increase production efficiencies and yields
in order to remain economically viable. This has traditionally led to protective
measures being sought by those placed at the mercy of market forces - the
British Com Laws for instance were instituted in reaction to the impacts of
industrialisation and the expansion of trade with other exporting countries.
Their aim was to protect the domestic British producers from being swamped
by cheaper grain imports from abroad. In one form or another, protectionism
and tariff barriers are essentially crafted and defended today for similar
reasons. Agricultural lobby groups that hold considerable political influence,
in the combined form of farmers' peak body groups, industry sector
corporations and private company interests, have been able to bargain for
minimum price setting guarantees, surplus grain storage and export schemes
to maintain markets and stabilise prices. Many developed world farm sectors
are still relatively protected behind government subsidies and tariff barriers,
although this is presently undergoing significant change. The level of
agricultural protection varies from nation to nation, with Australia being at
the lower end of the protection spectrum within the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) grouping of countries.26
Sustaining such practices is becoming increasingly fiscally difficult for
governments and organisations charged with this responsibility. The
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the European Union (EU) has spent
vast proportions of its overall budget on food storage and export
enhancement schemes from the mid 1980s and into the early 1990s.27 While
the levels of surplus seen in the early 1990s in the West may not be revisited
again for some time to come, such protective schemes have been criticised as
being counterproductive, overly bureaucratic, and prohibitively costly - as
was argued of the Com Laws during the mooting of their repeal. There is
increasing pressure, both domestically (due to fiscal restraints) and globally
(due to demands for open market access), to drop these protective barriers.
The World Trade Organisation (WTO), the "child" of extended General

26Australia in fact has led the way in terms of neoliberal policies which have been exposing
their markets to the vagaries of world commodity and exchange rate pricing. The changes
being instituted and protective measures being repealed in North America and Europe
through the late 1990s had largely taken place in Australia by the 1980s.
27Conford, P (1992) op. cit.; Yerex, D (1992) The Farming Fiasco: Why New Zealand, Our Farmers
and the World's Poor All Lose Out. New Zealand: GP Publishers Ltd.
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Agreements on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) talks over this last half century, has
been charged with the task of developing such free trade" across the globe
via the repealing of individual nation state tariff and related trade barriers.
This process is being driven by a politically potent network of interests from
Food-Energy-Chemical conglomerates, bureaucrats faced with massive
budget deficits, as well as by producers in unsubsidised sectors and nations
attempting to gain access to otherwise lucrative markets.
Agriculture has been relatively resistant to the free trading changes
witnessed in other economic sectors until this decade. Those primary
producers without the protective political and economic measures of their
competitors or without equal access to technical capacity and subsidised
energy have been the losers in this free trade game. These domestic markets
often then become inundated with "freely traded" world commodities which
may stifle local production capabilities.28 While this has mostly applied to
developing nations, Australia with its relatively minimal trade protection
measures has also suffered at the hands of subsidised trade wars between the
EU, US and Japan across a range of internationally traded agricultural
commodities from wheat and beef to dairy products.29 The repealing of
protective trade barriers is also impacting back on advanced economy nations
which are faced with imports of cheap labour produced goods usually
coming from developing nations. The consequences of this are that food
producers are being pressured to operate within narrowing boundaries of
productivity and efficiency in order to remain economically viable. These
international trading arrangements, while leading to dislocating social and
economic problems, are simultaneously catalysing, while also being
11

28Tue famines through the 1970s and 1980s in certain African states were ironically
exacerbated by the impacts of PL480 , legislation initially designed as a mechanism to off load
excess agricultural production from over productive industrialised world economies. PL480
doubled as an altruistic food aid mechanism for these famine ridden countries, but had the
adverse side effect in some circumstances of flooding of domestic markets with cheap grain
and other food commodity imports. See Bernstein, M, Crow, B, Mackintosh, Mand Martin, C
(eds) (1990) The Food Question: Profits Versus People. London: Earthscan Publications; Grigg, D
(1985) The World Food Problem 1950-80. Oxford: Basil Blackwell; Swaminathan, Mand Sinha, S
(1986) Global Aspects of Food Production. London: Tycooly Institute.
29Jt has been noted that whereas the rural space in Australia is seen as a site of production, in
areas of the EU and Japan particularly, it is also culturally viewed as a site of consumption
which means that subsidies by one means or another will continue to bolster agricultural
activities in these countries in ways which are beyond the means of countries like Australia.
see Vanclay, F and Lawrence, G (eds)(1995) The Environmental Imperative: Ecosocial Concerns for
Australian Agriculture. Rockhampton: Central Queensland University Press.
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indicative of, the demise of nation state sovereignty and control over such
matters.30
Australia on a global trading level is a country of lesser size within the
OECD. It equally lacks the domestic political will to economically support its
agricultural sector to the levels that are still experienced to varying degrees in
the US, the EU and Japan. Since the Australian Labor government policies of
the 1970s, tariff barriers and financial benefits such as agricultural production
tax incentives (for example land clearance) and subsidies (for such inputs as
fuels and fertilisers) have been gradually reduced or fully eliminated.31 As a
consequence, Australian producers have been more exposed to the highly
competitive and increasingly productive global food and fibres market than
some of the more powerful developed world primary producer groups of
other countries. This has earned Australia the label of being one of the most
efficient industrial country primary producers in the world, since its
agricultural sector has had to a significant extent to survive largely on its own
while competing with subsidised overseas producers.32
This Australian "efficiency" and competitiveness has not been without
its social and environmental costs. Over the last two decades the Australian
farming sector has been experiencing a continuation of the industrial
transition, as farming family numbers drop while farm sizes expand.33 There
has been a relentless upward pressure on economies of scale and
capitalisation, leading to increased and often unsustainable indebtedness. The
1980s rationalisation (that is, elimination) of many farming enterprises was as
much a consequence of drought conditions and market slumps as it was
about the economically created need to achieve the latest economy of scale -

30See Bonanno, A et al. (1994) op cit; Mander, J and Goldsmith, E (eds)(1996) The Case Against
the Global Economy, San Francisco: Sierra Club Books.
31A publication by Ferguson (1957) on advice on ring-barking, poisoning and clearing of trees
is exemplary of this early period and contrasts radically today with most state policies and
advice on trees with measures to protect and enhance their environments. cited in Barr, N
and Cary, J (1992) Greening a Brown Land: The Australian Search for Sustainable Land Use. South
Melbourne: MacMillan. Compare this 1957 report with The Land and Water Conservation
(1995) SEPP46- State Environmental Planning Policy No, 46 - Protection and Management of
Native Vegetation; The New South Wales Department of Land and Water Conservation. This
varies significantly between States of course with the southern and eastern States having
stricter guidelines.
32Nonetheless, as with industrialised agriculture across the world, there is a whole array of
still overt as well as hidden subsidies which help to bolster modem Australian agricultural
practices. There are some who argue the rationalisation measures should go far further. See
Bennett, J.and Block, W (1991) Reconciling Economics with the Environment. Perth: Australian
Institute for Public Policy, chapter 5. (see also section 1.4 below).
33Lawrence, G (1987) op. cit.
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to "get big or get out". 34 The repealing of domestic protection measures from
tariffs and subsidies through to the deregulation of the banking sector were
part of this package of reforms that occurred in close succession with the
repealing of past global financial agreements, oil crises and the subsequent
inflation that those events caused. These deregulatory and changing market
environments combined to cause what has been termed the "rural crisis"
which saw large numbers of farming families leave the land, and the general
nature of the farming enterprise enter a new era of high capital investment
and risk taking.35 The period since the 1980s economic boom and bust saw the
once inflated land prices of the 1980s boom recoil through the bust period,
further undermining many farmers' real equity. This has created strains on
their ability to service existing debts let alone to successfully seek out new
ones in a period which is demanding a mixture of high capital investment in
long term projects, as well as a requirement to "sit out" some of the market
slumps experienced in commodity markets such as the wool and beef sectors
of the early to mid 1990s.36
In any market setting, ceteris paribus, those who can produce more of
that which is in demand for less input cost remain in business. The treadmill
of farm productivity increases affects growers, researchers and input sectors
alike. Whether competing on domestic or international markets, productivity
or yield increases have been the main targets for agricultural research since
the inception of government funded agricultural research institutes in the
nineteenth century.37 Significant yield increases over the last century have
also been the consequence of growing capital interests in the development of
inputs for the farming sector.38
Major capital interest has traditionally steered clear of primary
production per se since the sectors in manufacturing and merchandising have
tended to be viewed as higher return investments. It has become increasingly
lucrative, however, to be in the service industries for farm enterprises.39 MNC
involvement in this sector has concentrated ownership of seed and chemical
34Reflecting the cultural environment of the time, see Ansley, I (1984) Get Big or Get Out
National Farmer 17, 6-19 September pp24-29.
35Goering, P (1993) From the Ground Up: Rethinking Industrial Agriculture. London, Earthscan
Publications.; Healey, Mand Ibery, B (eds) (1985) The Industrialisation of the Countryside.
Norwich: Geo Books.; Lawrence, G (1987) op. cit.
36Lawrence, G and Vanclay, F (1994) Agricultural Change in the Semi-Periphery: The
Murray-Darling Basin, Australia. In McMichael, P (ed) (1994) The Global Restructuring of AgroFood Systems, Ithaca: Cornell University Press, pp 76 - 103.
37Ruttan, V (1982) Agricultural Research Policy. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press.
38Kioppenburg, J (1988) op. cit.
39Lawrence, G (1987) op. cit.
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companies as well as the production of machinery and other farm inputs such
as fertilisers. The global turnover figures for some of these input commodities
are estimated to be growing by 10-15 per cent per annum. 40 Those primary
producers not enlisting the latest in technological advance are at the mercy of
more productive and efficient growers who stand to gain both in market
share and, most importantly in financial credit rating, by maintaining a rise in
total farm output, irrespective of the degree of inputs required to maintain
such "productivity" levels. Farming has become an intensive industry, both in
terms of resource use and in terms of capital outlay. This has had a direct
social impact in the demise of the traditional smaller family farm operation
and has seen the successful, if precarious, rise of the large-scale corporate
farm. The rural landscape, particularly in Australia, has been progressively
denuded of people as cheaper and more productive technical solutions are
applied to the challenges of raising yields ever higher.41
Under these sorts of pressures, agriculture has had a general tendency
over its history to increase its yields per unit of land under cultivation as well
as per unit of labour input. This century has seen a spectacular intensification
of this process. Those able to keep up with such developments have stayed
viable and many of them have done well. Farms have increased in average
size, become more mechanised, more reliant on a host of highly expensive
inputs, and as a consequence have become more labour and land efficient
depending on the requirements of the region.42 As the world food commodity
trade becomes more extensively global, these pressures and incentives for
high productivity become a reality for an ever-growing number of regions on
the planet. While there are developing sectors supplying counter trend niches
in the market, the general trend across the globe has been intensification, high
inputs and high yielding, large scale, mono-cropping agriculture. This has
been associated with the demographic changes of intensified industrial
activity and urbanisation over the last few centuries which have drawn
people away from the countryside and into regional industrial centres.
40pANNA (1996) World Pesticide Sales increase in 1995, April 29 Pesticide Action Network,
North America.
41Abel, W (1980) Agricultural Fluctuations in Western Europe From the Thirteenth to the Twentieth
Centuries. London; Marion, B (1986) The Organisation and Performance of the US Food System.
Lexington, MA: Lexington Books; Pearse, A (1980) Seeds of Plenty, Seeds of Want. New York,
NY: Oxford University Press; Strange, M (1988) Family Farming: A New Economic Vision.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press and Institute of Food and Development Policy.
42Kioppenburg, J (1988) op. cit. Compare this with the situation in land scarce countries such
as areas of Asia where land efficiency has been more of the focus than labour efficiency. See
Bray, F (1986) The Rice Economies: Technology and Development in Asian Societies. Oxford, UK:
Basil Blackwell.
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1.3 Population and Demography

All these developments have had massive impacts on the ways in
which the majority of humans experience life within developed countries. The
trend away from localised production and consumption of food and the
increasing number of humans who have no connection with primary food
production whatsoever have drastically altered the experience of the world,
and of food production and consumption, for most urban humans.43 It is
within this cultural and technical context that solutions are sought to the
looming threats of population, resource demands and food production
requirements.
The globalised marketplace, according to many food policy analysts, is
the presumed ideal model for future optimum food production.44 Those
countries with a regional advantage in food production efficiencies are
expected to supply those countries with less advantage via extensive global
trade links. While this model has its critics, there is an overall present cultural
perception in the developed world that food production is best organised
around the existing urban structure of centralisation, utilising high energy
consumption to maintain such infrastructure, whilst relying upon those
producers (anywhere in the world) with the cheapest and most economically
efficient production and supply methods to service those countries that
cannot compete to the same degree on price.
Whatever the theory, pricing structures within most food markets is
such that the distant food trade model impacts upon local producers in ways
which force them to either assume new production practices, or to drop out of
the food market altogether. While it might be ecologically and energetically
cheaper for these local producers to produce and supply a given food stuff to
a local city, built in subsidies, fluctuations and advantages in currency
exchange rates and export enhancement projects by richer or more powerful
nations can mean that imported commodities often out compete and therefore
displace the local product. Such economic efficiencies are of course simply
monetary in nature, and do not capture the broader ecological, social and
political costs of such practices. Nonetheless, these practices are presently

43Redclift, Mand Goodman, D (1991) op. cit.
44Pinstrup-Anderson, P (1995) The Challenge for a 2020 Vision: Extent of Today's Human
Suffering and a View Toward 2020, in A 2020 Vision for Food, Agriculture, and the Environment,
Washington: IFPRI.
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lauded as the ideal means to most efficiently and sustainably feed the
growing human population of the world.
The other significant projected setting for the future is the increased
urbanisation of humans. By mid next century it is projected that a majority of
humans alive will be urbanised.45 Population is expected to begin to plateau
at around the 10 -15 billion mark toward the end of the twenty-first century,
although estimates and conditions for this vary greatly.46 Food production
will have to cater more intensively for a greater volume of mainly urbanised
humans amidst a shrinking area of available arable land. Inventors and
purveyors of various technologies are vying for legitimation within this
climate. Being claimed by their proponents as the solution to the alleviation of
demographic and resource problems, these technologies include irradiation
techniques that will help solve both storage and large scale processing
problems, genetically engineered hormones such as Bovine Somatotropin
Hormone which helps increase a cow's milk yield, new crop varieties which
have built in genetic resistance to certain pest types and/ or pesticides and
herbicides, and massive dam projects which enable vast areas of cultivatable
land to increase agricultural production levels.
The safety of such technologies, the maintenance of food security
amidst a rising population, the impacts of uncertain meteorological and
political climates, and increased demographic movements intra- and
internationally are all elements of the debates surrounding the acceptance or
rejection of these technologies. Protagonists in controversies often contest the
importance of these various factors over acceptable food production
techniques and technologies. Often at the base of these debates are
presumptions over the level of human population that can be sustainably
carried by the planet.
A model of economic growth and demography outlined by the English
economist Thomas Malthus 47 almost two centuries ago suggested that
population, which grew in a geometrical (or exponential) way, had a
tendency to outgrow food production which was restricted, Malthus argued,
45Ehrlich, P and Ehrlich, A (1990) The Population Explosion Brookvale, NSW: Simon and
Schuster.; Garrett, J (1996) Commentary: Agriculture Can Give a Helping Hand to Cities

IFPRI Report June, 18 (2).
46Bongaarts, J (1995) Global and Regional Population Projections to 2025 in Islam, N (1995)

Population and Food in the Early Twenty First Century Washington DC, IFPRI pp7-16.; Bos, E
How reliable are population projections? In Islam, N (1995) Population and Food in the Early
Twenty First Century Washington DC, IFPRI pp 17 - 22. See also Cohen, J (1995) How Many
People Can the Earth Support? NY: Norton.
47Malthus, T (1798) An Essay on the Principle of Population, Middlesex: Harmondsworth.
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to growth in an arithmetic (or straight gradient) way. As a consequence,
population would have a natural tendency to outgrow food production
capabilities, leading to famines and disease, unless there was restraint.
Industrialised agriculture over the last half century has, however, been
particularly spectacular in increasing yields well in advance of population
growth.48 Based on the present circumstances of successful technical
intervention, the Malthusian model of population versus food production
seems disproved. High input industrial agriculture needs to be seen,
however, in the context of its short life and the social and environmental
impacts its practices are having over this short period of time.
For the last century, synthetic nitrogen and superphosphate use, as
well as the development of sophisticated pesticides, have seen harvest yields
rise considerably. Plant breeding and selection has also seen all major world
staple crops such as corn, wheat, rice, soy and potatoes rise exponentially.49
The Green Revolutionso technologies of the 1960s and 1970s supplied a
quantum boost to grain production in selected developing areas of the world,
staving off modem day Malthusian predictions of food scarcity and famine
for these regions. These technologies required a combined package of
fertiliser and pesticide inputs, new plant varieties, and access to irrigation.
There has been much debate over the success of these technologies,
most of it being highly polarised debate with either side utilising specially
selected data to prove their point of failure or success of the schemes.st It is
not the intent of this thesis to explore these issues in depth. What is relevant
to this thesis is the manner in which tl}e debate over the usefulness and
success of these technologies has taken place. Also, what is clear and admitted
by all sides of the debate is that these technologies have not solved the longterm problem of food scarcity, and are now increasingly running "against the

48Cohen, J (1995) op. cit.; Kloppenburg, J (1988) op. cit.; Ruttan, V (1982) op. cit.
49I<Ioppenburg, J (1988) op. cit.
50Tue name usually given to the package of high yielding plant varieties (most famously rice
and wheat), fertilisers and pesticides developed in countries such as Mexico, Philippines,
India, China and Indonesia. The Green Revolution generally refers to developing nation
agricultures, although such revolutions, based upon the introduction of high yielding
varieties along with a high inputs package, have been experienced in industrial countries
particularly with com, soy and wheat.
51Chambers, R (1984) Beyond the Green Revolution. In Bayliss-Smith, T and Wanmali, S (eds)
(1984) Understanding Green Revolutions: Agrarian Change and Development Planning in South
Asia, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.; George, S (1990) Ill Fares the Land: Essays on
Food, Hunger and Power, London: Penguin; Shiva, V (1991) The Violence of the Green Revolution:
Third World Agriculture, Ecology and Politics, London: Zed Books.
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clock" of consumption needs.s2 Further, these Green Revolution technologies
have generated specific ecological issues requiring attention.
Yield decreases in certain Green revolution crops in some areas of the
world are raising concerns that the long-term sustainability of such practices
is in jeopardy.s3 The battle against ecological processes of pest mutation and
resistance, as well as soil fertility loss, both of which lead to yield decline,
requires research into new varieties, new techniques and technologies to keep
pace with these natural developments, so it is argued.54 However, low yields
in some areas of the Green revolution world seem to be as much a result of
these "natural attrition" processes as they are of farmer non-access to all the
required and optimal inputs, particularly irrigation and fertiliser.ss While in
the long term some of these infrastructural factors can be controlled for and
accommodated - at least where governments can afford the required
subsidisation of inputs and infrastructure - the relatively new agricultural
system will be in constant need of vigilant research and development efforts
to maintain the high yields. Even then, there are concerns that the natural
base of soil fertility and water quality is being compromised in ways which
are making it extremely difficult to achieve the sorts of yield increases gained
during the 1960s and 1970s.S6
Even with overall food production in check with population growth,
distribution to urban and rural areas is another significant hurdle. The
famines of the 1980s in eastern Africa highlighted the challenges of
distributing food equitably - particularly given that these famines occurred
during a time of global over supply of grains and other agricultural
commodities. So not only is the concern one of producing enough food in the
world, but it is also having food products integrated into the economic and
broader technical system in such a way as to feed the world's human

52Growth in food production output has kept pace with rapid population growth in most
areas of the world over the past few decades, bar sub-Saharan Africa. Whether such growth
in output can be sustained is another matter, as yield increases are presently falling behind
the rates of growth experienced through the 1960s and 1970s. Islam, N (1995) op. cit.
S3£hrlich, P, Ehrlich, A and Daily, G (1997) The Stork and the Plow: The Equity Answer to the
Human Dilemma, NY: Putnam; Pearce, F (1996) Crying out for Food New Scientist 9 November
p14-15.
S4Ruttan, V (1982) op. cit.
SSBumb, B (1995) Growth Potential of Existing Technology is Insufficiently Tapped. In Islam,
N (1995) Population and Food in the Early Twenty First Century Washington DC: IFPRI. pp 191206.
56Brown, L, Kane, Hand Ayres, E (1994) Vital Signs: The Trends That Are Shaping Our Future,
NY: Norton.
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population with tolerable equity. Problems of distribution were as much
economic and social as anything else during these times of famine.
Some scholars suggest that the very model of productivist, industrial
agriculture itself, as it is presently manifested, is the real problem. Proffered is
a more locally oriented, integrated agricultural system that would service the
needs of food demand far more equitably and reliably than would a system
overly reliant upon centralised government or corporate control,
homogenisation of the farming environment and excessive industrial inputs. 57
For Vandana Shiva particularly, the very nature of the modem industrial
agricultural environment highlights a problem in agricultural policy maker
thinking, which has been overly focused on the one-dimensional yield of
grain production. This, Shiva claims, has been to the total detriment and
neglect of many other useful "yields" which are attained in a more diverse
and multi cropped agricultural system. These extra yields may be a mixture
of fresh fruits and vegetables for local and household consumption, byproducts of feed for beasts of burden, and even fish and other foods from
waterways and paddy fields. Many of these food and feed sources have
suffered drops in yield at the expense of raising the overall yield of a single
grain species. Consequently, the ability of peoples in many developing
country regions to feed themselves has been jeopardised.58 Others have noted
the unequal distribution of wealth and food availability which the Green
Revolution technologies brought with them. While seeing the incomes and
productive output of some farmers grow, the Green Revolution, according to
Susan George, only widened the gap between the "haves" and the "have
nots", further jeopardising future food security for the majority of people in
. countr•ies. 59
d eve,1oping
The solutions to the above problems of food distribution, while not
simply being of an agricultural policy nature, are intimately tied in with how
agricultural systems and technologies are created and maintained anywhere
in the world. As populations rise, and as trade intensifies between nations, it
has become obvious that national, regional or even local events cannot be so
easily separated from world events. In such a world, sustaining agricultural
productivity, feeding a region's population, and maintaining a reasonably
stable economy are affected as much by global as by local factors.
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George, S (1990) op. cit.i Shiva, V (1991) op. cit.
Shiva, V (1993) Monocultures of the Mind: Perspectives on Biodiversity and Biotechnology, US:
Zed Books.
59
George, S (1990) op. cit.
58
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Demography and agricultural practices and technologies have been
symbiotically related in history. The changes in available technologies, such
as the fixed harness and the heavy plough around the twelfth century in
Europe, have been linked to an increase in rural migration to urban centres as
production capacities rose.60 Advances in agricultural productivities and
trade through the intervening period and then particularly the eighteenth and
nineteenth century period in Northern Europe similarly enabled a greater
number of urban (and therefore non food producing) humans to be fed. This
helped fuel the industrial and cultural revolutions across Europe at this
time.61
Sufficient food production has been so taken for granted in the
developed world of today that it is easily forgotten the massive involvement
that these agricultural revolutions have had on the very psyche, let alone the
physical and cultural existence of humans in such industrialised centres.
Events such as the 1970s oil crises provided evidence that the highly
productive developed world food production system was not as impervious
to collapse as believed - as fertiliser costs exploded in tandem with the oil
prices they were intimately related to. Accompanying such events is the
regular oscillation between official pessimism and optimism regarding "food
security" issues fed through the media. Scientists and non-scientists alike who
warn of imminent food production problems vie for media space with their
counterparts who claim that the present system is as resilient as ever.62 Either
way, eminent scientists and politicians from across this spectrum of debate
state that food production is amongst the most important of future issues
facing humanity.63
The projected implications for human quality of life over the next 50
years vary greatly. At one extreme there are those who claim we are destined
for massive social and physical chaos due to the particular ways in which we

60Sweeney, D (ed) (1995) Agriculture in the Middle Ages: Technology, Practice and Representation.
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press; White, L (1962) Medieval Technology and Social
Change. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
61Beckett, J (1990) The Agricultural Revolution. Oxford: Basil Blackwell; Braudel, F
(19B4)Civilisation and Capitalism - 15th -18th Century. New York: Harper and Row; Hudson, P
(1992) The Industrial Revolution London: Hodder and Stroughton.
62Compare Avery, D (1995) Saving the Planet with Pesticides and Plastic. Hudson Institute:
Indianapolis, and Simon, J (1990) Population Matters: People, Resources, Environment and
Immigration, London: Transaction, with Ehrlich, P and Ehrlich, A (1990) op. cit., and
McMichael, A. J (1993) Planetary Overload: Global Environmental Change and the Health of the
Human Species. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
63This list includes US vice-president Al Gore, Harvey Brooks, Norman Borlaug and Jim
Peacock who have all gone to lengths to create media and public awareness over this issue.
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are orienting economies along paths of unsustainable growth.64 For this
school, the presently free "commodities" of natural resources such as good
arable soil, clean air and fresh potable water cannot be brought into the
present economic structure, since many of them are impossible to price, and
completely impossible to replace if disturbed or destroyed. It is argued there
is a need for major changes to the ways in which we run our economies, and
the ways in which we relate to and deal with our environment. Going further,
the radical philosophical perspectives of deep ecology claim the need for a
Gestalt switch in the way in which humans live and act in the world, such
that we see ourselves as an integral, if small, part of the natural world around
us.65
At the other end of the spectrum, there are those who see a rosy,
comucopian future ahead for food production and human well being.66 All
that is needed, this school argues, is more intensified R&D into areas of
agricultural efficiency and productivity which will supply the dual needs of
greater food production capability, while solving and avoiding the
environmental side-effects of current agricultural practice. Traditional
economic growth and industrial development are essential to fund and fuel
these processes. According to this view the high input approach to agriculture
is the only way in which to feed a burgeoning population while relieving
pressure already being placed upon more marginal agricultural lands.67
Classically these two schools have been placed in the environment and
the economic camps respectively. The age of Ecologically Sustainable
Development has heralded a need for a new approach falling somewhere in
between these two views while satisfying the requirements and concerns of
both groups.68 Humans are facing demographic problems never seen on such
a scale before in their history. The ability to sustain both food production

64Beder, S (l993)The Nature of Sustainable Development. Newham, Australia: Scribe
Publications; Ehrlich, P and Ehrlich, A (1990) op. cit.; McMichael, A (1993) op. cit.; Suzuki, D
(1990) Inventing the Future: Reflections on Science, Technology and Nature, Sydney: Allen and
Unwin.
65McLaughlin, A (1993) Regarding nature: Industrialism and Deep Ecology, Albany: State
University of New York Press; Naess, A (1989) Ecology, Community and Lifestyle: An Outline of
an Ecosophy, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press; Zimmerman, M (1994) Contesting
Earth's Future: Radical Ecology and Postmodernity, Berkeley: University of Berkeley Press.
66Avery, D (1996) op. cit.; Kahn, H, Brown, Wand Martel, L (1977) The Next 200 Years,
London: Cox and Wyman Ltd; Simon, J and Kahn, H (eds) (1984) The Resourceful Earth: A
Response to Glogal 2000. London: Basil Blackwell.
67Avery,D (1996) op. cit.; Kahn, H, Brown, Wand Martel, L (1977) op. cit.
68Ecologically Sustainable Development was coined by the Brundtland Commission in its
report of 1987.
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capabilities as well as workable and stable socio-economic systems are slowly
becoming policy concerns of governments around the world.69
1.4 Agricultural Sustainability - The Issues
Media reporting, in some form or other, on the intersection of
agricultural, food and environmental issues is a regular occurrence in the
1990s. So too has a fascination with environmental matters affected academic
scholars and researchers. This fascination has not been confined to ecological
and natural sciences, but has been cross disciplinary in impact. For instance,
as with the Dust Bowl years of the 1930s in the U.S., the "eco-disaster"
histories of the 1990s are arising during a time when there is rising awareness
of contemporary agricultural environmental dilemmas and their connection
with, and impact upon, civilization.70 The following sub-headings will look at
a cross section of sustainability issues that are regularly raised within the ESD
debate. The issues raised here will be referred to in Chapter 3, comparing
organic with conventional agricultural practice.
Soil
Over the past decade there has been a range of reports commissioned
into environmental issues facing humans in the twenty-first century.71

69World Bank April 1996 Report on food production: Hans Binswanger has been quoted that
food supplies needed to double in the next 30-35 years. RN Countrywide 23/4/96.
70See for example Bennet, H (1939) Soil Conservation NY: McGraw Hill; Carter, V and Dale, T
(1974) Topsoil and Civilisation Norman: University of Oaklahoma Press; Hillel, D (1991) Out of
the Earth: Civilisation and the Life of the Soil NY: Free Press; Jacks, G and Whyte, R (1939) The
Rape of the Earth: A World Survey of Soil Erosion Faber and Faber London - works which arose
during particularly intensive times of soil degradation and loss in industrial countries such as
the US. However, see also Campbell, B (1995) Ecology Versus Economics in Late Thirteenthand Early Fourteenth-Century English Agriculture. In Sweeney, D (1995) op. cit. where non
optimal economic policies are looked at to explain the general drop in production yields in
the latter Medieval period in Europe. This framework is used in preference to environmental
degradation per se, and signals a break from a host of other present works which have
singled out environmental degradation as the leading cause of past civilisational collapse.
71ESD Working Groups were commissioned to report across a range of industry sectors of the
Australian economy in the late 1980s and early 1990s, from mining and manufacturing
through to agriculture and forestry. Internationally there has been a growing volume of
literature and numerous forums and conferences surrounding this issue. Much attention has
been focused on the Rio Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil in 1992. The Bruntland
report is also notable for its coining of the ESD term and the defining of certain ESD agendas
which it implored governments to heed. The Club of Rome has made various reports, see
Laszlo, E (1977) Goals for Mankind: A Report to the Club of Rome, London: Hutchison. See also
Brown, L (1981) Building a Sustainable Society, NY: Norton.
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According to some reports, the sustainable future of the planet based on
present industrial agricultural practices is somewhat dismal. One estimate
states that world agricultural lands are losing 24 billion tonnes of top soil a
year to wind and water erosion stemming directly from human activity - that
is equivalent to loaded freight trains stretching from the moon and back five
times. 72 Australia, with ancient and fragile soils, while losing only a fraction
of this total figure has nonetheless been at the extreme end of the soil erosion
spectrum in terms of land erosion impacts upon production and total
percentage of soil lost to total soil available.73 While soil erosion is a natural
process, these rates are well in excess of their natural replacement. Soil
generally, in industrial agricultural systems, has also become compacted
through heavy machinery use, as well as gradually losing both its structure
and general biotic activity through intensive synthetic fertiliser, herbicide and
pesticide regimes. 74 Soil over-exploitation has caused dropping protein yields
of crops, increased susceptibility to disease and infection, and of course a long
term inability to sustain any production whatsoever in extreme circumstances
such as desertification.75
Diversity
The intensified production of agricultural commodities requires a
reasonably homogenised and simple environment in which to function.
Diversity and genetic variability being "the enemy of mechanisation" has
meant that such an enemy has been eradicated as industrial agricultural
practice has expanded and intensified. 76 But homogenisation also leads to
greater susceptibility to disease and infection which requires agrochemical
and other interventionist approaches to control potential outbreaks. The
Potato Blight of the nineteenth century in Ireland was a spectacular example
of over reliance on few varieties of one major crop. 77 Meanwhile, the over
72Brown, L (1990) State of the World 1990 NY: Norton p60. Also see Pimentel, D (1993) World
Soil Erosion and Conservation Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, where it is estimated
that Europe loses 10-20 tonnes /hectare/year, while Asia, Africa and South America 20-40
T/Ha/Yr.
73Diamond, J (1997) Guns, Germs and Steel. NY: Norton; Flannery, T (1994) The Future Eaters.
NSW: Reed Books.
74Davidson, B (1981) European Farming in Australia: An Economic History of Australian Farming. ·
Amsterdam: Elsevier; Goering, P (1993) op. cit.; Roberts, B (1995) The Quest for Sustainable
Agriculture and Land Use. Sydney: UNSW Press.
75Barr, N and Cary, J (1992) op. cit.; Roberts, B (1995) op. cit.
76I<Ioppenburg, J (1988) op. cit. p117.
77Hobhouse, H (1992) Seeds of Change: Five Plants that Transformed Mankind. NY: PaperMac.
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reliance on specific antibiotics for intensive livestock disease control is
another form of biological homogeneity which poses its own problems - both
in terms of stock susceptibility to widespread disease outbreak, as well as
cross infection of human populations. 78
Due to geographical isolation and strict quarantine laws, Australia has
been affected only moderately by serious disease outbreaks that threaten crop
production on such massive scales as has been seen overseas.79 The increase
of external trade, however, continues to put impossible pressures on
quarantine authorities to maintain an effective quarantine zone within
Australia from a host of pests and diseases that can potentially arrive on our
shores on the backs of food commodities, containers and equipment from
other countries. The threat that organisms such as fruit fly varieties, the
mouse, and the locust pose are only part of a host of threats that are also an
inherent part of intensive agriculture. Sophisticated and highly focused
research into technical solutions to these problems has allowed the
intensification of agricultural production to continue - often solving one
problem, but only to create others in the process.so The broader problem of
quarantine and intensifying international trade may have no similar easy to
apply remedies as increased volume in trade inevitably will lead to increased
risk.
This homogenising approach to food production has culminated in a
drastic change to the natural environment, with a radical drop in biodiversity
in regions of intensive agricultural production and intensive forestry
operations, let alone in urban areas where most food consumption takes
place. Factors which have encouraged the food industry to rely upon a
decreasing number of select crop and food varieties include technical
requirements for crops to ripen simultaneously and be reasonably
homogeneous for harvesting and handling, management ease of dealing with
and predicting the activities of a single variety, and even the legal
78

Schell, O (1985) Modern Meat: Antibiotics, Hormones and the Pharmaceutical Farm. New York:
Vintage Books /Random House.
79Meanwhile, Fireblight, a fungal disease affecting perennial horticultural crops across many
areas of the world, has impacted significantly on the fruit industries of Victoria and South
Australia in 1997 through quarantine restrictions on their export markets. Although this
disease has been shown to only have infected urban tree species and not horticultural crops
themselves in Victoria, the potential damage from a wider outbreak led to restrictions on
markets, impacting heavily on producers. Such quarantine actions are part of a losing battle,
however, to restrict infections by viruses, bacteria, fungus and animal pests as world trade
activities intensify.
soconway, G and Pretty, J (1991) Unwelcome Haroest: Agriculture and Pollution London:
Earthscan.
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requirements for registration of specific food varieties.Bl Biodiversity loss has
also occurred at less visible levels with the demise of diverse bacterial and
fungal populations in many agricultural environments. The practices of
monocropping combined with the use of fungicides, pesticides and herbicides
have culminated in a veritable barren microlandscape in some agricultural
environments. Apart from direct production and environmental problems
arising from this, there are all sorts of potential human health risks arising
from this sort of microbiological reduction in biodiversity.82
As has been noted, some argue that we need to intensify agricultural
production so that we can actually afford to set aside areas of biodiversity and
wildemess. 83 Whether or not the latter becomes a social and political reality,
agricultural practice has a tendency to minimise biodiversity, and to
significantly impact on areas surrounding it such as wetlands, forest and river
systems. Expansion of agricultural activity onto marginal and virgin lands is
escalating in many regions of the earth. In Australia, this is having dire
repercussions for native and now rare (and usually over looked) small
mammals, birds, fish, reptiles and insects which survive frugally only in such
marginal areas, but which cannot compete with introduced floral and fauna!
species that flourish in intensive agricultural conditions.84
Water
With this expansion of agriculture, and the intensification of areas
already under cultivation, has come increasing demands for resources that
service these activities. Water supply is still one of the more taken for granted
but absolutely vital ingredients of a productive agricultural system, let alone
civilisation itself. Agriculture presently consumes an average of one quarter
of all water consumed by modem economies. 85 The spectacular gains in yields
made through the use of irrigation projects are also causing certain long term
problems that have no present solution. Salinity problems are foremost

81food and Agriculture Organisation (1993) Harvesting Nature's Diversity. Rome: FAO; Grigg,
D (1992) The Transformation of Agriculture in the West. Oxford: Blackwell; Kloppenburg, J
(1988) op. cit.
82Garrett, L (1994) The Coming Plague: Newly Emerging Diseases in a World Out of Balance.
London: Virago; Grifo, F and Rosenthal, J (eds) Biodiversity and Human Health. Covelo, CA:
Island Press; Preston, R (1994) The Hot Zone Sydney: Doubleday; Wills, C (1996) Plagues: Their
Origin, History and Future, London: Harper and Collins.
83Avery, D (1996) op. cit.
84flannery, T (1994) op. cit.
85Bennett, J and Block, W (1991) op. cit; FAO (1981) op. cit.
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amongst Australia's irrigation impacts, while the oversubscription of river
water rights is placing in jeopardy the long term stability of intensive
production areas such as in the Riverland and other Murray-Darling basin
areas of Australia. 86 Major dam projects do not seem without their own set of
downstream problems both here and in other countries.87
Subterranean aquifer levels, which also supply some irrigation projects
across the world, are dropping due to over demand both from agriculture and
urban activities. These effects can be seen from Beijing in NorthEast China to
the Com Belt in California. Combined with this, many aquifers are
undergoing levels of contamination stemming directly from pesticide and
fertiliser runoff. 88 The algal blooms in the Murray-Darling basin are, among
other things, an above ground example of similar problems with fertiliser
runoff in Australia.
Over-irrigation in some areas has caused water tables to rise, releasing
excess salt into the upper soil layers. Australia's natural propensity for a
saline soil environment has meant that such practices have exacerbated
salinity that in tum is threatening the productivity of many farming regions.89
Soil salinity can also arise from over clearing of forest and scrubland and is
known as dry land salinity. Without tree cover, the water tables in the south
west of Western Australia have risen, raising soil salt levels in one of the most
spectacular cases of Australian soil salinity development. It is estimated that
one quarter of farm land in WA is affected by salt, and this figure is expected
to double in 15 years, with extensive areas dropping out of agricultural
production altogether.90 While irrigation efficiencies and user pays water
rights systems are being implemented in Australia, there continues to be an
unsustainable expansion in some states of water rights handouts and
expansion of irrigation programs. Particularly given Australia's natural
tendency toward drought and its comparatively lesser consistent availability
86Barr, N and Cary, J (1992) op. cit.; Bennett, J, Block, W (1991) op. cit.
87Tue Ord and Snowy rivers being perhaps two of the most spectacular examples of large
scale damming projects that are only now beginning to show problems with their design. The
Snowy Mountains Scheme, designed particularly for power generation, has culminated in
restricted flows to downstream areas which in tum has helped create stagnant water
environments which encourage blue-green algal blooms and their consequent problems. The
Ord Scheme in WA is yet to reach its zenith in terms of production and expansion of
agricultural activities, but seems certain to run in to similar problems in its life.
88See Reeve, C and Watts, J (eds) (1994) Groundwater: Drought, Pollution and Management.
Rotterdam: AA Balkema. Also Vrba, J and Romjin, E (1986) Impacts of Agricultural Activities
on Groundwater. In Castany, G, Groba, E and Romjin, E (eds) (1996) International
Contributions to Hydrogeology. UNESCO.
89Barr, N and Cary, J (1992) op. cit.; Campbell, A (1994) op. cit.
90Landline ABC TV 31/3/96. See Barr, N and Cary, J (1992) op. cit.
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of water, the issue of water use and its impacts is that much more extreme
and crucial in Australia. This requires a more ecologically attuned and
seasonal approach to metering and regulating water usage.
Energy

Present levels of energy input into modem agriculture are also of
major concern. Cheap energy prices over this century have created a relative
dearth of investment into research and development (R&D) in such areas as
lower energy input systems.91 The great increases in land and labour
productivity have been reliant upon cheap energy sources which fuel the
machinery and chemical inputs that have helped create the high gains in
yields through this century. The production of nitrogen fertilisers and the
increasing reliance on mechanisation and transport have fuelled this
increased reliance on total energy requirements. Agriculture has as a
consequence become an energy intensive industry.92 Variations on energy
prices upwards are bound to reveal how precarious is this balance, showing
how reliant the gains have been upon particularly cheap but unsustainably
priced inputs.93 The search for lower input, more energy efficient agricultural
systems, combined with cheaper renewable energy sources are two crucial
areas of R&D for the future in need of greater attention. Meanwhile the
impact that fossil fuel consumption and other "Greenhouse" gas production
91£dens, T and Koenig, H (1980) Agroecosystem Management in a Resource Limited World
Bioscience 30 (10) pp 697-701; Lockeretz, W (1978) Agriculture and Energy NY: Academic Press;
Ruttan, V (1982) op. cit. p273: [since the 1970s there has been a]" period of great uncertainty
with respect to changes in the relative prices of labour, land and energy ....In this environment
of great uncertainty, an efficient research portfolio will include a wide range of options. It
should avoid becoming locked into a commitment or "fix" on any single option.".
It has also been noted that "It is frequently overlooked that agricultural output and pest
management are closely tied to the availability and cost of fossil fuel inputs and their
derivatives." Francis, C, Flora, C and King, C (1990) Sustainable Agriculture in Temperate Zones
NY: John Wiley and Sons, p61.
92Watt, M (1982) An Energy Analysis of the Australian Food System, Perth: Murdoch University.
Unpublished PhD Thesis. See also Swaminathan, Mand Sinha, S (1986) Global Aspects of Food
Production Natural Resources and the Environment Series Vol. 20, London: IRRI. p52: " ... the
energy input-output ratio ...of food producing systems (of developed and developing
countries) do not significantly vary from country to country for a given level of output
intensity... Thus from a policy point of view, we are faced with the ineluctable truth that as
man chooses to intensify the output of land, there is a price to pay in energy terms.".
93Cuba is an example where the removal of subsidies to certain inputs such as petroleum, as
well as the collapse of price support mechanisms with the collapse of the USSR, has led to the
demise of one of the largest sugar industries in the world, almost overnight. These cases give
us an indication of how reliant on a host of factors these modem agricultural practices are.
Interestingly Cuba now is focusing research and production efforts toward organic and low
input agricultural systems.
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is likely to have upon climatic conditions is basically unknown both in terms
of global climate change and its consequent impact on agricultural production
worldwide.94 If anything the period ahead seems likely to be marked by
unpredictable and chaotic climatic systems.
Agriculture could be classified as a process of resistance to more open,
natural processes which otherwise tend towards biodiversity and
heterogeneity. Modern industrial agriculture has carried this process to a
level of intensity and extensiveness never before seen on this planet. A mature
natural ecosystem is often one that is biodiverse, rich in resources, but slow in
the turnover of nutrients. In comparison, modern agriculture has a
requirement for rapid turnover of resources (that is, harvesting), and a need
for reasonable levels of homogeneity (in order to mechanically harvest and
thus remain economically competitive). This gives it the status of being in the
constant state of a young and immature ecosystem. It has been argued that
because of these needs, there may be no sustainable future for modern
agriculture since, the argument goes, such immature ecosystems are
inherently unstable and highly energy consumptive - and therefore beyond
the bounds of long term sustainability.95

Culture
There are major disagreements, as has been noted, over how vital the
above environmental concerns are, some suggesting that they are either
irrelevant or at worst transitionary, others that they are irreversible and
potentially cataclysmic. There are clearly many interests involved in resisting
or blocking any moves to significantly alter the present system that is highly
profitable for some. Many farmers literally cannot afford to think and act
otherwise, no matter how tenuous their ecological situation seems to be.96 To
act upon such nebulously ecological events at a political level seems even less

94Brown, L, Flavin, C and Kane, H (eds) (1992) Vital Signs: The Trends That Are Shaping Our
Future. NY: Norton; Falk, J, and Brownlow, A (1989) The Greenhouse Challenge: What is to be
Done? Melbourne: Penguin; Parry, M (1990) Climate Change and World Agriculture. London:
Earthscan. Whereas - see Reilly, J (1995) Climate Change and Agriculture-Research
Findings and Policy Considerations. In Islam, N (1995) Population and Food in the Early Twenty
First Century, Washington, IFPRI-where future potential climate change is viewed as
relatively benign at worst, and potentially beneficial for some cropping areas, particularly in
temperate zones.
95Kioppenburg,J (1988) op. cit.; Redclift, M (1987) Sustainable Development: Exploring the
Contradictions. London: Routledge.
96Barr, N and Cary, J (1994) op. cit.; Lawrence, G, Vanclay, F and Furze, B (1992) Agriculture,
Environment and Society - Contemporary Issues for Australia. South Melbourne: MacMillan.
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"rational". At an institutional and commercial level there are powerful
interests gathering momentum in their ability to deflect and disperse growing
consumerist, green and left attacks on the status quo. One classic example of
this is the MNC Monsanto's support for genetically engineered products in
the agricultural and food system - running directly counter, it seems, to
significant consumer protest and concern. Some believe that these interests
may be just too powerful to allow dissenting groups any lasting and effective
impacts on the nature of, and support for, modem agricultural policy and
practices.97
Modem industrial agriculture is quite young from ecological and
geological time frame perspectives. The level of intensification and high
productivity of industrial agriculture is a very recent innovation, the effects of
which on our environment we cannot be yet fully aware and certain. This
uncertainty, as in many areas of scientific controversy related to ecological
issues, is stalling moves to act decisively against potential long term impacts.
We are still riding on a buffer zone of land frontiers and soil volumes that,
while decreasing, remain considerable and therefore seemingly invincible.
Soil structure in most areas of the world has not yet been completely denuded
of the minerals and biotic life which ultimately sustains most farming
practices. Because of the often very gradual nature of such degradation, the
urgency and calibre of the situation is often still under emphasised by many
farmers, agribusinesses and bureaucrats.98
We are also riding high on a cultural belief that orients technology
development to fixes - to solutions to problems caused by previous
productivity-gain related technologies. The R&D for crop varieties resilient to
saline conditions is one example here, where these crops can be applied to
salinated agricultural land. The establishment of biotechnologically designed
plants resilient to certain herbicides, and in other cases pests, are other
technologically driven examples of side stepping the inherent problems of
intensive mono cropping practices.99 This search in itself is not necessarily
detrimental, but underlies the present status of research which is over
97Buttel, F (1997) op. cit.; Ehrlich, P and Ehrlich, A (1996) Betrayal of Science and Reason: How
Anti-environmental Rhetoric Threatens Our Future. Covelo CA: Shearwater Books; Greer, J and
Bruno, K (1996) Greenwash: The Reality Behind Corporate Environmentalism. Apex Press.
98Brown, L (1987) op. cit.; Ehlich, P and Ehlich, A (1990) op. cit.; Food and Agriculture
Organisation (1981) Agriculture Toward 2000. Rome: FAO; Roberts, B (1995) op. cit.
99Jennings, P (1995) Biotechnology and the Biological Industries in the 21st Century. In
Eckersley, Rand Jeans, K (eds) Challenge to Change: Australia in 2020. East Melbourne: CSIRO
Publications; Williams, J (1995) Farming Without Harming: How Australia Made Rural
Industries Sustainable. In Eckersley, Rand Jeans, K (eds) Challenge to Change: Australia in
2020. East Melbourne: CSIRO Publications.
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committed to productivity gains over all other aims. Its first priority is to
attain increased yields, and then hopefully fix downstream problems that
arise from such practices if and where these are accountable and noticeable.
Some claim that such a focus has led to the majority of environmental
problems associated with modern agricultural practice.loo This narrow focus
on productivity has been to the detriment of attaining a wider technical
understanding of agricultural processes that may help alleviate the above
problems, as well as avoiding them in the first place by investigating
production processes more in tune with ecological processes.101
That we as a global culture have been able raise agricultural yields
over the past four decades in many areas of the world has bolstered the belief
in the omnipotence of a sophisticated science and technology base. Modern
science and technology are the exemplars of human imagination and
inventiveness in the face of adversity and challenge. Where it has not been
possible to remedy, usually there has been the physical space to move on - to
leave saline deserts which were once prime arable land, and to farm cattle for
a small number of years before moving on to clear other sections of forest or
scrubland. The agricultural frontier is, however, contracting as population
•
102
pressures increase.
1.5 The Australian Experience - Industrial Agriculture
I will now refer to some specific ecological issues that have faced and
do face Australian producers from a historical perspective. I will raise some
structural political-economic issues faced by Australian agricultural
producers, following on from section 1.2. These issues will be explored more
in depth in Chapter 3 - particularly as to how this relates to organic
producers today.
Early Euro-Australian agriculture could be typified as frontier
agriculture. This is in marked contrast to the land stewardship practices of
Aborigines where more extensive use of land, diverse practices, and more
regionally adapted flora and fauna, were relied upon for food production
purposes.103 While such practices radically altered the Australian
environment, the hunter and gatherer practices were mostly optimally
100Conford, P (1992) op. cit.; Goering, P (1993) op. cit.; Healey, Mand lbery, B (1985) op. cit.
101Buttel, F (1997) op. cit.; Ruttan, V (1982) op. cit.
102
Cohen, J (1995) op. cit.; Diamond, J (1997) op.cit.
103Barr, N and Cary, J (1992) op. cit.; Davidson, B (1981) op. cit.; Flood, J (1983) Archaeology of
the Dreamtime: The Study of Prehistoric Australia and Her People. Sydney, Collins.
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oriented toward sustainable yields in an environment of natural droughts and
ancient soils low in nutrients. European origin graziers in Australia early in
the nineteenth century moved onto new sections of land, cleared, grazed and
perhaps intensively cropped foreign plant varieties for a small number of
years, before then moving to new areas to clear and develop as soil fertility
declined from their "extractive" cropping practices in a trail behind them. So
the initial European solution to degradation and fertility decline was based
upon an abundance of land and a lesser population. Over time, as this became
less physically possible, farming became more settled. Fertility problems set
in, as established farmers found that their European methods of farming were
less amenable to Australian conditions than initially presumed.104
The use of the relatively new product superphosphate late in the
nineteenth century helped partly solve this problem, boosting yields
spectacularly, while access to cheap sources of nitrogen fertilisers similarly
helped boost yields.ios Over a period of a number of decades, however, it has
been realised that overuse of nitrate fertiliser inputs particularly has led to
acidification of soils. The development of clover varieties by the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) in
the last few decades to temper this impact has proved partially successful.106
Continuing this trend, liming is now recommended for many farms to
balance out acidity.
To a certain extent, Australian farming has managed to maintain
economic and physical viability, to sustain generally upward trending yields,
and to escape from or transfer problems associated with modem agricultural
practices as they arose. This had led some to claim that sustainable agriculture
has been a 200-year experiment in Australia that will continue to be an
evolving process. 107 However, it is certainly becoming clear that the soil base
that agriculture relies upon is under stress to a point where its nature is
changing irrevocably. Declining fertility, and declining crop yields, even with
increased use of fertiliser, are indicators of this. The further decimation of
native flora and fauna is raising questions not only about the long term
sustainability, but. also the ecologically attuned nature, of Australian
agricultural systems in certain regions such as the arid inlands and in the
104Davidson, B (1981) op. cit.
105Barr, N and Carey, J (1992) op. cit. In fact the 1880s harvest have been reported to have
been higher in total yield volume of grain than the 1901 harvest. Superphosphate from the
early 1900s increasingly played a significant part in the new move toward what was viewed
at the time as a form of agricultural sustainability through the regrowth of yields.
106Cocks, D (1994) op. cit.; Roberts, B(1995) op. cit.
107Barr, N and Carey, J (1992) op. cit.
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Kimberley region.i 0s And, as has been noted, the demands on fresh water and
energy supplies are as critical in Australia as they are anywhere in the
developed world.
Australia's agricultural ecological plight is exacerbated by an
intensively focused export oriented agricultural sector. This orientation has
been driven by a mixture of government and commercial interest over the
past two centuries. These interests and controlling influences, particularly
from the corporate sector, have intensified in the past decades, as noted
earlier in this chapter. 10') A major consequence of these changes has been that
the average farmer is often now only another cog in the extended chain of
production and decision making. 110 This change in social relations has
translated into lessened individual farmer power to make decisions in terms
of ecological and social benefits accruing to, or arising from, their own
operations. They have been placed increasingly at the behest of corporate
interests which do not necessarily have concerns for the longer term
sustainability of individual farming operations, nor necessarily for broader
ecological or social issues. As a consequence, the ability of the individual
farmer to meet the rising expectations for ecologically attuned agricultural
production has been weakened. 111
The entry of opportunistic capital and corporate control within the
food and agribusiness sectors in Australia has mirrored developments in
other industrialised nations. The mixture of vertical and horizontal
integration of agribusinesses across food production and retailing chains has
further concentrated this control into the hands of fewer players. 112 The selling
off of Australian food industry assets by Pacific Dunlop in the mid 1990s to
two of the world's largest food industry MNCs - Nestle and Simplot - is
typical of these concentrated control trends in the last decade in Australia.
Similarly, the ownership of abattoirs and meat processing facilities in
Australia are in large measure controlled by three foreign conglomerates:
Conagra, Nippon Meats and Metro Meats, and two Australian based
companies: Woolworths and Consolidated Meats. Exacerbating this trend of
ownership and control into fewer hands has been the progressive rolling back
of involvement of the state in issues related to regulation and subsidisation of
production and trade, as noted previously. These factors together create an
108Cocks, D (1994) op. cit.; Flannery, T (1994) op. cit.; Roberts, B (1995) op. cit.
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environment that acts against moves which might otherwise reorient
113
agricultural practices to more ecologically attuned production methods.
There are accounts of Australian farming culture which emphasise a
more diverse and heterogeneous response of farmer groups and individuals
to the rural crisis and the deregulated market and financial environments.114
However, the overriding pressures upon primary producers to conform to the
above pressures of a more globalised market place have meant that making
decisions at the farm level regarding best environmental outcomes have been
stifled by a weakened national government support for such moves,
combined with increased corporate interest and influence in the food sector.
Without such state support for both regulation and environmental protection
programs in Australia, it seems unlikely, according to some, that
environmental dilemmas facing modem industrial farming will be
sufficiently and properly dealt with and resolved.115
1.6 Ecologically Sustainable Development Research Policies
As population and resource pressures encroach, modem and
traditional farming systems have fewer and fewer options for escape from
pressing environmental concerns, although to a large degree, such issues
continue to be overlooked by those enrolled within the mainstream
agribusiness paradigm. Our ability to react to and deal with such situations
will in future be distinguished by unprecedented restrictions - restrictions in
water and other resource access, restrictions on land space due to a growing
population and restrictions stemming from a depleted soil base. Our
innovative ability may be more reliant upon the buffer zone of resources and
land frontiers that we have so far enjoyed, than we may wish to acknowledge.
Our options and freedoms become less with each year of fundamentally
conservative and narrowly focused research and development policy which
does not allow a significant reorientation of agricultural policies and practices
toward more ecologically attuned practices. As noted, our present
agricultural R&D efforts remain over committed to productivity boosts that
are detracting from our ability to research and implement more ecologically
attuned land use practices. The protection and enhancement of the soil as a
113
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fragile living system needs to be acknowledged as essential for the future
viability of a sufficiently productive", and yet sustainable, agricultural
system and needs to be reflected in the agricultural research carried out.
While this gap in our knowledge system is now being acknowledged and
filled, there are many areas of agroecology which continue to suffer neglect
from an over emphasis on the paradigm of productivity which has driven
R&D through most of this century.116
Mounting social and political pressure in reaction to the above issues
has led to the development of sustainable agriculture centres and research
groups. The US Farm Bill now budgets for the Low Input Sustainable
Agriculture (LISA) program, which funnels grants to its various agricultural
research centres. Australia has likewise seen the development of Sustainable
Agriculture Research Stations (SARS), as well as a considerable commitment
to Landcare initiatives over the past decade.1 17 Developments such as total
water catchment management, integrated pest management (IPM), and
biological control agents are evidence that bureaucracies and farmers are now
dealing with such issues at a regional and bioregional level, as opposed to the
individual (and therefore relatively insignificant) farmer level.
There have been many calls for the introduction of more sustainable
agricultural practices. A range of federal, state and independent reports has
been commissioned to comment on and propose policies in this area. 118 Quite
often, however, there is much resistance to the range of proposed changes
and innovations in these reports - particularly in relation to recommendations
to restrict cropping areas or stocking rates, to lower inputs or to raise
operating costs in the short term for longer term ecological, or even
productivity, gain. This often stems from a lack of cultural and economic
institutions that are supportive of such innovations. Resistance also stems, of
course, from the inherent commercial interests of the agribusiness sector, as
well as from established habits of the average conventional farmer.119 There
are great challenges to developing a holistic approach that encompasses local
0

116Altieri, M (ed) (1995) Agroecology: The Science of Sustainable Agriculture Boulder Colorado:
Westview Press (2nd edition).
117Campbell, A (1994) Landcare- Communities Shaping the Land and the Future. St Leonards
NSW: Allen and Unwin.
118 Most notable among them has been the ESD working group reports. Ecologically
Sustainable Development Working Groups (1991) Final Report: Agriculture. Canberra:
Australian Government Publishing Service- see appendix for an expurgated listing of
recommendations. Also see Brown, L (1981) op. cit.; Laszlo, E (1977) op. cit.
119Cameron, J and Elbe, J (1991) Recovering Ground: A Case Study Approach to Ecologically
Sustainable Rural Land Management. Fitzroy, Victoria: ACF Australian Conservation Council;
Vanclay, F and Lawrence, G (1995) op. cit.
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and federal government support, economic incentives, regulatory bodies and
punitive measures for non-compliance. Above and beyond this is the
requirement for active and broad scale involvement by the farming
community in these processes of change and regulation. Encouraging such
levels of participation has proved to be challenging in many regions. This
ground level participation, however, is increasingly being noted as essential
in the move toward more sustainable farming practices.120
What exactly "sustainable" means is very much debatable. This term
first gained recognition in the mid 1980s when the Bruntland Report was
commissioned.1 21 The often quoted definition sustainable development is one
which "meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs. "122 The term sustainable is now used across
a range of disciplines and contexts and is a powerful rhetorical tool for
gaining political credence, whether in research, policy or regulatory fields.
Some have suggested that the very indeterminate nature of the term belies its
power as a rhetorical tool for inhibiting radical action and technical and social
change to the status quo.123
Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) groups have been set up
by governments around the world over the last decade to report on and
propose solutions to the issues surrounding sustainability. There has also
been established an environmental impact assessment (EIA) procedure for
new development projects. EIA is a means of measuring environmental
impacts that are the result of industrial development. By integrating these
impacts into the financial accounting of industrial activities and avoiding
them where possible, it is hoped that commercial interests will help foster
more environmentally friendly practices, leading to ESD. Critics claim that
this subsumption of ecological issues into the present economic structure will
only exacerbate the environmental problems we are facing by not addressing
issues which they believe cannot be catered for through normal market
mechanisms.124 Proponents of ESD claim that it is the only way in which we
can hope to address pressing ecological issues.1 25 What is clear is that
120See Chapter 3.
121 Brundtland refers to the name of the former Norwegian prime minister who headed the
initial report.
122WCED- World Commission on Environment and Development (1987) Food Security:
Advisory Panel on Food Security, Agriculture, Forestry and Environment. London: Zed Books p8.
123Beder, S (1993) op. cit.; Plant, J and Plant, C (1991) Green Business: Hope or Hoax?
Philadelphia, PA New Society Publishers.
124Beder, S (1993) op. cit.
125WCED (1987) op. cit.; Simon, J and Kahn, H (1984) op. cit.
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sustainability has become a very popular word. Its vagueness is perhaps one
of the reasons for its popularity. The vagueness also signals a confusion over
what should be priority areas for change, the assessment of what exactly is at
risk, and the decisions over what actions should be taken.
These working groups, as well as the global conference on the
environment in Rio, Brazil in 1992, the Food Summit in Cairo, Egypt in 1996,
the Environment Conference in 1997 in New York, and conferences of lesser
magnitude such as the Paths to Sustainability in Newcastle, Australia in 1997
and a range of private and other institutional reports have come out with
quite clear agendas on the directions for change both to development and
industry policies as well as to R&D. How to implement these changes and to
regulate and police them have proved far more difficult. The physical,
technical and political complexities of the issues has culminated in
insignificant change, if not regression in some instances, since these
sustainability discussions began.126 Unilateral implementation seems
pointless if all other countries seem unwilling to co-operate. Likewise at a
regional level, there seems little incentive for individuals or communities to
change practices if others do not. So much funding and time and energy have
been channeled into this issue to date with arguably limited optimal change
ultimately being implemented at most levels.
Within environmental groups there is much debate about how to best
achieve the agendas of the sustainability working groups. For instance there
are disagreements over the use or non-use of genetic engineering as a tool for
"Clean and Green" agriculture. There are also tensions over Native Title
claims and land use, as well as the issue of encouraging rural migration to
urban centres versus rural support for family farms and regional
communities. Even when particular bleak futurist scenarios are agreed upon,
solutions to these dilemmas vary greatly. Mooted are the seemingly
conflicting issues of wilderness and biodiversity protection, combined with
the feeding of a population that is encroaching into more forest areas, and is
requiring more land, and in Australia's case more water resources, to produce
the necessary food to supply export markets and feed a growing human
population.
For some the solution to these sustainability issues lies in support for
R&D into more intensive agriculture than we have today. This scenario claims
that this is the only way in which to supply the needs of a growing
population while achieving the environmental aims of wilderness protection
126Brown, L (1997) op. cit.
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- seen as both a biodiversity buffer, while supplying water catchment areas
for dams and river systems. The use of biotechnologically altered higher
yielding crops and livestock, more sophisticated pesticides and efficiencies
from irrigation, as well as higher levels of inputs such as fertilisers, are
claimed to be the only ways in which we will achieve food security, while
also maintaining a considerable buffer zone of biologically diverse nature
reserves.1 27
The utilisation of ocean resources, such as algae, fish and sea farming,
will expand our frontier to new levels never before seen, according to other
futurist scenarios.12s On top of this, technical developments of laboratory
manufactured food products are claimed to be solutions to the loss of
agricultural lands to infertility, salinity and acidity. In this latter scenario,
mass produced sugar complexes would be turned into a variety of edible and
nutritious foods. Such a system would rely upon homogenised carbohydrate
base primary commodities, produced intensively and shipped to centralised
production facilities. Solutions like this are also being claimed as the best
approach to national food security, in preparation for times of possible social
as well as climatic disturbance and chaos.129 This non seasonally based
production system would not be as directly affected by the vagaries of
weather fluctuations or one off poor harvest yields, hence maintaining a
stable supply of food stuffs throughout the year. Some argue that this sort of
scenario, while seemingly radically different from mainstream approaches, is
but a logical extension of the direction which much agriculture and food
research is presently taking - along paths of highly centralised production,
based upon homogenising and high energy input practices which are
compromising our ability to establish more sustainable and ecologically
resilient food production arrangements.130
At the other extreme we have those claiming that long term sustainable
agriculture can only exist with significantly lowered inputs, more efficient use
of resources, and more localised, decentralised agriculture. From this
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perspective, the requirements for R&D are generally more ecological and
"soft" in focus, rather than necessarily high tech, sophisticated and reliant
upon large amounts of energy and other inputs. The overriding aim of such
research would be to understand biological processes, with an aim to work as
much as possible with natural processes so as to minimise energy
requirements and complex technical intervention.131
There is a general criticism of this scenario that such agricultural
systems would feed only a percentage of the present world human
population. This, however, is difficult to prove given that the main issue with
feeding populations has as much to do with distribution as it has to do with
production.132 Proponents claim lower input techniques and technologies are
aimed at stabilising population growth and regional economies, while
protecting natural resources by not allowing them to be stretched beyond
their carrying limits by, among other things, excessive population pressure.133
The presumptions upon which different food technology scenarios are
based are often incommensurable and radically different in nature. As
mentioned, at the heart of the issue is usually the mooting of desirable and
sustainable levels of human population. Population issues therefore have an
axial if often overlooked place within the debate over sustainability, and
therefore within debates over appropriate R&D directions. Restricting
population growth however is one of those very difficult issues that many
wish not to deal with. Seeing humans as a "virus out of control" is often a
rather unpopular social political perspective to openly advertise.1 34 Even
more unpopular are the attempts that may in any way impede increases in
population. Such a position not only attacks the very biological drives we
have to procreate, but seems to stand in the way of sustaining the type of
economic growth we have been conditioned to expect in the developed
world. Nonetheless, such issues have been raised by a growing number of
131Altieri, M (1995) op. cit.; Conford, P (1992) op. cit.; Mollison, B (1988) Permaculture: A
Designer's Manual. Tyalgum: Tagari.
132See Cohen, J (1995) op. cit.; Dreze, J and Sen, A (1989) Hunger and Public Action Oxford,
Clarendon Press; Scherr, Sand Yadav, S (1996) Land Degradation in the Developing World:
Implications for Food, Agriculture and the Environment to 2020 Washington DC: IFPRI.
133£hrlich, P, Ehrlich, A and Daily, G (1997) op. cit.; Merrill, R (1976) Radical Agriculture. New
York: Harper Colophon; Mollison, B (1990) Appropriate Scales for Food Production. Acres
Australia; 3: pp28-29; Norman, D (1978) Farming Systems Research to Improve the Livelihood
of Small Farmers. American Journal of Agricultural Economics; 60: pp813-18; Parikh, J (ed) (1988)
Sustainable Development in Agriculture. Dortrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers.
134tovelock, J (1995) in Wakeford, T and Walters, M (eds) (1995) Science for the Earth: Can
Science Make the World a Better Place? Brisbane: John Wiley and Sons; Margulis, L (1995) A Pox
Called Man. In Wakeford, T and Walters, M.(eds} (1995) Science for the Earth: Can Science Make
the World a Better Place? Brisbane: John Wiley and Sons.
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people, including many prominent and respected scientists signing a
document warning of the dangers of neglect of this and many related
ecological issues.135 Population as it specifically relates to Australia has been
emphasised as even more pressing than for most other developed countries
.according to a growing number of scholars.136 These scholars highlight the
country's sparser flora and fauna, its shallow and ancient soils, and the
propensity to drought as major factors inhibiting sustainable populations of
similar density to European urban and country areas. That these reports
rarely receive criticism from the rest of the scientific community is reason to
believe that there is a large degree of silent agreement regarding these
outspoken advocates popularising scientists' views.
Helping to shelve calls for change to present agricultural R&D
trajectories has been the cultural experience of the past century which has
seen success after success in novel agricultural ventures. We only have to
apply ourselves with enough money and researchers, technologies and
energy and we reap the rewards, it seems. Agricultural research after all has
been claimed to be an excellent investment in any commercial terms, with
good return on investment outlays often on par with orthodox commercial
investment criteria.137 The cultural myth that has arisen over the invincibility
of the present economic and related food production system is no certain way
to predict the future in terms of sustainable practices. But we are acting as if
to all intents and purposes it is. The inductive reasoning implicit in this belief
is such that it is blinding us to some of the inherent long term problems
implicated in the current "scientific" approach to agricultural R&D which is
reliant upon singly increasing monocropping yield levels over all other
concerns. It is being over looked that some of the very successes of scientific,
high input agriculture have led to pressures being placed upon natural
resources which may well not be able to be fixed by more of the same
. approach. Most pressing is the need to diversify our R&D base so as to
maintain a broad-based portfolio that allows for significant maneuverability
and flexibility. Presently the trend in developed countries is still tending
toward straightforward industrial, high input, agribusiness related research.
Such a homogenising trend can only be to the detriment of finding practical
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solutions to the diverse range of challenges being highlighted by ESD reports
on agriculture.
Many of these noted effects of modem agriculture may possibly have
little adverse impact on the healthy functioning of the human body and the
natural ecosystem in some of the more devastating ways put forward by
outspoken critics. The real issue is over not knowing exactly what may be the
consequences of the use of these technologies, whether at a human individual
or ecosystem level. The reality in many cases of technology use in the
agriculture and food industries is that we simply do not know exactly what
the consequences are of their continued use. As pressures intensify for uses of
diminishing resources, these issues also come more forcefully to the fore. It is
the combination of glaring difficulties and problems with the present
agricultural system, along with the unknown effects of certain novel
technologies and techniques, from new pesticides to biotechnology
applications, which are raising the concern for not only the sustainability but
also the overall safety of present food industry technologies.
1.7 Purity and Danger in Agriculture and Food

As the notion of sustainability has swept bureaucratic circles around the
world, a new but associated term is also gaining vogue in scientific and some
management circles. This term is the "Precautionary Principle" and is set to
be as vague and confusing in its applicability, but no less momentous in its
implications, for future policy planners, researchers and industry managers as
has the term sustainability. Its main tenets are that we should not proceed
with a development or the implementation of a technology if we do not
sufficiently know and understand the possible repercussions and effects that
such an introduction will bring. As with sustainability, the term "sufficient
knowledge" is a highly debatable and malleable one. However this principle,
in one form or another, and under one name or another, and through a
mixture of legal, policy and corporate mechanisms seems bound to affect the
safety assessments of new technologies into the future. While still largely
theoretical in nature, the Precautionary Principle is relevant to looking into
the organic agricultural sector in Australia, as, it will be argued, this sector is
characterised by an adherence to many of its aims.
Proof of a causal association of toxicity or carcinogenicity of products
has traditionally lain with those claiming damages from its effects. The
establishment of the Delaney Clause in its early form in the US legal system in
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the 1950s began to change this relationship.138 There is now a large industry in
the developed world designed around the assessment of risk and safety of
products both synthetic and natural that humans come into contact with.139
The great difficulty facing those charged with the responsibility of assessment
of risk is the great number of research variables and the inability to
consistently

establish

proper

controls

in

experiments.140

Studies

of

carcinogenicity on rats have linked some products with disease, however very
little research has been done into chronic exposure to low doses, or exposure
to what has been termed a "cocktail effect" of a range of agrochemicals. There
is also a rising awareness of the overemphasis and focus on carcinogenicity
which has prevented the establishment of a greater knowledge base of other
potential impacts such as hormone disruption and Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
or CFS. 141 Some claim that these studies are far too excessive in their
presumptions and claims. Meanwhile, some researchers have claimed that
naturally occurring toxins in plants are both more voluminous and more toxic
than their synthetic counterparts.142 Debates go on and are driven by a large
degree of rhetoric and political positioning on both sides of the precautionary
fence.
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Technology risk assessment is inevitably embroiled in political and
power struggles.1 43 This is quite distinctly the case in the areas of food
research, nutrition, and pesticide residue safety. The inevitably ambiguous
nature of much research data combined with the very nature of the subject
under study have only helped fuel the political nature of the controversy over
agrochemicals and food safety.
Whatever the case in the laboratory, the commercial marketplace
desires firmly established notions of purity and safety, arising from consumer
desire and propelled by food industry construction. The perceived notion of
pure foods is a well understood draw card that food companies utilise in
product sales. The explosion of terms such as "natural", "traditional" and
"pure" on foods and in advertising campaigns over the last decade
particularly is clear evidence of the awareness food companies have of
concern that consumers have over the perceived purity of their food source.144
Purity is a very manipulable notion. It is also reliant for existence on its
culturally constructed opposite - impurity or dirt.145 The food industry is
involved in a constant process of legitimation of practices while maintaining
an image of pure and superior food products compared to any competitor.
The maintenance of the "Clean and Green" image touted by the Australian
government for export marketing purposes is a case in point. It is the image
which is all important, even if Australia arguably has no better a record than
most other OECD countries in terms of the physical and technical aspects of
agricultural production and "purity" of foods produced.
The pure apple, free of coddling moth grub, black spot fungus and
scales, is an icon of modem day agricultural practices. It has only been a
generation since expectations of possibly finding a grub in your apple have
died out in the industrialised world. As visually dominant primates,
consumers select foods on the basis of sight. The biggest, juiciest looking and
blemish free fruits traditionally would be the best selective choice for
prospective humans looking for food. In the present market place with the
innovative use of chemicals of various sorts, we have managed to produce
foods that have these characteristics on a regular and consistent basis
throughout the year. They appear to be pure, safe and most beneficial. Based
on present consumer choice, people prefer possible pesticide residues to the
143Dickson, D (1984) The New Politics of Science, NY: Pantheon Books; Lewis, H (1990)
Technological Risk NY WW Norton and Company.
144

Friedland, W (1994) op. cit.
145Douglas, M (1984) Purity and Danger: An Analysis of the Concepts of Pollution and Taboo.
London: Routledge and Kegan Paul.
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more obvious and visible black scales, coddling moth or grub that are
sometimes found on untreated produce. But what is not seen in the purchase
of such a food is the infrastructure, practices and chemical applications which
help develop such a seemingly pure food - these aspects are hence
imperceptible and therefore below the threshold of corrigibility at the
consumer level. A low level of public education and awareness regarding
these issues exacerbates this invisibility. Industrial economy food systems are
generally regarded by the majority of citizens as supplying pure and safe
foods to the consumer .146
Notions of purity are therefore culturally specific interpretations of the
world that serve a range of cultural functions. Whether or not our food source
is more pure and safe than ever before, the determination of this debate is
heavily influenced by cultural interpretation that inevitably includes political
and economic interests. Further, cultural belief systems and their respective
practices have the effect of modifying the physical world within which
human cultures reside. Whether it is the form of the modem apple, or the
physical rural landscape and its flora and fauna, modem agriculture is
changing the very nature of our environment - of which of course we are a
part. Humans now have background levels of the synthetic organochlorine
pesticide DDT in their bodies - a reality only since the beginning of its
widespread use some fifty years ago.147 Levels of cadmium in the bodies of
Australian fish and humans are at present rising with the continued use of
superphosphates that naturally contain cadmium in significant proportions.
While most agrochemicals, both natural and synthetic, may have no presently
known toxic effects on humans and the environment at low levels, it will be a
long time in most cases before we can attain concrete and definitive evidence
one way or the other on the long term health effects of exposure to such
chemicals. Indeed most of these research issues defy quantification in the
manner familiar to orthodox immunological science which poses
unresolvable dilemmas over clarity and definition in this area.148 Ultimately,
of course, the perception and assessment of risk is also culturally mediated
which affects the data and facts that come to be accepted as legitimate science.
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Senauer, B, Asp, E and Kinsey, I (eds) (1991) op. cit.
147PANNA (1996b) March 29 "Global Distribution of Organochlorines"
http:/ /www.panna.org/panna/; Short, K (1994) op. cit.
148It has been suggested that the search for a full understanding of disease etiologies is the
modem version of the search for the Holy Grail. See Temple, N and Burkitt, D (1994) Western
Diseases: Their Dietary Prevention and Reversibility. Tototwa: Humana Press.
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The simple fact is that with most of these substances, we do not
comprehensively know their nature.149 It could hardly be termed rational and
cautious scientific practice to proceed the way we presently are with
agrochemical use. Nonetheless, there is a cultural myth surrounding the
certitude of our management of risk as a rational and scientific society. The
reality is that the attainment of comprehensive and adequate risk research
data is a long term and very expensive goal. More costly, it is often argued,
would be the removal from use of all chemical inputs not yet adequately
tested. This alternative, it is argued, would mean starvation in many
developing countries, while causing the loss of access to cheap fresh fruits
and vegetables for certain sectors of society in developed nations.1so So again
the issue of population and carrying capacity come into play in debates over
sustainability and safety and the mooting of appropriate agricultural
technologies. As the Delaney clause marked out, assessment of utility (e.g. the
supply of fresh foods and the feeding of an expanding population) is an
inevitable part of safety assessment.151 The definition of utility is of course a
moot point in and of itself, as is the notion of purity and safety of foods.
However there are some indelible presumptions regarding food production the most strident and ubiquitous of which are the need to increase yield levels
and to decrease the real price of foods for the end consumer.
Foods produced within the present commodity markets are first and
foremost selected by food companies and agricultural producers for their
commodity-friendly nature. Those food commodities that store well, have
good handling properties, and maintain a good image of freshness and
naturalness are selected. Technologies and techniques and chemical
applications that maintain this image are also selected. 152 Not on the high
priority list are issues of nutritional content, natural purity and actual, real
time freshness of foods. Unless there are clear translations of sales in the
marketplace toward such natural characteristics, they are often otherwise deemphasised or neglected.
Fruits such as the tomato are a classic example of the trends in this
direction. The varieties selected over this century have been those which have
149 It is estimated by the US National Academy of Sciences that of the thousands of
agrochemicals used, "adequate" data is held for only 10 per cent, 52 per cent partially and 38
per cent none at all. Australian Consumers Association (1991) How Safe is Our Food? Sydney:
Random House.
150See also Borlaug, N (1972) Mankind and Civilization at another Crossroad Bioscience 22 not
1972 pp41-4.

151National Research Council (1987) op. cit.
152
Friedland, W (1994) op. cit.; Gussow, J (1991) op. cit.
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hard skins, that simultaneously mature on the vine for mechanical harvesting
and simplified farm management purposes, are as square as possible to
maximise efficiency in packaging, and are resilient as possible to handling,
storage and transport requirements.153 Fruit is picked usually while still green
to maximise transport and shelf life. Hence, over the last few decades,
tomatoes have lost their original levels of sugars and vitamins such as Betacarotene, Vitamin C and certain minerals to the more important
characteristics of good handling and storage capacity.
Biotechnological modification of varieties of foods such as the tomato,
it is claimed, may potentially return some of the original nature of the tomato
to future varieties. While there may develop a niche market for these needs,
the larger and more significant needs of the food industry will most likely
dwarf any such moves. First and foremost are the needs to develop the ideal
commodity - the item that can be harvested, stored, handled and shipped
with ease and efficiency. Over the last half century, food production
techniques have experienced the trend of increased inputs of energy and the
application of synthetic chemicals and various preservatives to achieve these
aims. While more humans in the developed world have greater access to a
variety of fresh and processed foods than perhaps ever in history, the very
nature of these foods' freshness, purity and safety is a debatable issue.154
Certainly there are aspects to our food source that indicate a safer
nature than has historically been the case. Fears of famine and hunger have
historically been ever-present concerns for human societies that have driven
our physiological and cultural evolution.155 The very fact that there presently
exist considerable global food stocks has meant the relief from hunger and
famine at least for certain sectors of the human population. In this respect
food has become "safer" for many. Safety from certain food chemicals, both
natural and artificial, has also generally improved. The occasional rye ergot
fungus outbreak in centuries gone by in Europe was responsible not only for
rye madness (ergot being a hallucinogen), but also for the deaths of numerous
people through history.156 The use of modern fungicides has all but
eliminated these events. In our own century, the discontinued broad scale use
of arsenic and other highly toxic non-organic compounds has meant that we

1531<1oppenburg, J (1988) op. cit.; Hightower, J (1973) Hard Tomatoes, Hard Times, Cambridge:
Schenck.man.
154Frieldland, W (1994) op. cit.
155Braudel F (1984) op. cit.
156Raven, P, Evert, Rand Curtis H (1981) Biology of Plants NY: Worth Publishers.
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no longer experience poisonings from such chemical residues on foods.157
This is similarly the case with the gradual elimination of organochlorine use
in the developed world.
But agrochemicals are becoming more numerous, not less numerous,
with each passing year (Integrated Pest Management programs and
restrictive regulation notwithstanding).158 Most chemicals naturally tend to
lose their effectiveness within decades of their initial application due to the
development of natural pest or weed resistance.159 Such developments require
new chemicals, increased applications or a cocktail approach combining a
range of other chemicals to maintain target effectiveness. While certain agrochemicals have been banned in developed countries due to rulings on their
unacceptable toxicity or carcinogenicity, this has only meant that such
chemicals are then shipped to or produced in other countries with less strict
rulings on such substances. The case of DDT exemplifies this situation. So
develops a potential "circle of poison", as foods laced with residues of
agrochemicals are in turn reimported back into the original countries that
banned such chemicals in the first place.160 Meanwhile, bio-accumulative
chemicals have been dispersed to remote areas of the world as they pass
along the food chain or are physically carried by winds and rain.161
The containment and management of risk of agrochemicals has many
levels. There is the farm worker level of safety, where, in developed countries,
standards tend to be highest and most stringent. Farm workers are perhaps
the most at risk group of all today. The new generation of biocides tend to
decay more readily (unlike such bio-accumulative chemicals as DDT), but
generally are more acutely toxic at the initial point of application.1 62 Secondly
there is the level of the consumer, and concerns over residues on foods
consumed. Thirdly, and more nebulously, is the concern for the wider
ecological impacts that agricultural practices and chemical contamination are
having on wetlands, wildlife, oceans and reefs.
157Barr, N and Cary, J (1992) op. cit.
158PANNA {1996a); Van Den Bosch, R (1989) The Pesticide Conspiracy. Berkeley: University of
California Press.
159Jndonesia, for instance, recently banned a range of leading pesticides for which pest
resistance had built up. All agrochemicals ultimately have a limited life before resistance
leads to a lowered and unprofitable effectiveness against pest and disease agents. Barr, N and
Cary, J (1992) op. cit.
160Van den Bosch, R (1989) op. cit.; Weir, D and Shapiro, M (1981) Circle of Poison: Pesticides
and People in a Hungry World. San Fransisco, CA: Institute for Food and Development Policy.
161Colboum, T, Dumanoski, D and Myers, J (1996) Our Stolen Future London, Little, Brown
and Company; PANNA (1996b) op. cit.; Short, K (1994) op. cit.
162Short, K (1994) op. cit.
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Agriculture is the greatest diffuse source (as distinct from point source)
of pollution in the developed world. Contamination risks range from the
Great Barrier Reef being affected with sections dying off due to agricultural
fertiliser runoff, through to ground water aquifers being contaminated from
pesticide and fertiliser seepage and becoming unsafe for drinking.163 At an
individual organism level, frog population decline and species extinction is a
reality in the wake of modem farming. Frogs are excellent environmental
indicators of a relatively clean ecosystem. They are some of the first species to
die off at the first sign of environmental contamination from synthetic
chemicals and ecological disturbance. A whole host of other macro and micro
flora and fauna are in decline or have become extinct due to agricultural
practices, along with other industrial activities of humans.164
But these examples rarely attain popularity in the political arena.
Nebulous issues such as ecosystems, and seemingly inconsequential and non
cute and cuddly organisms such as frogs, tiny mammals or native bees are so
remote from the average urbanised citizen that they rarely gain media
coverage in and of themselves. With cheap and abundant food,
environmental and rural issues connected with food production are for many
people an irrelevance or at worst a minor annoyance.
There is no faster response by consumers and regulatory bodies,
however, than when concern is raised about a possibly hazardous product
that may affect the human individual. Clear examples of this have been the
incredible public reaction to the Alar scare of the late 1980s in the US that saw
conventionally produced apple sales plummet.165 Similar reactions can be
seen with the latest unfolding of the mad cow disease in the UK and its links
with Cruetzfeld-Jacob disease in humans. The extreme reaction to such events
aside, this reveals the ways in which safety and purity of our foods, as well as
163Reeve, C and Watts, J (eds) (1994) Groundwater: Drought, Pollution and Management.
Rotterdam: AA Balkema, Vrba, J and Romijn, E (1986) op. cit.
164Flannery, T (1994) op. cit.; Francis, C, Butler Flora, C and King, L (eds) (1990) Sustainable
Agriculture in Temperate Zones. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc; Hobbs, Rand Saunders,
D (eds) (1993) Reintegrating Fragmented Landscapes: Towards Sustainable Production and Nature
Conservation. New York: Springer-Verlag.
165Alar, or Daminozide, manufactured by Uniroyal, was being used on apples in the US
during this period of the late 1980s. Allegations that this substance was highly carcinogenic
and the claims that children, who consume a disproportionate amount of apples in their diet
compared with adults and were not properly represented in the safety trials for the product,
raised public concern over the chemical's safety. A nationally orchestrated public campaign
against the company and supermarkets stocking the treated apples was supported by
Hollywood stars and media sensationalising. The sales for organic produce skyrocketted over
the ensuing weeks, while conventional apple markets were decimated in some regions of the
US. See Belasco, W (1989) Appetite for Change: How the Counter Culture Took on the Food Industry
1966-1988. New York: Pantheon Books.
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broader ecological crises, are culturally constructed and mediated.
Establishment of a pure food source is as much a mythical and ritualistic
process as any other that humans undertake amidst an unpredictable and
complex world.
The strength of such public backlashes as the Alar case often hinge
upon the lack of information made available to the public and the misleading
public relations campaigns of reassurance by food companies. When events
do seem to be going against what is publicised by the public relations officers
of those companies, reaction can be that much more intense.166 As a
consequence, the lack of commercial and regulatory action on certain possible
risk areas can have the consequence of destroying the commercial viability of
whole industries and even regional economies, regardless of their relative risk
or safety. In Australia there have been only spot recalls of export produce
containing unacceptable residue levels. The finding of Helix residues in
export beef shipped to Japan in 1994 was traced back to cotton trash laced
with the chemical which had been used as feed stock.167 The quarantining of
farms that have unacceptable levels of DDT has likewise removed them from
legitimate production for years to come.168 Apart from microbiological food
contamination events though, Australia's food industry has experienced
nothing to yet match the scale and ferocity of the Alar events in the US. Given
the developments of the food industry and the intensification of primary
production practices, however, future consumer reactions to food scares are
bound to grow in intensity and frequency. This poses great challenges to
government bureaucracies and food industry companies in their aims of
maintaining legitimation, and a public perception of safe regulation, of the
industry.

166Events such as the Three Mile Island nuclear incident and aspects of the DDT controversy
over the past decades which were often shrouded in secrecy and half truths typify this issue.
See Belasco, W (1989) op. cit.
167JCI the chemical manufacturer of what is commonly known as Helix, or CFZ, was sued by
over 450 Australian farmers for compensation arising from the impacts that the residues had
on their export and domestic markets for beef. The problem arose after farmers in
Queensland and NSW sourced cotton trash for cattle feed during a particularly dry period.
Cotton trash was used in the years preceding as a maintenance feed (rather than a fattener).
The fact that cattle were putting on fat prior to export in 1994 meant that the chemical
accumulated in their bodies and showed up in residue testing by importing countries.
168Short, K (1994) op. cit.
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1.8 Organising Nature and Managing Risk
The nebulous and complex nature of agrochemical usage impacts
makes it difficult to assume that we have acted in the safest and most
pragmatic way by either banning certain chemicals outright, or allowing their
use in restricted ways. Immediate reaction to what is a clear and present
danger is deeply rooted in our psyches, as with any biological organism on
earth. What is more difficult to react to is that which is invisible or obscured
from view, or that which incrementally creeps up on us. The frog that will
stay in a pot of water and be cooked to death while the water is slowly
brought to the boil is a classic example of this. Our perceptual systems have
evolved around immediate responses to stimuli and to easily observed
differences in our environment.
But we do have technologies, and minimal if fragile social structures,
to observe and intervene in incrementally changing environmental
circumstances. And we have shown our ability to act upon them. The removal
of DDT from broad scale use in most developed countries, as with a number
of other highly resilient organochlorines, are examples of this. DDT's gradual
build up in the environment, due to bio-concentration, while documented for
decades, has had difficulty gaining scientific credence and legitimacy as a biohazard.169 It is not only still used in many parts of the world, but will be with
us in our bodies and ecosystems for many generations to come. Perhaps we
are slowing the effects of chemicals such as this, but with the host of new
agrochemicals coming on to the market each year, there is no guarantee that
we will not have similar if not greater problems in the years to come. The fact
that such a systemic chemical as DDT had fairly clearly observable impacts
made it a relatively easy target. Less easily observable or less easily testable
chemical effects may not be met with similar resistance. The growing
realisation of the impacts of hormone mimicking chemicals on organism
development and reproduction is one such example.170 The lure that an
endangered but popular species such as koalas or seal pups has for
environmental groups and the media often tends to obscure these other
barely visible dangers.

169Rachel Carson's Silent Spring was hounded for years by the establishment of the food and
agricultural industry as being conflated and hysterical. The weak shells of eagles' eggs was
one of many pieces of evidence used by critics of DDT that such chemicals progress through
the food chain and concentrate in body tissue, including human body tissue.
170Colbourn, T et al (1996) op. cit.
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Research into the health effects of various chemicals and techniques is
minimal due to a number of structural and physical realities. Firstly the
subject material itself is difficult to organise in any controlled way. Repetition
of tests, the establishment of control groups, and the singling out of particular
factors are all extremely difficult to organise at a biological and at a human
social level. These are all crucial requirements of any acceptable, orthodox
scientific study. Secondly, the lack of funds for research into non-profit or low
profit areas leads to a dearth of knowledge in certain areas. In contrast to this,
the pesticide industry is a huge one world wide, and is a magnificent
supporter of scientific research, and consequently a supporter of much
research which favours the commercial interests of these companies. 171
Combined with this, even with evidence increasingly coming to light,
government and bureaucratic bodies are responsible first and foremost for
maintaining the legitimacy of commerce and social order which often leads to
the stifling of dissenting views.172
Nonetheless there are some issues slowly coming to the attention of the
scientific community which are becoming increasingly difficult to avoid, and
that may well play a significant role in agricultural production activity into
the future. At a human level, there are studies linking pesticide consumption
with declining sperm counts. Cases of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome among
others have been reported in areas of intensive agricultural activity. Attention
Deficit Disorder in children and multiple chemical sensitivity are also
increasingly being documented by medical and other research groups.173
Two questions loom that need considerable reflection. In the tradition
of Socrates, how do we establish what we do not know? And how can we in
any way rate a level of importance to this lack of knowledge? At present we
tend to react to issues clearly visible or obvious to our senses. We see algal
blooms, dying livestock in a drought, or visibly rising salt levels, and reaction
is relatively immediate if piecemeal and unsatisfactory. When we have a
171

Fagin, D and Lavelle, M (1997) Toxic Deception: How the Chemical Industry Manipulates
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172Baker, C, et al (1986) Fruit Fly, Free Speech and Academic Justice in Adelaide in Martin, B,
Baker, C, Manwell, C and Pugh, C (1986) Intellectual Suppression: Australian Case Histories,
Analysis and Responses North Ryde NSW: Angus and Robertson; Cawcutt, Land Watson, C
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op. cit.
173Ashford, N and Miller, C (1991) Chemical Exposures: Low Levels and High Stakes. NY: Van
Nostrand Reinhold; Colbourn, T, et al (1996) op. cit.; Hilary, E (1997) Children of a Toxic
Harvest Port Melbourne: Lothian Books; Pollak, J (1993) The Toxicity of Chemical Mixtures: An
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(1994) op. cit.
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dearth of knowledge the wise course of action would be to delay decision on
implementation of a technology or technique.
Risk is inherent in any technology choice. Risk assessment is also
shrouded in social, political and economic interests, and data is always
interpreted within these parameters. The scientific approach to the
assessment and regulation of risk is often heavily laced with business and
government interests in export drives, in reducing high employment levels,
and in the maintenance of regional economies. The cultural concerns over a
population explosion and the consequent pressures to feed it also transform
agricultural risk assessment into an accommodation of these demands. The
Delaney clause itself is based upon the presumption that risk will be assessed
in relation to the relative importance of such chemicals to the production of
food for the nation and the world via food exports. The maintenance of a
clean and safe food system into the future will require significant research
into areas as yet little understood - combinatorial or cocktail effects of
chemicals on the body, hormone and other biochemical mimicking of
agrochemicals - as well as a comprehensive and effective regulatory arm that
can both deal with the change needed while effectively policing it.

1.9 Regulating Risk and Resource Use
Even when research does suggest carcinogenic properties to certain
chemicals, or when industry surveys find residues in excess of recommended
safety allowances, action by government authorities is rarely forthright and
reactive. Bureaucratic organisations that are designed around the needs of
particular industries rarely have the political power, or the organisational
gumption to stand out, to decisively chastise, and to bring legal suits against
174
those contravening regulations and standards. The ethic is one of "softly
softly" on offenders. Government organisations rarely actively pursue the
destruction of business enterprises openly and without hesitation, unless
there is political or bureaucratic mileage to be made from such action.175
17

4Martin, B, Baker, C, Manwell, C and Pugh, C (1986) op. cit.; Fagin, D and Lavelle, M (1997)
op. cit.
175When residues are found on foods in Australia, the regular practice is to, where possible,
trace the offending outlets or producers. Given the anonymous nature of most bulk food
commodities, this usually is an exceedingly difficult task. Where it is possible, a
precautionary note is often the most drastic action taken. Mostly such findings in Market
Basket Surveys by such bodies as the National Food Authority (now the Australian and New
Zealand National Food Authority) are of a nature that they are statistically analysed in ways
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Meanwhile, it seems that policy decrees to minimise and manage risk across a
broad range of food industry activities are hampered by "bureaucratic
slippage" which often culminates in the original aims of such regulatory
bodies being translated so as to effectively dilute their intended impacts.176
The low volume of residue testing presently carried out by government
bodies such as the Australian and New Zealand Food Authority further
encourages a belief in safety standards being acceptably adhered to.1 77 It
would be commercially infeasible to test all produce. Further, the move
towards reduction of pesticide usage, and the more forceful regulation of it
have been slow indeed over the last decade, public inquiries and commissions
notwithstanding.178 Commercial interests involved in maintaining high levels
of pesticide and fungicide application on farm are reinforced by the farmers
who apply them. Direct intentional spraying right up until harvest to
maximise yield and crop visual quality, and therefore financial value, as well
as unintentional harvesting well before the withholding period stipulated by
the producers of the chemicals, are both causes of residues on foods. Whether
at a research policy, governmental policy, or regulation, level, factors such as
"revolving door" employment across industry and government, and
government enlistment in market expansion, combine to create a highly
resilient and self supporting network across the industrial world.179 Therefore
the notion of pesticide regulation, while ideal in theory, regularly manifests
itself as little more than a glossy propaganda campaign to establish an image
that helps boost export dollars while maintaining domestic market status quo.
Clearly an admission of these problems would lead to a tarnishing of the
national image of Clean and Green food production practices, while bringing
into question the entire network of agribusiness and government interests.

which de-emphasise individual extremes by averaging both the testing of produce and the
diets of an average Australian. So effectively, while citizens are served up information and
glossy articles portraying a clean and green image of their foods, chemical and elemental
residue findings are swept under the table, ignored or dismissed as irrelevant aberrations.
In late 1997, the Sydney Market Authority for fresh produce sent a letter to selected producers
in NSW imploring them to be aware of the withholding periods for agrochemical applications
on foods. While downplaying the level of contravention within the industry, it noted that "a
small proportion" of producers were transgressing regulations. This has never been made
public, nor are most matters related to random residue testing.
176Freudenburg, Wand Gramling, R (1994) Bureaucratic Slippage and Failures of Agency
Vigilance, Social Problems 41 (2) pp214- 239.
177This body, formerly the National Food Authority (Australia) took over this area of
responsibility from the National Health and Medical Research Council in the early 1990s in
Australia.
178Short, K (1994) op. cit.
179Van den Bosch, R (1989) op. cit.
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What is clear is that we cannot simply rely totally upon bureaucratic
control and regulation for either short or long term risk. Solutions have to
arise from the interests of all actors involved in agricultural and general food
production. Draconian measures, while perhaps sometimes paying off in the
short term, seem to do little more than push environmental problems along,
or to transfer them elsewhere, only to arise with more vehemence and
complexity later. Francis Fukuyama in his book, Trust: The Social Virtues and
the Creation of Prosperity, has argued that the establishment of trust is an
essential element of thriving economies and the "creation of prosperity". He
states the following:

A liberal state is ultimately a limited state, with government activity strictly
bounded by a sphere of individual liberty. If such a society is not to become
anarchic or otherwise ungovernable, then it must be capable of seifgovernment at levels of social organisation below the state. Such a system
depends on the self-restraint of individuals. If they are not tolerant and
respectful of each other or do not abide by the laws they set for themselves,
they will require a strong and coercive state to keep each other in line. If they
cannot cohere for common purposes, then they will need an intrusive state to
provide the organisation they cannot provide themselves.1so
I would go further and suggest that the development of trust is also a
requirement if we are to in any long term realistic way talk about the creation
of ecological sustainable economies, and the continuation of open societies
and democracies. Effective technology regulation, resource utilisation, and
the management of human activities are all simultaneously related to how
well a particular cultural order can be established and maintained which
supports this trust. How well a grouping can establish or organise, and then
maintain this order - the order of their beliefs, the order of their practices, the
order which inhibits others from undermining such order - will also define
the resilience of such a social structure.181
A successful agricultural future is reliant on finding new solutions to
our economic system and the production of food that deals with sustainable
resource utilisation. However long it may take, the reality is that we will
eventually reach a saturation point of population, will reach barriers of
carrying capacity, and will increasingly learn that there needs to be a certain
amount of elasticity in physical and social ecologies in order to maintain their

180Fukuyarna, F (1995) op. cit. p357 /8.
181Tue sort of order I refer to here is of the sort outlined by John Law. See Law, J (1994)
Organising Modernity Oxford, Blackwell. See Chapter 2.
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long term viability and vibrancy. No ecology, no economy will become more
than a mere slogan, the protection of which will rely as much on prevention
of crises as it will the innovative use of science and technology. Learning the
skill of institutional wisdom implicit in the precautionary principle is a
further challenge that needs to be taken up more vigorously by policy and
regulatory bodies.
Barry Commoner, biologist and populariser of science, claims that
regulation needs to take the form of prevention rather than limits being set for
usage of certain emissions. "A control device always allows some pollution to enter
the environment, so that increased productive activity negates that device's intended
effect ... In the task of restoring environmental quality, prevention works; control does
not".182 In other words, once you allow for the use of certain chemicals, it is
almost impossible to control the long term emissions of these substances.
Increased economic activity and population mean possibly reaching the levels
that were being avoided before regulation was put in place. Ascertaining
which agricultural chemicals should remain in use is an unresolved issue.
Neither extremes of straightforward market mechanisms nor
centralised government control are likely to effectively and sufficiently
deliver what is needed to escape these dilemmas.183 To find such solutions
within an economic system based neither completely on a coercive centralised
system of government, nor on a (virtual) laissez faire approach which fails to
incorporate environmental and social costs, is the drive which brought me to
look at the Organic Agriculture Movement (OAM) as an allegory for the
above concerns. Looking at the OAM in Australia, while providing us with a
case study on the sharing of Common Pool Resources also raises some vital
issues regarding the regulation of technology. Creating, and more
importantly maintaining and regulating, a discernible amount of order within
a system that falls somewhere in between these two polarised approaches to
the economy and the environment is perhaps the greatest challenge for
humans in the twenty-first century. Rather than asking why there presently
remain largely unsustainable practices in agriculture, my focus is on why one
style of agricultural practice is not being accepted as greatly as it deserves to
be.

182Commoner, B (1992) Making Peace with the Planet New York: New Press p44.
183Qstrom, E (1990) Governing the Commons :The Evolution of Institutions for Collective Action.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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l.10 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have briefly outlined the cultural, political and technical

context within which Australia's food industry is set, and the trends affecting
food producers across the industrialised economies of the world. There is a
range of factors that are impacting upon R&D within the food industry. The
population debate is often foremost amongst these. Connected to this debate
are the concerns regarding the ecological and economic sustainability of
present industrial agriculture and the wider food system. I have discussed
how certain environmental issues have come to play a role in affecting policy
and research directions in agriculture. Also of rising concern both within
public and research circles has been the awareness of the lack of current
knowledge regarding the safety of most agrochemicals. This has culminated
in a range of public backlashes and fear campaigns over the perceived safety
of foods. The precautionary principle has been posited as a means of dealing
with and managing risk in modem technological societies.
The concepts of sustainable development and the precautionary
principle are however exceedingly difficult to implement and regulate at a
commercial and market level. There seems to be a dearth of both examples
and case studies where such principles are implemented and adhered to at
this practical level. The majority of research into these issues has tended to
focus on the lack of attainment of these principles or on the dire state of
agricultural impacts on the Australian environment.
This thesis will investigate such issues from another perspective. By
looking into case studies where there seems to be considerable commitment
to sustainable land practices and precautionary principles, questions will be
asked as to why such practices are yet to be implemented on a wider scale.
The main focus will be on the organic industry in Australia, with reference to
other developments such as Landcare initiatives and farmer initiated research
and regional management. These cases will be used to highlight some of the
progress that has been made toward sustainable land management and
toward more effective management of risk in Australia. By asking why such
developments have not yet been given the emphasis that they seem to
deserve, I aim to shift the focus of debate from one of wondering why current
research and agricultural practices continue on seemingly unperturbed by
rising health concerns, environmental degradation, and constant yield
increase demands.
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Chapter 2) Local Knowledge, Global Science

"The world ... is what shows up in our practices, what resists or accommodates us as
we try to act upon it. Scientific research, along with the other things we do,
transforms the world and the ways it can make itself known. We know it not as
subjects representing to ourselves the objects before us, but as agents grasping and
seizing upon the possibilities among which we find ourselves."
Joseph Rouse (1987)

" ... in the ecological conflict, individuals or tiny groups can act with quite
considerable effect ... nation states become islands of helplessness, while opportunities
arise for an almost individualistic "judo politics", which turns the consequences of
industrial dominance ... against that dominance itself"
Ulrich Beck (1991)

"To this day, I see quantification as a language to add precision to reasoning about
the world. I have always believed that the more important the issue the fewer people
should be involved in the decision."
Robert McNamara (1995)

"At present - without the necessary sociological research - we know very little about
the specifics of Australian farming subcultures."
Frank Vanclay and Geoffrey Lawrence (1995)
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2.0 Introduction

This chapter is theoretical and methodological in focus and aims to outline
and justify the approach I have taken to interpreting the organic industry,
while situating this work within the literature to be found on organic
agriculture across a range of disciplines. The approach taken is aimed at a
multidisciplinary level in order to capture and convey some of the complex,
cross-disciplinary reasons for the present status of organic agricultural ideas
and practice. The changing nature of the organic agricultural movement over
this last decade, and the shifts within mainstream research and development
cultures, have meant that applying a structuralist framework would capture
only part of the picture of the industry of today. While structural political and
economic issues impact directly upon primary producer behaviour - whether
organic or conventional - this thesis will rely, as a point of departure, upon
this presumption, while taking an approach which looks more at the micro
level of the organic industry and at the interconnections or networks between
the various players involved in this industry.
In this chapter I will review the areas of Science Studies (SS) which
have relevance to this thesis. By SS I refer to the commonality between
sociological, historical and philosophical academic streams which study
science and technology in society. I will outline the work of some influential
scholars in this field. I will discuss how this work relates to the realm of food
industry and agricultural sciences and technologies and how notions of
scientific progress and technological imperatives have been questioned
through these works. I will then go on to discuss the debates that have arisen
within the SS field over differing approaches to understanding the practice of
science. Also focused upon will be issues related to the politics of research,
and how SS itself is embroiled in political negotiations and mediations in the
construction of its own knowledge base about the practice of science. In this
thesis it will be argued that, as with agricultural science itself, there needs to
be emphasis placed on the limitations of any one framework of
understanding. Reliance upon a range of inter-active frameworks or
theoretical assumptions is likely to lead to a more objective and vibrant
knowledge and technological base.
The use of SS theory is pertinent since it posits that the practice of
science is essentially a social activity, is mediated through social institutions,
and, in the most radical theoretical form, is viewed as being fully crafted and
constructed through social means. SS literature has also added to the notion
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that nature is similarly constructed and mediated via social institutions and
practices. SS suggests that we look for explanations as to why certain ideas
and technologies have become accepted or rejected the way they have by
providing social, economic and political explanations that interweave with
scientific and technical ones. It also suggests that we look for reasons as to
why nature is understood and experienced the particular way it is by
referring to the human social world that it is experienced through.
These extreme relativist views have been tempered by accounts that
incorporate an understanding of a form of realist thinking within a
sociological account which accommodates both the specificities of scientific
practice and a notional "real" world that is not completely crafted by social
means. Indeed some thinking has attempted to break down our long
established ontological divide that separates out nature from social facts.
Actor Network Theory (ANT) has had a role in this.184 Another account has
mixed these two realms of society and nature and argued that it is useful to
view our understanding and manipulation of nature as inherently no
different from an understanding of other social activities. This account
propounds a notion of science and scientific practice becoming accepted
through a process of accommodation and resistance from a range of social
actors across natural and social realms.1ss
ANT will be enlisted to help explain the present state of agricultural
science and technology in Australia as it relates to the organic industry. ANT
will also be used to explain the state of organic agricultural ideas and
technologies while raising questions as to why they have not achieved a
status of being orthodox and accepted within conventional agricultural
circles. ANT treats the areas of what is classically internal scientific from
externalist scientific politics and social relations as similar social activities. By
looking beyond rationalist explanations for the low status of organic ideas in
conventional circles and into the realm of the social, a picture can be
developed as to why organic ideas are currently treated the way they are. To
do this I will argue that there is a requirement to augment ANT approaches
with other contextualising frameworks such as the political economy
approach. Indeed I will argue that these and other approaches are
184$ee Callon, M, Law, J, Rip, A (eds) (1986) Mapping the Dynamics of Science and Technology:
Sociology of Science in the Real World. London: MacMillan Press; Latour, B (1987) Science in
Action. Milton Keynes: Open University Press; Latour, Band Woolgar, S (1979) Laboratory Life:
The Social Construction of Scientific Facts, London: Sage; Law, J (1994) Organising Modernity.
Oxford: Blackwell.
185pickering, A (1995) The Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency and Science. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press.
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complementary, although only partial and limited in and of themselves. This
thesis, however, will focus most closely on unraveling the networks which
make up the organic industry, and the networks which the organic industry is
pitched against in the battle to gain greater credence and acceptability in
conventional researcher and primary producer circles.
Lastly I will reflect on the methodology of research used for this thesis
and how the above theories relate to my own knowledge claims. SS has
attempted to disband the notion of objective, value-free science. What this
implies is that knowledge claims are context specific, and should be
highlighted as such. Propounding such claims however is paramount to
undermining the political and scientific legitimacy of knowledge claims, at
least under a present regime that continues to value an illusion of objectivity
and impartiality. My own attempts at weaving in reflexivity, or selfexamination, are aimed at strengthening my case rather than weakening it. By
revealing the range of legitimate perspectives that can be brought to bear on
sustainable agriculture and organic technologies and science, I will show that
there is much to be gained by this poly-cultural approach which does not
become addicted to one way of seeing or practising. Whether we look at
science or the field of SS itself, such addictions to mono-cultural perspectives
can blind us to our own cultural biases which may dissuade us from
approaching more closely that "holy grail" of objectivity and impartiality
which is so lauded as the true outcome of the practice of science.
2.1 Theoretical Approaches to Science and Technology Studies
To explore some of these issues relating to the nature of science and
technology we need to review the development of SS thinking over the last SO
years. Robert Merton has traditionally been cast as the developer of the first
comprehensive social analysis of science as a cultural activity.1 86 In the 1940s,
186Qther theorists outside the SS domain and prior to or contemporary with these are Karl
Marx (1938) Capital Vol 1 London: Allen and Unwin; and Karl Mannheim (1936) Ideology and
Utopia, NY: Harvest Books, and their respective analyses of bourgeois science; Jurgen
Habermas (1972) Knowledge and Human Interests, London: Heinemann; as well as such
philosophers as Jacob Bronowski (1979)The Origins of Knowledge and Imagination, New Haven:
Yale University Press; Bertrand Russell (1967) The Problems of Philosophy, Oxford: Oxford
University Press; and many others such as Friedrich Nietzsche (1972) Beyond Good and Evil,
London: Penguin; (1982) Daybreak: Thoughts on the Prejudices of Morality, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press; Ludwig Wittgenstein(1964) Remarks on the Foundations of
Mathematics, Oxford: Blackwell; (1980) Culture and Value, Oxford: Basil Blackwell. Of course
the question of knowledge and its relation to the world are age old philosophical questions.
The latter two thinkers particularly are highly relevant to present SS theorising, and predate
many present debates within SS itself. There are many other thinkers across related
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Merton claimed that scientific research is carried out according to norms
which define it as a distinct human activity: Universality, Communality,
Disinterestedness and Organised scepticism. Scientific knowledge is shared
rather than privately hoarded (communality); anyone may make such scientific
claims and be equally judged regardless of professional status (universality);
and that a disinterestedness in the economic and career aspects of a scientist's
own research findings would lead to a general climate of organised scepticism
regarding all knowledge claims.187
This model of sdence has been much attacked by SS theorists who
describe a multitude of cases where these norms seem to either break down or
were never present in the development of particular knowledge claims.188
Today's climate, while different again from the 1930s and 1940s in the ways in
which science is practised, continues to spill out of the Mertonian mould of
scientific norms more often than not.189 These works are noting that
knowledge and technologies are increasingly privatised. Professional
standing and reputation, let alone bureaucratic legitimacy and power, are
hugely important factors in the creation of successful knowledge claims,
while career interests are a very big catalyst for particular scientific research
to be undertaken. The notion of science as being based upon positivism has
also been undermined and replaced by social and cultural explanations of the
methodology and practice of science.
The physicist and historian Thomas Kuhn, in The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions, stimulated increasing questioning of such prescriptive rational
explanations of how science ideally functions.190 Revolutions in scientific
disciplines whose work transects and covers very similar domains to that of SS today, for
instance Gregory Bateson (1973), Berger, P and Luckman, T (1971) The Social Construction of
Reality: A treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge Ringwood, Victoria: Penguin; Berger, P, Berger,
Band Kellner, H (1973) The Homeless Mind, Ringwood: Victoria, Penguin; Ivan Illich (1970)
Deschooling Society, Ringwood: Penguin; and Thomas Szasz (1970) Ideology and Insanity,
Harmondsworth: Peguin. Indeed, Science Studies, rather than being a distinct entity, is
defined mainly by name in University institutions under titles such as History and
Philosophy of Science, Science and Technology Studies, Science and Technology Policy, with
vestiges in disciplines from sociology and anthropology to political science and philosophy.
187Merton, R (1973) The Sociology of Science: Theoretical and Empirical Investigations. Chicago
Illinois: University of Chicago Press.
188See Barnes, B (1982) T.S.Kuhn and Social Science NY: Columbia University Press; MacKenzie
(1978) Statistical Theory and Social Interests: A Case Study. Social Studies of Science 8 pp35-83;
Merchant, C (1980) The Death of Nature: Women, Ecology and the Scientific Revolution San
Francisco: Harper and Row; Wajcman, J (1991) Feminism Confronts Technology, Sydney: Allen
and Unwin; Rose, H and Rose, S (1976) The Political Economy of Science: Ideology of/in the
Natural Sciences London: MacMillan Press.
189Dickson, D (1984) The New Politics of Science NY: Pantheon Books; Law, J (1994) Organising
Modernity Oxford: Blackwell.
190Kuhn (1962) The Structure of Scientific Revolutions Chicago: Chicago University Press.
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thinking come about, Kuhn argued, not simply due to rational processes, but
come mixed up with a host of social influences and forces. Scientists, Kuhn
argued, work from paradigms or world views. Experimental results and the
search for and development of data are interpreted within such paradigms.
Therefore, data and facts do not speak for themselves, nor are they the
necessary arbiters in explaining and justifying the success or truthfulness of
any one scientific theory. Kuhn catalysed a whole new development in SS
circles which saw an attack on the belief in science as a straightforward
rational and logical progression of ideas and technologies.
The literature and work within SS since this time has been highly
varied in its perspectives and approaches to science and technology. At one
extreme there have been those insistent on re-establishing a place for
rationality in the scientific project. At a sociological level, theorists such as
Larry Laudan and Imre Lakatos have developed approaches that attempt to
explain the uptake and maintenance of scientific ideas. Scientists, Lakatos
argues, choose between progressive and degenerating research programs based on
their problem solving performance.191 Such developments allow for progress
of scientific ideas and thinking, and (ideally) according to Laudan, lead to
evolving research traditions over time.192 At a more prescriptive level, Karl
Popper has claimed a definition for science that is based upon the falsifiability
of knowledge claims - only claims which are testable and thus falsifiable can
be seriously treated as true science.193 Such theorising has set out to explain
the success and power of science by attempting to integrate rational and
logical processes with sociological study of the scientific community and the
content of science.194
Other scholars dealing with sociological explanations have tended to
be far more "extemalist" in their accounts of scientific development - tending
to ignore, or seeing as far less consequential, the internal scientific culture

191Lakatos, I (1974) Methodology of Scientific Research Programs in Lakatos, I and Musgrove,
A (eds) (1974) Criticism and the Growth of Knowledge, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
192Laudan, L (1977) Progress and its Problems: Toward a Theory of Scientific Growth, LA:
University of California Press; Laudan, L (ed) (1984) The Nature ofTechnologi.cal Knowledge: Are
Models of Scientific Change Relevant? Dortrecht: D Reidel.
193See Popper K (1972) Objective Knowledge: An Evolutionary Approach Oxford: Clarendon
Press; (1945) The Open Society and its Enemies Volumes 1and2£ London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul.
194Theorists such as Laudan and Lakatos would be placed at the weak end of the sociological
spectrum, since their approaches are heavily focused on internal rationality issues of the
scientific community.
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itself.195 Numerous technologies and scientific theories have been scrutinised
for political, economic and social impacts on their content since Kuhn's initial
work.196
The Edinburgh school has extended this sociological thinking on the
processes of science by looking at the interests involved in the creation and
maintenance of particular ideas.197 The Strong Programme of the Sociology of
Scientific Knowledge (SSK) looks at scientific ideas as the outcome of
particular cultural beliefs and economic and political imperatives.198 Such
ideas, claim the proponents of the Strong Programme, are intimately related
to the interests of those holding and endorsing such ideas. To explain why we
have particular scientific ideas about the world, we need to look at those
people, groups and organisations which fuel and benefit from such ideas.
David Bloor laid out a framework for the Strong Programme. Its four
principles are Causality, Impartiality, Symmetry and Reflexivity.199 These
were based on the presumptions that scientific knowledge could be explained
by originating from social causes; that the SS researcher would study aV
knowledge claims impartially, without favour to any one particular belief
system; that correct and incorrect scientific theories alike would be dealt with
and explained symmetrically, namely using the same tools of investigation for

195Externalist accounts focus more widely on the broader culture that such micro scientific
communities are a part of, and tend to disregard the decision making processes that go on
within a specialised scientific discourse.
196See Bijker, W, Hughes, T and Pinch, T (eds) (1987) The Social Construction of Technological
Systems. Cambridge MA: MIT Press; Knorr-Cetina, K (1981) The Manufacture of Knowledge
Oxford: Pergamon Press; MacKenzie, D op. cit.; Wajcman, J op. cit.; Levidow, Land Young, R
(eds) (1981) Science, Technology and the Labour Process London: CSE Books; Lewontin, R (1982)
Agricultural Research and the Penetration of Capital Science for the People 14 (1) pp12-17;
Winner, L (1980) Do Artefacts have Politics? Daedalus 109 Winter.
HPS itself arose through the post WWII years and had a high proportion of scholars who
were past nuclear physicists and mathematical scientists appalled at the particular directions
that science and technology had taken within the rubric of the Military Industrial Complex
and the developing nuclear age. Kuhn distanced himself from the extremes of sociological
explanation. Whatever his own intentions, however, his work spawned or catalysed this new
sociological approach to SS.
197Barnes, B (1977) Interests and the Growth of Knowledge London: Routledge and Kegan Paul;
Barnes, Band Bloor, B (1979) Natural Order London: Sage; Barnes, Band Edge, D (1982)
Science in Context: Readings in the Sociology of Science Milton Keynes: The Open University
Press; Bloor, D (1976) Knowledge and Social Imagery London: Routledge and Kegan Paul;
Shapin, S (1979) The Politics of Observation: Cerebral Anatomy and Social Interests in the
Edinburgh Phrenology Disputes Sociological Review Monograph no. 27 pp 139-78.
198So called because it presented a stronger stance on interests than the weaker sociological
version which simply views social interests as affecting research directions rather than the
content of scientific ideas. It therefore is seen as affecting the types of laws among other
theoretical entities within a particular scientific tradition.
199Bioor, D (1976) op. cit.; Barnes, B (1977) op. cit.
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each; and that the above principles should reflexively apply to the social
science project of the Strong Programme itself.
At the very extreme of sociological "extemalist" thinking could be
placed Paul Feyerabend. Feyerabend claims that the creation and
maintenance of ideas is far from based on any semblance of rational process
but is entirely open to moulding by political, economic, social and even
military forces. 200 The notion of scientific method, Feyerabend would have us
believe, is a fallacy that does not hold up universally in the practice of
science. 201 His claim that in science "anything goes", while perhaps applicable
in some cases for certain periods of time, has been argued to do little justice to
explaining the internal dynamics of most scientific ideas much of the time.202
Nonetheless, Feyerabend, as with others, has pointed to the problems
inherent in arguing that there exists one singular scientific method that, if
followed, will produce orthodox science.
Feminist analysis of scientific ideas and the scientific process has
brought out not only the gendered bias and interests inherent in scientific
pursuits, but has helped bring into question the very perspectives of whoever
is making a knowledge claim.203 The notion of "standpoint" feminism has
moulded this thinking into a focus on the standpoint or perspective of the
knowledge maker, whether they be scientist, government expert, consultant,
farmer, or average citizen.204 Such thinking acknowledges that to speak of
"objective knowledge" is passe. According to these views, the most effective
means of developing reasonable science that serves humanity best is to
involve many perspectives, many voices, and to maintain awareness as to the
perspectives or agendas of these many voices. This approach mirrors the
analysis and exposure of expert or institutionalised scientific claims that may

200Feyerabend, P (1987) Farewell to Reason London Verso; Feyerabend, P (1975) Against
Method: Outline of an Anarchistic Theory of Knowledge, London: New Left Books.
201 there is only one principle that can be defended under all circumstances and in all stages
of human development. It is the principle: anything goes." p27-8 Feyerabend, P (1975).
202Chalmers, A (1982) What is this thing called Science? St Lucia: University of Queensland
Press 2nd Edition; Woorall, J (1978) Against Too Much Method Erkenntnis 13 pp279-95.
203Cockburn, C (1988) Machinery of Dominance: Women, Men and Technical Know-How Boston:
Northeastern University Press; Harding, S (1986) The Science Question in Feminism Ithaca:
Cornell University Press; Hynes, P (1989) The Recurring Silent Spring Pergamon Press; Keller,
E (1985) Reflection on Gender and Science New Haven: Yale University Press; Rose, H (1983)
Hand, Brain and Heart: A Feminist Epistemology for the Natural Sciences Signs 9 (1).
204Haraway, D (1988) Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the
Privilege of Partial Perspective._Feminist Studies 14 (3); (1991) Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The
Reinvention of Nature NY: Routledge; Smith, D (1990) Texts, Facts and Femininity: Exploring the
Relations of Ruling London: Routledge.
11
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be biased towards specific economic, government and career interests.2os
Linking all knowledge claims to a perspective, rather than to some objective
and perspective-less viewpoint, disperses the authority and power of such
claims which are otherwise presented as faceless and objective.

2.2 The Politics of Theory and Practice
The exposure of the construction of any point of view or knowledge claim is
seen by many SS scholars as one of the main rationales for the discipline of SS.
According to some, to be a jester in the court of the King, given the freedom to
show up the limits and nature of the King's power, is the most effective and
practical political project that SS scholars can involve themselves in.206 In this
way, local and indigenous knowledges may be given greater credence by an
awareness of the local nature of knowledge creation - that universal
knowledge is formed from an assemblage of local knowledge systems.207 The
variety of theoretical approaches which SS scholars take has often brought up
the question of the nature of their involvement in their field of study, and the
extent to which the ontologies they construct and work within are politically
flavoured in and of themselves. Strong Programme adherents would claim
that their SS research is designed to emulate the claimed neutrality of science
itself, while more recently, actor network theorists (see below) claim that their

205Martin, B (1991) Scientific Knowledge in Controversy: The Social Dynamics of the Fluoridation
Debate Albany: State University of New York Press; Richards, E (1991) Vitamin C and Cancer:
Medicine or Politics? London: Macmillan.
Still problematic is the final arbitration, and the pragmatic decisions that must be made,
based upon such contested knowledges. Such an approach, however, while coming with its
own inherent problems, allows for some of the glaring problems of institutionalised expert
science to be dissolved. Such problems, as have been pointed out by various writers, include
"group think" which leads to pressures to conformity and against whistle blowing, for
instance. The "distance" from the consequences of decisions made can also lead to problems,
as can the economic incentives and imperatives to kowtow to particular external interests, as
has also been shown by Easlea, B (1983) Fathering the Unthinkable London: Pluto Press;
Merchant, C (1980) The Death of Nature: Women, Ecology and the Scientific Revolution NY:
Harper and Row and many others.
206Turnbull, D (forthcoming) Cook and Tupaia: A Tale of Cartographic Meconnaissance, Max
Planck Institute.
207Chambers, W (1993) Rethinking Local and Global Sciences: Ethnoscience, Technoscience and
Colonial Science in the Field of Science Studies Paper Presented at 19th International Congress of
History of Science, Zaragoza, Spain; Turnbull, D and Watson-Verran, H (1995) Science and
Other Indigenous Knowledge Systems, in Handbook of Science and Technology Studies Jasanoff,
S; Markle, G; Petersen, J and Pinch, T London, Sage. pp 115-139. Also Chambers, Wand
Turnbull, D (1991) Technoscience Worlds Geelong: Deakin University Press.
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approach is to simply map out and trace the networks within science without
bias or favour.2os
There have been attacks launched against such views and the
presumptions they are based upon. Concern has also been voiced that the
researcher approach, which has become too bound up in its own academicism
in SS, is irrelevant to the cause and interests of most social activists and those
wishing to challenge the status quo of science research, its direction and
priorities.209 "Critical engagement" of SS scholars with those in their research
field has also been claimed as an objective of SS which might help
bureaucracies and scientific institutions alike establish and maintain an
awareness of their own perspectives.210 While the task of establishing
"appraisable" research that creates "insights that help us refashion the rules
we live by" is put forward as a more direct involvement which SS researchers
might take with the field of study.211
There has been much debate over the last three decades in SS circles on
the political nature of SS, the politics of differing ontologies and the most
effective means and theories which might be employed to achieve particular
political ends, as well as whether indeed SS scholars should be in any way
involved in their field of study in the first place.212 Scientific and technical
208"To follow actors and texts ... with neither passion nor prejudice." p14 Callon, M, Law, J and
Rip, A (1986) op. cit.
209See Martin, B (1993) The Critique of Science Becomes Academic in Science, Technology and
Human Values 18 (2) pp 247-259. See also Winner, L (1993) Upon Opening the Black Box and
Finding it Empty: Social Constructivism and the Philosophy of Technology Science,
Technology and Human Values 18 (3) pp 362-378. But also see Turnbull, D (1984) Relativism,
Reflexivity and the Sociology of Scientific Knowledge Metascience 1 (2) pp47 - 60.
2loWynne, B (1996a) SSK's Identity Parade: Signing-Up, Off-and-On. Social Studies of Science
26 pp 357 - 91. The aim of critical engagement is to reveal and analyse all knowledge claims
so as to level out the built in bureaucratic/institutional legitimacy which all groups are faced
with at various times. Again there continues to be problems as to the arbitration of what is
accepted as legitimate knowledge with this sort of an approach.
211Jasanoff, S (1996) Beyond Epistemology: Relativism and Engagement in the Politics of
Science Social Studies of Science 26 (2) (1996) Special Edition Politics of SSK.p 413.
212By "political", I wish to focus on the political and social impacts that might arise from
one's SS research and publication, rather than political in the sense of political spectrum or
leaning, such as left, right, feminist, etc. The relevance of this SS theory to application at a
policy and political level is an important focus of the thesis. Leonard Waks has suggested that
there are two cultures within SS - one activist and one academic - with little interaction
between these camps at a research and cultural level. Waks, L (1993) STS as an Academic
Field and a Social Movement in Technology in Society 15 pp399 - 408. For debates in this area
see I<norr-Cetina, Kand Mulkay, M (eds)(l983) Science Observed: Perspectives on the Social
Study of Science London: Sage; Collins, Hand Yearly, S (1992) Epistemological Chicken, in
Pickering A (ed)(1992) Science as Practice and Culture, Chicago, University of Chicago Press;
Collins, Hand Yearly, S (1992) Journey into Space, in Pickering A (ed) (1992); Callon, Mand
Latour, B (1992) Don't throw the baby out with the Bath School, in Pickering A (ed) (1992) op.
cit.
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controversies have been popular subject matter for SS theorists, and have
thrown up a range of questions as to the neutrality, or at least the positioning,
of the SS researcher.213 One debate, between Harry Collins on the one hand,
and Pam Scott, Evelleen Richards and Brian Martin on the other, (the latter
referred to in consequent literature as SRM) has been one of the most
published cases within SS of the position of the SS theorist in relation to their
field of study.214 For people like Collins, there is a distinct need for
researchers not to align themselves with any one particular side, but rather to
maintain an objective distance from the various sides in scientific controversy.
Collins sees the SS project as inherently scientific in its aims, and that
researchers should act accordingly. Attack has been leveled at what he and
others view as the political biasing and positioning of researchers who also
take on an activist role in the controversy.21s

SRM point out that all researchers, wittingly or not, can be captured
by, and therefore implicated in, the debates and controversies they study,
which Collins would agree with. For this reason it is impossible to hope that
one's research will in some way be neutral or objective in its practice, even
though the portrayal of neutrality is acknowledged as a useful tool for those
who become engaged in the field itself.216 Indeed SRM believe that by
attempting a symmetrical account of a controversy, the researcher only plays
into the hands of the unorthodox or underdog side, who may use the
researcher as an ally to their cause, while a positivist "sociology of error" only

213For coverage of controversy studies see Nelkin, D (ed) (1979) Controversy: Politics of
Technical Decisions London: Sage; Engelhardt, Hand Caplan, A (eds) (1987) Scientific ·
Controversies, NY: Cambridge University Press. For a reflection on issues of neutrality, see
particularly Wynne, B (1996a) SSK's Identity Parade : Signing Up, Off-and-On Social Studies of
Science 26 (2) (1996a) Special Edition Politics of SSK Sage Publications pp 357 - 392; also
debates in Pickering, A (ed) (1992) Science as Practice and Culture Chicago: University of
Chicago Press.
214See Collins, H (1991) Captives and Victims: comment on Scott, Richards and Martin
Science, Technology and Human Values 16 (2) pp249-251 and Scott, P, Richards, E and Martin, B
(1990); (1991) Who's a Captive? Who's a Victim? Response to Collins' Method Talk Science,
Technology and Human Values 16 (2) pp252-255.
215Likewise, compare Bloor, D (1976) who has stated: "If we want an account of the nature of
scientific knowledge, surely we can do no better than adopt the scientific method itself."
(1976) pix.
216Scott, P, Richards, E and Martin, B (1990) Captives of Controversy: The myth of the neutral
social researcher in contemporary scientific controversies, Science, Technology and Human
Values 15 (4) pp 474-494. "Our position is that symmetrical analysis is a myth that can be no
more sustained in actual practice than can the scientist's belief in a universal and efficacious
scientific method. We think that an analytic insistence on the political role of the analyst cuts
through the Gordian knot of the sterile reflexivity debate." p491.
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enhances existing scientific orthodoxy.217 Debate between Collins and SRM, as
with many others, has gone on with no foreseeable end, as these scholars
draw on experiences and evidence from different types of controversies,
while continuing to speak at cross purposes regarding the active stance of the
researcher .21s
There have been various middle grounds positioned in between these
two extremes, such as Wynne's critical engagement, and Jasanoff's
appraisable research approaches. Nonetheless, what exactly notions such as
critical engagement mean, and in what ways this would be manifest still
seems somewhat unclear and unresolved. It has been argued that, given the
superhuman task of being reflexive, epistemologically sophisticated and
socially relevant, that perhaps we should be setting "less exalted goals" as
researchers.219 The irony lies in the fact that for many it is believed the
scientific legitimacy game is best played when one's own interests and
agendas are not revealed. This is, generally, equally the case for those
involved in the contesting of SS debates on the nature of science itself, and has
fuelled much of the debate around this issue. The standpoint analysis
approach is one way of short circuiting such debates, by revealing the
personal and cultural investments that all players have in any knowledge
contest.
Whatever the case, the definition of "sides" in some scientific debates
and controversies is far from a clear and concrete one. Likewise the definition
of the "underdog" in contests over scientific and technological matters is
difficult in that actors can and do change camps and situations over time.220
Further, resources that are sometimes open to one group usually associated
with greater power can just as easily be available in some instances to those
vying for improved political force. This is sometimes the case with the
legitimacy that health departments can give to anti smoking lobbyists up
against powerful tobacco companies. Similarly there are powerful allies for
217Scott, P, Richards, E and Martin, B (1990) SRM claim that their analysis is aligned with the
"weak program" of SSK outlined by Chubin, D and Restivo, S (1983) The "mooting" of
science studies: Research programs and science policy in Knorr-Cetina, K and Mulkay. M op
cit. pp53-83. See also Martin, B (forthcoming) Captivity and Commitment Technoscience.
218Kuhn himself would classify this sort of activity as incommensurable, with competing
sides talking different languages and relying upon different empirical evidence to make their
case. Waks, L (1993) STS as an Academic Field and a Social Movement, Technology in Society
15 pp399 - 408 speaks of two " subcultures" in STS: one academic the other activist.
219Martin, B (1993) op. cit. p257
220Wynne, B (1996a) op. cit.; also Wynne, B (1996b) May the Sheep Safely Graze? A reflexive
view of the expert-lay divide. in Szrezynski, B, Lash, Sand Wynne, B (eds) (1996) Risk,
Government and Modernity London: Sage.
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anti agribusiness lobbyists within the confines of departments of health and
environment which can be drawn upon in disputes against commercial
agribusiness interests. Camp lines, resource availability and loyalty of various
players are often malleable through the life of some scientific and
technological controversies. While many other technical controversies or
contests do have quite discernible and rigid boundaries between adversaries,
the case of organic and ecologically attuned agricultural research in Australia
in the 1990s is one of indeterminacy and change. A structural or political
economy approach to this contest of organic and conventional ideas would
only go some of the way in exploring the nature of the debate, the
protagonists involved, and their changing or resilient stances throughout.
2.3 Actor Network Theory, Counter Laboratories and the Creation of Order

Bruno Latour in his study of Louis Pasteur and the development of
pasteurisation states: "give me a laboratory and I will raise the world", signifying
the power of influence that such knowledge production centres as the
scientific research laboratory can hold over the "natural" world.221 Latour was
trying to show how nature is organised and made to "speak" through various
activities, practices and technologies, rather than having some inherent
"voice" of its own. Actor Network Theory (ANT), which has been developed
through the 1980s by Bruno Latour, Michel Callon, John Law and others,
focuses on the networks that are developed and established in the creation of
science and technology.222 We are encouraged to "follow the actors" in our
approach to analysing and explaining the existence of ideas and
technologies. 223
ANT's theoretical assumptions have certain similarities to much
constructionist SS scholarship. The assumption that nature is created or
constructed by social processes, rather than discovered by scientists, is a
fundamental one. Success of a technology or a knowledge claim is taken to be
reliant upon the development and consolidation of social networks of

221Latour, B (1983) Give me a laboratory and I will raise the world. in Knorr-Cetina, Kand
Mulkay, M (1983) Science Observed: Perspectives on the Social Study of Science. Beverley Hills:
Sage pp141-170.
222Traditionally arising out of sociology, it has taken certain areas of SS by storm over the last
decade particularly. Its success has been a combination of broad applicability combined with
inherent simplicity, and a direct translatability into current SS issues and problems. See
Latour, B (1987) op. cit.; Law, J (1991) op. cit.
223Latour, Band Woolgar, S (1979) LAboratory Life: The Social Construction of Scientific Facts.
London: Sage.
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"actors" rather than on some naturalised notion of empirical reality - indeed,
empirical reality is constructed through the establishment of these social
networks of actors. Such actors may be human citizens or scientists, they may
be robots or machines, or they may be weather patterns or oysters. These
actors act in concert to co-construct the world as it is understood within a
given network of actors.224 Such an approach makes no distinction between
human and non-human, or between natural and un-natural entities - all are
subsumed under the umbrella of "actors" or "actants".
So it is by following actors and tracing the links between such actors in
our research studies that we may begin to untangle and dismantle taken for
granted ideas or well habituated technologies. These are revealed as nothing
more than the combined effect of the actors involved in the network.
Successful ideas and technologies are termed black boxes by ANT theorists entities that seem to exist unto themselves, and which are the basis for other
ideas and practices.225 Black boxes may be technologies such as nuclear power
stations or computer systems, or ideas such as cholesterol causing heart
disease or superphosphate being the essential fertilising agent for farming.
ANT traces these black boxes back to their inception, before they were
accepted as "truth" or "reality", to reveal the ways in which reality is
constructed by a myriad of actors that hold such ideas and practices together.
What constitutes truth or technological success for ANT depends upon
how well one can organise allies who are willing and interested in taking up
such notions or activities. Thus through a process of "interessement", actors are
enlisted into the consolidation of a network.226 The development of
agribusiness over this century could be seen in such a light.227 A myriad of
actors has been enrolled in the uptake of practices and ideas associated with
the new scientific agriculture of this century. The human actors involved in
this network include scientific researchers, government bureaucrats,
entrepreneurs, agribusiness corporations, farmers and consumers. Each has
had their own interests in such a network - researchers in the funds available
for such agribusiness activities, bureaucrats in the support of industries
224Law, J (1994) op. cit.
225Latour, B (1987) op. cit. pp 2-3.
226See Callon, M (1986) Some elements of a Sociology of Translation: Domestication of the
Scallops and the Fishermen of St Brieuc Bay in Law, J (1986) Power, Action and Belief: A New
Sociology of Knowledge? Boston: Routledge and Kegan Paul. p177.
227Qne could talk of the Green Revolution technologies in such ANT ways. Their success as
technologies was tied to a host of actors from the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations for
research monies, through fertiliser and pesticide company interests, right down to the
farming communities who took on such "packages".
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boosting and regulating economic growth and production, farmers in keeping
up with the market of production and supply, and consumers in falling food
prices and a plethora of new and alluring food products. Linked in here are
such non-human actors as the new stock and crop varieties enlisted, the farm
and food manufacturing technologies, and the scientific measuring devices
which are all part of the agribusiness "package".
There are always losers in such activities as black box construction, and
there are constant negotiations between actors busy constructing and
contesting such networks. "Counter laboratories" are used by those contesting
the power of consolidated networks that have black-boxed a knowledge claim
or a technological practice.228 It is only by enlisting resources and organising
evidence counter to that which is accepted knowledge or technical practice
that such counter laboratories may come to be accepted as a new black-boxed
truth or practice. Hence the focus is on how nature is organised and
constructed. This approach helps reveal how taken for granted ideas and
technical artefacts or practices are reliant on a string of other presumed and
taken for granted ideas and practices. The bubble chamber which is seen as
"revealing" the reality of sub atomic particles, is in fact reliant upon a whole
nuclear science culture and supporting technologies which make sense of the
diagrams obtained. Likewise, equipment involved in the "reading" of
phosphorous concentrations in soils is reliant upon cultural practices which
contextualise and make sense of such readings, rather than necessarily being
directly related to some objective reality.229
There is therefore an interplay between technologies, cultures and
natural objects (all dealt with under the banner of actors) which combine in
the construction of ideas and technical practices and artefacts. "Nature" is
affected and changed by the use of technologies and practices that include our
measuring devices that are designed to give us empirical evidence. 230 There is
a certain degree to which agricultural science and technology affect and
change the very nature or world they describe and are part of. Consider the
ways in which soluble synthetic fertiliser is applied to soils as if soils are
nothing more than the medium in which the plants grow. Increasing evidence
is suggesting that such fertiliser regimes, combined with specific cultural
practices, are recipes for the need of more of the same - with declining returns
228Latour, B (1987) op. cit. p79.
229See Chapter 6 on P levels and organic farmer experience. For ANT there is no such entity
as objective reality, only constructions of such.
230
For example see Redclift, Mand Goodman, D (1991) Refashioning Nature: Food, Ecology and
Culture. New York: Routledge.
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over time. The fertilisers are changing the nature of the soil. This is similarly
the case with pesticide use. Applications of most pesticides regularly wipe out
both pests and the pest predators alike, requiring more of the same technique
as time goes on to control pest species that no longer have predator species to
control them in orchards, cropping fields and animal guts. The very
development of agriculture itself has modified "nature" and led to the
requirement of particular practices and technologies to be used to maintain
such a system, while modifying the very nature which these technologies and
ideas arise from and interact with. According to ANT, not only do the very
sciences and technologies we use impact on and change the world under our
feet, but the measuring devices used to calibrate such a world are useless or
irrelevant outside of such a context that is created by the very use of such
sciences and technologies.231
The theoretical framework of ANT adds new approaches to issues such
as the animate-inanimate divide, the human-nonhuman distinction, and the
intemalist-extemalist debates. ANT's approach of lumping all actors together
without distinction, while not without its problems, momentarily sidesteps
getting bogged down in the incessant debates that have followed such issues.
There have been questions thrown up by Artificial Intelligence (AI) work in
the second half of this century regarding the special significance of humans pushing debate to define what exactly is human.232 Postmodern and
poststructuralist approaches across numerous academic disciplines have
likewise helped to unhinge privileged and taken for granted notions of
"natural order", rationality, and enlightenment.233 Theoretical work in SS over
the last two decades have increasingly shown the impact that such thinking is
having on the field.234
231This parallels the "Theory ladenness of observation" thinking which states that all
observations can only be understood within the context of a theory or model, rather than the
standard view of scientific activity where it is believed theory is developed after data is
gathered.
232Rorty, R, Sayre, Kand Crosson, F (1963) The Modelling of Mind: Computers and Intelligence
NY: Simon and Schuster; compare Dreyfus, H (1972) What Computers Can't Do: A Critique of
Artificial Reason NY: Harper and Row. Stemming back to the 1930s, but particularly since
WWII, much work has been done on developing robotic and AI systems for production and
management. See Haraway, D (1991) op. cit.
233Such terms are used unsparingly in many contexts and therefore may refer to numerous
theorists across many realms. I have in mind particularly people such as Foucault, M (1970)
The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences, London: Tavistock; (1972) The
Archaeology of Knowledge, London Tavistock; Deleuze, G (1995) Negotiations 1972-1990 NY:
Columbia University Press, who have had an impact on SS theorising.
234Much of such theorising has initially come from without and is gradually ingraining itself
in the multi discipline of SS. ANT itself arose out of sociology. SS today draws upon art
theory, cultural studies and postmodernist philosophy, among others, to inform the field.
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This has resulted in a proliferation of numerous discourses and
languages applied to the realm of SS, leading both to an exciting, as well as
confusing and unfocused period for SS.235 The paradox of being a scientific
researcher involved in critiquing and analysing scientific research itself has
led some theorists to highlight the need for reflexivity - a self reflection on
their own methods and theoretical approaches to the world. What this means,
and how it may be maintained, is another matter. Some argue that such
activity may well lead to a paralysis of action and thought.236 Others argue
that exactly because representation (of material, findings, thoughts) tends to
persuade the reader into an amnesia that they are being persuaded, we must
take on this task of constantly pointing out and revealing such persuasion.237
How knowledges, stories, myths, or whatever name is assigned them
are constructed and organised is nonetheless the flame that the SS moth is
drawn to. The dance amidst the "post-modernist hall of mirrors" is both a
complex and at times seemingly fruitless one.238 It seems almost as if in a SS
world which has done much to malign if not kill objectivity, this field is alive
and active in its attempts to reinject some form of neo-objectivity back into its
arsenal.239 It seems almost that to present things correctly and scientifically (in
235As is evidenced at annual conferences and in the diaspora of journals and discourses
presently being published from philosophy, history, cultural studies, sociology, social theory,
museum studies, anthropology .... Culturally and intellectually some of these branchings are
highly unlikely to cross tracks, even while they continue to be the butt of one another's
attacks and criticisms. See Collins versus SRM above. Also, if we extended this circle out
wider, we could include here the recent spate of books written by professional scientists such
as Sagan, C (1995) The Demon-Haunted World: Science as a Candle in the Dark, NY: Random
House; Dunbar, R (1995) The Trouble With Science London: Faber and Faber. Their work has
been attacked by, while flying straight into the face of, many SS scholars whose discourse is
invested with reflexive approaches.
236See Bloor, D (1976) referring to reflexivity: "To ask questions of the sort which
philosophers address to themselves is to paralyse the mind." p45, quoted in Woolgar, S (1988)
Science: The Very Idea. Milton Keynes: Open University Press p42.
237See Woolgar, S (1988) op. cit. p93 "Representation seems to induce a kind of amnesia about
itself: readers (and writers) are persuaded that they are not being persuaded ... " In a broader
context, Gilles Deleuze sees the Left intellectual agenda of the present as one of a "guerrilla
campaign", against both the powers that be (philosophy not having such power), as well as
against oneself: "Since powers aren't just external things, but permeate each of us, philosophy
throws us all into constant negotiations with, and a guerrilla campaign against, ourselves."
and "It's not so much a matter of winning arguments as of being open about things ... Making
visible things that would otherwise remain hidden." intro/p127 Deleuze, G (1995) op. cit.
238Law, J (1994) op. cit. p19. See also Latour, B (1993) We Have Never Been Modern NY:
Harvester Wheatsheaf (translated by Catherine Porter) where Latour points out that our very
interpretation of history and our assigning of a "modem" period to differentiate from our
experience now is problematic.
239Neo-objective here in the sense that an impartial position is being presumed, without overt
political commitment or favour, much as modem objective scientific practice purportedly
functions, according to the standard view. Having deconstructed the raft of objectivity and
neutrality, reflexive SS scholars have set themselves afloat in an ocean where it is unclear
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this neo-objective sense) is for SS scholars to really (but not literally) say
nothing at all (of obvious applicability).240 Such approaches, while giving
insight and catalysing thought in some areas of SS, have proven perhaps less
than adequate in the domain of science and technology policy.241
What does this ontological commitment (or lack of commitment) of
such theoretical approaches mean at a policy level? According to Latour, ANT
is in no way predictive, but merely descriptive of social-technical networks. 242
In terms of the ontological political commitment of ANT there has been much
debate.243 Some argue that a focus both on the "victors" of science and
technology, and on individual actors within such networks disallows for
more humanist accounts of science and technology.2« ANT's approach
sidesteps not only the "natural" divides of culture/nature, but avoids making
distinctions of classic groupings such as classes, national cultures and
multinational firms.245 For my purposes, it is exactly ANT's malleable nature
where exactly they now stand. One cannot help but align this with Nietzsche's Mad Man in
the market place... that once we have killed the god of objectivity, there is much confusion as
to know what to put in its place.
240Tue ANT approach has also been criticised as passing by these issues all too briefly which
has resulted in a theoretical framework that is lacking in substance and, in the extreme form,
relevance to SS. Rix, M (1991) Liltour and Nuclear Strategy; Schuster, J (1991) Bruno's (No
History Required) Tour of the Past; and Scott, P (1991) Levers, Lilboratories and Liltourian
Linguistics, all three in Science and Technology Analysis Research Program, Working Paper
No. 1; Winner, L (1993) Upon opening the Black Box and Finding It Empty: Social
Constructivism and the Philosophy of Technology, Science, Technology and Human Values 18
(3) pp363 - 378. Others have noted its deficiencies, although also have noted the contributions
it can potentially bring: Harbers, H and Koenis, S (1996) The Political Eggs of the Chicken
Debate EASST Review 15 (1) pp 9-15; Lee, N and Brown, S (1994) Otherness and the Actor
Network: The Undiscovered Continent American Behavioural Scientist 37 (6) pp 772-790.
241Law, J (1994) op. cit. p187 On being questioned by Giovanni Alberti about what the
"bottom line" of all Law's research was, Law could answer simply that "there is no bottom
line ... " and that this was the crux of the issue. However elegant such a stance may be, this
only ultimately confounds the policy analyst or designer who has to both construct and work
with bottom lines.
242"To follow actors and texts ... does not and cannot explain the success or failure of strategic
world-building in the strong sense of prediction. This is because there is no guarantee of
success, even to those who have succeeded before. The labours by which societies give birth
to their history are unpredictable." p14 Callon, M, Law, J and Rip, A (1986) How to Study the
Force of Science, in Callon, M, Law, J and Rip, A (1986) Mapping the 'Dynamics of Science and
Technology: Sociology of Science in the Real World London: Macmillan Press.
243See the Collins and Yearley vs Callon and Latour debates cited above.
244ANT theorists have replied by pointing to the ways in which ANT 'speaks' for the silent
masses - the masses of actors missing from standard sociological approaches - from inanimate
objects to non-human organisms. Latour (1987) op. cit. John Law (1994) sees the "political"
project as reducing what he calls "cruelty" p194: " .. .it's not simply human voices to which we
have to attend. Microbes, trees, fish, weather patterns and ultraviolet radiation - these are the
voices waiting to be heard. There are the voices of the dead, of the spirits, and of the gods."
p193
245Latour (1987) op. cit. p256
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which is useful here. The present nature of food production, and its style and
pace of change, make it exceedingly difficult to make broad generalisations
and to work from classic social categories applicable perhaps earlier this
century. ANT cannot however, in my view, be a complete substitute for more
contextualising approaches such as political economy to this area of science
and technology study. I will argue that to achieve a more comprehensive
story of science and technology, ANT does need to be backed up by more
contextual approaches such as this. Nonetheless, ANT does help in cutting
through the incessant problems with debates over the definition of "sides", as
well as the constant theorising over the human/ non-human divide, intemalist
versus extemalist approaches, and the defining of social categories. By tracing
the networks that presently exist, I aim to question both why these networks
exist the way they do, as well as exploring the nature of possible networks
that might be more conducive to organic food production practices.246
I will approach this topic with two other current streams of thought in
SS. In The Mangle of Practice Andrew Pickering proposes a possible Theory of
Everything (TOE) that incorporates the notion of resistance and
accommodation of actors who may arise from the classic domains of physical
or social categories.247 Such actors, Pickering maintains, are constantly
involved in the process of constructing reality through processes of
accommodation of and resistance to other physical and social actors.
Applying Pickering's ideas to the realm of science and technology policy
seems less than straightforward, although there are some clear lessons and
points to make note of from his work. Pickering denies a total relativist stance
of the TOE, but wants to highlight the complexities and intricate
interweavings of social and physical realities. This poses a challenge for SS
scholars who wish to remain in either of the delineated social/ relativist or
physical/ realist camps, and demands that our accounts of science be
flavoured by an awareness of the potentially fluid and changing nature of
reality, our constructions of it, and the ways it is affected by both social and
physical events.
Standpoint feminism, which analyses knowledge claims relative to the
knowledge claimant's own perspective or standpoint, will also be drawn
246To ask "how it could have been different" Susan Leigh Star quoting Evans Pritchard: Star,
S (1991) Power, Technology and the Phenomenology of Conventions: on being allergic to
onions in Law, J (1991) A Sociology of Monsters: Essays on Power, Technology and Domination
London: Routledge.
247Pickering, A (1995) "the contours of material and social agency are mangled in practice,
meaning emergently transformed and delineated in the dialectic of resistance and
accommodation." p23.
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upon through this thesis as a means of highlighting the micro-nature of
science in the making.248 This theoretical approach implores us to ask
questions regarding the standpoint of the expert, the policy designer, the
researcher, the citizen or whoever is involved in the process of constructing
and defending particular knowledge claims. According to this view, by
understanding the perspective of any given knowledge claimant, we can
more clearly come to understand the taken for granted (and often carefully
hidden) agendas and "investments" which are implicit in a given point of
view. This approach emphasises the importance of involving multiple
participants in the creation of knowledge and commenting on science and
technology policy. The contextualising of all knowledge claims means that
while there may not be a completely objective perspective, there can be a
more effective and comprehensive science when a range of perspectives are
enlisted and listened to.
Above all, as with much SS theorising, there are clear messages and
warnings about the dangers of creating totalising or universalist knowledge
claims that are unaware of their origins and presumptions, or unaware of the
contextual nature of all knowledge claims. A complete digestion of SS
practice, if it has been swallowed the right way, ideally should result in a
tempered and unassuming approach to the study of the social and physical
world with an awareness of the ways in which differing paradigms of
practice and perception may produce differing empirical outcomes.
Incorporating such awareness into science policy issues is perhaps
somewhat more of a challenge. The issue of political relevance is hardly
specific to SS disciplines, but runs across many academic disciplines. Those
responsible for developing social, scientific or other policies regularly either
ignore SS research, or are ignorant of its existence in the first place. This is as
much a problem associated with the language and discourse used in much
present SS theorising, as it is about disciplinary cultural boundaries at other
levels which maintain divides between schools and subject areas. While ANT
sidesteps some recurrent theoretical problems in SS, the "bottom line" issue is
perhaps more relevant than ever.249 That is, after the research is done, what is
the bottom line - what is to be done? This thesis is an attempt to jump
between some of these chasms of intellectual and disciplinary topology and to
enlist the strengths of a number of theoretical approaches, while remaining
248Haraway, D (1991) op. cit.
.
249John Law replying to "Giovanni Alberti's" question following Law's study of CERN of
what the bottom line of his study was -what consequences he drew from it. His reply "that
there is no bottom line ... (it being) a bit like juggling." Law, J (1994) op. cit. p187
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aware of their inherent limitations, and ultimately delivering some
suggestions as to where the bottom lines may lie. 250 Specifically, I want to
explore the relevance and use of standpoint theories and ANT within a
political economy framework, for the field of science and technology policy as
it relates to organic agricultural research.
2.4 Prior Research

The methodology for this thesis stems from a reaction to the present nature of
studies of organic agriculture in Australia. Such studies are very few, and all
are basically quantitative in approach. These studies include some
straightforward market analyses and a number of economic studies related to
conversion of conventional farmers, and a small collection of technical papers
comparing conventional and organic farming systems and soils. 2s1 Most
250Mol, A and Mesman, J (1996) Neonatal Food and the Politics of Theory: Some Questions of
Method Social Studies of Science 26 (2) Politics of SSK. " ...our empirical stories end up
resembling the babies in the ward: there are so many theoretical wires and tubes attached to
them that they cannot live without them." p421. While dealing specifically with semiotics and
symbolic interactionism, I would suggest the same sentiments are appropriate for the
seemingly incommensurable aspects of ANT, political economy and standpoint analysis,
which I otherwise treat as complementary rather than mutually exclusive.
251 Following is not an exhaustive list, but a list which covers all main texts and is indicative
of the overall trend for organic agriculture and organic industry research:
Marketing and Market research: Evans, K (1994) The Effects of Independent Certification Labeling
on Consumer Behaviour within the Victorian Organic Food Market Monash: Unpublished
Manuscript; Hassall and Associates (1990) The Market for Australian Produced Organic Food.
Canberra: Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation. Hassall and Associates.
(1995) The Domestic Market for Australian Organic Produce-An Update. Melbourne: Rural
Industries Research and Development Corporation; MacArthur Consultancy (1997) Draft
Report to the Interim Organic Industry Council, Brisbane, MacArthur Consultancy; Parigi, P and
Clarke, R (1994) op. cit.
Economics: Wynen, E (1989) Sustainable and Conventional Agriculture: An Economic Analysis of
Australian Cereal-Livestock Farming PhD, Bundoora, Melbourne: School of Economics La Trobe
University; Wynen, E and Edwards, G (1990) Towards a comparison of conventional and
chemical-free agriculture, in Australian Journal of Agricultural Economics 34 (1) pp 39-55.
Social/Policy: Conacher, A and Conacher, J (1982) Organic Farming in Australia, Perth,
University of Western Australia: Department of Geography; Dumaresq, D, Greene, Rand van
Kerkoff, L (eds) (1997) Organic Agriculture in Australia Proceedings of the National
Symposium on Organic Agriculture: Research and Development.; Dumaresq, D and Greene,
R (1997) From Farmer to Consumer: the Future of Organic Agriculture in Australia, Canberra:
RIRDC; Marshall, G (1991) Organic Farming: Should Agriculture Departments Give it More
Technical Support? Sydney: NSW Agriculture Division of Rural and Resource Economics;
Wynen, E (1996) Research Implications of a Paradigm Shift in Agriculture: The Case of Organic
Farming ANU Canberra: Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies.
Technical: Penfold, C, Miyan, M, Reeves, T and Grierson, I (1995) Biological Farming for
Sustainable Production Australian Journal of Experimental Agriculture 35 pp 849-56; Ryan, M,
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research into organic agriculture in Australia has been piecemeal and reliant
upon individual personalities to a large degree, rather than being
systematically dealt with by institutions or departments. The nature of the
subject matter is such that quantitative analysis, while indicative and useful at
one level, is ultimately flawed and in parts misleading if taken as the final
word on the nature of the industry. While hard data and figures have been
produced, often these figures and facts are based upon vague primary
sources, on anecdotal reporting, and are reliant upon the self-reporting of
separate organisations within the industry.252
The organic agriculture industry in Australia is of such a nature that
mapping a terrain that is inherently lumpy with smooth figures and distinct
categorisation has led to misleading calculations regarding the industry.
Assessments of numbers of producers has taken into consideration both
broadacre (sometimes in the l,OOOs hectares) along with very small scale herb
Chilvers, G and Dumaresq, D (1994) Colonisation of wheat by VA-mycorrhizal fungi was
found to be higher on a farm managed in an organic manner than on a conventional
neighbour Plant and Soil 160 pp 33-40; Small, D, Auldist, D, Wilson, Kand Bourchier, J (1993)
Organic Agriculture - A Serious Form of Agriculture Proceeding Papers Moama: The Australian
Institute of Agricultural Science; see also Green, J (1997) in Dumaresq, D, Greene, J and van
Kerkoff, L (eds) (1996) Organic Agriculture in Australia Proceedings of the National
Symposium on Organic Agriculture: Research and Development. For an overview of research
in Australia.
Directories: Henry Doubleday Research Association of Australia Inc (1990) The Ultimate
Organic Resource Guide Sydney: HDRA; Morgan, W (1989) Organics -A Directory of Businesses
and Services. Victoria: Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs; ORGAA (1997) Organic
Industry Membership Directory Melbourne: ORGAA.
Internationally there have been more substantial works, some of which are directly related to,
or have been drawn upon, in Australia. See Cook, R (1988) Marketing Organic Commodities in
California - Structure and Obstacles to Expansion, Davis, California: University of California
Agricultural Extension Service; Hall, D, Baker, B, Franco, B and Jolly, D (1989) Organic Food
and Sustainable Agriculture_Contemporary Policy Issues 7 (4) pp 47-72; Lampkin, N and Padel,
S (eds)(1994) The Economics of Organic Farming: An International Perspective Wallingford, UK:
CAB International; Lampkin, N (1990) Organic Farming Ipswick: UK Farming Press; Murphy,
M (1992) Organic Farming as a Business in Great Britain, University of Cambridge: Cambridge,
Agricultural Economics Unit; Ross, C (1991) Going Organic - The Future for Organic Food and
Drink Products in the UK- an Update. Birmingham: Price Waterhouse.

252Jn 1997 there has appeared a survey of the industry by private consultants which was
aimed at assessing industry support for a peak body. In the process of this survey, various
aspects of the industry were assessed including the types of produce. The response rate for
this survey was some 20+ per cent, although, as with the Hassall reports did not include the
biodynamic section of the industry, nor other industry sectors which did not participate in
the survey. See Chapter 4.
While researching this thesis, I was also involved with an export company which assessed the
organic segment of the industry for potential suppliers. This sort of in-house research is now
beginning to happen at a growing rate, with supermarkets, exporters and wholesalers all
vying for a piece of the potential growth in organics for the coming decade.
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and other producers (which are quite numerous in the industry but often with
very low output, if any) and lumped them together. The assessment of export
earnings from organic products also poses challenges that have not yet been
overcome, since there is no one body which handles and quantifies these
activities.253 Reliance upon industry self-reporting for past studies has led to
doubling up of numbers, industry over estimates of producer numbers, and
vague categorisation of producer types. Lastly, the non compliance of the
biodynamic industry, which is a significant portion of the organic industry in
Australia, with past research and researchers, has meant that estimates for
this group remain just that.
While these empirical studies do give important indications and trends
regarding the industry, they provide only a limited vision of the industry.
This thesis has been developed with the understanding that a qualitative
approach to the industry which studies more of the micro level aspects of the
industry, might complement and enhance the studies to date, while
highlighting areas still much in need of further research. The organic industry
crosses many sectors, many styles and sizes of operations, and is based upon
various rationales for involvement by its practitioners. All these aspects have
influence on the assessment of the longer term economic and ecological
viability of these systems, as well upon the nature of the industry itself. The
qualitative approach of this thesis is aimed at complimenting empirical
research already existing (see appendix) in order to capture some of the more
elusive aspects of this fledgling and still mainly misunderstood industry.
The rationale for this thesis also arose from my years of involvement
in, fascination with and passion for the food industry in Australia. The
organic industry has matured in the 1990s and as I researched and became
more intensively involved in the industry, I realised it was evolving into an
industry different than when I began looking into it over four years ago. The
conventional or mainstream discourse of food, agriculture, environment and
sustainability was changing around me as I researched, with organic
agriculture moving from a whisper to a more frequently chanted term in
bureaucratic, marketing, producer and researcher circles. This changing
nature of the industry, the very existence of a solidified and committed
network of resistance to modem food industry trends, the exemplary nature
of the industry in terms of its purported sustainable production practices, its
253

AQIS - the Australian Quarantine Inspection Service has been charged with the
responsibility of regulating and tabulating all organic export consignments leaving Australia.
To date however this task has been difficult and non comprehensive, although the aim, over
time, is to fully account for all organic exports through this office.
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self regulation, and its dedicated adherence to self defined limits and
boundaries to growth drew me in with a fascination and wonderment which
has sustained me through this process of research and involvement.
2.5 Methodology

The fieldwork for this thesis was undertaken over a four year period,
between 1994-7 across numerous regions of eastern Australia, from Tasmania
to Queensland. As a "participant-observer", I was directly and actively
involved in the fields under study. My participant roles through this four year
period have included being a farm and food processing inspector for the
organic industry in Australia and overseas; involvement with the (then) main
contending umbrella organisation for the organic movement in Australia, the
Organic Retailers and Growers Association of Australia - ORGAA, on
subcommittees of retailers and processors; sitting on the Interim Organic
Industry Council which was assessing the need for a formally government
recognised peak industry body with R&D steering capability; working as an
agribusiness adviser, as well as carrying out marketing, management,
extension and farm related work for a group of horticultural producers in
Victoria and Queensland; and consulting for a number of companies seeking
organic markets. Conferences and symposia were attended, sometimes as
observer, sometimes as participant or both. This was combined with
interviews with agricultural researchers, industry activists, marketing
personnel and bureaucrats. My work in the field involved extensive contact
with a wide range of producers in the organic industry, crossing all major
sectors and climatic zones: broadacre, horticultural fruit and vegetable
producers, livestock, dairy, honey, as well as processors and input
manufacturers both large and small. Inspection work alone over this time
totaled more than 100 farm visits, while some 16 months in total were spent
throughout the 4 years directly involved with on-farm or food industry
related activities. Being involved at both the producer level and at the
bureaucratic level, while meeting and interviewing the above people, allowed
me insights and perspectives that would have been difficult if not impossible
to obtain in a more formal research style.
I was as a consequence heavily involved in the issues and agendas of
both the organic movement and the broader Australian food industry, as
marketeer, producer, industry bureaucrat and activist, as well as researcher.
Collins' notion of the neutrality of the researcher in SS work seems somewhat
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of a red herring in this case. It was not so much a matter of whether or not I
was involved in the political and scientific games which the subjects were a
part of, but rather a question of the extent to which I was involved. While
distancing myself from certain uses of scientific evidence which at best
seemed somewhat conflated or misquoted at times in order to gain market or
political advantage,254 it seemed to me that there were some clear areas where
the organic movement was distinctly more "scientific" (in the ideal Mertonian
sense of the term) than its mainstream counterparts in both the industrial
agricultural and governmental department of agriculture sectors. That is, it
seemed to have few vested interests tied up with monetary or career gains,
was communalist in its sharing of knowledge, and non-hierarchical in its lack
of deference to authority regarding techniques and knowledge of agricultural
systems. It was in fact this very issue which drove me to look into the organic
movement as an allegory of the wider issues for sustainable agriculture. What
was the agricultural science and technology which was being presented as the
cure for land degradation and pollution, and how and why did this differ
from "organic" science and technology in ways which were failing to see
organic ideas and technologies being enlisted more widely?
The attainment of "impartiality" and "symmetry", whereby all
knowledge claims from various competing groups are analysed and treated
equally and without favour by the researcher, is an ideal laid down by the
Strong Programme of SSK. There has been much debate regarding the
attainment of this, and research papers have been called into question due to
their alignment with one particular position or side in a given controversy.
The establishment of ANT in SS circles has extended the application of the
principle of symmetry- analysing humans and non-humans in the same way
- with the process of "following the actor" along the networks which make
up particular knowledge claims and technologies. However this approach
still depends upon there being a network to analyse in the first place. It
therefore has problems when it comes to analysing and explaining the lack of
success of a technology, or the failure of an idea to gel and become accepted the essence of symmetrical analysis.255 ANT has tended to focus on successful
"big" science of a theoretical and high prestige nature, with well established
links and cultural acceptance.256 This victor's history issue is hardly unique to

254See Chapter 7.
255Scott, P (1991) op. cit.
256Callon, M (1986) The Sociology of an Actor Network: The Case of the Electric Vehicle in
Callon, M, Law, J and Rip, A (1986) op. cit. is one example to the contrary.
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ANT, running through much SS and earlier historical studies commonly
known as Whig history.
My aim in developing and compiling a story about the organic
agriculture movement is to give it a voice which I believe is both deserved
and essential in the broader debates over agricultural and food production
sustainability. It is not to argue unequivocally for its legitimacy, nor to claim
for it some universal right to scientific rationality. This thesis is fundamentally
raising questions as to the positioning of organic agricultural practices and
technologies in the light of modem agricultural practice. I want to investigate
the level of scientific and technological legitimacy held by the organic
movement in Australia and ask why it occupies the less than legitimate place
that it does in mainstream thinking about future food production and related
science and technology.257 To do this requires looking as much at the science
of agriculture as it does at world food markets and their respective cultures to
explain the status of "organic" science and technology. The past few years for
both the organic industry and conventional R&D have been times of
challenge and change - which has in some ways seen organic agriculture
enjoy more legitimacy in the eyes of mainstream researchers and producers.
This has added some fascinating elements to the task of observing, while
being involved in, a gradual (if glacial) paradigm shift in conventional
agricultural R&D toward a more ecologically attuned agricultural science
base.
My approach is concerned with exploring at a cultural level the issues
connected with the future of stable and sustainable production of food and
fibre. What this means and how this may be constructed into the future is as
nebulous and open as are the definitions of "sustainability" itself. I see myself
as inherently involved in such a construction, and so to this end will both
engage in, while describing, the area under study. For this reason, the
theoretical approaches taken here are not simply to map out the networks and
lack of networks of organic and general food production. I am interested in
exploring the consequences of an Australian food system more reliant upon
organic production, and therefore "organic" science and technology, than
presently is the case. What would such networks look like? Who might be the
powerful and influential players? And what significant changes would be
required to achieve this?
While it is clear that there are formidable forces within the food
industry which pose great challenge to the wider uptake of organic ideas and
257Star, S (1991) op. cit.
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practices, there are also moves in the opposite, more supportive, direction for
organics. Much scholarly work has laid out the structural problems associated
with the implementation of a more ecologically attuned, organic agriculture,
and the interests at stake in maintaining the current status quo within the
food industry. As noted earlier, this thesis takes these works as a point of
departure. What is focused upon are the areas where there has been an
unraveling of these current food industry interests and institutionalised
powers, and areas where organic ideas and practices have come to the fore .
Alliances and the breaking of alliances, the confusing and at face value
contradictory collusion between once diametrically opposed interest groups
in the food industry make it difficult to draw clear and definite boundaries
between opposing camps.
The theoretical approach which focuses more on the networks of
alliances, rather than on structures of power and over arching forces, allows,
in this case, a plasticity which helps capture the trends afoot within the
organic industry. Further, however, the focus on networks and nodes of
power, or individual sites of action, is a means of focusing on social change at
individual and community levels and looking into what can be done at these
sites of action. Again, while in no way downplaying the larger picture of
structural power relations, this approach is complementary to such macro
analyses that already exist. Structural power relations have been made
eminently clear by prior scholars. For sub-cultural movements of dissent
within the food industry, it is time to focus the challenge back on the players
themselves - both inside and outside the organic industry.
I have been branded as selling out to the "other side" at various times
during my research. To that extent it should be clear that I do not have a clear
cut agenda, neither completely endorsing the organic movement, nor buying
into certain views which suggest that the organic movement as a whole is in
some way a "Luddite" or anti-progressive one.2ss My overriding question has
been: given the seemingly sustainable nature of agricultural practices and
knowledge inherent within the organic movement in Australia, why has there
not been a wider uptake of these techniques and technologies in the present
climate of "ecologically sustainable development" rhetoric, while clear
problems continue to arise from within the industrial agricultural paradigm
itself? To this level, I am committed to arguing the organic case, since it is a

258Luddite here is used in the broader (and historically inaccurate) cultural sense as a
derogatory term often used against people or groups which resist the use of new
technologies.
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much under-represented one, and a much misunderstood one. I aim in no
way, however, to be an apologist for the organic movement. In fact, I see a
vital use in having an open dialogue about its place and its practices which is
open to criticism and attack on its own stances and practices.259 I therefore
occasionally will examine arguments which at face value seem to contradict
the legitimacy of organic ideas and practice. This reflects not on the author's
views, nor on the weakness of the organic case, but rather upon the
unresolved issues related to finding sustainable means of food production in
a modem global context. Indeed, these seeming contradictions highlight the
point about the importance of context in assessing the value and need for
particular technologies. While we continue to presume and take for granted
particular political, social and economic relations, certain technologies will
appear to be rational and self evident within them. When we question these
above social relations, the technologies that once were argued as the most self
evident may in fact be highly inappropriate. Thus I will argue is the case with
many currently presumed economic and social relations and the technologies
which are paraded as self evident within them.
To this end, the thesis aims to "give voice" not only to the often
silenced organic industry, but also to certain rarely found soil organisms,
rural communities and fresh water systems, among a host of actors usually
without "audible voices" within agricultural research corridors and even less
so in present governmental corridors.260 Simultaneously I aim to voice the
often broadcast issues of world food production needs, marketplace realities
and government directives and policies which are usually enlisted
pragmatically although often unintentionally against the aforementioned
"voiceless". All these variables are just that - highly malleable and
interdependent on each other. Because of this interdependence of
construction, giving voice to one issue or actor tends to unhinge and unsettle
other taken for granted realities and orders. For instance, the widely accepted
path toward feeding a growing world population is one reliant upon a
particular style of economic and industrial development, reliant upon and
requiring high input and hyper productive agricultural practices while being
based upon the presumption of a given rate of population growth into the
twenty-first century. Any or all of these assumptions may prove to be
somewhat misguided or misjudged. This impacts directly on the relevance

259Deleuze, G (1995) op. cit.; Wynne,B (1996a) op. cit.
260Law, J (1994) op. cit. p193.
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and applicability of organic ideas and technologies as well as on their
mainstream counterparts.
It is not only the mainstream orders or realities that I wish to question,
but also the scenarios suggested by organic futurists. The counter movement
of the organic movement is as much about resistance as it is about the
establishment of another order through counter laboratory means. I therefore
aim to speak across the traditionally divided terrains of ecologies and
economies, of markets and morals to ask how, why and what this order might
exactly be and do, and what its problems might be - economically,
ecologically, socially and technically. The broader context of the world food
industry, modem agricultural practices, the range of understandings of
ecological processes and the varied estimations for human population
carrying capacity of the globe are all part of the equation which culminates in
the present state, the cultural focus and the content of food industry science
and technology. All of these issues need re-emphasising while travelling the
organic movement's byways, whilst seeking explanations for how organic
industry actors understand and enlist these issues and colour them in ways
which assimilate with their own "investments" in the organic industry. It can
be seen, then, that to answer questions as to the present status of organic
agricultural ideas and technologies, we have to uncover and examine these
broader layers of political, economic and social networking to see how they
are interlaced with and support certain ideas and technologies.
I do not claim a privileged place of objectivity in my analysis. While
my spanning of the social worlds of the organic industry, the broader food
industry and the academic establishment makes analysis and exegesis
complex, these positions do allow me broader ranging liberties. My
"investments" in terms of the position I hold as a knowledge claimant are
relatively dispersed across a number of areas of interest, even while I argue
for elements within the organic case. The built in bias of the present
agricultural industry and the habits of conventional research practice make it
otherwise difficult to see the sense and rationality in organic practice and
ideas. To this end, this thesis is aimed at creating a context within which it can
be seen that organic ideas and technologies are indeed workable and rational
given the right environment to flourish within. I therefore want to expose
some assumptions and explain some of the central issues connected with food
production, population and ecological sustainability in order to place what is
otherwise seen as a fringe, alternative science and practice into the central
ring for scrutiny for those both inside and outside the organic industry. By
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this means, I aim to add to the poly-cultural debate regarding ecological
sustainability and food production as it specifically relates to Australia,
adding in a range of new perspectives at a time when such perspectives are
desperately needed. As noted, such views are gradually beginning to gain
credence and respectability within conventional research and agricultural
circles.
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Chapter 3) Social Systems and Sustainability

" .. the development of landuse practices which are sustainable in one context will be
successfal only if they are sustainable in the other contexts. Thus ecologically
sustainable practices must be economically and socially acceptable to be
adopted ... there are few instances where economic, social, and ecological criteria have
been balanced successfally."
Richard Hobbs and Denis Saunders (1993)

"What one can observe in the world ... is that neither the state nor the market is
uniformly successfal in enabling individuals to sustain long-term, productive use of
natural resource systems ... communities of individuals have relied on institutions
resembling neither the state nor the market to govern some resource systems with
reasonable degrees of success over long periods of time."
Elinor Ostrom (1990)

"The environment has suffered more neglect at the hands of social scientists than any
comparable subject."
Michael Redclift (1987)

"It is a sorry fact of history that human beings have never ceased reenacting the

gesture of Gilgamesh. The destructive impulse with respect to nature all too often has
psychological causes that go beyond the greed for material resource or the need to
domesticate an environment."
Robert Pogue Harrison (1992)

"You are not to mate your cattle with those of another kind; you are not to sow two
kinds of grain in your field ..."
Leviticus 19: xix
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3.0 Introduction
As has been explored in chapter one, ecological and economic sustainability
has become a popular and powerful political issue of the 1990s - indeed it
could be said that we live in the "age of sustainability" - even if this term be
mostly of a rhetorical nature. This chapter explores further elements of the
sustainability debate in agriculture and food production while building upon
the presumptions established in chapter 2 regarding the nature of science and
the construction of nature. Rather than being singly a physical and technical
issue, sustainability is as much about human communities and social links as
it is about the "environment". In fact, as we will discover, the environment,
like technology, cannot be effectively defined without the inclusion of the
social, physical and other technical actors which co-construct or constitute
it.261 This chapter discusses the implications of this approach for the
development and dissemination of sustainable agricultural practice and R&D
that takes these social and ecological aspects into account. This is crucial to
understanding how organic ideas and practices have come to hold the place
they do in mainstream agricul~re, while exploring the ways in which
agricultural extension and R&D can be oriented most effectively to dispersing
and "extending" the organic project.
I will draw on a number of examples to illustrate the important role
that social or cultural factors play in the movement toward more sustainable
agricultural practices. The National Landcare Program, Common Pool
Resource sharing, and a particular focus on organic agriculture will form the
basis of this exploration. Organic agriculture, I will argue, offers some distinct
alternatives within the sustainability debate which are often given less
attention by researchers and policy makers than they deserve. While not
without its own set of sustainability challenges, some of which I will explore,
organic agriculture appears to be oriented toward a range of social, economic
and physical objectives laid out by Ecologically Sustainable Development
(ESD) reports which conventional agricultural practice continues to struggle
with and generally ignore.
I will close the chapter with a reflection on how controversies within
science are laden with social, political and economic interests. The nature of
such debates, of which the sustainability debate is a part, means that
deference to rationality, orthodox scientific method, or to the natural logic of
technological development are rhetorical ploys used by protagonists in such
261See co-construction in Section 2.3.
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debates. Therefore, when exploring this realm, we need to be cognisant of the
irony of expecting that such debates can be resolved or explained by rational
or scientific means alone. When looking at organic agriculture as one viable
option within the set of proposed sustainable agriculture options, it needs to
be noted that its absence from many formal and accepted channels of
agricultural research and policy stems more from a range of political,
economic and social reasons, rather than because it is inherently anti
scientific, anti technological or irrational in its nature. As I will argue, what
becomes accepted as rational orthodox science and measurable by accepted
agricultural research standards, needs to also fulfil, or gel with, a range of
social, economic and political conditions.
3.1 Innovation and Diffusion of Agricultural Technologies

As noted, to understand the status of organic agriculture, we need to
understand the processes of agricultural ideas and technologies. The nature of
diffusion of agricultural technologies has been debated for decades. Policy
agents, planners and theoreticians have grappled with models that
satisfyingly explain and map out the diffusion of technologies.262 In a climate
of rapid global change in agricultural technology use and industry practice,
the social aspects of technological success are increasingly pertinent to
understanding such processes. Whether technology is seen as a determiner of
social relations, or whether it is seen as a more fluid entity, it is clear that a
comprehensive understanding of the mechanics of technologies, as well as
their diffusion, needs to incorporate a social element.
Within the agricultural research and extension field, theories of
technological diffusion in the development literature have gone through an
academic cultural evolution over the past few decades. The 1970s experienced
the questioning of the "irrational peasant" notion. Until then the individual
peasant was the usual scapegoat used to explain failed technological and
development enterprises. Academically, it began to be argued, that peasants
who seemed to be irrational in resisting new technological innovations and
centralising capitalist forces were quite often in fact rationally, if often

262See Long, N and Long, A (eds) (1990) Battlefields of Knowledge: The Interlocking of Theory and
Practice in Social Research and Development. London: Routledge; Rogers, E (1983) Diffusion of
Innovations 3rd Edition NY: The Free Press.
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conservatively, maximising their own and their group's economic and social
standing.263
Focus gradually shifted from the role of the individual farmer to their
technical and resource surrounds. That is, technologies began to be seen no~
simply as artefacts unto themselves with their own determined and fated
lives, but rather, as reliant on a human and physical interface which crafted
their nature and very existence. The frequent lack of infrastructure such as
fertiliser access, availability of information, credit and irrigation which
provided sufficient and cheap water, were all isolated as vital arbiters for
technological success.264
The latest intellectual development, stemming from an academic
movement of the 1980s, focused on extension staff. The extension aim is to
carry technological innovations and ideas from researcher to farmer. It was
becoming increasingly apparent that the extension role needed to be more
than one simply of one-way messengers and transporters of technical goods
and scientific knowledge.265 A feedback from farmer to researcher needed to
be more systematised to ensure the research and development (R&D) carried
out was both appropriate and applicable. The 1990s climate which is seeing
cuts to these sorts of services, both nationally and internationally, raises
questions about the appropriate and successful futures of many agricultural
development projects - whether this be economic development projects, eco-

263See Popkin, S (1979) The Rational Peasant: The Political Economy of Rural Society in Vietnam
Berkeley: University of California Press. Also see: Scott, J (1976) The Moral Economy of the
Peasant: Rebellion and Subsistence in Southeast Asia New Haven: Yale University Press.
264Bayliss-Smith and Wanmali, S (eds)(1984) Understanding Green Revolutions: Agrarian Change
and Development Planning in South Asia, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press; Brokensha,
D, Warren, D and Werner, 0 (1980) Indigenous Knowledge Systems and Development, Lanham,
Maryland: University Press of America; Chambers, R (1984) Beyond the Green Revolution:
Agrarian Change and Development in South Asia, In Bayliss-Smith,T and W anmali, S
(eds)(1984) Understanding Green Revolutions: Agrarian Change and Development Planning in
South Asia, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press; Chambers, R, Pacey, A and Thrupp, L
(eds) (1993) Farmer First: Farmer Innovation and Agricultural Research. Exeter: Intermediate
Technology Publications, Short Run Press; Islam, N (ed) (1995) Population and Food in the Early
Twenty First Century: Meeting Future Food Demand of an Ever Increasing Population. Washington
D.C: International Food Policy Research Institute 2020 Vision; Rogers, E (1983) op. cit.
265Extension is classically understood as the carrying of technological knowledge and skill to
the client - usually the farmer or technician in the field. Increasingly today, at least
theoretically, extension is viewed as a process that involves farmers in the process of research,
by giving feed back, suggesting research agendas, etc. There is an attitude that " ... the problem
is neither the farmer nor the farm, but the technology: and that the faults of the technology
can be traced to the priorities and processes which generate it." Chambers, R et al. (1993) op.
cit. p xix; Muir, Sand Veenendall (eds) (1996) Earthtalk: Communication Empowerment for
Environmental Action, Connecticut: Praeger; Richards, P (1985) Indigenous Agricultural
Revolution Boulder Colorado: Westview Press.
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technology programs, or diffusion of sustainable agriculture practices.266 The
general lack of priority for indigenous agricultural research in developing
countries is also likely to have major impacts on future agricultural practices
and therefore both agricultural and economic development in these
countries.267 In developed countries, the growing importance of sustainable
land management requirements is being compromised, among other things,
by the decimation of extension staff numbers and other communication
"infrastructure". Arguably more than ever, this period requires such staff to
help educate and train farmers, to research, and to work with farmers in this
rapidly changing and complex realm of high productivity, sustainable
farming systems in developing and more developed countries alike.268
Ironically, extension is undergoing a legitimation crisis due not only to fiscal
restraints, but also the fact that it is remembered by farmers as the carrier of
information and technologies which have proved in some cases highly
degrading of the environment from past use.269
Nonetheless there has been a complete switch from focus on individual
items or actors to examination of the overall effect of a wide range of suboptimal technical, economic, physical and social conditions that influence
innovation uptake and technological success. This (ideal) practice has

266Sansak, A and Tarr, S (1991) Doing Sociological Research in Third World Agricultural
Communities. The Australian Sociological Association 1991 Conference, Murdoch University
10-14 December; Tribe, D (1991) Doing Well by Doing Good, Sydney: Pluto Press; Vanclay, F
and Lawrence, G (eds)(1995) The Environmental Imperative: Ecosocial Concerns for Australian
Agriculture. Rockhampton: Central Queensland University Press.
267Jronically, Ruttan (1980) has argued the levels of return on agricultural investment (on
R&D) to be considerable, and justifying increased expenditure. Others have argued that
agricultural development can add on average in excess of $2.30 to the local economy for
every $1 of agricultural good produced. IFPRI (1996c) Report June 1996 Volume 18, no 2. For
these reasons alone there are clear arguments for a concerted focus on agricultural R&D and
extension. Derek Tribe (1994) op. cit. has argued that this in itself is the evidence needed to
convince the Australian government that the level of international aid allotted to agricultural
research should be increased. Tribe also argues that contrary to popular thinking, spending
money and resources on research and technical assistance will help ultimately build bigger
markets for Australian food products in the receiving countries.
Dealing with agricultural and economic development projects in a more holistic way has also
been noted by the World Commission on Environment and Development:
"Without local level institutional structures for attending to all links in the awarenessanalysis-action chain, the proposed international and national codes for the sustainable and
equitable use of life-support systems will remain largely pieces of rhetoric." WCED (1987)
World Commission on Environment and Development (1987) Food 2000: Global Policies for
Sustainable Agriculture London: Zed Books p104. See also Swift, J (1979) Rural Development:
Whose Knowledge Counts? Institute of Development Studies, IDS Bulletin 10 (2) pp 41 - 3.
268Pretty, J (1995) Regenerating Agriculture: Policies and Practice for Sustainability and SelfReliance. Washington DC: Joseph Henry Press; Roberts, B (1995) The Quest for Sustainable
Agriculture and Land Use. Sydney: UNSW Press; Vanclay, F and Lawrence, G (1995) op. cit.
269Vanclay, F and Lawrence, G (1995) op. cit.
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developed along with a "systems approach" to agricultural innovation and
diffusion at the theory level.270 With sufficient infrastructure in place, credit
facilities and government support programs which open up and encourage
new market opportunities, the extension role can be enhanced. Bureaucratic
neglect of vital elements such as these have been the cause for many a project
being abandoned or not reaching a level of success that justified refunding.271
While most literature dealing with the above issues has been oriented
to development theory, such theory has equal application to issues of
sustainable agricultural technology diffusion in more developed nations.
Agricultural technologies, to develop optimally, need to be seen as being part
of an "assemblage", reliant upon local environments for their success, rather
than being apparent as appropriate regardless of context.272 This has been a
great challenge to central planning authorities which have tended to deal with
constituencies that are based on grid maps and arbitrary territorial borders,
which generally bear little relation to water catchment areas, geological soil
types, specific pest-prone areas or farm and farmer types. It has also posed
challenges for scientific research systems which often develop "universal"
technologies without the involvement of the end users in the process of
design. The success of any individual technology is reliant upon optimum
economic, social and technical conditions that often vary between regions.
Organising such optimal conditions requires leaps across many present social,
economic and technical institutional structures. This is the challenge for
institutions that are traditionally divided along intellectual lines where
departments responsible for entirely different areas may rarely communicate
with each other. Encouraging diffusion of sustainable agricultural
270The Hawkesbury school at the University of Western Sydney has been on the international
cutting edge of such academic developments. See Bawden, R (1989) Systems Agriculture:
Learning to Deal With Complexity Sydney: Wiley . Also see Chambers, R et al. (1993) op. cit.;
Pretty, J (1995) op. cit.
271 The Green Revolution of the 1960s and 1970s was spectacularly successful in some areas of
South and S/E Asia. It dismally failed in much of Africa due, among other things, to a lack of
effective irrigation projects and the physical reality of a continent heavily reliant on rain-fed
agriculture. These outcomes reveal the nature of technology packages such as the Green
Revolution packages, which, if one of a number of elements is absent, can impact drastically
on the overall outcome. This has been as true for irrigation, as it has for water resource
management, fertiliser and pesticide access, and also soil health and tilth. What is being
realised in the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR),
international aid agencies, and national government circles, is the essential role which
indigenous research institutes play in the development of the agricultural sector in ways
which develop region and locally specific technologies, knowledge and extension for optimal
uptake and effectiveness at the regional level.
272Watson-Verran, Hand Turnbull, D (1995) Science and Other Indigenous Knowledge
Systems, in Jasanoff, S; Markle, G; Petersen, J and Pinch, T (eds) (1995) Handbook of Science and
Technology Studies, London: Sage pp115-139.
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technologies, by its very nature, has required both a multidisciplinary or
inter-institutional approach, and a refocus on local actors and their local
environments and needs.273
The lack of focus on local requirements and needs has been
responsible, according to some, for the drastic failure of certain technologies
to meet the basic needs of those ultimately using these technologies. 274
According to these views, the imposition of technologies without reference to
the local social environment is not only a potential recipe for social and
ecological disaster, but also represents the coercive and unequal power
relations that so often exist between elite bureaucrats and corporate interests
on the one hand, and less powerful local farmers (or citizens generally) on the
other. By bringing the local needs more into play in technology assessment
and diffusion, it is argued, the coercive forces referred to above may not only
be tempered, but the resulting uptake of technology will most likely be more
in accord with the social and technical needs of the region in question.
According to this position, defining the needs of those who will ultimately be
affected by given technology choices is the first and foremost requirement for
appropriate and effective development to take place. 275
3.2 Local Knowledges and Universal Sciences
I will now explore what the implications of this "local knowledges" thinking
has for agriculture, and how this interacts with established "universal truths"

and widely accepted technologies. In some ways, agricultural science could
be classified as one of the first true "big" science projects, with the inception
of the Hatch and Morril Acts in the US in the mid 1800s.276 Government
legislation saw the development of agricultural research stations across the
US in response to farmer needs for new crop and pasture management
273Cameron, J and Elbe, J (1991) Recovering Ground: A Case Study Approach to Ecologically
Sustainable Rural Land Management. Fitzroy, Victoria: ACF Australian Conservation Council;
Hobbs, Rand Saunders, D (eds) (1993) Reintegrating Fragmented Landscapes: Towards
Sustainable Production and Nature Conservation. New York: Springer-Verlag.; Monk, A (1995)
Local Knowledges and Globalising Agricultures in Phillimore, J (ed) (1995) Local Matters:
Perspectives on the Globalisation of Technology WA: ISTP Murdoch University. pp 118-121;
Pretty, J (1995) op. cit.
274
George, S (1990) op. cit.; Hill, S (1988) The Tragedy of Technology: Human Liberation Versus
Domination in the Late Twentieth Century. London: Pluto Press.
275
George, S (1990) op. cit.
276Tue classic big science projects are typically dated from such twentieth century activities as
the Manhattan nuclear weapons project and related war time science funding which saw the
development of a new era where government and private funds alike established large scale
science and technology projects.
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techniques, technical development of farm machinery, and the perceived
rising importance of superphosphates and nitrates in fertility management.277
Similar developments in other parts of the world, including Australia over the
following decades, saw agricultural research stations become an essential arm
of the emerging industrial agriculture sector of the developed world.278
Such investments by governments in these research stations generally
proved highly profitable and bountiful. Most spectacular was the plant
breeding work in such crops as com in the 1930s and 1940s in the US, which
saw exponential growth in yields obtained by farmers.279 New varieties,
initially developed in small research stations in localised areas, were within
decades spread across nations, climatic zones and soil types. Along with the
increasing use of newly developed fertilisers, highly potent and effective
pesticides, fungicides, and extensive and large-scale irrigation projects, these
yield levels were achieved and constantly improved upon, almost without
pause or exception. It seemed that all that one needed was a "lever long
enough" and the world itself could be moved - with these new varieties
spreading out across the developed, and then also the developing, world.
This diaspora of individual varieties of seed and their associated
technologies and techniques has had a huge impact on both the physical and
social environments into which they have diffused. Old varieties of seed have
died out or have been relegated to precarious existences in seed banks as new
hybrid varieties have been introduced. Field sizes, shapes and types have
changed their physical nature as they have in centuries gone by with the
inception of new technology.280 Soil structure and its life forms have also often
been radically modified, as have water systems and the fauna such as fish and
frogs which live in them - both these systems generally tending toward more
homogenous and lower levels of diversity of biotic activity. Farmers armed
277National Academy of Sciences/ National Research Council (1989) Alternative Agriculture.
Washington DC: National Academy Press; Rossiter, M (1975) The Emergence of Agricultural
Science: Justus Liebig and the Americas 1840-1880. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press.
278Barr, N and Cary, J (1992) Greening a Brown Land: the Australian Search for Sustainable Land
Use. South Melbourne: MacMillan.
279I<Ioppenburg, J (1988) First the Seed: The Political Economy of Plant Biotechnology, 1492-2000.
New York: Cambridge University Press: The uptake of the new hybrid com was
spectacularly fast in Iowa in the US. Between 1928 and 1941, use of the com went from zero to
almost 100 per cent. Rogers, E (1983) op. cit. In agricultural diffusion terms this is
significantly fast. This century of course has seen the increasing pace of technological
diffusion with the developments in long distance communication, and fast travel of goods
and people. Hence this sort of diffusion time needs to be seen in this context.
2s0See particularly Sweeney, D (ed) (1995) Agriculture in the Middle Ages: Technology, Practice
and Representation. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press; and White, L (1962)
Medieval Technology and Social Change. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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with these new activities and technologies have also tended to experience and
perceive their farming operations (and the world) in new ways - with new
technologies and vehicles which often remove them from a more direct
physical contact with their farm.281 Further, from the mid nineteenth century,
traditional mixed cropping and stocking activities could be separated, as the
new "scientific agriculture" explored the isolated chemical nature of fertility
and developed new techniques for its maintenance - opening the way for
more intensified forms of monoculture specialisation such as beef farming,
grain or vegetable production. No longer were animals required, it seemed,
for manure and for grazing, but could be replaced by synthetic fertilisers allowing cropping to be carried out continuously without traditional fallow
and stocking periods.282 Production levels rose astronomically with these
changes, soil fertility problems seemed to be solved, and the future of
scientific agriculture looked set to be rosy and bountiful.283
The transfer of new agricultural technologies into developing countries
through the 1960s and 1970s, known as the Green Revolution, seemed to only
further such beliefs. While there is still dispute over the successes and failures
of such schemes across some areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America, what is
spectacularly clear is the ways in which the uptake of such technologies led to
major changes in social and economic relations in certain regions where their
import was more successful. 284 While the long term consequences of such
technologies and practices are much disputed, in the short term they helped

281Contact with the land for many farmers is now while they are in the air-conditioned
comfort of their modem tractors, well above the soil level - a far cry form the days of
trudging behind a bullock and plough. Campbell, A (1994) Landcare- Communities Shaping the
Land and the Future. St Leonards NSW: Allen and Unwin.
282The work of Justus Liebig among others was instrumental through the nineteenth century
in focusing on Nitrogen and Phosphorus, N and P, particularly, as the main essential
ingredients required for maintenance of fertility. Rossiter, M (1975) op. cit. The essential need
for a combined stock/ crop rotation could now be replaced by more specialised activities such
as grain monocropping or stock breeding and animal production. David Grigg postulates that
science added little of significance to the development of agriculture prior to the 19th century.
Such figures as Louis Pasteur and the consequent change in understanding of disease
etiology, as well as the work of Gregor Mendel and the development of plant breeding,
signaled two developments of the 19th century which were to change this situation. Grigg, D
(1992) The Transformation of Agriculture in the West. Oxford: Blackwell.
283for instance Australia experienced a gradual decline in wheat yield through the latter part
of the 19th century. Australia's soils being notoriously low in phosphates, the gradual
acceptance of superphosphate led to a spectacular rise in yields. Barr, N and Carey, J (1994)
op. cit.
284Bayliss-Smith, T and Wanmali, S (1984); Dahlberg, K (ed) (1986) New Directions for
Agriculture and Agricultural Research. New Jersey: Rowman and Allenheld; also Bray, F (1986)
op. cit.
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to deliver extra grain production capacity to feed the growing populations of
such regions through this period.285
A point to emphasise from both the debate surrounding, and the
varied outcomes of, these technologies in different areas of the world is that
these technologies were manifested differently across different regions of the
world, emphasising the importance of local characteristics when explaining
the success or failure of technologies. However "global" these technologies
appeared to be, their dismal failure in some regions attested to the fact that
they were simply inappropriate to many areas of agricultural production. It is
as if these failures are seen as not having rationally conformed to the inherent
logic or "truth" of the technologies in question, rather than being seen as
evidence that there are numerous and varied paths to find both stable and
productive means of feeding populations across different physical and social
terrains.
There have been serious criticisms made of the Green Revolution
technologies and industrial agricultural technologies generally. One of the
most crucial has been that these "gains" in productive output have mostly
been "one dimensional", at the expense of other so called extemalities. 286
According to this view, the by-products of a more diverse agricultural system
- such as protein in the form of fish, leafy vegetables and fruits, as well as
fodder for animals from longer stalked grain varieties - have been sacrificed
for the aim of higher yielding grain alone - which has often precluded the
former. Further, the physical environmental issues of soil depletion, higher
crop water requirements and increases of biocides being released into the
environment, also pose unresolved challenges for future generations. 287
Nonetheless, the early successes of these technologies across various
terrains, both social and physical, seemed to attest to the universal and global
nature of modern science. It further seemed to bolster the view that the most
rational, scientific approach was based upon the techniques adopted by these
centres of research set up by developed world governments. Looking at the
285Norman Borlaug ("father" of the Green Revolution) in his 1970 Nobel Laureate address
warned that such intervention would merely buy time - perhaps 30 years at best. As yet there
have been no new major breakthroughs similar to that of the Green Revolution, and in fact in
numerous areas there have been real declines in yields of the new (1960s/70s) varieties.
Martin Khor, Director of Third World Network has stated at an FAO expert consultation
workshop on sustainable agriculture in Bangkok, there were yield declines of between 1 and
3 per cent on "some of the best demonstration farms using the Green Revolution method".
Khor, M (1995) Towards Sustainable Agriculture. World Wide Web: Third World Network.
286
Shiva, V (1993) Monocultures of the Mind: Perspectives on Biodiversity and Biotechnology, US:
Zed Books.
287
Shiva, V (1993) op. cit.
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post WWII results, one could be easily led to believe in the omnipotence and
omniscience of this centralised, new chemistry agricultural science. More
broadly, through the Cold War period, science was enjoying a new status, as
nation states enlisted its support, and channeled vast amounts of funds into
R&D for war and national security. The age of big science had truly begun.288

Most of this century has experienced a gathering momentum of
support for such "scientific", _ agribusiness approaches to agricultural
production. 289 Highly sophisticated machinery, pest specific biocides,
seemingly endless supplies of cheap synthetic fertilisers, and new strains of
pest resistant crops are all part of the arsenal constantly being sought and
developed to keep pace with the physical demands of modem industrial food
production. Localised agricultural practices are under pressure to conform to
outside forces which enlist high input, intensive farming. The declining trend
of world food commodity prices and the increasing cost demands of
production inputs over this century, such as pesticides, fertilisers and
machinery, have militated against small farm units, and encouraged large
scale, high input, high output agriculture.290
Such universalising developments have also seemed to militate against
an appreciation and acceptance of the relevance of the localised social and
physical environment in technological development processes. It seems in fact
that for most of this century, universal science and technology have proved
resoundingly successful in transforming their new frontiers regardless of the
social and physical terrain. "Science finds, Industry applies, Man conforms",
captures how development and innovation of science and technology have
been conceptualised for much of this century.291 It is not hard to find such
288Jt was indeed the catalysts of wars and increasing importance of R&D for GDP that saw
the development of many techniques and technologies now integral to modem industry and
high input farming. Competition so the view goes, often provides the optimal climate and
impetus to increase production efficiencies and technical sophistication. The Twentieth
century's two world wars, while causing a direct initial slump in agricultural production (due
to resource rationing), ultimately led to agriculture industrialising and developing in the
ways it did - seeing an increasing reliance on highly technical inputs and practices to extract
maximum yields from the farm. Whatever the long term consequences of these practices,
most agricultural producers have been drawn into this game. These factors have, so far, led to
an exponential spiral upwards in production yields.
289By agribusiness is meant the style of agricultural practice and its related input industries
such as fertiliser and biocide producers, machinery, information agents, etc.
290Strange, M (1988) Family Farming: A New Economic Vision. Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press and Institute of Food and Development Policy; Vogeler, I (1981) The Myth of the Family
Farm: Agribusiness Dominance in US Agriculture. Boulder Colorado: Westview Press.
291The theme clause of the 1933 Chicago Century of Progress Exhibition, Chicago, USA. One
could add after Man conforms, that Nature is modified, as if it is totally a passive entity and
infinitely capable of transformation in the hands of science and technology.
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evidence while discarding and ignoring cases to the contrary. However, the
discarded and often ignored examples are increasingly coming to the fore,
through the avenues of environmental impacts, social discord and stunted
economic growth in different areas of the world.292 The wholesale transfer of
European type farming practices to Australian soils show examples of such
inappropriate and maladapted techniques which are only gradually being
realised at policy and practice levels.293 It is not only becoming increasingly
physically difficult to maintain these technologies and practices - points that
have been noted for decades. In the 1990s such traditional practices have
become ever more socially, politically and economically treacherous ventures.
The combination of these influences is fast changing technological practice,
and with it, R&D.
To find the balance between the idiosyncratic needs of local
environments and the utility that outside, "universal" science and technology
can bring is a far from formulaic act. Reliance on either extreme is likely to
prove in the long term to be degenerative, if not disastrous. It is argued by
some that disastrous outcomes have often stemmed from outsider, top down
processes of technical change or innovation, where there is little reliance
upon, or consultation with, local players and those who ultimately are
affected by these technologies. 294 Glaring examples of this have been the
subsidising of tractor or general agribusiness companies for importation of
technologies into regions where they were clearly inappropriate to the needs
of the people and region in question.295
Agricultural researchers and policy makers are realising the
importance of the local link in the transfer of new technologies and practices.
292Brown, L (1995) State of the World 1995: A Worldwatch Institute Report on Progress Toward a
Sustainable Society, London: Earthscan.
293Davidson, B (1981) European Farming in Australia: An Economic History of Australian
Farming. Amsterdam: Elsevier; Roberts, B (1995) op. cit. The fact that drought relief was only
recently taken off the list of natural disasters after 200 years of European presence in
Australia testifies to the degree to which cultural perspectives and practices impact upon
environments, sometimes regardless of how different those environments may be. Jarred
Diamond has pointed out that Australia is very similar to Easter Island in its dryness and
fragility as an ecosystem which is distinctly different to most other tropical islands of the
Pacific, and definitely from many Western European regions, and therefore runs similar risks
to that which ultimately brought civilisation on Easter Island to a drastic halt. Radio National
Science Show 5/10/96.
294
Hill, S (1988) The Tragedy of Technology: Human Liberation and Domination in the Late Twentieth
Century, London: Pluto Press; George, S (1990) op. cit.
295Burch, D (1987) Overseas Aid and the Transfer of Technology: The Political Economy of
Agricultural Mechanisation in the Third World, Aldershot: Averbury; George, S (1990) op. cit.;
Willoughby, K (1990) Technology Choice: A Critique of the Appropriate Technology Movement .
Boulder: Westview Press.
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No matter how appropriate and "rational" a technology or practice might
seem, if it is not amenable to a particular region's social, economic, physical
and technical environment, it may well fail. "Universal" science and
technology are bounded by the local situations that they are constituted
within. This reveals the contextual nature of science and technology, which
suggests we remain aware of the multitude of factors and actors which
construct the truthfulness of scientific claims and the effectiveness of
technological artefacts.296
Frank V anclay and Geoffrey Lawrence claim that there needs to be far
more emphasis placed by researchers and extension staff on the social
environment in which farmers operate. There is a range of reasons why
farmers do not adopt particular technologies or practices according to
V anclay and Lawrence. These reasons are: the degree of complexity of the
innovation, and its divisibility, such that farmers can choose to adopt certain
elements of an innovation which possess most congruence with their farm and
personal objectives; the loss of flexibility which the innovation might bring; its
economics of implementation costs - both capital and intellectual; the risk and
uncertainty, and the conflicting information available regarding the innovation;
and existing social and physical infrastructure which affect innovation
decisions.297 These reasons are worth noting in terms of the present status of
organic agriculture and the lack of significant enlistment by the wider
agricultural community. These points are exacerbated by the "performative
incommensurability" that often exists between organic and conventional
farmer practice.298 This gulf, characterised by the general points which are
outlined by V anclay and Lawrence, has significant impact upon the actions
and belief systems of conventional farm producers interested in the organic
industry. These issues will be explored in depth in chapter 6.
3.3 Community Cohesion and Sustainability - Landcare
With the growing realisation of the importance of integrating local actors into
agricultural development and innovation projects, the nature of agricultural
research is changing. Simultaneously, and often in direct opposition to this,
numerous agricultural research fields are experiencing intensifying
296Latour, B (1987) Science in Action, Milton Keynes: Open University Press; (1995); Pickering,
A (1995) The Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency and Science. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press.
297Adapted from Vanclay, F and Lawrence, G (1995) op. cit. pplOl-106.
298Pickering, A (1995) op. cit. p 245.
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centralised, intellectually controlled R&D, as corporate interests utilise the
technical and legal incentives to invest in R&D ventures.299 This is coming at a
time when governments are rationalising funds available for public R&D
projects. In this climate, joint ventures with private investors, as well as the
amalgamation, scaling down and closing of research departments have been
common. In agriculture, this has been accompanied by a greater utilisation of
farmer based groups which are becoming increasingly involved in research
projects.300 Farmers, it is being discovered, provide a cheap and highly
effective means of directing research priorities and carrying out trials when
integrated more into the R&D project.301
This development has been facilitated and made easier by a social
movement of the 1990s in Australia - the National Landcare Project. Landcare
has encouraged the building of social and technical links between regionally
based farmers. In a political climate which is seeing coalitions previously
thought impossible, the National Farmer's Federation and the Australian
Conservation Foundation joined forces and became the catalysts for the
establishment of funding for the National Landcare project. The movement
was therefore not only environmental in focus but also economic in its
objectives of improving the rural environment and turning back the land
degradation caused by inappropriate farming methods and practices.

299Burch, D (1992) The growth of Agribusiness: environmental and social implications of
contract farming. In Lawrence, G, Vanclay, F and Furze, B (1992) Agriculture, Environment and
Society - Contemporary Issues for Australia. South Melbourne: MacMillan; Lawrence, G,
Vanclay, F and Furze, B (1992) Agriculture, Environment and Society - Contemporary Issues for
Australia. South Melbourne: MacMillan; Lawrence, G, McKenzie, Hand Vanclay, F (1993)
Biotechnology in Australian Agriculture: The Views of Farmer Representatives. Prometheus;
11(2): pp234-251; Wright, S (1994) Molecular Politics: Developing American and British Regulatory
Policy for Genetic Engineering 1972 -1982 Chicago: Chicago University Press.
300carr, A and Wilkinson, J (1996) Convergence of Scientific and Farmer Knowledge. Paper
presented the Australasian Association for the History, Philosophy and Social Studies of
Science, Melbourne, 27th - 30th June.; Chambers, R et al. (1993) op. cit.; Richards, P (1985) op.
cit.

301 Although enthusiasm for this approach has been tempered by researcher concerns that
trials are more difficult to control and carry through to the desired end point of the research.
For example farmers may decide that it is more in their interest to plant a specific crop
relative to outside markets, rather than follow exactly what might be required by an
experimental approach. This is just adding, in many agricultural researchers' eyes, one more
recalcitrant element to an already difficult to control research area of agricultural science. Ego
and career interests cannot be ruled out here either as a pressure not to do such collaborative,
more integrated research, as individual researchers sink from their peers' view.
It has been noted that" Many of (Australia's) leading farmers have all the intellectual
attributes of leading scientists, but with one serious deficiency: they rarely record their
observations." Small, P (1994) The View from the Farm chapter 14 in Cosgrove, L, Evans, D
and Yencken, D (1994) Restoring the Land: Environmental Values, Knowledge and Action.
Melbourne: Melbourne University Press.
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Landcare began in Victoria in the mid 1980s, while spreading out
nationally through the late 1980s and early 1990s, with the 1990s being
formally noted as the "decade of Landcare". The movement has seen the
establishment of well over 2,500 regional groups that deal with land
degradation and loss of productivity issues on a community and regional
basis. Its initial aims have been to bring regional groups of farmers together to
discuss problems and develop a sense of ownership of the rural
environmental issues facing their region. The movement has funded group
processes and facilitation, and subsidised tree planting, field days, and
experimental trials, and has been lauded in many parts of the world as an
optimal means of reversing environmental damage caused by modem
agricultural practices.
At the heart of the Landcare movement has been the essential idea that
regional groups need to take control and develop a sense of ownership of the
pressing environmental issues facing the country. Rather than being reliant in
the long term on centralised control and welfare handouts from an external
body, the movement has aimed to build economic and social strength and
cohesion by bringing people together to co-operate in the tasks of restoring
the land to more sustainable levels. The progressive scaling down of subsidies
and tax incentives that have been particularly degrading of the rural
environment have added to the pressure for rural groups to be self sustaining
and economically and ecologically viable.
To this end the Landcare movement has been very successful in one of
its initial aims of bringing people together and developing strategies for
regional planning and development.302 The movement has also been
influential in raising general awareness within the farming community of the
specific environmental issues facing agriculture in their region. Practical steps
have involved the approach of encouraging individual farm planning, with
particular emphasis on re-establishing biodiversity, wind or buffer zones, and
agro-forestry or multi-cropping practices. Some Landcare groups have seen
great success in these directions with large numbers of trees being planted
and maintained.
The Landcare movement as a whole, however, has only begun the
process of change which agriculture in Australia needs to move toward. The
high dependency upon fossil fuels and agrochemicals, the continued impacts
on surrounding ecosystems, and the continued undermining of the family
302Campbell, A (1994) op. cit.; Roberts, B (1995) op. cit.; Richards, P (1985) Indigenous
Agricultural Revolution Boulder Colorado: Westview Press.
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farming operation and therefore the rural social base, are yet to be reoriented
in any fundamental way. Nonetheless, the Landcare movement has had a
lasting impact on many regions in the ways in which they socially and
technically come to terms, and deal with, the economic and environmental
issues facing them.
Some Landcare groups have helped establish, or have provided
support for, the development of farmer networks that become involved in onfarm research trials. It is these on-farm research activities and regional field
days which are changing the nature of agricultural research.303 The combined
forces of farmers or farmer groups with agricultural research organisations
and sometimes agribusiness corporations are proving to be highly valuable
and effective networks for agricultural R&D. The establishment of research
priorities, the carrying out of field research, and the development and
extension of the finished products to other farmers are all activities that are
often carried out by these groups. With the significant orientation towards
farmer interests and perspectives, such developments are showing how
valuable is the local link in the chain of agricultural R&D and in the dispersal
of new technologies and techniques to these different regions. In times which
are seeing increasing emphasis placed on the need for farmers to take up
more ecologically aligned farm practices, these developments are crucial since
most ecological solutions are region specific.
These moves towards more sustainable production practices are being
supplemented by economic policies that are far less supportive of
unsustainable grazing and cropping practices. The relinquishing of older
economic policies in Australia such as the dropping of tax incentives to clear
land, the redesigning of drought assistance packages which no longer
encourage particular sorts of unsustainable practices designed (willingly or
not) to optimise welfare eligibility, and water allocation rights along river
systems using a user pays approach, are examples of new economic
rationalist policies that by default are becoming more eco friendly.304
However, without the continuation of such economic and political
developments, much of the work laid down by those participating in
303'fhe Birchip Farm Trials group in Victoria is exemplary in this regard. (Personal
communication-Ian McClelland, Mallee broadacre farmer.)
304For example Bennett, J and Block, W (1991) Reconciling Economics with the Environment.
Perth: Australian Institute for Public Policy. It has also been argued that there continue to be
incentives which encourage land degradation, while also economically costing the
government support funds for drought relief, welfare and rural adjustment schemes. Singled
out here have been Central Queensland beef producers through the last drought period.
Lawrence, G (1998) forthcoming.
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Landcare projects may well disappear or prove piecemeal only, in their aims
of achieving a more sustainable agriculture.
The integration of rural ecological, economic and social issues
challenges our present institutions and thinking which tends to be more
single issue, and private interest oriented. Ecological issues that cross state
borders and individual farms will only be acceptably addressed as holistic,
"ecological" approaches and solutions to environmental degradation are
undertaken. Landcare has so far shown how essential is the social link in the
research, development and establishment of new technologies and techniques
which adhere to some of the wider principles of ecologically sound
agricultural practice. To this end, the Landcare movement shows us how
important it is for local players to be involved in the fate of their environment,
to have a sense of ownership of responsibility and to be empowered and have
the resources to change their practices and technologies. In the present
economic system there are still many factors militating against broadscale
commitment to these actions. It is now worth exploring the factors that are
crucial in defining the long term sustainability of agricultural resource use,
since this is at the core of issues to do with the wider uptake of more
ecologically attuned agriculture.
3.4 Common Pool Resources
A crucial issue in establishing broad-scale uptake of more ecologically
attuned agriculture is the metering and regulation of common pool resources.
The preservation and sharing of the "commons", that traditional section of
land which was owned by no-one and everyone, is at the heart of the issue
regarding sustainable landuse practices. In medieval European terms, the
commons has traditionally referred to a usually central area held in trust by a
regional council, to be used in a variety of ways by that region's inhabitants.
No-one has full claim to it, but it might be grazed by stock, used as a place of
trading, or as a social meeting point. Because it is not controlled by any one
individual, use of the commons is open to abuse or overuse by any one party.
A whole system of checks and balances, both formal and informal, usually
existed to ensure such a system did not become over exploited to the point of
being effectively destroyed.
While the commons is a particularly European, if not English, notion,
there exists in similar or modified forms, the social balancing of commonly
held or utilised resources through all human societies. Such resources go far
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beyond land, since we could include in here such commonly held resources as
water systems, the atmosphere, forests, insect populations, etc. The sharing
and utilisation of such "resources" tends to be fairly straightforward and
sustaining where populations of humans are low, and where there is a shared
interest in the maintenance of these commons. However, as populations rise,
and as conflicting interests develop for the use of such resources, the social
system of the commons tends to be placed under pressure. Historically, with
the development of capitalism, commons lands have been divided and
controlled by private interests.305 Where they have existed under pressure
from conflicting interests and fluctuating populations, their physical resource
base has often been eroded and compromised.
This has led some theorists to claim that such commons systems
inherently do not work, and that commonly utilised resources will inevitably
be over exploited by inhabitants, as they all rationally, individually vie for
their own share of the resources. Garrett Hardin has made the term the
"Tragedy of the Commons" famous with his publishing of an article by that
name.306 In this piece, Hardin pointed out the seemingly inherent conflicts
that arise over shared properties and resources, suggesting that "Ruin is the

destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a
society that believes in the freedom of the commons."307 Portraying individual self
interest and ownership as the only effective, if crude, means of maintaining
viable resource use, Hardin pointed to the otherwise inevitable situation of
social and/ or physical collapse through unbridled individual use of common
resources. Hardin is hardly alone in this perspective, with researchers from
game theory to group psychology claiming similar fates for commonly shared
resources. 308
This sort of thinking has only increased in popularity since Hardin
published these ideas in the late 1960s. The collapse of most communist states

305Classically known as enclosure, whereby common lands have been sold off to private
interests with the consequent restriction on public access. However this was in no way
confined to capitalist practices. Feudal systems controlled commons land, sometimes to the
benefit and sometimes to the detriment of its regional inhabitants. Encroachment onto
commons land and forest was also related to population and available food resources.
Montanari, M (1994) The Culture of Food Oxford: Blackwell; Sweney, D (1995) op. cit.
306Hardin, G (1968) "The Tragedy of the Commons" Science 162, ppl243-8.
307Hardin, G (1968) op. cit. p 1244. Hardin pointed to the need for a reversal in population
trends world-wide as the only means of preventing such tragedies recurring.
308Tue Prisoner's Dilemma being one of the most famous; also see Dawes, R (1988) Rational
Choice in an Uncertain World. NY: Harcourt; Javanovich, B and Olson, M (1965) The Logic of
Collective Action, Public Goods and the Theory of Groups. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press.
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around the world since this time has further added fuel to those promoting
the private ownership of property as the most effective and efficient means of
utilising and preserving natural resources. Whatever the ideals and the
rhetoric, such a function of private ownership is still reliant on some
fundamental social and political precepts in order to function as a resource
conserver. Adam Smith said over 200 years ago: "Men could safely be trusted to
pursue their own self-interest without undue harm to the community not only
because of restrictions imposed by laws, but also because they were subject to built-in
restraint derived from morals, religion, custom, and education. "309 A lack of the
latter four restraints poses great challenge to maintaining any sort of social
system based around resource use and protection into the future. These nonmarket and non-state factors are regularly overlooked in the development of
resource utilisation projects, and there is increasing evidence to suggest that
the neglect of these areas is leading to great and unresolved problems.310
The social scientist who analyses such issues is also implicated in this
process of neglect and myopia. If social scientists are working from the
(highly accepted) framework that sees individual self interest and private
ownership as the most efficient and effective means of using and trading
resources, then more subtle and seemingly irrational or inefficient practices
will be interpreted as more evidence for the failure of common pool resource
sharing.311 This has led some to claim that such analysts may have the
"perverse effect of supporting increased centralisation of political authority", while
also missing some of the power and practicality of other modes of dealing
with common pool resources other than singular reliance upon individual self
interest.312 Definitions of terms such as efficiency and productivity of the
system under question are crucial in determining underlying presumptions
and value judgements about Common Pool Resource (CPR) case studies that
seem, on the surface, to be irrational and backward. Like "rationality" itself,
the context is crucial for sustaining such a term. Efficiency and productivity
309Quoted in Thurow (1996) from Hirsh, F (1976) Social Limits to Growth Cambridge: Harvard
University Press .
310Tue Ecologist (1993) Whose Common Future?: Reclaiming the Commons, London Earthscan;
Monbiot, G (1995) The Tragedy of Enclosure: The Science of Dispossession and Destruction.
In Wakeford, T and Walters, M (eds) (1995) op. cit.
311Jn here we could perhaps add ANT, with its approach to actors as individual, rationalising
agents.
3120strom, E (1990) Governing the Commons: The Evolution of Institutions for Collective Action.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. p216. Also see Godwin, Rand Shepard, W (1979)
"Forcing squares, triangles and ellipses into a circular paradigm: the use of the commons
dilemma in examining the allocation of common resources." Western Political Quarterly 32,
pp265-77.
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have traditionally been defined in narrow and misleading ways which
disregard a range of negative downstream" effects. Efficiency for instance
may be defined simply in an atemporal and fiscal manner alone. Many have
called for the need to redefine such terms.313 Case studies which do explore in
more depth the nature of successful and stable resource sharing are few in
number, this being an area much in need of research focus.
Some common elements of successful schemes have been outlined by
Ostrom, who has analysed a range of CPR sharing situations. The cases
studied by Ostrom ranged from successful, through marginal, to complete
failures in allocating and sustaining common usage and sharing of resources.
Ostrom makes clear that a dogmatism of any one approach for all social and
physical terrains is likely to prove fatal in this area. Similarly warned are the
researchers who study such situations, since there has been a tendency to
presume that CPR sharing is always already inevitably doomed.
/1

"Instead of presuming that the individuals sharing a commons are inevitably caught
in a trap from which they cannot escape, I argue that the capacity of individuals to
extricate themselves from various types of dilemma situations varies from situation to
situation. "314
Ostrom isolated some important factors which added in favour of a water
allocation scheme in California studied by her. Among the elements which
proved more successful for this CPR situation were that participants in the
CPR scheme shared:

A common judgement of being harmed if they did not develop new rules for
allocation and sharing
2) being affected in similar ways by the rule changes
3) relatively low cost of information, transformation and enforcement of scheme
4) generalised norms of reciprocity and trust prior to scheme, used as initial social
capital
5) a small and stable nature of the group315
1)

/1

These conditions were based on a zero condition", where there was
outside government benevolent indifference to the scheme. Of course there
3130strom, E (1990) op. cit.; Redclift, Mand Goodman, D (1991) Refashioning Nature: Food,
Ecology and Culture. New York: Routledge.
3140strom, E (1990) op. cit. p14.
315Derived from Ostrom, E (1990) op. cit. p211.
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are a range of other factors which would either run in favour or against the
popularity and success of similar schemes, or in other CPR situations.
Involvement of government through assistance of funds, training and laws, as
well as numerous other physical, economic, social and technical constraints or
advantages all impact on the success and long term viability of many CPR
schemes. Ultimately all these factors, rather than any rational or inevitable
private interest outcome, affect the success or failure of CPR schemes.
Even with private ownership of lands, there are numerous CPRs that
cannot or are not subsumed under private ownership. This is particularly the
case with agricultural activities, where there are a host of off-farm inputs and
resource uses owned by no one body or individual. Further, off farm
pollution is still largely dealt with as a common problem, rather than the
particular concern of the individual farmer. I have in mind here such things as
nitrate runoff, pesticides in waterways and in food and fibre, and emission of
greenhouse gases. Finding solutions to these problems is an ongoing trial and
error activity, usually catalysed by downstream, incontrovertible evidence of
immanent or progressive ecological collapse.
The impacts of over-irrigation from, and nutrient runoff into, the
Murray-Darling river system have led to a number of concerted attempts to
change water rights arrangements, encouraging more efficient use of water
used, and improving production practices which help reduce salinity in soils,
agricultural nutrient runoff, and general soil erosion and degradation. This
has come after visual and obvious signs of decay of the system were evident
to a majority of the stakeholders and policy makers connected with the
region.316 The ability to intervene in such systems before they collapse
ecologically is riddled with problems of ownership or lack of ownership of
the downstream problems. Without the political and economic will of
participants or those affected, changing such systems into more productive
and sustainable ones is nigh impossible. The fact that the Murray-Darling
river system is used by a multitude of different actors, from fishers and
ecologists, to intensive horticulture and rice irrigation users, complexifies
resource sharing arrangements between these groups.317
What Ostrom's case studies suggest is that there is no one solution to
these problems of resource sharing. The present climate which favours
privatisation as the panacea for all problems seems myopic at best, since it
316Media images of algal blooms in the Murray-Darling Basin river system, and growing
visual evidence of salination of farms lands have created a political climate conducive to
change of existing resource use practices.
317Landline Special Report ABC TV Landline 14th June 1997.
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often fails to take into consideration the range of social factors and other
unmeasurable elements which may help maintain sustainable social and
economic systems based upon allocation and sharing of common resources.
There are no clear answers to these issues, and few case studies which suggest
that anything other than a privatised market approach to these dilemmas is
potentially more rewarding. The challenge for social and economic
researchers is to transcend the traditional frameworks for researching these
issues, and to expand into the realm of less measurable and usually less
accountable entities, outlined by Adam Smith himself.
The establishment of the definition, and the regulation and sharing, of
common pool resources is an issue studded with dilemmas and difficulties for
agriculture. Being a "non-point source" polluter, utilising and modifying off
farm resources, and often having multiple agricultural activities occurring in
any one region, all banks up against developing effective social means of
sharing common pool resources. This is a major issue for humans more
generally in numerous industries and activities. What seems to be clear is that
successful cases of resource sharing and sustainable resource use rely upon
cohesive social and economic systems, based to a degree on shared interests
and on trust. Such systems are also reliant, to a degree, upon outside
influences, and need to protect their own interests from being sabotaged.
Numerous theorists and critics have painted fairly bleak pictures of the future
of equitable and sustainable resource sharing. There are, however, potential
case studies which bear consideration, and which suggest that there are
numerous solutions to these dilemmas depending on different physical,
technical and social terrains. What is still desperately lacking is analysis of
these specific case studies which approach the topic from a more elaborate
theoretical framework than one which relies entirely on individual
rationalising actors. Organic agricultural practice possibly offers us one such
case study which we will now look at in depth.
3.5 Organic Practice

Before exploring organic practice, we need to define what exactly it is we are
talking about. Like the term sustainability, organic conjures up numerous
ideas and associations. This has been only further complexified by advertising
campaigns using the term to associate products with naturalness and health,
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such as a shampoo line.318 In a basic way, organic refers to the way in which
an organic farming system operates like an organism - ecologically connected
to, and supportive of, its environment. Intimately related to the regulation
and sharing of common pool resources in organic terms, has been the
regulation and standardisation of the notion of organic practice, and therefore
of the term organic itself. As we will see in coming chapters, there are
competing schools vying for the penultimate legitimate definition. Most of
these definitions and practices tend, however, to have some fundamental
common elements.
The National Association for Sustainable Agriculture, Australia
(NASAA), a major certification agency of the organic industry in Australia
defines organic as:

"A system of agriculture able to balance productivity with low vulnerability to
problems such as pest infestation and environmental degradation, while maintaining
the quality of the land for future generations ... (Organic agriculture) largely excludes
the use of synthetically compounded fertilisers, pesticides, growth regulators,
livestock feed additives and other harmful or potentially harmful substances ... The
intention is to encourage natural biological systems."319
The Organic Produce Advisory Committee (OPAC) further outlines
organic as:

"the production without the use of synthetic chemicals of optimum quantities offood
of high nutritional quality.... The production cycle is as closed as possible, with the
utmost restrictions on external inputs especially fertilisers and pesticides." 320
From a positive perspective, organic is understood to mean:

"produced in soils of enhanced biological activity, determined by the humus level,
crumb structure and feeder root development, such that plants are fed through the soil
ecosystem and not primarily through soluble fertilisers added to the soil.... Organic
farming systems rely to the maximum extent feasible upon crop rotations, crop
318for example "Organics" shampoo, being advertised in Australia in the late 1990s. The
terms natural and biological cross over into this terrain and confuse matters even further.
Architecture uses the term to suggest self-cycling, living, out of control, non-centrally
controlled, dynamic. At the same time, organic may be used in a derogatory sense to denote
dirtiness, etc.
319NASAA (1993) Standards for Organic Agricultural Production, Stirling SA: NASAA, pl.
320QPAC (1992) National Standard for Organic and Bio-dynamic Produce, Canberra: OPAC p(i)
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residues, animal manures, legumes, green manures, mechanical cultivation, approved
mineral-bearing rocks and aspects of biological pest control to maintain soil
productivity and tilth, to supply plant nutrients and to control insects, weeds and
other pests. "321
And further, organic farming generally includes:

"• the extensive management of livestock, paying full regard to their
evolutionary adaptations, behavioural needs and animal welfare issues with respect to
nutrition, housing, health, breeding and rearing;
• careful attention to the impact of the farming system on the wider
environment and the conservation of wildlife and natural habitats."322
Broader definitions of organic production may also include social and
cultural factors, as well as political and economic ones.323 Ideal organic
practice could therefore be summed up as a particular co-construction of
social, technical and physical actors distinguished from mainstream cultural
beliefs and practices. There is a distinct focus on ecosystems and social
networks, rather than on individual entities and agents in the production
process. There is also reliance on some physical and technical agents which
are deemed unimportant or a nuisance in conventional farming systems such as intercropping and companion planting, as well as encouragement of
ground cover species which can act as water conserving and nitrogen fixing
agents. Such thinking and such approaches to the world are often highly
incompatible, if not incommensurable, with mainstream thinking and
practice.324 Simultaneously, there is much cross hybridisation between
conventional and organic practice, and this is only bound to continue, which
further confuses the bounds of organic practice. 325

321op. cit. p3
322Lampkin, N (1994) Organic Farming: Sustainable Agriculture in Practice. In Lamkin, N and
Padel, S (1994) The Economics of Organic farming: An International Perspective Wallingford: CAB
International. p5 -6.
323IFOAM{l997) General Standards of Production, !FOAM.
324Wynen, E (1996) has suggested there is a need for a "paradigm change" in conventional
agricultural research circles to accommodate organically appropriate research. Wynen, E
(1996) Research Implications of a Paradigm Shift in Agriculture: The Case of Organic Farming.
Canberra: Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies.
325Ideas and practices from the organic movement are gaining currency in conventional R&D
and practitioner circles - for example the use of leguminous (nitrogen fixing) plants, as well
as moderate degrees of intercropping with such systems as agroforestry. Likewise organic
practitioners draw on much conventional research. See Chapter 6.5.
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There are other schools of thought and practice which have great
similarities to organic agriculture. Among these are the Permaculture
movement, the Biodynamic movement, as well as some government and
mainstream accepted alternative agriculture programs such as Low Input
Sustainable Agriculture (LISA).326
Permaculture is the most extreme of these movements in its rejection of
monoculture agriculture. Permaculture advocates diverse, intercropped
species of flora and fauna for food production. This makes it extremely
difficult for many mainstream producers, in conventional and organic circles,
to commercially produce mass quantities of any one commodity for the
mainstream food markets that presently exist. The Permaculture package
incorporates social, political and economic design into agricultural technology
use in ways which enhance cultural as well as physical diversity. Productivity
is very much an aim of Permaculture design, but is oriented more toward the
total energy equation of the farming/Permacultural system, rather than
simply focused on the output of one single commodity.327
To this end, permaculture is more focused on local and regional market
economies, and the development and stabilisation of social and political
groupings through more regional control and participatory practice in food
production. Permacultural advocates see monocropping practice as inherently
unsustainable and over consumptive of energy and other resources. There is a
striking paradigm shift involved with such practices that is evident in the
terms Permaculture relies upon to explain natural phenomena. Terms such as
guilds and symbiotic co-operation are referred to in preference to modem
agriculture's tendency to portray agriculture as more of a battle against
natural forces such as pests, diseases and weeds. While Permaculture is an
extreme form of agriculture, such perspectives as the above are very similar to
the tenets of organic production. Further, there are numerous, if smaller
producer, advocates of permacultural principles dispersed within the organic
movement. Indeed, there are many in the organic movement who talk of
organic agriculture being a transitionary form of the move toward more
permacultural design principles.
Biodynamic practitioners, while encouraging diversity of flora and
fauna in their production systems, still rely on monocropping practices, as do
the majority of organic practitioners. Traditional biodynamic practitioners
approach education, lifestyle and farming practice all with a common frame
326US 1995 Farm Bill Forum, World Wide Web (1995).
327Mollison, B (1988) Permaculture: A Designer's Manual. Tyalgum: Tagari.
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of mind. The tenets of biodynamics as laid down by Rudolf Steiner are vitalist
in their approach to natural systems and organisms. At an extreme end they
work with "cosmic forces" which are entities noticeably absent from the
frameworks of mainstream, and even much organic, understanding of, and
practice in, the world.328 Nonetheless, biodynamic practitioners are usually
highly organised in conventional market systems and produce considerable
quantities of what is deemed organic in the formal market place.329 Again as
with permaculture there is a quantum difference between biodynamics and
conventional agricultural systems, with significant emphasis on the humus in
soils as the essential building foundation for fertility - a concept snubbed by
Leibig and "scientific agriculture" over a century ago. This movement has
often been criticised for its closed-door policy to newcomers or its resistance
to outside interference. The culture that has developed around biodynamics
has been of a nature designed to protect what are viewed as the fragile and
subtle concepts of biodynamics that cannot be simply and quickly grasped by
the novice. Practitioners consider that only after a significant period of
practice with biodynamic principles and adherence to biodynamic ways of
interpreting natural phenomena can the newcomer be accepted into the fold.
While the cultural gap cannot be denied, the gap is arguably as much a result
of the "impossible" nature of conventional practitioners and their inability to
grasp biodynamic principles, as it is the "impossible" and protective nature of
biodynamic advocates in the face of conventional thinking and practice.
Both the Permaculture and Biodynamic movements are cultural
movements which have their own schools or educational outlets, text books
which outline their fundamental principles, journals which disseminate and
encourage dialogue based on the application of these broad principles, and
networks of followers which create "markets" for these products of
knowledge, technology and food and fibre. As with organic agricultural
328Tompkins, P and Bird, C (1992) Secrets of the Soil London: Arkana; Podolinsky, A (1989)
Bio-Dynamic Agriculture Introductory Lectures Volume 2. Sydney: Gavemer Publishing. From a
vitalist perspective, it should also be noted the publications by Rupert Sheldrake on his
theories of morphogenesis, which fit in with a subcultural paradigmatic move away from
mechanistic science. See Sheldrake, R (1987) A New Science of Life: The Hypothesis of Formative
Causation, London: Paladin Grafton Books; Sheldrake, R (1990) The Rebirth of Nature: New
Science and the Revival of Animism, London: Rider.
329Jn Australia this is sold under the Demeter label by the Biodynamic Marketing group. The
biodynamic movement has an estimated 1200 members, 600 of whom are claimed to be
farmers, with estimates of between 100 and 300 actually supplying the organic markets at any
one time. It has been claimed that up to 2 million acres are under biodynamic style
agriculture, although not all producers are marketing under the Demeter label (personal
communication - P. Podolinsky). The World Trade Organisation recognises the term organic
only, and subsumes biodynamic under this label.
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groups, the fundamental difference from mainstream practice is that these
groups are often fringe or niche groups. The networks which are created by
their actors are shorter and cross less terrain than their conventional
counterparts. Nonetheless, it is important to note that all these movements
have distinct characteristics many of which are inherently no different from
mainstream agricultural science. There are norms of scientific method,
philosophies of belief, and codes of practice within all these groups. Most
importantly these groups represent networks of resistance to mainstream
industrial - chemical agriculture which are well consolidated if shorter than,
and having less impact upon, the broader knowledge base of agricultural
science.
At the more "acceptable" end of the spectrum of alternative
agricultural practice lies such terms as "ecological", "biological", "nature
farming", "wilderness farming", "low input", as well as "alternative" itself.
What exactly alternative really means is another area of dispute, with
definitions and practical outcomes often varying radically. Most of these
terms are usually less associated with social movements, and tend to have a
shorter history than organic in terms of usage in Australia. These terms tend
to be those most commonly used by agricultural researchers seeking
government or private industry funds for less mainstream areas of
agricultural R&D in most developed economy nations. This, as we will see in
later chapters, is telling of the varied social worlds or social groupings which
are involved in the search for sustainable food and fibre production systems.
This is also revealing of the status of organic agriculture in the eyes of
government and mainstream agricultural researchers through the first half of
the 1990s in Australia - that interest and support for organic ideas had to be
coded and shielded behind more culturally acceptable terms. Nonetheless,
often incorporating, by design or default, a considerable variety of organic
ideas and practices into research trials, the popularity of alternative
agricultural research has the potential to draw mainstream attention to
organic principles and their link with sustainability.
3.6 Organic Practice and Sustainability

To explore some of the major issues of organic production and its relation to
both the sustainability debate and to conventional agricultural practice, we
need first to revisit public and researcher understandings of sustainability.
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From here I will then cover views regarding organic production and
sustainability, and how it compares to conventional agricultural practice.
Defining sustainability is rife with uncertainty and indeterminacy since
definitions vary across different cultural terrains. The word sustainable has
become such a regularly used term in so many contexts that its meaning has
become blurred even further. Some have cynically noted that the strength of
the notion of sustainability lies in its ambiguity.330 Others have noted the need
for clearer measurement indices which can more effectively "track the
progress" of sustainability measures, as well as other work which has
investigated the degree to which R&D can be systematically graded for ESD
relatedness. 331 There are, however, some fundamental ideas behind the notion
of agricultural sustainability, as noted in chapter one. The Ecologically
Sustainable Development (ESD) Working Groups of the early 1990s in
Australia have worked towards this end with the aim of developing key
issues to be addressed.332 Rather than talk of a level at which unsustainability
is reached, the ESD working group on agriculture focused on systems that
were defined in terms of moving towards or away from sustainable levels of
production.
Ecologically Sustainable Development, some argue, is itself highly
problematic.333 Those involved in the development of such ESD related
practices, it is argued, are merely attempting to integrate ecological
commodities" into an otherwise unsustainable economic system. Such
11

330Redclift, M (1987) Sustainable Development: Exploring the Contradictions. London: Routledge.
331Daly, H (1990) Toward some Operational Principles of Sustainable Development, Ecological
Economics 2pp1-6.; Institute of Environmental Studies (ed) (1996) Tracking Progress: Linking
Environment and Economy Through Indicators and Accounting Systems Conference Papers 1996
Australian Academy of Science Fenner Conference on the Environment, The University of
New South Wales, Sydney 30 September-3October1996. For ESD relatedness work see
Deville, A and Turpin, T (1996) Indicators of Research and their Relevance to Ecologically
Sustainable Development and the Integration with other R&D Indicators in the Asia-Pacific
Region Chemosphere 33 (9) pp 1777-1800; Deville, A, Turpin, T and Hill, S (1995) Australian
Research for Ecologically Sustainable Development: A report to the Australian Research Council
(ARC) on the Level and Nature of Research Relevant to Ecologically Sustainable
Development Funded under ARC Programs in 1993 and 1994. Canberra, Australian
Government Publishing Service. National Board of Employment, Education and Training.
332Ecologically Sustainable Development Working Groups (1991) Final Report: Agriculture.
Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service. Also see Appendix 1.
333Beder, S (1993) The Nature of Sustainable Development. Newham, Australia: Scribe
Publications.; Plant, J and Plant, C (1991) Green Business: Hope or Hoax? Philadelphia, PA: New
Society Publishers; Redclift, M (1987) op. cit. Jerry Mander has claimed "Economists have
devised the perfect measurements for gauging their own success and confirming their selfdelusions." Mander, J (1996) Facing the Rising Tide, in Mander, J and Goldsmith, E (eds)
(1996) The Case Against the Global Economy and For a Turn Toward the Local. San Francisco:
Sierra Club Books, p14.
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ecological commodities cannot be costed as most market commodities are,
and hence any attempt to allow market forces to decide this can only lead to
disaster. Clean and safe air, water systems, soil life and fertility, it is argued,
are commodities that once destroyed or compromised, cannot be bought back
to their original state or function by market mechanisms.
Nonetheless, stemming from the ESD working group reports, there
have been clearly defined conditions for agriculture to establish greater
sustainability, and to orient itself away from unsustainable practices.334 These
conditions obviously vary across physical and cultural terrains. The
performance of sustainability for organic agricultural practice is also very
much dependent upon regional variation. It is possible, though, to look at
some general issues. The organic industry as a whole shares some contentious
sustainability issues with that of mainstream agriculture.
3.7 Physico-Technical Sustainability Issues Revisited
The high consumption of non-renewable sources of energy, in the form
of fuels for transport, farm equipment and machinery, as well as for
numerous farm inputs, is a particular characteristic of twentieth century
agriculture. Organic agriculture is no exception here. Generally being
geographically situated at similar extreme distances from its ultimate
markets, it shares much of the transportation needs of modem food
production. Tractor use is also high, and with the new era of "conservation
farming" where herbicides are replacing ploughing for weed control in
conventional systems, energy usage may occasionally be higher in some
comparable organic operations.335 The consumption of energy on farm
enterprises is perhaps not an immediate concern for economic sustainability,
since fuels consumed for primary production tend to be subsidised, and
world prices are presently low.336 Ecologically, fossil fuel consumption
contributes to greenhouse gas emissions. While much contention surrounds
the issue of climate change and its possible impacts, it seems clear that the
rising levels of C02, benzene, toluene, and other greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere will impact on future weather patterns, perhaps in highly erratic

334See Appendix for an outline of these parameters.
335Roberts, B (1995) op. cit.
336In Australia, the Diesel fuel rebate scheme survived another government term in 1997. This
scheme effectively subsidises primary producers for diesel usage by enabling them to
continue to claim a rebate on its usage which urban citizens cannot claim.
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and unpredictable ways.337 Greenhouse gas emissions are one of the most
extreme examples of "externalities" rarely factored into economic aspects of
farming operations. With uncertain long term implications, and clear shortterm effects of raising operating costs for producers, the political will to
reduce emissions is scant to non-existent.3.>8 This is a problem the organic
movement both contributes to and has no apparent and easy solution to any
more than the conventional sector. However, fossil fuel use varies across
sectors and sizes of farms in the organic industry. When synthetic chemicals
and fertilisers and the often larger farming operations of conventional
systems are taken into account, on average, conventional agriculture has been
shown to consume more energy per output of product.339 Organic agriculture,
in its ideal form, also aims to self cycle materials on the farm which
circumvents the need for large inputs of off-farm fertilisers, while also
sourcing mainly by-products of intensive industries, such as chicken litter,
feed-lot manures, fish wastes, etc. Comparative energy budget research is
limited, however, and is more relevant to industry sectors than being a
generalisable case across all agricultural sectors. While according to its ideals
organic agriculture is aimed at establishing more efficient energy budgets, in
practice this is not always the case.
At a local physical level, excessive tractor and machinery use on fragile
soils can lead to soil compaction and therefore problems with long term
yields from crops. Excessive deep ploughing may also affect long term soil
fertility and health by repetitively exposing soil microbes to the sun. An
awareness of these mechanical issues at a mainstream level has led to changes
in farm practices away from earlier, more degrading ones, including the use
of lighter tractors and cropping practices which do not require as much
337Debate has wavered between warming and cooling scenarios. It has also been argued that
the atmosphere of the earth will move to balance out either effect. With millions of dollars
being spent world wide on research into a field relatively young, there is as yet much
information to gather and make sense of. Whatever the case, however, the issues of chaos and
uncertainty will perhaps be the over riding factors in any future weather scenario. Falk, J and
Brownlow, A (1989) The Greenhouse Challenge: What is to be Done? Melbourne: Penguin;
Gelbspan, R (1997) The Heat Is On, Reading, MA: Addison, Wesley; Parry, M (1990) Climate
Change and World Agriculture. London: Earthscan.
~itness the latest Kyoto round of talks on greenhouse gas emissions, where Australia's
stance was to defend a growth in emissions in the coming few years. Also note the fact that
there was immense political pressure not the drop the diesel fuel rebate scheme for rural
operators in the 1996 federal Australian election campaign.
3390elhaf, R (1978) Organic Agriculture: Economic and Ecological Comparisons with Conventional
Methods, New York: John Wiley and Sons. It should be noted, however, that there are few
studies of a comparative nature that have been carried out in this area. Also there are others
who claim that in fact organic production can consume more energy through its greater
reliance on tractors and soil disturbance for the control of weeds. See Roberts, B (1995) op. cit.
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tractor use. Problems have not been fully solved in this area, with a degree of
impact expected from any tractor or other mechanical use. Appropriate and
innovative management is the crucial element here for both conventional and
organic enterprises.
The issue of water use and water quality is often another area of shared
concern. Well-established organic farm systems tend to have less water
requirements and suffer less water and therefore nutrient runoff problems
than many conventional operations. Among other reasons, this is due to a
greater emphasis on and protection of soil humus in organic systems,
increased volumes of mulch and often greater variety and volume of ground
cover species (often destroyed by herbicides or simply disregarded in many
conventional systems).340 This allows for greater soil moisture holding
capacity. More extensive ground cover also physically holds the soil in place.
This can be particularly evident during times of drought where pastures are
often depleted and over grazed - organic farms often have far better reserves
of pasture for such times, while in times of flood, soils are less prone to
erosion. Some conventional operators are now emulating these standard
organic practices.341 The importance placed on soil life and health by organic
systems gives such systems a huge advantage in terms of long run
sustainability of soil fertility and health while protecting the soil from erosion.
Clearly in these cases, organic agriculture presents an exemplary method of
soil protection which, when at its best, is often unsurpassed by conventional
systems.
On the other hand, over use of irrigation waters and river systems can
be a concern for both sorts of farming practice. Whatever the original causal
agents, both farming systems tend to share similar ecological regions and
therefore often deal with similar environments - such as saline lands and
agrochemical residues in soils. 342 Of major concern for organic operators are
340Green, R (1996) address given at National Symposium on Organic Agriculture: Research
and Development 30 June -3July1996 Canberra; Roberts, B (1995) op. cit.
341
While the author carried out inspections for NASAA, an Australian certifying body, in Sri
Lanka, Indonesia and Nepal, it was noted by those involved in the organic schemes how
locals and those who had heard of the organic scheme were changing their own practices and
emulating certain organic practices such as mulching, trenching and composting. These
changes toward organic methods seems to have been driven as much by an interest in a
future possible markets as by a recognition that those organic practices were both effective
and efficient in their use of resources.
342That is, while much of the salinity problems and the over subscription to water usage from
river systems (particularly in Australia) can be traced back to conventional farming system
over demand and stress on resources, both systems now experience an environment that is
faced with issues of either water scarcity, or poor efficiencies of water usage which can lead
to salinity build up in soils.
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shared water systems (as with the "air" system) where there is potential for
contamination from off-farm sources, such as conventional farms with
residual chemicals or effluent from urban areas. To the benefit of some
organic operators, some nutrient residues within the irrigation system may be
of benefit to them, for example phosphate for organic rice growers.343 Most
other areas of contamination potential, however, run against the interests of
organic farming operators. As will be explored later, some of these wider
ecosystemic aspects of producing organically next to or in the same region as
conventional operations become manifest as problems in a variety of ways.
Biodiversity is becoming a major focus of many world bodies,
spanning forestry, wildlife sanctuaries, and agriculture. Organic farmers are
generally encouraged by their regulatory bodies to maintain and increase
biodiversity on their properties, with there being specific clauses in the
standards of these bodies requiring such an approach as part of maintaining
organic certification status. The reality for many farmers, organic and
conventional, is that many species of mega flora and fauna are either pests or
impinge directly on production yields.344 There is therefore an interest in
minimising such elements in some farming areas and systems. The
maintenance of biodiversity on any farming system is bound to be
compromised by the needs to produce commercial levels of monocropped
produce.
Organic practice nonetheless tends to far outperform mainstream
agriculture in maintaining and encouraging a great variety of soil life at both
a micro and meso fauna level. There is increasing evidence to suggest why
and how this might be of great benefit to the fertility system of any farming
343Jn the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area, the crops of organic rice growers relying on flood
irrigation have lived off the residues of phosphates in the water system which can be traced
back to excess runoff from conventional rice farming systems.
344J have regularly come across problems to do with wild bird life, wombats, possums, fruit
bats, etc posing problems in terms of production yield, sometimes in terms of the cosmetic
appearance of the food (for example, apples being pecked, lettuces being nibbled). While
numerous (usually smaller) operators tolerated, and even encouraged, this, for larger
producers this was a concern which occasionally was illicitly dealt with through poisonings
or shootings. This was an experience across farmer cultures. At a fundamental level in many
organic and conventional farming systems, there are pressures to simplify the environment in
which production takes place and to that end, many macro or mega fauna and flora can
impede this process and aim.
At the same time, a number of conventional farms are so below critical levels of biotic mass
that an increase in diversity and mass of soil and meso fauna seems crucial if long term yields
and carrying capacities are to be maintained. It should be also noted here that Permacultural
type systems have the potential to have very bountiful, diverse yields of produce on
relatively small areas of land while encouraging a wide range of diversity at both a micro and
macro fauna level.
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operation.345 The challenges of achieving higher levels of soil life in
conventionally managed soils reveal the differences in approach to nutrient
cycling and fertility management between organic and conventional practice.
Organic practice and the use and non-use of specific technologies radically
modifies the natural environment that the farmer, and the farm's stock and
produce live in and interact with. This is equally so for conventional farming
operations. The natural soil system which relies on a diversity of life forms
which are enrolled in the fertility cycle of organic systems is a created and
crafted environment which needs to be seen in the context of the actors which
constitute and construct it. Unlike the traditional conventional view which
generally sees soil as an inert medium or a substrate for production, the soil in
organic farming is seen as a highly complex set of inter-relationships between
floral and faunal, physical, technological, and cultural agents. Most
importantly, the diversity of soil life itself is seen as the optimal means of
raising fertility while suppressing disease and fungal outbreaks. This
diversity is encouraged specifically as a means to increase the health and
fertility of soils, and therefore also the health of the stock which graze on and
crops which grow in such soils.
Soil life and health has traditionally been de-emphasised in
conventional scientific agriculture. Regular applications of synthetic fertilisers
have led to a demise in many conventional systems of significant populations
of natural nitrogen fixing bacteria, as well as a host of diverse species of fungi
and other soil life which have a general ability to otherwise balance disease
bearing or disease inducing species in and near the soil. The destruction of
many beneficial predators through pesticide applications on conventional
farms disallows many conventional producers from utilising this natural
source of pest control. Again, pesticide and herbicide applications regularly
affect the soil and water systems of a farm and disrupt the diverse species of
fauna and flora which are utilised in many organic systems to help control
disease and pest outbreak and to cycle nutrients. This difference cannot be
over emphasised since it is often a point of contention between organic and
conventional protagonists who use their own terms of reference to assess the
viability and performance of their opponents' systems. Because the disease
suppressing effects of ideal organic soils are by design not experienced on
345Reganold, J (1988) Comparisons of soil properties as influenced by organic and
conventional farming systems. American Journal of Alternative Agriculture 4pp144-154.; Ryan,
M, Chilvers, G and Dumaresq, D (1994) Colonisation of wheat by VA-mycorrhizal fungi was
found to be higher on a farm managed in an organic manner than on a conventional
neighbour. Plant and Soil; 160: pp33-40.
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many conventional farms, there is a tendency by conventional farmers and
many researchers to treat such claims as magical and unfounded.
Nonetheless, organic farming systems are arguably more biodiverse in their
operations due both to the specific standards of production which aim at
regulating and enhancing such diversity, as well as due to the technical
approach to organic systems which relies upon diversity to suppress severe
disease and pest outbreaks while building soil fertility. This is a clear case
where there is a performative incommensurability between these two
systems. Any comparison of these systems needs to carefully take this into
consideration.
An area shared by many conventional and organic systems is the
export of produce to distant markets. The exporting of produce is a much
under emphasised sustainability issue for many agricultural production areas
around the world. Valuable nutrients and minerals are inevitably lost each
time food is exported out of a region of production origin. This is particularly
an issue for Australia, where up to two thirds of food and fibre product is sent
off shore and where domestic markets are also usually far removed from their
region of production. Organic production is no exception to this rule, where,
in Australia, there is both considerable domestic and international market
distance from most production areas. This is an issue facing any food
production system that relies upon long distance markets. Nutrient
replacement not only requires the consumption of resources to be put back
into the system, but also the energy required to carry out that task. For
organic agriculture, there seems no short term solution to the intractable
problem of markets being well away from the source of production. While
conventional agriculture relies upon high energy consuming nitrogen
production, many organic farms rely upon conventional refuse such as
chicken litter and other manures and biological wastes that require energy
inputs to both manufacture and transport.346
Maintaining a self sufficient nutrient recycling system within a farm
operation or farming region is next to impossible in the present commercial
environment. Nutrient replacement is therefore crucial. Organic ventures may
rely upon deep litter from chicken factories, cow manures, and straw from
conventional producers. Micronutrients are also obtained from a range of
346from a market point of view, the irony of organic production within the present
conventional system is summed up by the situation some organic farmers find themselves in
whereby they transport their own organic produce to the central urban market, while
returning with a load of conventional produce for consumption in their own home country
town which generally expresses less interest in organic produce.
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quarried and manufactured products. Such out-sourcing reveals how all these
production systems are, to an extent, unsustainable in their own right. Total
energy audits of modem farming systems reveal that a large amount of
energy is spent for each calorie of energy produced.347 Conventional and high
input agriculturalists claim that the only way forward is towards higher
levels of inputs to further the advances in yields. Organic proponents claim
that the pressures put upon our present water, soil and general ecosystem
resources are ultimately leading to a fragile and vulnerable food production
system. These resources, it is argued, can only be sustainably maintained
through more ecological approaches and practices which are not just focused
on isolated high output production yields but also on the health and long
term productive viability of the farm and surrounding lands and waterways.
In this sense, while still reliant upon inputs from external sources, organic
practice aims to build up soil structure over time to be efficient and resource
conserving for production in the long term.
Lastly, sustainability is as much about good management practices as it
is about the technologies used. There are examples of bad organic farm
management that are potentially more detrimental to a farm's environmental
surrounds than certain well managed conventional farms. 348 Farmer
awareness of a whole range of ecological issues, combined with careful
monitoring of sustainability indicators, is important here. Awareness of soil
fertility and tilth levels, water quality, ground cover, stock health as well as
weather patterns, is essential to being able to make informed and well timed
decisions to maintain both the economic and ecological viability of the farm.
Organic and conventional farms and farmers alike share these issues.
Solutions to the above are potentially the same for both groups although there
are instances where this is not the case. "Minimum tillage" or "conservation
farming", with its reliance on synthetic herbicides, is ruled out by organic
347Watt, M (1982) who has shown a 1:4 conversion rate for dryland cereal production in WA.
The levels for US corn production seem to suggest a far higher level of energy consumption
per energy unit produced in the form of corn. Watt, M (1984) An Energy Analysis of the
Australian Farm System. Energy in Agriculture; 3: pp279-88. See also Green, M (1978) Eating
Oil- Energy Use in Food Production. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press.
348Jn my travels over the last few years I have been to a number of organic farms which, due
to poor management practices or general neglect, have seen the farming system suffer in
ways which could be deemed unsustainable. While poor management practices are likely to
lead to loss of certified organic status over time, the issue of farm management is an
agricultural industry-wide issue. Poor management is due sometimes to over commitment
which detracts from an ability to devote sufficient time to the farm. Capital and other income
generating activity restrictions, misguided cultural beliefs, lack of information and access to
appropriate technologies also can play a part in poor management - on organic and
conventional systems alike.
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standards. Likewise with biotechnologically produced organisms, which
significant sections of the mainstream R&D culture are actively pursuing at
present but which are explicitly excluded from organic production standards.
So there are areas in which organic and conventional practice and ideas are
paradigms apart, in Kuhn's terminology. In other senses, both groups share
common issues and do and will rely on many shared solutions to such
problems.
Organic performance regularly is viewed and assessed through a
window which is tinted by so called "scientific" agricultural practice. This has
led to some misleading judgments being made regarding such things as the
physical fertility status of organic farms. For instance with an emphasis on
maintaining high humus levels in the soil, many organic producers often have
far less need for regular phosphorous and potassium additions compared
with some conventional producers who may have very different soils with
less humus and structure. While a definitive "scientific" measurement can be
obtained of the available nutrient levels of these elements, what is only slowly
being realised in conventional agriculture is the host of mediating factors
which may enhance the availability, and therefore plant absorption, of any
one of these elements. These factors may include cation exchange capacity,
soil tilth and soil aggregate levels. In terms of scientific measurement of these
parameters, such as phosphorus levels in soils, organic practice may seem to
cross over into the realm of magic and mysticism in its ability to grow plants
based on far fewer isolated nutrient inputs which are otherwise deemed
essential under present conventional thinking. What is more realistically the
case is that conventional "scientific" agricultural researchers presently have a
less than satisfactory tool bag of conceptual and technical tools to
accommodate and measure these phenomena. Similarly, there is a dearth of
well researched data which tabulates these phenomena in any systematic
fashion.
With conventional practice undergoing changes which are attempting
to bridge some of these gaps, there are opportunities opening up which may
see, and are seeing in some cases, a productive sharing of ideas. The
acknowledgement that cation exchange capacity is increased for instance,
through higher available levels of humus in the soil, is allowing conventional
agriculture to accept what was once a seemingly fringe and unorthodox belief
of organic agriculture in the importance of humus in the fertility equation.349
In the intermediate period of mapping out such phenomena, conventional
349

Green, R (1996) op. cit.
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and organic farming systems can still experience distinctly different physical
and technical environments which mar an easy transfer of ideas and practices.
Both systems of agriculture rely upon monocropping practices.
However practitioners of these two systems often approach the ensuing
problems associated with monocrops in very different ways. With organic
agriculture's greater emphasis and importance placed on diversity of micro
and meso faunal and floral species, these type of systems tend to experience
an otherwise "unaccountable" and "inexplicable" lowered disease and pest
incidence, and often higher individual plant yields compared to their
conventional practitioner counterparts. This in turn leads to less or no
requirements for regular administration of animal medication for sickness,
chemical pest control, or fungicide applications. Whether or not a
sustainability issue, the lowered or non-use of agrochemicals is a large bonus
in organic agriculture's favour, and distinctly fits into the precautionary
principle arena.350 The reduction of risk of farm worker poisonings and
residues on food products, while much sidelined by conventional thinking,
still continues to be a very important safety issue for food production and
consumption.
An assessment of the physical differences in sustainability between
organic and conventional agricultural systems is defined by the priorities and
agendas of the practitioners of these different systems. Conventional
agricultural practice for instance has relied far more heavily on innovation of
technical and cultural aids which keep changing the course of sustainability
of the system in reaction to problems caused by the high levels of
production.351 Organic agriculture, by contrast, aims for production yields
that in the first place enhance rather than compromise ecological processes on
the farm. Both systems are therefore in fundamental ways often based on
different assessments of the important elements which make up
sustainability.
Organic agriculture has made numerous advances toward
sustainability that are fundamentally missed or not properly addressed by
many mainstream farming ventures, as outlined above. There are other senses
350 While the ESD agriculture working group report (1991) approached this topic warily, even
here there was clear indication of the need to reduce chemical usage through such practices
as Integrated Pest Management while speaking in terms of risk management. It should be
noted, however, that this ESD report was clearly endorsing chemical usage in agriculture. See
·
Appendix 1 under the heading "Chemicals".
351
Conford, P (ed) (1992) A Future for the Land: Organic Practice From a Global Perspective.
Devon: Green Books; Goering, P (1993) From the Ground Up: Rethinking Industrial Agriculture.
London: Earthscan Publications.
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m which organic practice is distinctly marked from that of conventional
practice. Sustainability is not just a physical issue. It is also an economic,
social and political one. These factors are just as important in our focus and
intermingle with physical factors in determining whether a system is
approaching or moving away from sustainable production.
3.8 Social Aspects of Sustainability

Organic agriculture, in its shunning of modern synthetically produced
agrochemicals, can be more labour intensive in its practices in some farming
sectors. For example it takes longer for a farm labourer to mechanically
remove or destroy unwanted weeds as it does to simply spray them with a
selective herbicide. Labour has traditionally been viewed as the bane of most
developing industries, as it is usually the most expensive input cost, and is
often believed to be the most influential agent in blocking or slowing changes
to industry. With the development of cheap energy sources and increasingly
sophisticated mechanisation, there has been a progressive move away from
heavy reliance on physical human labour. Organic agriculture, while
following these trends, is generally still reliant on more labour per unit of
produce than conventional agriculture.352 This, combined with a generally
smaller average sized farm, means that rural labour is either maintained or
expanded to fit the needs of labour intensive organic farms. Social
sustainability in rural areas is an important issue across the globe, from
developed to developing countries. The decline of rural labour and
citizenship has been dramatic over this century, with most developed nations
having between 1.5 and 5 per cent of their populations in agricultural
production today. The decline of the family farm and of rural society has been
criticised and analysed by a number of scholars. 353 Based upon the ideals of
organic production methods, organic agriculture would score relatively high
on social sustainability in its small but concerted effort to maintain relatively
high levels of rural labour.

352Such industries as cattle, chicken, and pigs as well as many broadacre operations tend to
have comparable labour hours per unit of output compared to conventional farms. See
Hassall and Associates (1990) The Market for Australian Produced Organic Food. Canberra: Rural
Industries Research and Development Corporation. Industries such as horticulture and
intensive vegetable production often require higher labour inputs.
353
Lawrence, G (1987) Capitalism and the Countryside: the Rural Crisis in Australia. Sydney: Pluto
Press; Strange, M (1988) Family Farming: A New Economic Vision. Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press and Institute of Food and Development Policy.
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As noted in chapter one, those who critique the ideas that there needs
to be a return to the family farm claim that the evolution of food production
to a highly labour efficient system has both been inevitable and desirable in
lifting economic growth and in feeding a growing world population. Others
strongly disagree with this view and argue that support for the family farm is
crucial in any long term strategy to maintain the social sustainability of rural
populations. 354 Organic agriculture presents one option toward the path of
social sustainability by maintaining and creating rural labour demands and as
a consequence the potential for greater vibrancy in the rural community.
The social element of sustainability is often under emphasised in
assessments of ESD relatedness of technologies.355 There is a vital connection
between certain forms of industrial production and the food industry which
supports it, and concomitant aspects of social discord which includes urban
migration from rural areas and rural community and economic decline. 356
Organic agriculture emphasises and attempts to cultivate a greater sense of
ecological and social responsibility in a time when industrial economies are
continuing to see the demise of rural society while also seeing rising social
unrest within over crowded cities. In this way organic agriculture is radically
out of step with the trends toward increasing individual self-interest and
economic rationalist policies which are currently driving industrial
agriculture while simultaneously undermining the broader social base of
agriculture. In moving toward self-limiting levels of production, it is being
acknowledged that the optimal social climate for change toward sustainable
land use of this kind is one which is reliant upon trust and community
sharing of the problems at hand. The strong emphasis that organic agriculture
has on social connection and community and environmental responsibility
offers an ideal model for other farming groups to emulate. The main problem
still affecting organic agriculture from a social sustainability point of view is
the low number of producers who have enlisted organic practice on their
farms, which in tum limits the impact such small groupings have in reaching
out to a broader audience.

354

Strange, M (1988) op. cit.
See Redclift, M (1987) Sustainable Development: Exploring the Contradictions. London:
Routledge.
356
Redclift, Mand Goodman, D (1991) Refashioning Nature: Food, Ecology and Culture. New
York: Routledge.
355
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3.9 Economic Aspects of Sustainability
Economic or financial pressures placed upon primary producers have been
responsible for selecting those able to keep up with the requisite skills and
resources required by successful operators, combined with a moderate degree
of luck. Financial pressures within agriculture differ depending on sectors,
regions and times. With the increase in global trade, selective sourcing by
transnational corporations and the deregulatory financial and market
environment, such fortunes are set to change even more regularly and
357
forcefully. Organic farms, in a very general sense, tend to turn over less
produce, and to draw in less income per farm unit than their conventional
counterparts. However, organic farming tends to rely upon less expensive
inputs, which boosts their net balance.358 In prosperous markets, organic
farmers are doing extremely well, and tend to enjoy more protected, slower
changing markets than their conventional counterparts, which builds upon
their own economic stability. Also, the ability to expand market opportunities
by trading in both conventional and organic markets builds upon this
stability. There are many organic farming ventures that are less than
economically viable, however. Philosophical convictions of some organic
growers are more important than maintaining sufficient income from the
farm, and they supplement their activities with external work.359 In this sense,
such farms as these are far from economically sustainable in the present
system. The relationship between the broader food system and individual
farms is of course crucial. Many organic proponents claim that it is the food
system itself that is the economic problem and which is ultimately
unsustainable.
Nonetheless, a significant number of organic farms are supported
directly and singly by the organic markets that they supply. With the relative
protection that many organic producers enjoy in the market place, there are
perhaps fewer incentives to constantly increase yields and cut input costs.

357

Bonanno, A, Busch, L, Friedland, W, Gouveia, Land Mingione, E (eds) (1994) From
Columbus to Conagra:The Globablisation of Agriculture and Food. Kansas: University of Kansas

Press
358Wynen, E and Edwards, G (1990) Towards a Comparison of Conventional and Chemical
Free Farming in Australia. Australian Journal of Agricultural Economics; 34(1): pp39-55.
359See Hassan and Associates (1995) The Domestic Market for Australian Organic Produce - An
Update. Melbourne: Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation. In times of
economic trouble this is a standard practice of the agricultural sector as a whole. Quite
regularly it is also the hidden labour of women, either in formal or informal work, which
maintains the viability of many a farming venture.
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When markets are small or regionally controlled, there tends to be less
emphasis placed on this type of competition. There have been criticisms from
outsiders that the organic market appears to have a "closed shop" policy,
360
which directly and indirectly prevents significant expansion of the industry.
Neo-classic economic thinking and "free trade" rhetoric would claim that
there is a fundamental flaw in this type of closed-market approach. Organic
production, however, is not viewed by its proponents within this
individualised economic framework as significantly as is the case with most
other conventional production systems. Taking a more ecosystemic
perspective on this, organic protagonists argue that organic production
systems are more holistic in their approach and therefore less concerned for
the interests of the single individual player. In this approach, there is more
emphasis on the broader definition of economics to encompass the whole
"house". Competition very much exists within organic producer and supplier
circles, but does so within self-defined parameters which constrain particular
production choices which might otherwise compromise broader ecosystem
integrity. This built-in constraint simply leads to innovation and creative
compromise in other areas of production and marketing - the backbone of
competitive systems. While there is some justifiable resistance from certain
sectors of the industry to flooding and over heating of the often fragile
organic market, such developments are taking place regardless, as growth in
the interest in the industry develops amongst conventional producers and
marketeers.
Because organic production often lacks the attention of agribusiness
and government interests, there have historically been far fewer built in
economic incentives and subsidies for such producers. While this has been
gradually changing in Australia, as noted, there still exist a number of
advantages enjoyed by conventional producers. These advantages are both
direct financial benefits, as well as external benefits that arise from nonaccounted for resource use or pollution. Included here could be placed
pesticide and herbicide residues in waterways, dry land and irrigation area
salinity from over consumption of subsidised water rights, and nitrate
leaching into water tables. The producers who cause such problems, whether
they be farmers or chemical companies, pay for few of these sorts of
"externalities". Therefore, a wider economic audit of organic practices would
360

Discussions with Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane wholesalers and exporters interested in
entering this market (1996-7). Also interviews with Coles buying managers in Melbourne
(November 1997) and Woolworths buying managers in Brisbane (September 1997).
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raise the economic viability standing relative to many mainstream practices.
The increase in the user pays principle, such as with water and the corporate
control of resources, is highlighting the ultimately uneconomic nature of
many conventional farming operations by such resources now being fiscally
costed at their real cost of extraction and use rather than at a subsidised rate. 361
Many of these operations are now being rationalised out of production with
these political and commercial changes.
There is a dearth of research into this area of economic and social
viability of organic systems, and much needs to be studied for a
comprehensive picture of this issue to be obtained. Because of variability
across sectors and regions, as well as individual farms, it is difficult to
develop a general answer to this question. What might be viable in one season
or period for one type of farming operation proves less viable in others. This
has been shown up in the different experiences of organic and conventional
broadacre producers in and out of drought periods in Australia and of course
is also highly reliant upon the vagaries of commodity price fluctuations.362
Rhetoric tends to rule in this area, with claims and counterclaims between
protagonists. What is clear is that the organic industry worldwide lacks the
research and financial support that the conventional sector enjoys which
would help deliver the sorts of research and messages desired by the organic
industry as a whole. However, even with desired research messages, there is
little guarantee of wider implementation of organic practice without other
major changes in social and political infrastructure.
3.10 Political Aspects of Sustainability
Much criticism has been leveled at the brittle and vulnerable nature of
centralised, high volume production practices such as modem industrial
agriculture, by proponents of less intensive and organic agricultures.363 It
could be argued that smaller scale, less intensive and less centralised food
production operations are far less vulnerable to sabotage or political and
economic turmoil. Highlighting this lessened reliance upon centralised
government control, some emergent organic producers in developing
countries have arisen from the consequences of sometimes decades without
access to modem agricultural inputs and technologies due to civil strife. In
361

See Bennett, J and Block, W (1991) Reconciling Economics with the Environment. Perth:
Australian Institute for Public Policy.
362Wynen, E and Edwards, G (1990) op. cit.
363Conford, P (ed) (1992) op. cit.; Goering, P (1993) op. cit.
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other cases there has been a resurgence of organic practice following
economic chaos.364 The rising levels of rural migration to already over
crowded and under serviced cities, the increasing volume of refugees world
wide, and the rising food import demands from such giant nations as China,
all add up to a very uncertain and risky future for global food production. In
such a climate, organic agriculture may certainly have a role to play, although
with a continuation of astronomical population increases and intensifying
urban migrations across the globe, such a role may be restricted. What is clear
is that there is a need to rely on a mixture of food production regimes - which
ideally could include organic production in regions suited to this.
The present technological trajectory in most regions of the world
continues to be of a high input, industrial agriculture nature - to the
detriment of many regions in the world which currently are highly
productive under less intensive and input-dependent production regimes.
The political pressures experienced by organic and low input agricultural
movements to conform to central government directives is intense.
Disorganised or unorganised low intensity agricultural producers of the
developed world are even more at the mercy of such governments and are
being actively encouraged to convert to conventional industrial agriculture. 365
That this is happening is in no way a reflection upon the political and social
suitability and sustainability of organic farming systems, even though this is
regularly used as an argument against the applicability of these systems.
Agribusiness interests and government directives for growth, combined with
a difficulty in disseminating information and action on such problematic and
unresolved topics as sustainability, usually militate against a fair political trial
for organic agricultural viability. The organic movement clearly shows
potential to be politically resilient and sustainable, with a focus on
participatory democracy, information and technical sharing, and community
focused activity. Present industrial agriculture and agribusiness have had a
tendency to encourage the move away from such activities and practices, and
to this end, have helped create some of the present instability in regional and
364Tue case of Cuba and its reversion to organic and low input agriculture after the collapse
of the USSR is exemplary here qf the ways in which modem industrial agriculture is reliant
upon political support systems of a particular centralised nature to maintain inputs and
supply. Other areas of the world, such as East Timor which has experienced civil war and
strife for decades, has seen a recent development of organic coffee producers, who, having
never had access to modem agrochemicals, were able to obtain organic certification by an
American certification agency and are now exporting to the world. Della-Giacoma, J (1997)
Clean beans from the grind of war Business Age 18/l/97 p3.
365
Shiva, V (1991) The Violence of the Green Revolution: Third World Agriculture, Ecology and
Politics, London: Zed Books.
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global politics. 366 Organic agriculture and other low-input agriculture
approaches offer one way out of some of these dilemmas and could play a
crucial role in future population and economic stabilisation.
While physical issues of sustainability are possibly the most crucial in
debates over sustainability, social, economic and political issues need to be
seen as integrated into, and co-constructed with, these physical issues. It can
be seen that many of the physical sustainability issues are completely
dependent upon changes or stabilisation of particular political and economic
networks and arrangements. The "limits" to resources of the "Limits to
Growth" school are not singularly about physical resource issues, but are
underpinned by the broader network of political, economic and social actors
which interact with, change, and are changed by, physical and technical
actors such as resources and the environment. For instance, much land
degradation in Australia has been, and was, made possible by economic
policies which encouraged, wittingly or not, numerous long term
unsustainable practices such as land clearance in saline environments,
overuse of water resources, and excess soluble fertiliser applications near
waterways. Without these supporting economic incentives, the radical change
in the physical dry lands Australian environment may well have been
considerably different than is presently the case in relation to the ecological
integrity of these regions.367 Similarly, in terms of reversing certain farm
related sustainability problems, nutrient replacement and the building of
humus in soils can be drastically modified by particular policies and
economic subsidies aimed at utilising municipal putrescible and sewerage
wastes which can then be returned to farm lands. This is not to suggest that
physical problems can be solved by non-physical actors alone, but merely that
physical entities are usually more dynamic and unpredictable than is often
made out, and that they rely upon social, economic and political networks to
maintain their existence. Debating notions of sustainability has hence been
rife with an extraordinary range of claims and presumptions that often
obscure the political and economic elements which are an integral part of the
sustainability debate in agriculture.

366

George, S (1986) How the Other Half Dies: The Real Reasons for World Hunger,
Harmondsworth, Penguin: Shiva, V (1991) op. cit.
367Beale, Band Fray, P (1990) The Vanishing Continent Sydney: Hodder and Stroughton;
Bennett, J (1991) op. cit.; Cocks, D (1992) Use With Care: Managing Australia's Natural Resources
in the Twenty First Century, Kensington: UNSW Press.
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3.11 Sustaining Controversy

Controversy over defining the parameters for economic and ecological
sustainability is bound to be an increasingly public and global issue, as
populations grow, and as there becomes greater demand for limited or
restricted resources. Assessment of sustainability and ESD relatedness are as
likely as scientific controversy disputes to be settled by rhetoric and social
interests, as by referral to hard scientific evidence. Indeed, the methods used
to "obtain" this "evidence", in itself, are constantly in dispute. Questioning of
appropriate methods, and debate over the acceptability of the level of
research and its "findings" are familiar characteristics of most scientific
disputes. At stake in these debates is the protection of scientific rationality
and orthodox scientific method. Protagonists, however, are directly involved
in destabilising their opponent's constructions of such notions. Scientific and
public disputes are inevitably disputes that are resolved in political and social
negotiations. Reference to and reliance upon correct scientific method and
evidence is a rhetorical ploy of stakeholders to gain scientific credence.368
Such accounts of controversies explain well the common features of
many scientific disputes. However, the issue of the SS researcher being
involved in such disputes has been less than resolved.369 SS have shown how
malleable and interdependent are notions of culture, nature and technology.
Evidence seems to bear out this level of interdependence or "co-construction"
of various actors involved and invoked in disputes - as I have shown with
agricultural practice and the physical worlds connected to such practice. For
example, agrochemical use for pest control becomes a self-fulfilling argument
for more of the same, as the farm environment changes in reaction to such
practices. For example, the loss of predator species through pesticide
applications leads to a more homogenous environment more prone to
widespread pest attack. Establishing any externally assessed levels of, or
guidelines for, sustainability, or defining exactly when something is no longer
sustainable is therefore rife with ambiguities. Physical and social systems are
not linear systems but fluid and dynamic systems. When limits are pushed
there is a large amount of evidence to suggest humans are extremely good at
368Schuster, J and Yeo, R (1986) The Politics and Rhetoric of Scientific Method: Historical Studies,
Boston; Engelhardt, Hand Caplan, A (eds) (1987) Scientific Controversies NY: Cambridge
University Press; Martin, B (1991) Scientific Knowledge in Controversy: The Social Dynamics of the
Fluoridation Debate Albany: State University of New York Press; Richards, E (1991) Vitamin C
and Cancer: Medicine or Politics? London: Macmillan.
369See 2.2
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adapting and designing new systems, sciences and technologies. The Green
and Industrial Revolution technologies have been spectacular examples of
this, however much they themselves have thrown up ecological and other
related problems. Nonetheless, a precautionary principle in our approach to
technology use and research is vital if we are not to overrun our own
ingenuity in the long term. How exactly a precautionary principle may work
in practice at a broader level is another contentious matter which cannot be
resolved in this thesis.
This issue of precaution in the face of technology choice boils down to
a fundamental point regarding sustainability. If sustainability can only clearly
be defined, determined and measured scientifically after its limits have been
exceeded, then it seems impossible to use such a term for policy and
regulation. The cases of Common Pool Resource sharing bear this out, as do
countless examples where resources are depleted before any change in social
and economic policy was enacted. Debate about sustainability of food
production systems tends to get sidetracked into linear arguments from both
sides. In terms of conventional economics it is presumed that the environment
will always cope with the pressures and demands placed upon it, and that as
environmental "commodities" become scarce or depleted, that market
mechanisms will restabilise the situation. This is clearly a huge presumption
that has not been borne out in history, and does not look like being borne out
into the future. It has become more an excuse for doing little or nothing to
modify some of our approaches to energy and resource use and to manage
risk. Equally though, those who argue as environmentalists, while seeing the
importance and limits of natural ecologies, often treat technology and science
in linear ways rather than acknowledging the potential of humans to change
ground rules over night and to turn crises into opportunities and benefits.
What is clear is that the controversial nature of the sustainability debate is
bound to be sustained by its multifarious social and political elements within
which it is embroiled.
3.12 Conclusion

In this chapter I have emphasised the importance of the social element within
the sustainability debate. The social aspect of technology, of diffusion of
technologies via extension services, and the community emphasis on
sustainable land and resource use all reveal a growing awareness of the social
nature of sustainability. The examples of Landcare and the study of CPR
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sharing are underlined by a strong commitment to the building and
strengthening of social community ties which create common purpose, allow
for community self regulation, and impart a sense of ownership of a given
region's environmental problems.
The OAM offers further examples of the importance of the social link
in ESD. Organic food production shares with the conventional food system
many dilemmas to developing more sustainable farming systems. Because
organic production is integrated into many facets of supply, transportation
and consumption of food commodities, these issues tend often to be similar.
But organic production also diverges from conventional agricultural
practices, offering means for sustainable management of resources. This of
course varies markedly across space and time, and relies heavily on the best
management practices and optimal wider economies of support being in
place. When we look at the specifics of organic production and consumption
we begin to see how multifaceted are these issues, and how varied are the
responses to finding solutions to sustainable ecologies and economies. What
seems to be clear is that without the development of more effective means of
costing in traditional "extemality" effects of conventional farming - both
social and physical - organic agriculture, and many other forms of
ecologically attuned agriculture, will continue to be viewed as less than
optimal in most instances from a conventional perspective. This structural
element cannot be over emphasised in terms of the effect it has on the
scientific and social standing of organic ideas and practices.
Organic practice and the social ties it builds go some of the way to
establishing commonalities between producers, building a sense of
commitment to sustainable practices, and establishing a system which
ensures adherence to crucial common pool interests. To this end organic
practice and technology present examples of viable and highly effective
sustainable food production systems which deserve a greater level of
legitimacy in mainstream agricultural researcher and producer awareness, if
not practice. Controversy over assessing the sustainability of differing
agricultural regimes tends to somewhat muddle these factors. The shifting
and indefinable nature of sustainability continues to embroil protagonists in
distracting dogma, using different terms and frames of reference, rather than
practical and real steps toward change. This is further distorted by
agribusiness interests which translate sustainability issues into
commercialised solutions likely to carry their own sustainability problems.
This approach takes the focus away from community based means of finding
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solutions to sustainability. Ultimately there needs to be awareness that any
technology choice brings with it a whole set of social, physical and political
agendas that impact on and change the social and physical environment of
which it is a part. Solutions therefore need to be sought which are appropriate
to, while interactive with, the local social landscape, rather than being
presumed to be universally applicable and appropriate across all economic
and physical terrains.
\
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Chapter 4) Global Organics

"Simplification is the first element necessary in the organisation of an actor-world:
indeed it is an inevitable result of translation."
Michel Callon (1986)

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed people can change the
world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has."
Margaret Mead, cited in organic retailer leaflet (1997)

"The ability to bring the knowledge back ifrom the unknown to the known world) and
enable two-way communication is the fundamental prerequisite for a knowledge
system to transcend the 'merely' local."
Helen Watson-Verran and David Turnbull (1995)
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4.0 Introduction

The extent and nature of the ecological sustainability debate in agriculture has
been such that it is inherently embroiled in social and political rhetoric. It has
been important to grasp the nature of this debate in order to understand the
dilemmas involved in establishing and moving toward the principles of
Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) outlined by Australian
government reports.370 There are a host of problems associated with resource
sharing and non-costed "externalities" which are stifling ESD related action at
both a policy and a practical level. We have explored some structural
economic and social elements which are preventing or resisting more
substantial moves toward greater sustainable land management practices.
And we have also seen how social research has itself often been less than
satisfactory in reporting in this area - tending to simply admonish the
inevitability of individual self interest driven resource depletion, and
interpreting all practices as arising from the interests of such individualised
actors. Similarly there has been a dearth of research into case studies which
do represent examples of effective or partly effective resource sharing which
accommodate the synergistic elements of community involvement in
environmental problems and adherence to ecological principles of resource
use. It is for these reasons that we tum to organic agriculture to further
examine the degree to which the movement is accommodating the needs of
effective resource sharing and the principles of ESD.
Organic agriculture is now a truly global movement, with industry
bureaucracies at a national and international level. Many governments of
developed countries around the world are also paying increasing attention to
the industry, as it is seen as a means of boosting exports, contributing to the
"value added" arena, while also delivering on a range of environmental,
social, economic and political objectives.371 Global organic trade is therefore
growing rapidly, and with it, an increased research interest in its principles.
With the growth of these markets has been the requirement for regulation, to
define exact standards for organic production, and to police producers who
enter into such practices.

370

Ecologically Sustainable Development Working Groups (1991) Final Report: Agriculture.
Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service. See also related reports in Mining,
Tourism, Fishing, Forestry.
371 Lampkin, N and Padel, S (eds) (1994) The Economics of Organic Farming: An International
Perspective Wallingford, UK: CAB International.
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To explore the organic movement in Australia, it is necessary to first
gain a global perspective on the social, political and market context within
which it is situated. In this chapter I outline the world movement of organic
agriculture and food production. I look at the present global trade in organic
commodities, the level of production activity that can be subsumed under the
label of organic, and the characteristics of the markets that support these
commodities. I close by relating this to the Australian situation, in terms of
markets, in terms of production capacity, and in terms of the philosophical
and social roots of the wider organic movement.
4.1 Historic Worldwide Organic Movements
Organised resistance to "scientific agriculture" can be traced well back into
the nineteenth century. The new scientific agriculture, based on the research
of scientists like Justus Liebig and Louis Pasteur, was flourishing by the late
nineteenth century. In classic reductionist style, this new scientific agriculture
emphasised the peak importance of isolated elements such as nitrogen and
phosphorus in the fertility cycle of plants.372 In the wake of this popular
scientific movement, however, was a pool of disenchanted agriculturalists
who shunned such beliefs, emphasising instead the traditional and more
holistic importance of humus in soil fertility, and the cultural practices of
stock and crop rotation on generally smaller holdings. They resisted the social
and technical moves that were radically changing agricultural practice, and in
their view disrupting natural physical and cultural cycles. The Steiner and
worldwide Biodynamic movements that originated in Austria and Germany
in the early twentieth century were typical of this social and technical
resistance.373 The survival of the vitalist movement in the nineteenth century
can similarly be aligned with social resistance to the technical and social
changes which modem industrial society was undergoing throughout this
period. Vitalists view natural forces and phenomena as behaving in
organismal or biologically dynamic ways, rather than as a machine - the
standard view of a more mechanical philosophy. So radically different and
anti-establishment were the views of the biodynamic movement, which held
372Hall, R (1984) Food For Nought: The Decline in Nutrition London: Harper and Row; Rossiter,
M (1975) The Emergence of Agricultural Science: Justus Liebig and the Americas 1840-1880. New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press.
373Various less formal groups developed across the developed world, from the US to Japan
through this period. The very informal nature of many of these groups has militated against
thorough research into most of them.
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vitalist beliefs about nature, that the Nazis outlawed its practice during their
reign in Germany.374 These vitalist and biodynamic movements possessed
philosophies that had distinctly different views of nature and its character.
They also contained understandings of ecological and human health which
were vastly different to that associated with classical chemical and mechanical
models of nature and the human body. It has been out of these sorts of
movements that the organic movement has descended, and, in varying
degrees, borrowed from.
In this century there has been a range of other theorists and
practitioners of organic style agriculture who have been highly influential in
the Organic Agriculture Movement (OAM). The often-cited leaders in this
field have been the Rodales in the US, Lady Eve Balfour in the UK, and the
British soil scientist Sir Albert Howard, as well as Masanobu Fukuoka in
Japan.375 There are numerous other personalities, many alive today, who
continue the publicising, the researching and the practice of organic farming
techniques. As organic research becomes more formalised in developed
nations, the intellectual ownership of organic philosophy and science is
becoming less and less personalised with most organic farmers being only
vaguely aware of the personalities, the cultural history and the early research
upon which their industry is based. The exception to this would be the
biodynamic movement, where, in places such as Australia, there is still a
single dominant personality who is associated with and defines the
. d ynam1c
. movement .376
b io
The last three decades have seen a concerted development and use of
the word "organic" and the marketing of produce claimed to be differentiated
from conventional produce. It has also been over the last few decades that a
particular style of organised resistance has developed in counter movement to
industrial agribusiness. This organised nature of the organic movement has
involved the establishment of organisations or industry bureaucracies which
are involved in promoting the industry, protecting its interests and regulating
374Tate, W (1994) The Development of the Organic Industry Market: An International
Perspective, in Lampkin, N and Padel, S (1994) op. cit. Apparently this was from direct
pressure from the growing chemical lobby who were in direct conflict with many biodynamic
ideas and practices. Most likely the cultural clash of starkly different social worlds also
played a significant part in this.
375Fukuoka, M (1978) The One-Straw Revolution: An Introduction to Natural Farming Emmaus:
Rodale Press; Howard, A (1979) An Agricultural Testament Volumes 1-4 New York: Oxford
University Press; Rodale, R (1981) <;Jur Next Frontier Emmaus: Rodale Press.
376
Alex Podolinksy, based in Poweltown in Victoria, is credited with founding and
maintaining the Australian biodynamic organisation - the Biodynamic Research Institute and with carrying the world recognised marketing label for biodynamic - the Demeter label.
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its practices. Robert Goldberg classifies social movements of this sort as "a

formally organised group that acts consciously and with some continuity to promote
or resist change through collective action."377 Given this definition, we could
easily define the organised social practices of organic food production as a
social movement. However, many different agricultural and food production
practices could be subsumed under the banner of organic practice. Indeed the
organic movement in a less organised sense can be traced back well before the
1970s. For the moment, I am interested in the more formally organised
elements of such practices, specifically those practices that are explicit in their
ownership of the word organic. This therefore rules out of focus such
movements as the Permaculture and the Biodynamic movements, as well as a
host of less formal and more localised groups which may use the generic term
organic.378 There is of course no clear dividing line between such groupings,
and many of these groups share common members and aims with those of the
more formalised organic movement.
The organic movement can be defined, then, as the collection of social
groups and practices which share a common aim of promoting, maintaining
and protecting the interests of organic food and fibre producers, marketeers
and consumers. It is impossible to disregard the importance of grassroots and
informal groups in this movement. The existence of these varied and multiple
sub-groups is indeed one of the-main strengths, and definitely one of the
classic characteristics of the organic movement. The movement comprises a
vast range of different social, economic and political and technical groups or
actors. This heterogeneity could most effectively be defined on the basis of the
networks of actors, which make up its ranks. These actors cross over many
social, economic and technical terrains and social worlds. With the fast pace
of change of many global and regional food and fibre markets, these actors
are also busy re-negotiating and formalising new and unprecedented
alliances.

377Goldberg, R (1991) Grassroots Resistance: Social Movements in Twentieth Century America.
Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company. p2
378This selection, while problematic in that it does not give a comprehensive picture of
alternative agricultural movements in Australia, has been necessary given the scope of the
thesis. Alternative movements, agriculture being no exception, have of course suffered from
this issue of being written out of mainstream awareness and history. It is the more formal
elements of the organic movement which are integrated or are attempting a certain degree of
integration with mainstream markets, which makes them a particularly interesting grouping
to investigate during a period which is seeing increased government and market interest in
this latter grouping.
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4.2 Regulation of the Organic Industry

In such a climate of change which is seeing the wider uptake of organic
practices and ideas by conventional practitioners, the very issue of defining,
regulating and protecting what exactly is organic practice becomes crucial.
The definition of organic is a constantly negotiated one in the marketplace, in
courts of law, and in grassroots organic circles. These social and regulatory
groups are directly responsible for maintaining a differentiation of the notion
of organic commodities, to allow survival and promotion of such products in
the wider food commodity market. These social groupings are therefore very
important actors in the networks which maintain and stabilise organic
technologies and sciences. Such regulatory groups range from grassroots
organisations, through government bodies, to marketing authorities. They
play the role of protecting the end product by a range of means. This has
meant that these groups intervene at the production level of organic
commodities, as well as at the consumer market end. So they play a direct role
in organic practices and technologies, as well as in the steering of organically
related science. The certification agencies are the paramount regulatory arm
of the industry, acting effectively as Quality Assurance auditors.
It could be argued that these regulatory groups supply the "sticking
material" to link a range of actors together into a consolidated network. In
this sense they become obligatory passage points (OPPs) for those wishing to
enlist in the organic movement and to claim organic legitimacy.379 As we will
see in later chapters, the existence of these groups as OPPs is far from clear
cut or stable. ANT claims that it is the length and extent of networks that
defines the truthfulness and success of ideas and technologies. These
regulatory networks of the organic movement, as OPPs, are a crucial part in
the development of the acceptance of the "truth" of organic ideas and the
successfulness and acceptance of organic technologies as the global market for
organic commodities expands.
As has been noted in previous chapters, following the 1950s/60s boom
in new agricultural technologies in the developed world, there has been a
counter movement which has seen a rise in public demand for food
production perceived to be relatively free from the problems of this new
industrial food system. Riding on the back of the social and environmental
movements of the 1960s and 1970s, such demands were gradually integrated
mto organised practices and codes through formalised social groupings of the
379Latour, B (1987) Science In Action. Milton Keynes: Open University Press.
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emergent organic movement.380 These developments have varied markedly
across countries and states. While the 1970s saw substantial development of
formalised groups in the US and Western Europe, it was not until the second
half of the 1980s that Australia witnessed formalised organic groups. Formal
constitutions, definitions and frames of reference were drafted and enacted by
these groups through this period of the 1970s and 1980s. These groups tended
to be self-funded and volunteer-based in operational structure and served as
forums for the sharing of information, experience and research, the trading of
resources and technologies, and providers of social support. Over time, a
main focus of a number of these groups became market definition and
regulation of organic products. In this sense, the formal, organisational
organic movement is extremely young, and in fact still does not often exist in
this form in most areas of the world outside of the developed economies.
4.3 Distinguishing and Defining Organics

The irony is that while organic agriculture exists, by definition, mainly in the
market places of the developed world, there are most certainly more organic
styled practices by land area and probably production volume, in the rest of
the developing world. Modem "scientific", or at least industrial agriculture
has, for one reason or another, not been able to reach such areas to the extent
to which it has penetrated more accommodating regions of the world. For
instance, in sub-Saharan Africa, physical and technical barriers continue to
block significant uptake of Green Revolution technologies, whereas for China
there have long been cultural and political barriers to industrially modernise
agriculture. This of course is rapidly changing.381 Most of this traditionally
produced food and fibre is sold either locally or regionally, or is exported into
the conventional world market. Vast areas of countries from China to Chad
still produce under conditions that could well be defined as organic by
developed world standards. Due to a less developed middle class, and the
less developed market for agrochemical products (and therefore a consumer
reaction against them), such a formalised market for organics, as exists in the
developed world, tends to be small to non-existent in such economically "less

380By formalised, I am referring to the nature of these groups which usually exhibit a formal
constitution, while having established codes and practices for members to conform to and
often having a bureaucratic division of labour. This is to be distinguished from many grass
roots groups which tend to be more fluid and open in their structures.
381 Particularly in the case of chemical inputs, with huge marketing campaigns into China,
South America and South and S/E Asia by the major agrochemical MNCs.
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developed" areas. What does exist is usually of the export kind to developed
nations which possess both of the above factors, and therefore markets, more
substantially. 382
While such agricultural practices could be termed organic, such
practices are usually far different from developed world organic agriculture.
There is a mainstream myth that circulates in the developed world that
organic agriculture is mainly pre WWII agriculture - that is, modern
agriculture minus synthetic chemicals, big machinery, and modern varieties
of seeds and fertilisers. This is far from the case. Organic agriculture, while
generally limiting itself in its use of certain modern techniques and
technologies, utilises numerous modern technologies to improve yields and
maintain soil fertility and stock and crop health. These range from pheromone
traps and biological control methods, through modern machinery and storage
systems, to sophisticated computing and communication systems. On many
organic farms in the developed world, there might be significant use of cool
storage systems, fumigation control reliant on steam, chilling or COx gases,
anti pest machinery such as huge vacuum cleaners on some strawberry farms
in the US, the latest in tractor technology for laser leveling of beds, spraying
equipment and planting and harvesting technology, and extensive
greenhouse production systems. All these systems may be reliant upon expert
consultants, high tech equipment, the latest in machinery, and quite often
significant input costs. This is not to mention the down-stream processing,
packaging, transport and retailing of produce, which can often times be more
sophisticated and intricate than, if not on par with, its conventional
counterparts.383 Organic practitioners therefore often draw on the resources
and work of mainstream research and development institutions, while also
honing their own skills of farm management to meet the exacting demands
for organic production of quality food and fibre products.
These aspects reveal how many organic operations are intricately
interwoven with the conventional food system. Packaging, transportation,
382Papua New Guinea, for instance grows organic coffee, certified by an Australian
organisation, and imported into Australia and other developed countries. There is no market
for such differentiated product in PNG. This is similar to the case with East Timor and its
developing organic coffee trade. Cuba is another case, where, having had low input, organic
type agricultural practice thrust on them with the collapse of Soviet economic support, has
sought out organic markets.
383Many large food processors around the world have lines of organic produce which they
send down their conventional, highly sophisticated, production lines. To do so requires a
Quality Assurance program which assures no mixing of produce occurs. Further, specific
cultural and technical measures have to be taken to ensure no contamination occurs across
lines.
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seed and stock inputs are often the same systems shared by both. For the
organic industry to define itself as unique and distinct, there are cultural and
technical measures taken to separate out such practices.384 Issues over what is
acceptable and what is outside the bounds of organic production are
constantly mooted. These may include cultural aspects such as stocking rates,
animal treatments and biodiversity protection, and technical matters such as
chemical and biotechnology use. There are ever present tensions amongst
producers, regulators and consumers over what should be allowed and what
should be refused. At the heart of these issues is the "dance" the organic
movement partakes in to accommodate the needs of its (culturally mutating)
membership, whilst remaining resilient and successful in the wider economy,
and remaining faithful to its aims of sustainable, low input production.
4.4 Markets of Support

Ironically, it is in those market areas where the organic movement has been
able to integrate to a significant level with the mainstream food system that
has generally seen the greatest growth in production and consumption of
organics. Whether supplying supermarkets, export markets, or utilising
carefully packaged, "time conscious" produce to fit in with present mass
market trends, such practices tend to tap the wealthy end of the market which
shows a rising and unmet demand for such produce.
The worldwide organic movement can therefore be generalised as one
supported to a significant extent by a wealthier middle class sector of the
developed world. Whatever the merits of some of the above issues for
sustainability, this market sector tends to be concerned about or in support of
one or more of the issues surrounding public and individual health, rural
sector decline, and the protection of the environment. As one organic
wholesaler put it, there is "an ideological component [we] are still reliant upon"
for a significant amount of their market.385 Ironies aside, it is usually extremely
difficult to obtain food through the major food distribution systems of the
developed world without being compromised in relation to one or more of
the above issues. Indeed, there have been concerns raised about "green
washing" or green consumerism and its real, as opposed to projected,

384See chapter 6.5 technical issues
John Williams, Organic Wholesalers, Victoria, personal communication (1995).
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adherence to environmental principles.386 Consumer markets being what they
are - with a level of built in anonymity of produce and its origins- sales are
affected greatly by packaging and sales campaigns. Such campaigns regularly
enlist and play on the constructed consumer desire for purity, safety and
naturalness of foods and lifestyles. Organic food and organic fibre markets
tap into only a small sector of this fast growing area of the consumer market.
With the growing global trade links developing between nations of both the
north and south, there has been a rising awareness of the lucrative nature of
global organic markets. This has led to organic export drives by a number of
nations.387
It is this export element of the organic market which is raising most

government and corporate interest. Much of this style of production is
agribusiness in orientation, in that for these producers, there are often large
input costs, demands on material resources, and significant use of modem
industrial technologies. There are many input and service industries which
supply this organic area of the market, although they still tend to differ from
their mainstream agribusiness counterparts both in terms of size as well as the
nature of commodities traded.388 Like the mainstream farming sector,
agribusiness interests have tended to develop outside the farm gate, where
service companies and suppliers of inputs, as well as wholesaling and
retailing companies find it easiest to control and expand capital investment.
These interests are helping the bottom line of the organic market grow in
significant ways, sometimes in advance of conventional food market growth.
This development has not taken place, however, without criticism from those
within the movement that corporate interests and major supermarket
involvement will lead to a dilution of organic principles and ideals.389
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Plant, Jand Plant, C (1991) Green Business: Hope or Hoax? Philadelphia, PA: New Society
Publishers.
387This list includes Chile, Brazil, South Africa as well as Cuba. Meanwhile countries like
Australia are finding markets such as baby food to Japan, apples to Germany, and fresh
vegetables into Asian supermarket chains.
388
Common examples of organic input commodities are: pelletised fertilisers based on
manures; seaweed and fish waste oil sprays for fertilising; pyrethrum, derris and Bt and other
naturally derived pesticide sprays or biological pest controls.
389Campbell, H (1996) Organic Agriculture in New Zealand: Corporate Greening,
Transnational Corporations and Sustainable Agriculture pp 153-172 in Burch, D, Rickson, R
and Lawrence, G (1996) Globalization and Agri-Food Restructuring Aldershot: Avebury; Plant, J
and Plant, C (1991) Green Business: Hope or Hoax? Philadelphia, PA: New Society Publishers.
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4.5 The Informal Economy of Organics
There is also a whole informal sector to most organic movements
worldwide, and many argue that this is the real or true movement. This
grouping would include local marketing of produce, bartering, and farmer
direct sales. Organic for many of these groups is also related to the modes of
distribution and consumption involved in delivering a food item from the
paddock to the plate. Community Supported Agriculture (CSA), and a range
of variants on the theme of urban support for local farmers, feature in
countries where an agrarian identity is firmly established. Certain regions of
the US and Europe have vestiges of such farmer networks which may include
farmers' markets where farmers sell their produce direct to the public. These
organised groupings are seen as essential elements of a more sustainable food
system. That is, the organic product is not viewed in isolation simply as a
product with high nutritional and low synthetic chemical status, fulfilling
consumer desires for purity and safety. For many in these groups, organic
production is as much about the process of production and consumption and
the impacts that this has, as it is about the end product.
It is these informal sectors which are rarely researched satisfactorily by
social and economic research agencies.390 These sectors also play a large role
in the hidden economy of organics. The lack of focus on such groups, as with
many alternative movements, is symptomatic of mainstream, universalist
thinking. This has also been the problem with organic industry research in
Australia to date. What is not part of the mainstream market or mainstream
consciousness is deemed irrational, irrelevant or insignificant. This method of
analysis is fundamentally flawed, and needs to be superseded. These sectors
should not be disregarded in assessing the strength of the movement. Much
of the activist support for the organic movement comes from these social
fringe areas, which were the driving forces behind its formalised birth
through the 1970s and 1980s. Further, it is this informal sector which often is
the supporter of local farming networks which many view as the essence of
the organic movement.
While we talk about the global movement of organics, the movement is
generally national, if not regional in nature. Linkages depend on common
bonds of interest - either sectoral interests between say wine or herb

390Due to it being both a difficult subject area to study and measure, as well as there being far
less economic imperative and interest involved in such informal sectors, there are few broad
studies of such areas.
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producers, or regionally based similarities such as Tasmania, southern
Queensland, northern NSW, etc. Being largely outside many government
economic development projects and most agribusiness corporate interests, the
movement is still largely reliant upon self funding, self regulation and user
pays market development. Generally the regulation of organic affairs is also
external to governmental and legal concerns and control, and therefore such
matters also tend to fall into the hands of the movement itself. For these
reasons, the organic movement has traditionally been locally focused and
small scale, relative to the mass developments of conventional agriculture and
food production. This historical nature of the organic movement, as we will
see later, fuels some of the tensions between groups which vie for national
regulatory control and market leadership in domestic markets or exports. As
global trade increases, organic commodity trade has increased with it. This is
changing the traditional nature and the regulated identity of organic
commodities.
4.6 NGO Regulation in Formal Organic Economies
While traditionally the regulation and development of organic practices has
been a locally oriented, regional affair, there are developments which are
gradually bringing such activities into national and international arenas. The
establishment of national and also international bodies responsible for the
regulation and promotion of organic practices has been an example of this.
These bodies deal with the constant schisms between the needs and desires of
local and regional constituencies, against the interests, sometimes, of the
wider international organic movement and, more often, the global consumer
market. As with national and regional organic groups in various countries,
the issue of standards and regulation is a constantly negotiated and contested
one from all sides. There are various players in this field.
The International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements
(IFOAM) exemplifies the international move to draw the organic movement
into a stronger global position, drawing on support from within the ranks of
the industry itself. The Federation is a collection of nationally and regionally
based organic regulatory bodies, corporate and associate members, and aims
to promote and protect the interests of the organic movement globally. The
organisation, collation and dispersal of research into, and knowledge about,
organic production is another role played by this body. Apart from its
promotional efforts, !FOAM is involved in establishing and in some cases
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policing standards of production and supply for the worldwide orgaruc
industry. Standards and regulation are maintained by individual IFOAM
member certification bodies around the world. Such bodies apply to IFOAM
for endorsement and accreditation, which then enables them access to
particular markets, while gaining a prestigious marketing edge by carrying
the IFOAM accreditation label.391 IFOAM was established in the 1980s, and
hence is only now beginning to consolidate its position. It presently has over a
dozen major certification bodies worldwide who adhere to its standards, as
well as hundreds of member groups. With an annual administrative charge
for services which is beyond the means of many organic groups while the
industry remains small, certification with IFOAM is far from universal.392
IFOAM is however positioning itself to become a stronger player in
developing regulatory guidelines and lobbying for organic-friendly
government policy for the global organic movement.
Such a world wide coverage is not singularly the domain of IFOAM,
although there are no other non-government organisation (NGO) bodies like
IFOAM which are involved in the regulation of practices specifically for
organic commodities. The Independent Organic Inspectors Association
(IOIA), which represents the interests of organic inspectors around the world,
is still in its infancy. The IOIA is an organisation which is independent from
any one certification agency, and systematises the training and inspection
standards of registered inspectors who may work for those agencies. Other
global bodies are more information dispersing and promotional bodies. The
World Sustainable Agriculture Association (WSAA) falls into this role,
although not specifically for organic agriculture. Based in Washington DC,
this organisation is a pivotal point for many lobby and interest groups
involved in developing more sustainable agricultural systems. Such groups as
this one play essential linking roles in pressuring governments to establish or
maintain policies and funding which may be beneficial to organic production
methods. They have been part of the establishment of R&D efforts in the US
under such labels as LISA - Low Input Sustainable Agriculture. In times
where R&D is increasingly being privatised, and therefore where research
funds are being directed more to short term private interest commercial
391See appendix on Organic Industry Structure.
392Such a charge can easily be A$10-20,000 in the first few years which is often beyond the
financial reach of most organic organisations which run either on a non profit basis, or which
have limited budgets and small surpluses. The Demeter label, which defines biodynamic
produce, is the biodynamic equivalent of the !FOAM accreditation system in terms of having
a globally established and recognised marketing system where national bodies register the
right to market under the Demeter logo.
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payoff, the power that organisations like the WSAA exert makes them crucial
actors in the arsenal to promote research interests that are subsumed under
the banner of sustainable agriculture.
There are other organisations such as the Japanese Mokichi Okada
Association (MOA), which play a similar role. Based upon membership
funding and philanthropic funds from the organisation's late founder, this
organisation has offices in many countries of the world.393 It aims to promote
what it calls "Nature Farming", along with a particular variety of holistic
medicine and the fine arts as a package for healthy life and philosophy for
individuals and society. Its experimental farms serve as meeting places for all
kinds of delegates from around the world, and for its own co-operative
members in Japan. One of the main aims of the organisation is to promote and
encourage the uptake of Nature Farming practices worldwide. It also actively
involves itself with agricultural research organisations in trials with a wide
range of nature farming and organic type practices in various terrains around
the world.
These organisations, through such avenues as annual conferences,
publications, mainstream R&D links, and lobbying of trade organisations and
governments, are important links in the promotion of the organic industry
globally. While not necessarily carrying the banner name of organics, these
groups add to the movement's power in lobbying for changes to economic,
social and environmental policies that directly impact on and affect the
organic movement. Such forces have had a lessened impact over the last
decade, as public interest in environmental issues has tended to wane or be
diverted. After a period in the 1970s and 1980s which saw significant levels of
direct funding for organic research and extension, the early 1990s has tended
to be a period which is witnessing a stagnant period of interest and support,
although this varies between countries.394 Some of the interest and funding
has been channeled more widely into sustainable agriculture research and
incentives for producers to take up such practices. Some of this sustainable
393Such as Brazil, Peru, Chile, and numerous European countries. Melbourne is the central
office for Australia and NZ (Naohiko Saeke, personal communication, 1996).
394The 1970s particularly saw some Western nations show a great increase in interest for low
input and low energy consuming production practices in the wake of the oil crises of the
1970s. With the dropping of energy prices through the 1980s, against the predictions of the
1970s, this interest waned. The 1990s has also been a period where many developed economy
governments have reined in spending budgets. First to go in such campaigns are usually the
more 'ecological' or non-individualist interest areas. Nonetheless EU and US spending is
presently relatively high, while Australia's is low. The partial sale of Telstra and the
consequent injection of funds into the National Heritage Fund may well see a new upturn in
spending and support for these areas.
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research and policy is counter to, or peripheral to organic interests. An
example of this is "conservation farming" or ''low tillage" practices.395 As
sustainable development becomes a popular political and economic concept,
the organic movement has had to move to protect its own interests from being
translated and co-opted by these developments. Such NGOs as IFOAM have
been important players in having the voices of the organic industry heard.
4.7 State Regulation

While national and international government bodies have tended to shy away
from involvement with organic agriculture at a regulatory and market level
over the last few decades, there is a new governmental trend towards
regulation of standards. The World Trade Organisation (WTO) is also now
becoming involved in the establishment of trading standards for organics.
This poses new problems as well as opportunities for the movement. The
WTO, being a trad~ organisation, is specifically focused on issues of
marketing, labeling, and the maintenance of open markets on the world
scene. For this reason the WTO is outside the cultural boundaries of the
organic movement, sharing little, if any, of its philosophy. The WTO,
however, looks set to play an increasing role in the regulation of the shipment
of international organic goods. Submissions are presently being discussed
over the definition of the word organic, and the acceptable ways in which it
can be marketed.396
This process inevitably intensifies the pressures to simplify and
homogenise the processes involved in regulation. For instance it is presently
accepted that only the word organic will be accepted as a marketing and trade
label in the Codex scheme (see below). The word biodynamic will not be
accepted under the present arrangements of the scheme. This has caused
much consternation and frustration from elements of the industry that are
strongly committed to a differentiated product which recognises the
uniqueness of biodynamic products. Such issues as these, and the
negotiations over acceptable inputs and practices, including marketing,
395Jn

these instances, synthetic herbicides are used in preference to ploughing for weed
control. This is claimed to maintain soil structure and therefore prevent soil erosion,
particularly on marginal lands. This has clearly been of benefit for many farmers who have
taken up the practices. Ironically such conservation farming involves putting more synthetic
chemicals into the farming environment.
396The latest round of talks being in Ottawa, Canada in May this year, which will be ongoing
over the coming few years before a general agreement is reached on many separate issues of
concern to different sectors of the industry.
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packaging and transport, will be placed increasingly under pressure to
conform to these world standards in order to maintain their markets. The
nature of much of the organic movement is (many would argue) inherently
, heterogeneous and locally specific. Such "harmonising" moves as those made
by the WTO are seen by many as moves away from what is at heart organic
production and philosophy. The opposing argument is that these
developments are essential if organic products are to compete on the global
market and to increase market share of the world food economy. These
growing pains of the organic movement are symptomatic of many
conventional food and fibre production sectors of the world as they have
dealt with exposure to global markets and external regulation and control.
However, for the organic movement with its explicit interests and
commitments to natural production systems which are inherently
heterogeneous and unpredictable, these processes of harmonisation with
global or mass markets pose particular hurdles which are oftentimes
unresolvable and incommensurable with the aim of a globalised market place.
The Codex Alimentarius plays a crucial role in such issues of
regulation and control. Set up in 1963, it is operated jointly by the World
Health Organisation (WHO) and the Food and Agriculture Organisation
(FAQ). Organic standards are yet to be a significant feature of this document,
although presently organic products are listed as a specialist commodity with
their own guidelines and specifications. The Codex Alimentarius document
sets out the guidelines for food regulation and standards on the global
market. With the expansion of the WTO into the internal affairs of many
nations worldwide, such a document is set to have a major impact on food
production technologies and practices, much like its international and
regional NGO organic counterparts have. However, being a global
organisation with specific trade interests represented may mean far more
pressure to lower standards to a lowest common denominator.397 The first
and foremost interest of many members of the WTO is protection and
expansion of trade in their own food commodities, rather than of food or
environmental considerations per se.398 Under such a regime of thinking,
397The cadmium standard in Australia is an example of pressures to lower standards to
conform with the rising levels of cadmium in the Australian environment. WTO/Codex
standards allow a higher level of cadmium relative to present Australian standards. Rather
than developing standards that are tighter for all players globally, the trend is to
accommodate all players and therefore often use the lowest, 'dirtiest' standards of any one
player as the yard stick for all standards.
398Lang, T and Hines, C (1993) The New Protectionism: Protecting the Future Against Free Trade,
London: Earthscan Publications.
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techniques and technologies that enhance the commodification of food are
encouraged. Such an approach may mean compromising the standards of the
organic movement across the world. The establishment and implementation
of this document under the rubric of the WTO has the same potential
implications for food standards generally.
These developments also have implications for the sorts of R&D
carried out for food technologies and as a consequence the sorts of knowledge
that are developed on food and agricultural science. Organic practices and
technologies are bound to be affected by these moves. The Codex document,
like the WTO, is made up of its constituent members who create and maintain
such documents and organisations. As organic commodities continue to enter
the global market, the interests behind such moves will no doubt also have
their own impact on the WTO and other global regulatory bodies. While this
means that there will be organic interests represented at such forums, the
pressures to harmonise standards and to simplify trade pose particular
problems and dilemmas for the global organic food industry.
4.8 The Backlash Against Universal Regulation
As markets have expanded, there has been a corresponding development of
regulatory bodies and regional or national bodies for the production and
marketing of organics. Such bodies are still growing in number, as new
markets open up, or as particular food or agricultural sectors consolidate and
are able to control and promote their own affairs. The organic industry has
also seen some amalgamation of NGO and regional organic groups over the
past decade.399 With the contestations and negotiations that arise over
definition and production standards of organics, however, the movement
continues to also experience breakaway groups. These groups may challenge
the legitimacy of other groups in their regulation and protection of organic
markets, and establish their own frameworks for regulation and marketing.
This takes numerous forms. Occasionally a regional grouping will form its
own regional standards and regulatory procedures. Sectors of the industry
may also break off to form their own self regulated groups specific to their
industry needs. Other groups may form due to particular cultural beliefs or

399For instance

in UK the Soil Association and the Organic Farmers and Growers Ltd (OF&G)
announced amalgamation in February 1995. Similar developments have occurred in New
Zealand with BioGro the main certification body.
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experiences.40o Such developments, combined with the original regional
flavour of the organic movement has meant that there generally exist quite a
number of certification and regulation bodies in any one country. France has
such organisations numbered in dozens, Germany and the U.S in the 40s,
while Australia has 6. New Zealand, running in the opposite direction, now
has one main body for organic and one for biodynamic production. Most of
these groups, however, are usually still bonded by common practices and
beliefs, even while carrying different names and regulating themselves with
different standards and procedures. In fact, many of these regional organic
groups are mainly set up to support that region, dispersing information,
conducting field days, and promoting produce. There are some groups that
have broken ties and established their own carefully defined and self
regulated practices and markets. Formal or informal social ties, however, in
one way or another connect most organic groups, and their activities give the
movement a combined strength it would otherwise lack.
Nonetheless, organic movements in many developed world countries
lack "peak" industry bodies that speak with one voice to their governments,
media and industry. This means there is usually a lack of high level political
lobby power available to the organic movement. The general inability of such
groups to speak with one voice is a problem inherent in many heterogeneous
groupings. In the case of the organic movement, this has exacerbated the
social world divide which it exhibits with the mainstream.
This situation does vary considerably across countries. Certain
European countries and states in the US which have well established
agricultural lobby groups have generally been able to win support from
governments for support for organic practices. There have been concessions
given for financial support for conventional farmers "converting" to
organics.401 Research and Development (R&D) funding for organics and "Low
Input" agriculture has also been earmarked within general research budgets.
Marketing support and encouragement to develop national standards have
also been part of these packages. As a consequence some of these countries,
such as Germany, the Netherlands, France and US have booming organic
production levels relative to the rest of the world. Other countries are
4001 have in mind here both regional groups which may have particular experiences different
from mainlanders eg TOPS. I am also thinking of cultural and religious type beliefs which
define some groups and lead them to develop separate groups to maintain their identity, for
example Biodynamics.
401 Lampkin, N and Padel, S (1994) op. cit. Such a move from conventional to organics usually
is economically taxing on farmers in the first few years, due to a host of factors - see chapter 6.
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beginning to enjoy the direct involvement of TNCs such as in NZ where
Watties has boosted organic production and farmer numbers through the
development of processed organic lines.402 Other countries again, lacking
major government interest, small and less sophisticated markets, and lacking
an export drive, have experienced a slowing of growth, such as in Australia.
So overall, the global organic industry, since its formal inception into
the world market through the 1970s and 1980s, has undergone steady to
strong growth. Regulatory bodies that have developed with this growth have
vied for positions of authority to speak for local, regional, national and
international organic groups. These groups have been both non-government
and government in origin. The regulation of the notion of organic and the
distinction of products as organic in the market place have been essential
roles of these groups for the protection and development of organic markets
worldwide. Outside these regulatory frameworks and market protections,
organic agriculture exists in many regional areas, in developed and less
developed countries alike. With the gradual advance of agribusiness, these
pockets of organic practice are being placed under threat, and are being
drawn into mainstream industrial agricultural production. Other regions
which have secured local support for organic practices have tended to slip
through the social researcher's sieve. While limited in numbers and extent,
such groups exist, and add considerable strength to the economies and social
structures of some regions. Overall the world organic scene varies greatly,
from informal sectors that have no differentiation of organic produce and
which traditionally produce outside of modern industrial practices, through
highly regulated global markets for organic commodities serving mainly the
middle class niche element of advanced capitalist economies, and on into a
more informal, community based support network of more generic,
unregulated organic food commodities.
4.9 Market Trends and Cultural Fluxes

The world market in organics over the past three decades has been one of
steady to erratic upward growth. While the global food industry as a whole is
growing, the market share of organics, while particularly small, is outpacing
this. Entering the formal economies of the developed world through the 1970s
and 1980s, it is now most common for organic market growth to be double
402These products have been a success to the point where they are now entering the
Australian market in the form of frozen vegetable lines.
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figured annually. 403 Arising initially from environmental and regional
agriculture movements, the market for organics today is supported by a host
of, mainly urban, concerned and interested citizens. Markets have been
particularly strong where there is both a strong support base for locally
produced goods, and where issues of the "environment" feature high on the
political and social agenda. In such developed markets, organics has been
particularly associated in the consumer's eye with healthy, safe and pure
products. For this reason, whenever there is a food poisoning scare, or when a
particular food industry chemical or agricultural pesticide comes under
public scrutiny, organic products tend to experience a significant upsurge in
demand. This demand is not always maintained, but the market rarely falls to
its original levels of demand.
A classic example of a food chemical scare and consumer panic is the
Alar case in the US in the late 1980s, as noted earlier. In a classic example of
how powerful can be the use of a combination of movie stars, media and
appeals to children's health, the "scandal" hit the press all over the US in a
matter of days.404 Initial consumer buying pressure saw a number of
supermarket chains renege on their endorsement of Alar and specifically
carried labels stating that such a substance would be no longer used on their
products.
These events ultimately culminated in UniRoyal being forced to
remove Alar from the specified use as an apple treatment from the US
markets. As a direct consequence of these events, this period saw a vast
increase in demand for organically produced foods, as well as a plummeting
of the conventional apple market in numerous states around the US.405 While
demand eventually subsided and many supermarkets dropped organic lines
after having picked them up during the campaign, the consumption trend of
organics in countries like the US has generally been solid and upward.
Popularly led social and consumer movements like the above have
tended to be far more influential in raising chemical risk issues than the
403The US market is now at the US$3 billion mark, based on around 20 per cent annual
growth. Derived from Mergenti.me, Kand Emerich, M (1996) Widening Market Carries
Organic Sales to $2.8 billion in 1995 Natural Foods Merchandiser June 1996. Meanwhile the NZ
export market is estimated to be in the vicinity of NZ$15million (Campbell, H personal
communication).
404See Belasco, W (1989) Appetite for Change: How the Counter Culture Took on the Food Industry
1966-1988. New York: Pantheon Books. Meryl Streep was one of the main stars in the
campaign, with reference to childrens' health and safety risks connected with the inordinate
amount of apple consumed by children relative to their overall diet - a factor not taken into
account in the establishment of previous MRL - maximum residue limit - assessments.
405Belasco, W (1989) op. cit.
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scientific establishment itself. In fact the 1960s and 1970s, with its relative
public loss of faith in food and food safety, can be directly linked to the social
and political movements of the time, rather than to some new extraordinary
set of scientific findings.406 Whatever their merits, such consumer and social
movements have had important impacts on technological use and scientific
research by creating direct market pressures which often help shift related
research trajectories.
Similar events have surrounded the Mad Cow disease scare of 1996,
regular E.coli poisonings and Salmonella outbreaks in various foods around
the world. The finding of chemical residues in meat products exported to
countries with relatively strict food standards, such as the Helix residues in
beef exports to Japan, has also shifted attention toward organic products.
Organic foods, being generally perceived as fitting into a category of
freshness and purity and based on minimal industrial intervention, usually
stand to gain from these sorts of consumer market fluctuations.
Such events, however, are hardly enough to save most local and small
scale industries, which are typical of many organic operations, as corporate
pressures against their existence mount worldwide. These sorts of food scare
events, however, do show how thin is the membrane that supports a food
industry which is itself only a few decades old in its latest intensive phase.
The spectacular technological advances in the food industry this century have
indeed captured the popular imagination and swept up the consuming
masses. But one does not have to dig deep to uncover consumer uncertainty
and trepidation. Such wariness becomes evident during times of food scares
and scandals, and reveals how unstable the modem food system potentially
is. This has become evident in the vast sums of money now channeled by
food companies into quality assurance schemes and into public relations
based upon promoting an image of safety and purity of their products.
While much concern for food safety and interest in organic foods was
predicated on pesticide and chemical residues in the 1960s and 1970s,
consumer concerns have shifted since this time. Less residual or persistent
agrochemicals tend to be used in the production of most food products in the
developed world in the 1990s. This has led, so it is argued, to a cleaner food
product available to the consumer. Government reports have tended to show
this in their studies. 407 Such research has also shown a decreased consumer
406Levenstein, H (1993) Paradox of Plenty- A Social History of Eating in Modern America. New

York: Oxford University Press.
407National Food Authority (1992) The 1992 Australian Market Basket Survey: A Total Diet
Survey of Pesticides and Contaminants. Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service.
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concern over chemical residues on food.408 Consumer demand in the 1990s
has been far more influenced by such events as food poisoning scares.
Meanwhile, the marketing emphasis for organic foods has shifted more into
the realms of nutrition and natural goodness. With the present controversy
over the use of genetic engineering and genetically modified products in the
food industry, organic foods may once again be positioned to take advantage
of the general consumer wariness of these new technologies.
Such events show up the very emotive and highly political nature of
food consumption. This also reveals how easily manipulable and fragile the
food markets of the world are, based upon highly constructed notions of
purity and safety. Slight changes in public consciousness, or carefully directed
fear campaigns, can overnight destroy practices and businesses, while
boosting others. As the world food market grows, and as producers continue
to be pulled into the productivity treadmill game, the fragility of the markets
is only bound to also grow. This being the case, the organic industry may well
be set to take advantage of the growing tide of resentment and fear that is
present in the industrial consumer world. To maintain such growth and
ensure continued market improvement, however, it may well have to look
more carefully at some of its historical problems with integration into the
mainstream, mass markets of today.
4.10 A Niche and Nothing But a Niche?

The niche nature of organics is, for some, not a reflection of the problems with
organics so much as the problems with the global system of food production
and supply. In this view it is argued that the conventional mainstream system
needs to fundamentally change, since it is on an unsustainable economic,
social and environmental path of development.409 Modern economic and
social developments have relegated local food production to the sideline over
the last two centuries, as mass produced, high input, high output agriculture
408Parigi,

P and Clarke, R (1994) Consumer Attitudes, Perceptions and Behaviour with Respect to
Chemicals in Fresh Food Production. Melbourne: Agriculture Victoria, compare this with
McKinna, D (1989) Pure Food-Challenge to Agribusiness. Chisholm Institute of Technology,
Melbourne Conference cited in Hassalls (1990) which was claiming that pure and clean foods
were viewed as of high importance by the consumer.
409See Berry,W (1977 /96) The Unsettling of America: Culture and Agriculture San Francisco
Sierra Club Books; Lang, T and Hine,C (1993) op. cit.; Suzuki, D (1990) Inventing the Future:
Reflections on Science, Technology and Nature, Sydney: Allen and Unwin. While these critics
often have very simply messages with straightforward consequences for action, their ideas
often fly directly in the face of most policy planners, for whom local focus and less emphasis
on growth are anathema.
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has grown in popularity and support, and as transport and distribution
systems have grown in sophistication and extensiveness. The incredible
relative decline in consumer food prices over this century in the developed
world has been a direct consequence of mass food production capabilities.
This has put direct pressure on smaller scale producers, including localised
and organic production operations, and forced many out of production. Since
the middle of the twentieth century, organic and low input producers have
tended to lose out to these mainstream mass market developments. Since the
1970s in the US and Europe, and the 1980s in Australia there has been a small
tum around in these trends.
In resistance to these mass market developments, there have
developed groups of citizens who actively involve themselves in reestablishing local ties of food production and consumption. This is hardly an
organic movement specific trait, but crosses many social group interests
which exhibit a common desire for lowered use of agrochemicals on the foods
they trade and consume.410 Community Supported Agriculture (CSA), an
example of this, is a popular, although small, sector of the food market in
certain US states.411 Such groups have formally organised systems of support
for local food producers, whereby groups of usually urban people will pool
advance credit for growers in return for a year's supply of produce. Other
countries where growers' markets are still a strong cultural heritage, such as
in numerous European countries and certain areas of the US, exhibit a similar
loyalty to local producers. Countries such as Australia, where there has never
existed a strong, localised and closely knit agrarian tradition, have a poor
record of local producer support.412
These particular niches are not likely to see a large surge in support in
the foreseeable future, although they continue to exist and grow, albeit
slowly. Such support comes both from those sentimentally attached to
support for local, small producers, as well as _those significantly invested into
philosophies which emphasise working with, rather than against "natural
forces". At heart, these philosophical beliefs and convictions drive much of
the organic movement. It is the schisms which arise from the demands placed
410Jn the wider food system, a "slow food" movement has arisen in some areas to counter the
increasing popularity of the fast food trade such as in Italy.
411Buttel, F (1996) Theoretical Issues in Global Agri-Food Restructuring. In: Burch, D,
Rickson, Rand Lawrence, G (eds) Globalisation and Agri-Food Restructuring. Sydney: Avebury.
412Tue markets for such products as organics tend to therefore be localised in major urban
centres. As noted in chapter 3, some organic growers earn some of their income by
transporting conventional produce back to their home towns for "local" consumption, after
they have delivered their own organic load into the central markets of the major cities.
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on such systems by a de-regionalising food production system which drive
some of the major debates within the movement over standards of
production.
There are numerous marketeers and producers doing very well from
supplying this less formalised niche market for organics. The high prices
commanded, and the often lessened consumer emphasis on the visual quality
of the food, is good news for many of the producers presently supplying
regional markets.413 With certain vested interests in the maintenance of a
market which is often protected in this informal way, however, there are a
number of obstacles to growth of organic producer volume. Such practices are
limiting the market from growing more than it could, due to the fact that
there is only a small sector of the consuming market that supports relatively
high prices and occasionally less visually attractive foods. Beyond this, price
and visual quality are vitally important elements of the modem food market,
if produce is to reach the less informed but more visually discerning mass
consumer.
Organic food markets, particularly in the more advanced and
populous economies of the US, EU and Japan, have developed well beyond
this stage. While regional commodities are still a significant sector of these
markets, their servicing requires sourcing from countries around the world.414
Cosmetically and carefully packaged varieties of organic produce are
expanding organic markets out into supermarkets across nations and into the
export world, simultaneously boosting organic production within the
exporting nations. This results in such niche commodities as carefully bottled
and labeled organic Australian vegetable and fruit juices to Japanese
executives, frozen New Zealand vegetables being sold on Australian
supermarket shelves, and US produced soy milk, packaged in Hong Kong
and sent throughout the world. Such commodities as the above command a
variety of premiums, from extreme to marginal respectively. The utilisation of
latest packaging and preservation technologies, rapid transport and
telecommunications allow such organic commodities to thrive in this sort of
climate. Produced or sourced from areas with a comparative economic
advantage, such commodities can then be marketed around the world, as is
developing at an increasing pace within the broader conventional foods
sector.

413For instance Tasmania, Australia has seen the marketing of the "Ugly Apple".
414Denmark, even with one of the most aggressive organic agriculture development
programs in the world, still has a consumer over demand for organic produce.
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Even in this situation, the market for organics can only still be classed
as niche, with generally at or below 1 per cent of all products falling into the
category of organic in most developed nations. At best, countries which have
devoted extra support to the industry, such as in Germany have been
estimated to be experiencing up to 3 per cent of all food commodities being
traded as organic on their domestic markets. Not co-incidentally, such
countries have a correspondingly highly educated and environmentally
aware public which directly affects both government policies and food
markets. Supermarkets in such countries, like large processing companies,
will carry some lines, if those lines can be guaranteed for supply. The nature
of much organic food militates against the use of some of the processing
practices that are standard for the conventional industry, which compromises
their ability to be ideal commodities for supermarket managers.415 Further,
organic products rarely enjoy the level of mass demand that their
conventional counterparts do, and therefore do not experience the same
pressures to over produce and constantly increase production output
efficiencies. 416 So there develops a chicken and egg dilemma. Quite often
consumer markets will develop an over demand for organic produce. When
such surges develop, the production capability of the organic industry often
struggles to meet that demand. The same often happens when supermarket
chains, large food processors or export houses show interest in sourcing
organic product. Such interest from these big players drops quickly if the
demand cannot be serviced. On the other hand, there have been cases where
an overproduction of a given commodity has meant the flooding of the
market which creates a disincentive for producers to maintain organic
production of commodities that used to command a premium.417
Clearly there is a lead time involved in changing any industry, as it
reorients its objectives and scales up its production output to meet demand.
Organic food production is limited by its own nature which tends to require
more costs per unit of output, even as output rises. Unlike many mass
production industries, where economies of scale are often reached as mass
markets are entered into, organic production can often be limited due to its
higher labour component requirements that do not radically recede in cost as
production volume rises, the way other input costs may for conventional
415See 6.5 Technical Boundaries.
41 6While this is not true for all sectors of the organic industry, there tends to be more of an
emphasis on farm productivity, rather than specifically just a focus on farm output on a
yearly basis.
417Lampkin, N and Padel, S (1994) op. cit.
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systems. Price premiums, over that of conventional produce, have therefore
tended to be a major requirement of most organic producers.418 At a basic
level, this dictates the markets that organic commodities can be aimed at generally a middle class niche sector.
Some argue that the nature of organic production is explicitly such that
it prevents a build up of specialisation and mass production of food. This
view sees organic practices as ultimately in support of more regional, less
consuming, more human oriented approaches to food production. Rather
than there being a problem with not being able to supply supermarket chains
and export agencies with year round, out of season, mass volume, long life
food commodities, proponents of this view see this nature of organic
production as a blessing.
Whatever the ideal, the reality of modem economies is often that most
humans prefer to earn faster and easier money in cities in more vibrant
sectors of the economy, than to struggle to produce commodities to remain
economically viable in the rural sector. The rural decline worldwide is
similarly tied up in these dilemmas, as urban centres swell, and as cheap,
mass produced foods rise in demand and supply. Proponents of the present
organic system argue the present food and socio-economic system is at fault
and must change for us to have a truly sustainable food production system.
Those not happy with this view argue that organics must integrate more into
the present mainstream food system to both survive and flourish. Whatever
the case, organic production and consumption remains, in most regions of the
world, a specialist or niche commodity.
4.11 Australian Organics and the World Scene
~~~~~~~&~in~~~~~~~~

chapters. It will be seen that there is much variation in the market for
organics, as well as great variations in the ways in which organic production
is practiced and regulated. In this following section I will look into the overall
broad statistics of the market, the social and economic status and production
of organic agriculture, and the future projected trends for the coming decade.
The 1980s saw a rise in interest in the Australian organic market from a
number of sectors. While NGO certification and regulatory groups were being
41 8Campbell, H and Fairweather, J (1996) The Decision Making of Organic and Conventional
Agricultural Producers Research Report No. 233 Canterbury, New Zealand: Agribusiness and
Economics Research Unit.
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developed, and as a rising number of conventional farmers were converting
over to organics, government interest was stirred in calculating the
importance of organics to the economy. While the volume of market and
other research into Australian organics has been minimal, a number of studies
through the late 1980s and early 1990s have begun to develop a picture of the
industry. Foremost among these has been the RIROC commissioned reports
on the Australian domestic organic market (see appendix). Only estimates
exist for the export organic market - similarly for the informal sector of the
economy - that is, barter arrangements, co-operatives, and local markets.
The broad findings of the Australian domestic market have been that
the organic sector, while growing, shares about .2 per cent of total domestic
food retail sales - $1 in every $500 or 9 cents per consumer per week. This is
up from 0.1 per cent in 1990. An overall estimate, which takes in local markets
and non-retail sales, would be that on average the organic market takes up
well less than 0.5 per cent of total domestic food sales. This figure is an
estimate only, and is very difficult to ratify, with few studies done in this area,
and with highly problematic subject matter for research purposes. The
organic retail market can be estimated to be over A$90million, up from
A$28million in 1990, which means that although small, the industry is rapidly
gaining support.419 Export of organic produce is claimed by some to be small,
although estimates vary, with a range between $15m and $25m most
probable.420 The overall potential Australian market that takes into
consideration export earnings as well as domestic consumption may well be
in the range of $200 to $300 million. 421 Again such figures are far from exact or
verifiable. There are no present calibration devices that can be used, as all
produce exported as organic is not necessarily tabulated by the relevant
government departments nor fully tabulated by certification agencies.
Further, much organically produced food and fibre does not find its way to
organic markets, export or domestic, but is rather subsumed within the
conventional market. Classic examples of this are beef sales, milk, and some
vegetable lines which, for one reason or another, are traded outside the
419Hassall and Associates (1995) The Domestic Market for Australian Organic Produce-An
Update. Melbourne: Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation p (i).
420Based upon: Dumaresq, D, Greene, Rand Derrick, J (eds) (1996) Discussion Paper on Organic
Agriculture in Australia. Canberra: Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation;
Bassali (1995) op. cit. and communication from within the industry. Also based on a rough
estimate of NASAA's figures with conservative allowance for other certification
organisations.
421Figure cited by Peter Peterson of RIRDC, Canberra 30/6/96. Meanwhile it has been
estimated the Japanese market alone offered A$100m expansion of the Australian organic
market in 1997 which could not be supplied.
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organic market. These reasons may include the flooding that is common on
the organic market, its small nature and the unpredictability in demand for
products. Particularly with meat, the difficulties associated with establishing
certified abattoir premises prevent many meat producers from selling their
products as certified organic products. The domestic market retail figures are
therefore the main source of quantifiable data on market share, although they
are only an extremely rough estimate of the overall situation.
Following the growth in retail share and volume of market, farmer
numbers and farm area certified have risen in Australia from the 1990 figures.
It is presently estimated that between 1 and 2 per cent of all Australian
primary producers are either certified organic producers, or are seeking
certification by one of the main certification agencies.422 A majority of these
had been farming organically for less than 10 years.423 By one source, it is
estimated that there are over 1,400 certified producers, out of a total of just
under 138,000 primary producers in Australia. The Agricultural Census for
1993/4 produced by the Australian Bureau of Statistics places this figure
somewhat lower, with 0.5 per cent certified and combined certified and
seeking certification producers between 1.1and1.4 per cent.424 While primary
producer numbers as an entire industry are projected to continue to decline
over the next few decades in Australia, organic producer numbers can be
expected to increase both in number and in share of output volume.
While such data seems promising for the organic industry, we need to
look more closely for a clearer picture of trends. Due to the generally smaller
holdings of organic farms and lower productive output per farm unit, such
comparative numerical figures can be deceptive. Organic farming activities,
by number of farm units, also are concentrated in the horticultural areas, with
many farms producing small volumes of highly specialised produce such as
dried herbal teas, gourmet or specialist fruits and vegetables, etc. Off farm
income also tends to feature more highly in many organic farm units,
compared to their conventional counterparts.425

422Hassall (1995) op. cit.
423Hassall (1995) op. cit.: 22 per cent of respondents to survey had farmed more than 10 years
organically. p(i)
424Australian Bureau of Statistics (1995) Agricultural Census 1993-94 Canberra: Australian
Government Publishing Service. Being earlier than the 1995 Hassall report may allow for
some discrepancy. More generally, problems arise from the use of the term organic - which
does not necessarily accommodate the biodynamic producers (Hassall 1995 op. cit.)- but
which did not exclusively refer to organic industry certified producers, but also to others who
viewed their operations as organic.
425Hassall (1990) op. cit.
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Total organic area under certification can be estimated at close to
350,000 hectares at the beginning of 1995, up from 150,000 in 1990.426 Again,
data for the Australian land area is only exact from two of the six certification
agencies and is otherwise estimated. Based on these figures, present certified
areas lie at less than 1 per cent of total Australian agricultural land. 427
Estimates for the next ten years are that this figure may rise to just under 2
per cent. 428 Such estimates, however, are highly dependent on a large number
of variables that will be explored later in this work.429 One example is the
physical terrain of Australian rangelands. A new group of extensive
rangeland pastoralists have now sought certification - skewing the total
certified area of Australia to a point where it will not make sense to compare
with certified areas in other countries. For instance, one currently certified
organic pastoralist alone owns more land than the entire area certified in
Australia at the beginning of 1995.430
While still growing, the above estimates of the present status of
organics are significantly lower than those that were projected last decade.
The 1980s, witnessing a huge spurt in organic interest worldwide as well as in
Australia, led to inflated figures being projected for the growth of the organic
industry in Australia. Most NGO certifying bodies adjusted their business
plans to accommodate and capture this projected growth in demand. The
Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation (RIRDC) funded
research in 1990 suggested a 22 per cent increase in farmer numbers in
organics per annum. However, the five year period between then and 1995
saw a very small 2.6 per cent growth per annum in farmer numbers. This
along with the slower market share growth statistics has dampened the
enthusiasm that was felt for the Australian organic industry in the late 1980s.
There are numerous explanations for this which will be explored in Chapter 6.
The informal Australian organic economy, as was outlined above, is
extremely difficult to quantify in terms of exact market share of total food
markets. This sector therefore falls outside most research foci, and also
outside the priorities set by most governing authorities. As with most other
4260erived from Hassall (1995) op. cit. taking into consideration growth since this report. This
can be compared with the US where over 456,000 hectares (derived from National Foods
Merchandiser June 1996) and the EU where over 1 million hectares are under organic
cultivation. Such comparisons are not ideal since the US and the EU in general have more
intensive production per unit of land.
427Based on 140,000,000 hectares overall- Hassan (1995) op. cit.
428op cit.
429See Chapter 6.
~ASAA marketing information service 1997.
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informal sectors of the economy, such activities are difficult to capture for the
purposes of taxation and regulation. Informal food sectors of the economy are
generally far more important in specific regions of Australia, where there may
appear greater local support for regional agricultural and other local producer
activities. Northern NSW, Southern Queensland, and scattered areas around
Victoria and southwestern W.A, may fall into this category. Estimates can
easily vary then, for between a few percent to over fifty percent of a region's
organic market share being taken up by informal, unmeasured and
unregulated trading. Hassan and Associates estimated that up to 30 per cent
of organic sales may fit into this informal category .431 As the formal organic
market grows, this percentage figure is expected to diminish substantially,
although again this depends on the region in question. 432
The present Australian market and production activities for organics
can be summed up as stable with slow growth across many sectors with fast
paced growth in select sectors. The organic industry is now definitely
established in Australia, with formalised certification and regulation bodies
maintaining standards. The 1990s have also witnessed an increased
government involvement in the establishment and regulation of guidelines
for the organic market.433
The Australian market for organic produce, while growing as a
percentage of the overall food market, has not reached the predicted levels of
growth projected by a number of reports in the late 1980s. Equally, farmer
conversion to and growth of land area to organic production, while growing,
has not met prior expectations of growth. Growth in the Australian market for
organics, while expected to increase percentage share of total market, is
predicted to slow down over the next five years. While this is comparative to
some other developed economy organic markets, it runs counter to the trend
in the hot centres of organic production growth - the US and parts of the EU.
These "hot" areas, however, still only command up to 5 per cent of market
share, and 10 per cent of grower numbers. The organic market is therefore
very much a niche market, and looks set to remain so into the near future.
Australia relies heavily on export of food products, with the organic sector
being no exception. The hot organic areas will therefore play an essential role
in future market development for Australia. Having a small consumer base,
being distant from many developed economy markets, and having a
431Hassall and Associates (1990) The Market for Australian Produced Organic Food. Canberra:
Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation.
432Hassall (1995) op. cit.
433See section 5.4
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bountiful supply of cheap conventional food have all been factors which have
no doubt added to the stagnation and slower establishment of the Australian
organic food economy. These and other factors that have affected the market
status of organics will be explored over the next three chapters.
4.12 Conclusion
In this chapter we have glanced at the worldwide market for organic

agricultural products and the associated social movement. We have found
that it is made up and affected by a range of government and non
government organisations which are involved in promotion of the industry,
regulation and policing of standards for the industry, and establishment of
trade guidelines. There is a range of peripheral bodies which also cross
promote, by design or default, the interests of the organic industry at a
market and an R&D level.
I have argued that all these forces and interests have a large impact
upon the Australian organic industry environment, particularly in the
opening of markets for export. In many respects the leading nations in
organics are clearly about ten years ahead of Australian developments. This is
in terms of domestic market share, in terms of producer numbers and
strength, and in terms of government commitment to R&D and extension and
other support services for the industry. Such progress elsewhere in the world
supplies us with beacons and benchmarks for the Australian organic
industry. The Australian organic market, both domestic and export, is still in
an infantile stage, although now growing rapidly. We will now go on to look
more in depth at the organisations and the social worlds which make up the
organic industry in Australia and to examine the changes that they are
undergoing, the interests behind these changes, and the schisms this is
causing.
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Chapter 5) The Social Techno-World of Organics - Australia

" ... the white patches on the explorers' maps were almost never voids, but territories
occupied by other cultures. In the same way, the frontiers of science are not the
borderlines between knowledge and ignorance; rather, problems newly taken up by
science invariably lead to questions to which other forms of knowledge or belief have
already provided answers."
Ingo Grabner and Wolfgang Reiter (1979)

"Creating has always been something different from communicating. The key thing
may be to create vacuoles of noncommunication, circuit breakers, so we can elude
control."
Gilles Deleuze (1995)

"When closely examined, we find that (organic) enthusiasts have simply adopted old
interests to new rhetoric and new purposes ... Their 'new science', whatever its
limitations, gives them the chance to recruit new sympathies, publicise on presentable
credentials, and reaffirm their mission. These celebrations of popular science may be
more central to the success of the movement than any conventional scholarship might
be."
Suzanne Peters (1979)
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5.0 Introduction

We now have a picture of organic movements, their nature and spread across
the developed world in response to or with disregard to agribusiness and
mainstream food industry developments. The process of consolidating the
organic movement has required definition and distinction - which has both
led to a restriction of markets and the building of a social barrier between the
organic world and the world of conventional researchers, producers and
policy makers. This has created, but also arisen out of, a social world division
between organic and conventional practice.
This chapter will explore this social divide - how it has arisen and how
it is being maintained. I will look at the individual farmers and other food
industry players and ask why they are involved in the organic industry to the
degree they are. There is great diversity of opinions and rationales for being
involved. There are mixtures of ideological commitment as well as self
interest and pragmatic commercial decisions which drive the organic
industry. Many of those who have stayed involved in the movement from its
onset are generally motivated by more than economic interest alone. The
striving for "cultural capital" is an essential driving force that leads humans
to invest in activities that cannot always be sourced directly back to economic
rationale alone. I will explore what these other meanings might be. The ideas,
beliefs and practices of these players have collected in small groupings,
communities and institutions. This chapter will explore the development of
some of these networks and organisations. Institutional organisational bodies
have taken on their own life beyond the intentions and desires of their
founders. How these bodies function as organisms unto themselves has
crucial bearing on the future of the organic movement and its relationship
with the "outside world".
To examine this, I will briefly describe all the main organic certification
bodies presently active in Australia - where they have come from and how
they function and relate to each other. Lastly, the outsiders - those on the
fringe of organic production - will be looked at. Their actions directly affect
organic activities and partake in defining the whole notion of what is organic.
Mapping this range of outsider views is essential to understanding the
organic social world. As mainstream views and practices change, outsider
absorption or rejection of organic practices directly affects the internal social
dynamics of the movement. Such explorations of the movement will set the
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stage for reflecting on the problems associated with the movement which will
be covered in more depth in chapter 6.
5.1 Getting Involved

I firstly want to look at how those involved in organics became so. For some
they have been organic forever" .434 In some of these cases, with such a sense of
independence and self pride, there is in fact even resistance to becoming
involved or associated with any of the organic certification agencies
themselves. This attitude highlights the self sufficient, anti-bureaucratic and
isolationist views of some farmers:
/1

"Why should I bring myself down to their [certification] standards. We have farmed
organically since we came here [25 years ago]. We don't need to be told how to do
that. I don't want to lower my standards to theirs. "435
Whatever their views of certification agencies, with these farmers, as with
many others, there is a clear contempt for synthetic chemical usage:

"We've never touched the things. Our property has never seen a chemical spray that
we didn't mix up ourselves."436
Often there is an ego identity attached to a pride in one's sense of
independence and purity from agrochemicals or what is otherwise viewed as
the easy way out". 437 Such farmers who are independent even from organic
certification bodies, however, are usually assured of local markets or are
supported by markets which do not demand or require organic certification
status. While these cases are a minority, there is a sense of distinction and
pride in the broader grouping of those who view themselves as having
produced organically for a long time. For this grouping of farmers, it has
almost never occurred to them to use agrochemicals on their own properties,
or, when it has, they have dismissed the idea with contempt.
There are certain growers who never developed the "habit" of
chemical usage due to not being able to afford the costs, simply being too far
11

434

Field notes: Lyall Williams, herb farmer, Victoria: December 1994.
435Ibid.
436Field notes: Pat Morris, dairy farmer, Victoria: January 1995.
437Ibid.
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away or outside of the regular travel circuits of the chemical salespeople, or
never feeling or understanding the rationale behind using such materials.
Without that h_abit, their farms have managed to produce, if less than
conventional farms, still at a rate which deemed it economically feasible to
maintain such habits. As a consequence they naturally drifted into organics
when they realised that there were few changes to be taken to meet the
organic standards.
The notion of cultural capital helps to explain farmer adherence to
organic principles - the notion that people, and in this case farmers, invest in
particular enterprises and activities not simply because of direct economic
gain but because of the pursuit of cultural capital - the attainment of status
and social identity.438 It has been suggested that we need to view many
human activities in this light to gather a broader understanding of why
certain economic and social activities take place. Clearly, for many organic
producers, there is a large degree of cultural capital to be gained through
succeeding in an organic operation. Such cultural capital, however, is often
confined to the social circles of the organic movement, and only to a far lesser
degree that of the wider community. That is, its currency is often only valid or
expendable within the smaller select grouping of organic producers and
supporters. Nonetheless, understanding social activities in terms of cultural
capital investments helps to explain both the lure of, and the continuing
attraction to, organic ideas for many agricultural producers.
Many organic producers who have been involved in the movement for
some time, or who have simply been farming organically separate from the
movement, have done so due to clear ideological commitments to the art of
producing foods and fibres which are free from chemical usage. Most of these
farmers tend to be smaller scale, more community or locally oriented, rather
than large scale significant output farmers. However there are a number of
larger scale organic growers who clearly have a major ideological
commitment to organics as a means of resisting agrochemical approaches to
agriculture. This has often helped them weather the storms of disease and
pest problems which can easily distract other farmers and tempt them into
abandoning organic practices.
But what does it really mean to speak of an ideological component
within the decision making of a farmer? Such views on organics are shrouded
also in layers of pragmatic interest in such things as farm and farm worker
safety, the capturing of a growing and supportive market, and a sense of
438Bourdieu, P (1990) The Logic of Practice, Stanford: Stanford University Press.
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pride in the farm working the way it couldn't have if based upon agribusiness
practices. In terms of cultural capital, the pride and distinction of a well
functioning farm is a boost to the farmer's interest in maintaining organic
standards. This helps them weather the trials and tribulations of low yielding
years, the envy of seeing conventional farmers often producing higher yields,
and the potential problems associated with weeds and pests that are specific
to organic production.
For farmers, getting involved in organics varies widely, dependent on
the geographic and demographic region in which their farm is situated, and
the farm specific problems and different farming styles that they employ.
There is a diversity of farming styles which range from low input mixed
operations through to intensive monocultural operations both inside and
outside of the formal organic movement. Some farmers simply do not have
the problems that their conventional counterparts do in terms of disease,
weeds and pests. Those who have chosen mixed operations see low yields as
the price they pay for maintaining a mixed multicropping system where up to
six or more species may be planted out in any given area. One farmer put it
this way:

"That's my cost for pesticides and weedicides [having lower yields due to
multicropping]. My balance sheet is just different that's all. I survive, I'm happy I'm happier than those poor buggers who spray out all those chemicals, killing their
children and all."439
Such farm units are what could be termed Permacultural or Fukuokan
in their approach, and therefore tend not to be as commercially oriented as
more mainstream organic operations. 440 Most organic operations however
enjoy the preventative effects of multicropping and biodiversity to a certain
extent, as was noted in chapter 3. Farmers who have practised this way for
many years have few problems in converting over to certified organic
production, since their practices inherently cater for pest reduction and weed
control without the use of chemical sprays. Disease, pest or weed problems
that might be present for conventional producers in the same industry sector
are often not experienced in the same way by many organic farmers or those
that have practised in these more polycultural ways. These benefits stem

439field notes: Ray Flett, broadacre farmer, Mallee, Victoria: January 1997.
440fukuoka, M (1978) The One-straw Revolution: An Introduction to Natural Farming Emmaus:
Rodale Press; Mollison, B. (1988) Permaculture: A Designer's Manual. Tyalgum: Tagari.
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directly back to practices on the farm which might include stocking rates,
pasture rotations, cropping regimes and multicropping practices. The regular
response to questions regarding such problems as sector specific weeds,
diseases or pests in one form or another is:

"We just don't have that [worm/pest/weed/disease] problem here."
On further questioning it is discovered that while the vectors or
organisms in question such as worm parasites in livestock or particular pests
in crops do often exist, they are usually counterbalanced by other organisms
or farm management practices. Hence they usually do not become the
problem that they are in most conventional operations. Researchers in other
fields such as broadacre and dairy have also produced this finding.441
Such farm experiences however, are the exception rather than the rule
for farmers in general, which means that those who have naturally gravitated
toward organic practices via the above avenues have been limited in their
numbers. Those who have been involved in organic production for over ten
years have also tended to be either socially isolated, or have bonded into
small support groups where there has been a sharing of experiences and
ideas. These groups have in tum been the place where other farmers have
gravitated to as their own interest in organics has grown. A large proportion
of organic producers however still live fairly isolated from substantial
numbers of other organic producers.
The long tradition of those having always farmed organically of course
is limited, and the newcomers tend to be conventional growers. There is a
range of reasons for their involvement. Some have been technically very close
to organic standards anyway, and realising the change would be relatively
painless and the markets potentially rewarding, they made the plunge.

"All I ever do anyway is spread out chook manure. I suppose I hit the odd weed with a
bit of Roundup... I haven't quite been able to get rid of worms in my cattle... but I see
them in a completely new light now anyway, and they're less of a problem than
ever"442

441Ryan, M; Chilvers, G and Dumaresq, D (1994) Colonisation of wheat by VA-mycorrhizal
fungi was found to be higher on a farm managed in an organic manner than on a
conventional neighbour, Plant and Soil, 160 pp 33-40. Work by Ryan, Dumaresq and others is
in progress on comparative studies of dairy farms.
442field notes: Craig Heppel, vegetable grower, Victoria: June 1996.
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Other farmers have had direct scares or accident experiences with the
chemicals they use which led them to seek out alternatives. One previous
chicken farmer explained:

"I was handling some Malathion, I was always suspect of the stuff I was dealing with,
and it managed to get right into my lungs. I was out of action for quite a while, took
ages to come good ... "443
Another was wary of the original area they had come from and when
they moved out to a new agricultural area, they converted completely to no
chemical usage.

"I know what is happening to the people there [in the Griffith region] and I knew we
couldn't go on like that. It's like aerial warfare for some of the season ... people just
don't think what they are doing to their own nests."444
And another again, fully aware of the problem area they were living in,
thought that they could at least prevent chemical usage on their own farm
area and be part of a small movement towards the safeguarding of their
children's and their own health.

"It's the thing we can do in our otherwise godforsaken area. Sure we get [chemical
spray] drift, but at least we don't place it direct onto our land. "445
The folk tales about Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, cancers, poisonings,
still births and congenital deformities were rife through the circles of many
organic farmers that I spoke to. This was also the case with many non organic
farmers in certain regions of intensive cotton, rice or other broadacre
production. Some had been touched more directly, whereas others had read,
thought or heard more than a couple of tales which spoke to them of a need
for change. But while the danger and the fear often drove them into organic
production, their reasons for staying were not as often simply because of this.
While chemical safety concerns were often mentioned by farmers who had
taken up organics, almost all were aware of the impact on the land that their
conventional practices were having and desired a change to this situation.

443Field notes: Ray Flett, Mallee: March 1997.
444Field notes: Peter Randall, ricegrower, NSW: February 1996.
445Field notes: Basil Feery, broadacre farmer, Wimmera: February 1996.
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"Those [agriculture department] guys couldn't suggest a thing that was going to
work on our property. The chemical companies were only saying put out more [super
and urea] of their stuff, and later when they realised the acid problems were saying
lime it all. But none of them were aware that most of us had stripped our soils bare of
any life in the first place. Sure those [inputs] were going to work, for a little while at
least, but what about the runoff [of soils], what about ten years down the track, and
what about the hell cost of it all?"446
Less often was there a sense that the broader ecological system needed
helping or was being compromised by conventional farming methods. Often
farmers with such a sense spoke of something "larger than" themselves and
had almost a religious reverence for the organic or ecological farming
practices they now chose. Notions of farm productivity, while high on the
agenda, were superseded for some farmers by an interest in the overall
ecological integrity of their farm and surrounding region.
Such views, however, were rare in their raw and singular form, or
came out in conversations as a means of building cultural capital. With myself
as researcher I industry person, it is understandable that few people in the
industry would perhaps directly admit that their actions were of an economic
and self interested nature exclusively. Often there was a sense that things
simply were not working for them, both economically and physically on the
farm. There were other farmers who expressed that they had had grave
concern about the "life of the soil" in ways which could hardly be deemed a
normal conventional view of their farming operation through the 1970s and
1980s particularly. As there has slowly developed a new view of the
importance of soil health, humus levels and soil microbial activity within
conventional farmer circles, a growing number of farmers are seeing a range
of organic ideas and practices as far from fringe, and have taken organic
practices onto their own farms.
Interestingly however, few mentioned that the agriculture department
helped in their choice of practice or in their ongoing needs for information
regarding organic production. Realising the need for change often brought
these farmers directly in contact with the organic movement through their
own initiatives. Other farmers have had no direct crisis or physical rationale
for taking up organic production and have come across organic ideas either at

446Field notes: Anon. vegetable grower, Queensland: June 1995.
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agriculture field days, in magazines and other media, or most commonly in
conversations with other farmers, and have sought out more information.
For quite a number of conventional growers, the change over to
organics has been a long, risky and painful one, and required a large amount
of work and commitment. 447 Often the initial idea to convert stems from a
direct market decision which suggests that they may actually come out better
financially if they take up organic farming. Even amongst many of those who
have been affected by chemical farming, this commercial element was still
most influential in ultimately deciding their future.

"When I saw the price of them [oil seeds] I almost fell off my chair. I couldn't believe
the difference. I worked out that as long as the crop was fine [relatively free of pests], I
could farm a third of the area I then was and still be ahead ....given the outrageous
prices they're offering for [conventional] wheat at the moment also made me think I'd
be better off trying out the organic option."448
Even with such commercial decisions, though, there was almost
invariably an element of either ethical or physical consideration, where the
longer term effects of soil degradation were taken into consideration in a clear
non economic accounting of its loss and value. For some of these farmers,
who no longer had family to pass the farming operation onto, there was a
sense of quiet desperation regarding the destruction of their efforts once they
themselves passed on. For those with a son, or sometimes a daughter, to pass
the operation onto, there was a sense of pride and purpose in passing on a
property with more value and ecological integrity than they themselves had
inherited. This only consolidated the decision to maintain organic standards.
But there were others again, often in the horticultural and smaller,
more intensive farming areas, where younger, non traditional producers were
becoming involved because of the hype and growth of the industry sector.
Such producers could be as young as in their early twenties and are part of
the rural revival which is happening all too slowly in the Australian
agricultural sector more generally. Such vibrancy exists across such sectors as
the wine and grape, vegetable, citrus and selected broadacre grains and seeds.

447This has also been noted by Lampkin, N and Padel, S (eds) (1994) The Economics of Organic
Farming: An International Perspective Wallingford, UK: CAB International; Wynen, E (1992)

Conversion to Organic Agriculture in Australia: Problems and Possibilities in the Cereal Livestock
Industry. Sydney: NASAA.
448field notes: Anon. oil seed farmer, Western Victoria: December 1996.
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Sectors that are seeing a revival or an initiation of the industry are far more
likely to interest and capture younger, more active farmers into the fray.
A group of younger vegetable growers spoke of their awareness of
markets that possessed good premiums through a large part of the year, and a
growing potential for export. I myself have been involved in this group, being
active in a range of roles from extension officer and adviser to farm worker.
Being involved intimately with this group has given me the opportunity to
watch the gradual change in awareness both within and outside this social
group. Organics is increasingly being chanted as the way forward and the
"future", even amongst once hardened and sceptical growers. A number of
orchardists have similarly oriented their operations to capture the growth in
organic processing and juicing demand offshore. Certain oil seed farmers
have also seen the sense in capturing the premiums available through organic
production. While many conventional farmers in these sectors are facing
decreasing returns and a requirement to constantly increase production per
hectare to remain economically viable, those selecting the organic option see it
as a way out of the treadmill of the mass conventional market. This road,
however, is still often rocky and uncertain, even if it has also been a goldmine
for some organic producers.
Other groups again are reacting directly in relation to market driven
interests in export quality organic produce. A rise in the problems associated
with maintaining clean food standards for beef has led one beef exporting
group - Opal Beef Exporters - to be certified with one of the leading
international Australian certification agencies. Such certification works for
this group both in terms of implementing Quality Assurance standards into
their group which attempts to ensure that no contamination or low
agrochemical residues will occur in their product, while also giving the group
a distinction in terms of market appeal - organic beef. This group has
catalysed a down-stream processing operation to also become certified in
order to supply fully certified and quality assured beef to lucrative overseas
markets. This critical mass or positive feedback mechanism of the market has
meant a surge in interest in this area of organics for beef producers
surrounding the Cooper Creek region of Queensland. 449
Other farmers have been led by a mixture of their own initiatives and
that of other major food processing players who have set-up infrastructure
and invested in market research and promotion to establish a share of the
449Gates, B (1996) The Road Ahead, Ringwood: Penguin. Gates talks of positive feedback in
markets which builds a critical mass which can lead to a rapid growth in market share.
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organic market. Companies such as Uncle Tobys have created a synergistic
environment for a number of broadacre wheat farmers to flourish within with
their organic Vita Brit breakfast cereal line. Although this company has
recently terminated production of this line, the establishment of high volumes
of primary production of organic wheat has enabled these farmers to now
tackle other large processor type markets. While the vegetable and fruit
processing industry is yet to develop significant infrastructural investment in
organic production, there is talk of this becoming a reality in the coming
years. This will play a direct role in encouraging a new spurt of interest in
farmers wishing to convert over to organic production as has been witnessed
with Watties in New Zealand for the frozen vegetable market.
Commercial decisions are not a distinct requirement for all to become
involved in organic production, however for commercial size operations it is
a crucial element. In terms of lifestyles, there is also a sector of close to
retirement couples who wish to establish a farming system that they may live
on and help operate. Other couples may be interested simply in certifying
their properties through a sense of commitment to environmental principles
rather than seeing it in any way related to entrance into certain organic
markets. Particularly for those new to farming itself, the use of chemicals
seems so foreign and potentially hazardous that they never conceive of
utilising them. This grouping is far smaller and less significant in terms of
volume turnover for the industry, even though by numbers this grouping is
significant.
Involvement in organics is therefore very different for each farmer and
each sector. This diversity ranges from those fully committed to organics and
wishing to make every effort, well beyond the rationale of economic gain (and
in fact quite often loss, particularly in the smaller producer areas) to maintain
their organic practice and support the industry. Others again, while content
with the moderate, if lowered, income from their organic operation, do so
because of a range of better health and lifestyle benefits, a sense of pride in
their clean farm, and/ or a high cultural capital status based upon the
sophisticated and innovative methods employed upon their farm using
organic methods. At the other end of the spectrum there exist farmers who
are effectively still very much in a conventional mode of production but who,
for one reason or another have been able to physically manage to maintain the
lack of synthetic inputs into their system, while also being lucky enough to
possess reasonably good, humus rich soils and other beneficial
"infrastructural" elements. Other converted farmers, while finding it more
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difficult to farm organically do so because the markets of support are
sufficient to justify the extra effort and sometimes expense. For these latter
two types of producers, the practice of organics is first and foremost because
it makes economic sense to do so. We can therefore see how there might exist
a range of rationales for both remaining involved in the organic industry as
well as remaining committed to organic production itself.
5.2 Staying In
Staying involved is a very different matter from becoming involved. The
turnover of farmers in the industry is reasonably high. It has also been
estimated by Hassall and Associates that just under 50 per cent of certified
members in the industry have been involved for less than five years.450 Many
who have been involved long term in the organic industry are still there
because of more than a direct monetary gain or benefit. Some have fully
owned the hidden costs of chemical usage and view their quality of life as the
most important benefit.

"Being able to eat my dinner off my soils if I wanted to is what keeps me happy today.
There's not that stress there used to be. I come out of a morning and I breathe the air
and I think I wouldn't trade this for the world."451
For others it is a pride which reinforces in them the decisions they
made:

"This has taken us many years to build up this farm, to get it to where it is now. I
simply couldn't live with myself if I were give it all away now."452
And for others again there is a family tradition now set in line that
consolidates an intergenerational sharing that is a rarity in the rural sector
today.

"My sons will take this on, as I did from my father, and we know that organics is the
only way we can make this work ... we couldn't live with ourselves if we stooped so
low now as to revert to chemicals again."453
450Hassall and Associates (1995) The Domestic Market for Australian Organic Produce-An
Update. Melbourne: Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation.
451field notes: Ron Smith, dairy farmer, Southern Victoria: August 1996.
452Field notes: Andrew Morris, vegetable grower, Victoria: November 1996.
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There are some who would never use chemicals no matter what the
case which belies a direct ideological commitment beyond that simply of a
concern over their own or their family's health:

"If I couldn't do it organically, I wouldn't do it. There's some things we just weren't
meant to produce in this country ...some regions that should never have seen a plough
or a bull. "454
For others the price of chemicals and the habits once broken have
meant that their view of the "sense" of chemical farming has meant that they
would not go back because they now see it as a bizarre thing to ever have
done:

"There is a lot of [conventional] farming around today that is madness - the sort of
madness we used to be into. It just is such a foreign thing to think that we could
simply go out to that field and hit those orange weeds with glyphosate. Sure we could.
Then again, [I'm] sure I couldn't/"455
Other open minded conventional growers of course are not so sure:

"I'm a bit of a pragmatist, if I see something that needs doing I do it. If you have
weeds you need to get rid of them. I just can't see how you could do it any other
way .... This is one thing organic agriculture just really can't deal with, I just can't see
how it would work."456
The issue of seeing is as crucial to doing. Conventional growers who
have been on organic farms or who see pictures and hear stories of organic
farms often forget them once they are back on their own properties where
they believe they have different and intractable problems. This experience is
similar across the rural sector, where a range of conventional but new
methods of farming have failed due to an inability to reach farmers at this
practical doing level. Various Landcare and general conservation farming
measures have hit similar problems. For instance where there are farmer
based discussions and on farm trials, or the holding of field days where
453field notes: Clive Hancock, broadacre farmer: March 1997.
454field notes: Anon. broadacre farmer, Central Nth NSW: November 1996.
455field notes: Ray Flett, broadacre farmer, Victoria: January 1997.
456field notes: Ian McClelland, conventional broadacre farmer, Mallee, Victoria: August 1996.
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farmers can be involved in "crawl over" days where they can crawl over
machinery, or be walked through management strategies, there tends to be a
far greater uptake of suggested practices.
Maintaining such involvement has been a challenge for the organic
movement, although they have managed to have information evenings and
conferences where ideas and technologies are shared. Indeed such
conferences are exemplary moves to establish stronger and more effective ties
between and within farmer groups for the sharing of new knowledge and
technologies much like the Landcare model. But such social gatherings tend
still to be heavily biased toward those who are already avidly committed to
the movement rather than to those who are new and intrepid adventurers.
While such gatherings are essential for creating a sense of common purpose
and commitment amongst many organic farmers, there is a degree of
ostracism felt by more conventionally minded farmers who are interested in
finding out more about organic production, or who may already be farming
organically but who are in need of further practical help on their own farms.
This is no doubt also a reality created by conventionally minded
farmers who wish not to partake in some of the "wishy washy" practices that
they believe organic farmers get involved in. That is, the social divide is a two
way street created by both parties. There is an identity issue for conventional
farmers who do not wish to be branded with the organic label for fear of
social ostracism, even while they may secretly wish to enlist organic practices
and enter the industry commercially. On top of this, there is often a belief
amongst conventional farmers that other successful organic farmers are
successful because they have a natural or god given advantage. As one
organic farmer claimed about his conventional farming neighbours:

"They're always saying that we just have the best soils in the region, and that's the
only reason we can do it the way we do .... I tell you though, we farm some of the
hardest soils around here....great excuse that is [for the conventional farmers not
taking up organic practices)."457
There is no denying that a majority of organic farmers possess a
regional or farm specific advantage over their conventional counterparts. For
instance some Mudgee area farmers have the advantage of flood irrigation
which allows them to control weeds through drowning, as is the case with
lakebed farming systems in semi-arid regions. Rice growers in the Leeton
457Field notes: Ross Carter, broadacre farmer, South Australia: March 1997.
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region, where flood irrigation is also regular practice, also "free ride" on the
phosphorus that has leached into the water system from the activities of other
conventional rice producers. Some apple growers may have few coddling
moth problems due to their isolation. While in the broadacre farming sector,
many organic stock operations are small enough (in hundreds or few
thousand head), or have particular stock breeds, that they often do not attract
the sorts of disease problems associated with other bigger broadacre farms.
And ultimately, any organic practice relies upon a degree of soil quality in
order for organic processes to be maintained. That is, nutrient cycling and
cation exchange is mediated through the soil, rather than being supplied
directly to plants, through soluble fertilisers. Only farms with such reasonable
soils may ultimately enjoy the full benefits of organic production. For many
conventional farms not bequeathed with such soils, to enjoy this status, they
may need practice organically for some years before there is a distinct payoff
in terms of soil change. This chicken and egg situation is often a cause for
some farmers to dabble in organics for a short period before opting out due to
lowered yields and fertility management problems and no clearly observable
change to the soil. Those who stay in see a longer term picture and are willing
to stick out the time involved in developing soil quality and soil life on their
farm.
However other physical aspects of a conventional farm may also work
against organic practice. The size of paddocks in organic broadacre farming is
often crucial to maintaining managerial control over weeds and diseases and
parasites in stock. For conventional practice today, paddock sizes have grown
to fit with the economies of scale involved in herbicide application and farm
machinery size. In this scenario, the larger the paddocks the better. Organic
production on the other hand requires a more crafted approach with,
optimally, smaller paddocks in order to graze out weed problems through
intensive stocking, as well as enabling greater variation of cropping regimes,
the quarantining of sick stock, and closer preventative scrutiny paid to crop
and stock needs. Many farmers who convert to organic production do not
make this physical farm layout change which can have significant
consequences for farm management. As one grains farmer put it:

"You simply can't get around to controlling weeds on such a [large] property [as the
neighbours with 4,000 acres]. He can't see it all and walk in it all ... how the hell is he
going to keep on top of it without spraying out all sorts of poisons?" 458
458Field notes: Basil Feery, broadacre farmer, Wimmera, Victoria; Feb. 1996.
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Staying in for this farmer, as for many others, has been based, to a
degree, upon change to the physical layout of their own farms. Often they
have invested heavily in time and money to change the layout, through
infrastructure such as fencing and soil contouring and conditioning, while
purchasing organically dedicated machinery. Going back to the old way
would possibly involve pulling out fencing, upgrading tractor size, combines
and other machinery and a range of related technical changes that would be
potentially financially prohibitive. Equally there is a view that it would all be
wasted effort for them to abandon organics now. Hence the physical nature of
the farm, while an excuse for some farmers not to convert to organics, is also,
once modified, sometimes a reason to maintain organic practices. Most
organic farmers who stay in for more than a number of years do so because
they see their activities as a long term project which will only gradually
change the very nature of their farm itself for the better. For many farmers
this is too long a time, either because it is unable to be conceived, or more
usually because the expense for the time of conversion is too long before
direct benefits arise from the farm which could offset the costs. Without
outside backing, incentives and support, most conventional farmers are
unlikely to change their practices so radically and immediately.
For others, though, organics is a continuing viability because there is
economic sense in it. There are few farmers who can afford to forego income
or eke out a strained financial existence for more than a couple of years
successively. Some farmers have had lucky breaks, or have bet well on the
market, where they have chosen the right crops at the right time and have
changed in advance of or in close concert with changing markets. For some
they cannot produce enough of the commodity in demand and their only
regret is not producing more in a particular season to cash in on the booming
market for, example, oil seeds, broccoli or chickens. Others, because of a
geographic location, enjoy an off season or shoulder season of the market that
delivers them higher premiums than most of their organic counterparts. For
instance, by being in a slightly cooler region, fruit growers may have a later
fruit set which enables them to capture the lucrative end of the season where
prices rise again. Alternatively having vegetables come on in advance of the
main new season crop means picking up good price advantages that others
lose in the mid glut of the season. This more than offsets the need to cover the
economic losses of lowered crop yiel~s that are often inherent in organic
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farming systems, as well as the price slumps that happen in the middle of a
season when markets can become flooded.
Most of the more successful, larger organic operations are reliant upon
a high degree of management intervention by the farmer. The use of
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) principles and the consequent need for
pest monitoring, trapping and predator introductions, careful monitoring not
only of major nutrient levels in the soils but also trace elements, pH levels and
cation exchange capacity are amongst an arsenal of activities performed by
high achieving organic farmers. This level of intervention at a human level is
still rather unconventional in many farmer circles where there still exists an
attitude that agrochemical applications, extensive tractor usage and Mother
Nature will all look after the farm as they always have. Such attitudes have
gradually been changing and it is organic farmers like the above who are
leading the way in cutting edge IPM, soil and fertility management and weed
and disease prevention. So the successful ongoing interest in organics on such
large farms has come from a high degree of commitment to, and intervention
in, the farming operation. For those who have stuck by this, and have been
willing to invest time, money and effort in the process of making organics
work for them on their farm, the rewards have been great and sometimes
astounding. Such operations often do require some years of intervention and
trial and error before investment of money and effort begins to pay off.

"We had a number of scary years there where we thought we might go under.
Sticking in there has paid off in the longer run. In some ways I now think it is
actually easier this [organic] way."459
Such experiences are common across the grouping of producers
changing over to any new production system such as organics. Learning new
schedules of fertilising, pest management, water applications and the like can
all radically change the entire management practices on the farm as well as
the ways in which events are viewed by the farmer.

"Whereas in the past the sign of a singular grasshopper might have been the call to
get out on the tractor and spray, now it means asking more questions, watching
carefally, watching perhaps some of your crop get taken away, but watching all the
time, and learning."460
459Field notes: Anon. vegetable farmer, NSW: September 1996.
460Field notes: Anon. broadacre farmer, South Australia: March 1997.
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This learning period arguably never stops, although it can be
particularly severe and intense in terms of crop losses and lowered yields for
some in the first few years. Alternatively, the first few years may see the
farming system buoyed up by past applications of fertilisers which, as they
decline and the old soil bears its true nature minus soluble fertiliser
applications, yields then decline to the dismay of the farmer. 461 This is the
heart of the issue for many farmers who realise that their practices are
stripping their land resource but have few ready solutions which do not
involve drastic reductions in farm income over the short to medium term
while the underlying problems are addressed. Some, however, have taken
this plunge and are in for the long haul. This is not without some degree of
trepidation.

"We were caught in a nasty situation. We knew if we didn't change our soil
management we would be under within the decade - our soils across a lot of the
property were, and still are, quite thin and lifeless. We're slowly changing that
though. We know we have to do this if we want to farm into the next century. Let's
call it my superannuation payout now. Lord knows I have been putting in all this
time, but it just hasn't been quite enough. Let's hope that what we're doing now
[organically] will really turn things around down the track.... Of course in the
meantime, we have lower yields anyhow since we're not relying on our old way of
just pumping the soils with more super."462
Other conventional farmers who do recognise this issue feel helpless
and bound because of lack of financial and market support. Projects such as
Landcare have helped some farmers reafforest or create border wind breaks
on properties, as well as changing paddock management practices for the
betterment of the soil and the pasture. But the drastic move, as perceived by
many, towards potentially losing some income in the shorter term rather than
remaining viable now with what they are getting is simply too much. Further,
the dangers of perhaps losing entire crops or having some disease or pest
problem get out of hand where in the past they were controlled with chemical
or drug applications, is also simply too risky an option for many farmers not
familiar with organic farming practices. Without financial support of some
461

Lampkin, N and Padel, S (eds) (1994) The Economics of Organic Farming: An International
Perspective Wallingford, UK: CAB International.
462Field notes: Anon. vegetable grower, Southern Queensland: July 1996.
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kind or another, many of the farmers with these views believe that change is
impossible.
Of course the element of risk is an ever present one for rural producers
and must be viewed on balance. There are of course extra risks that most
producers take at any point in the change over from one style of farming to
another - from a trusted (if increasingly unworkable) one to a new promising
but still potentially ruinous future scenario. Those who remain involved in
the organic industry over the longer term - beyond what seems to be a crucial
4 - 5 year period in many cases - usually remain because of a longer term
commitment, a skill for managing their farm in often an altogether new and
challenging way, and with the financial and time and energy resources
willing to be invested in making the system work for the longer term. In the
words of a marketeer who sees farmers come and go in the organics industry:

"They have to make a value judgement.... Those who see it for the money that it's
worth are like the consumers who only buy organics if the price is the same or similar
to conventional. To stay ... they have to realise there's more to it than simply a dollar
benefit."463
Monetary considerations are not small, but for those farmers who have
committed to such change of their farms, the ecological payoffs have been
often enormous over the longer time frame. The changing nature of the soils
after 20 years of organic practice has meant that for some, weed problems
have vanished, or the weeds they now deal with are completely different
from those of their surrounding neighbours. One farm saw drastic drops in
the acidity of their soils which meant that thistle and blackberry seeds rarely
now germinate in their soils. Combined with a contouring of the property and
the establishment of particular pastures that were never allowed to be
overgrazed meant that this property stood out as a shining example in the
region of how a traditional dairy farm could be run with less than 100 milking
cows - below the break even point for most conventional producers today.
This property is aerially spectacular in its contrast with neighbouring farms,
as is the case with many successful organic operations. This has likewise been
the case for a number of apple and other fruit growers, wheat and sheep
farmers, and vegetable producers, all who now feel they have "got the formula
right" on their properties and are reaping the rewards of a large degree of
energy and focus invested in their operations.
463Field notes: John Williams, wholesaler, Victoria: February 1997.
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For such farmers, there is a clear Gestalt switch that has occurred that
has changed their whole perspective of the farming operation. What once
may have been weed problems, endemic and resistant pests, or recurrent
diseases, have now become challenges and opportunities. They ride many of
these developments or phenomena rather than quashing them with
conventional warfare methods of "chemical and pharmaceutical farming". At this
level, the Gestalt switch has occurred right down to the habitual day to day
practice which entails an irrevocable change to the natural systems and cycles
of the farm which in tum further enhances and reinforces the appropriateness
of their Gestalt switch experience from farming organically. Such a quantum
of difference between organic and conventional farms often gives the farmer
the ultimate rationale for maintaining organic practices. But to remain
involved in organic production, this difference usually has to begin to
establish itself within the first few years. As long as this change in the natural
state of the farm takes place within a reasonable time frame, this gives the
organically converted farmer the added incentive of maintaining such
practices since there is a physical difference that can be pointed to and
experienced.
The experience of drought is one such example which has convinced
many farmers that organic methods pay off well in the longer term. During
such dry times many organic farmers, as well as those who have paid careful
attention to the quality of their soils and their pasture cover, reap benefits that
other farmers miss out on. Better soil structure, higher humus content, and
greater pasture coverage all lead to better moisture retention and therefore
soil protection. This translates into being able to maintain their stocking levels
(which, based on organic standards, were never pushed to extreme levels in
the first place) while they often watch their conventional neighbours destroy
stock or buy in expensive feeds. Likewise in times of flood, the relatively
better soil structure which most organic farms enjoy is responsible for
protecting soil from being washed away in quantities experienced by farmers
who have invested far less in building up soil quality and structure. Such
examples are now being documented by government authorities and research
agencies and are beginning to legitimate this area of organic and similar
farming practices which place emphasis on soil structure as a crucial element
of a sustainable farming system.
The farm as an icon of success is a crucial driving factor for many
farmers. The fact that they may not suffer certain disease or weed problems in
the first place only reinforces in them the right move that they have made.
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Such farmers are often the best not so much because they enjoy an advantage
others do not have, so much as because they are studious and innovative
managers of their land. Their success first and foremost has been because they
have stuck at something and not wavered in their attention to detail and to
learning. The ideal farmer is one who constantly learns from their
environment, and who never stops innovating, experimenting and asking
questions. The rewards have been high for many of those who have stuck at
it. Such an attitude, and the underlying paradigm of ecologically attuned
farming practices, is summed up by the comment that is spoken by many
farmers in one way or another as:

"We're all students really aren't we. We'd be fools

if we weren't."464

Ultimately all agricultural activity is marked to an extent by values and
ethics which motivate particular practices above and beyond monetary
interests. Organic agriculture is no different. A sense of pride, a sense of place
and a distinctive identity define the attitudes of many longer term organic
farmers. A cultural ethic of identity and shared experience also motivates
some farmers to act as information bearers and de facto extension staff for
interested farmers. This only furthers their own commitment to their own
farms, ensuring they work and are shining examples of what the best in
organics can offer.
There is clearly also a culture that builds around organic practice
which supports the less than economic elements of the movement. After all,
many organic farmers are foregoing a certain degree of income in the short
term for what they believe is a longer term purpose of protecting the land and
sustaining a tradition of safe farming that can be passed onto their family.
Social support is vital in maintaining a sense of purpose and commitment.
This support rarely otherwise comes from the community which might be
either hostile or simply ignorant of organic farming practices. Isolated farmers
are often talked of as "that lune down the road" or "so and so who does funny
things with the moon and their cow horns and wanders around at night a lot".465
Equally such comments from conventional farmers could be derogatory of the
farming practice itself, without an understanding of why there may be the
difference in the physical nature of the classic organic property, for example:

464Field notes: Central Queensland vegetable grower: June 1995.
465Field notes: Conventional farmers, Connabarabran, NSW: April 1997.
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"the guy whose fields are always messy [with weeds] and who never has enough stock
on his bloody property". 466
According to organic operators, this was a regular comment made by
neighbouring conventional farmers who were looking for reasons for the
persistence or existence of certain weeds on their own farms - that is, that
they blow in from neighbouring organic properties. Most organic farmers
have their own explanations for the persistence of certain weeds. One organic
farmer explained how the neighbouring rail line is sprayed erratically for
weeds which meant that when they set seed they would then infect his
property. The era of herbicide usage has established even in the best
conventional farmer's mind that a clean paddock or field is one entirely
devoid of weeds. The organic farmer may often be the scapegoat for why such
weeds continue to exist in their region, when in fact, they often have better
managed weed control management in place than their neighbours. This, of
course, is not always the case and ultimately is reliant upon timely and
consistent management practice by all concerned parties regardless of their
farming style. Some less than optimal organic operations lived up to the
criticisms leveled by neighbouring farmers regarding sloppy management
and poor land stewardship. Overall, however, the real criticism generally
sprang from a misunderstanding of differing cultural practices.
Such examples of isolation and ostracism often are too much for many
farmers and they either go out of business or move on. Even amongst the
most committed there is a degree of struggle and resistance they must wage
against social, technical and physical barriers to their organic practices. For
some this struggle proves too hard in the long term and many choose to opt
out and revert back to conventional practices.
5.3 Getting Out

As noted, the organic industry in Australia has been marked by a
relatively high throughput of farmers. Over the last decade, droughts and
other natural disasters have played a part for some - mainly in the broadacre
areas. Lack of both experience and relevant information for farm specific
problems tends to feature high in reasons for abandoning organic practices
and converting back to conventional farming. Australia's very rare and
unique soils have required a large degree of experimentation and trial and
466field notes: Conventional broadacre farmers, Mallee, Victoria: October 1996.
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error to find appropriate organic practices that often differ from the needs, for
instance, of European soils. 467 This combined with pest and disease problems
that are often times different in their aetiology and dynamic interaction with
other organisms also translates into a need for Australian organic farmers to
learn on their feet, often with costly outcomes. The dearth of information
available to farmers with such needs creates a climate within which only the
most resilient, committed and lucky farmers flourish. Again, reasons for
opting out can vary drastically between sectors and regions.
Financial excuses are foremost amongst explanations for opting out particularly for those who were interested in organics in the first place
because of premium prices. Export oriented operations are often directed
specifically at one market, which, if it fails or changes in nature can mean the
loss of rationale for organic production overnight. One asparagus farmer with
lucrative markets overseas with extreme reticence dropped certification after
ten years due to the fact that premiums were to be found just as high with
conventionally exported produce.468 Change in juice and pulped fruit and
vegetables export markets also has meant the demise of interest from some
farmers. For the wool market, a number of farmers have been waiting for the
conventional price of wool to rise before becoming certified under organic
standards. Wool buyers often give a premium price for organic wool which is
based upon a percentage above the conventional price. For these wool
farmers waiting for the rise, they deem it as uneconomic (as it is for many
conventional producers presently) to produce wool organically under such
pricing regimes. In all such instances, the price is an all important factor in
making decisions over present and future farming scenarios.
Even the most committed organic farmers still see organic production
as a challenge which creates extra work for them that needs to be outweighed
by other benefits such as premium prices. This is where marketing plays an
all important part. Many farmers continue to enter markets without an
awareness of its dynamics and its benefits and pitfalls. For example, an
avocado farmer who had bought into organics simply through buying a
property that so happened to produce organic avocados bemoaned the fact
that he could get almost the same price for his conventional produce as he
could on the certified market.469 This was because he was sending in his
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Field notes: Anon. vegetable grower: Victoria, January 1996.
Field notes: Anon. farmer, NSW, February 1996.
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product at the peak of the season, where gluts, as in the conventional market,
can see prices slump well below their defined sustainability level. The
flooding of markets or the seasonal ebbs and flows which radically affect
470
prices are often cited reasons for dropping out of particular markets. This
happens less in the organic industry than it does in the even less protected
conventional produce industry, although it is a fear that drives farmers to
regularly assess the viability of a given market and to restrict commitment to
supply of a given line. A substantial number of fresh produce farmers had
queries regarding bigger markets, how they could move all their produce, or
where else they may be able to sell organic produce. 471
This marketing problem has two sources. One is directly the
responsibility of the farmer to do research, carry out promotion and organise
marketing deals. Too few farmers in and outside of the organic industry carry
out such activities in a way which substantially benefits them. The second
source of the problem stems from the small and fragile nature of the organic
domestic, as well as export, market. If any one producer oversupplies to too
great an extent, the whole market can suffer by prices being driven down,
with the farmers in question having to plough in or destroy their unsaleable
crops. This scarcity mentality (and sometimes reality) greatly affects the
behaviour and beliefs of many involved in the domestic market for organics,
which has a cyclical effect of maintaining the industry at levels smaller than
what it could potentially become. This in tum also leads to frustrations within
the industry in terms of predictability of supply stemming from a lack of
critical mass of product which might allow the industry to develop beyond its
fledgling stage.472 This is particularly crucial for the food and fibre processing
where large predictable amounts of product need to flow in for there to be a
rationale for investment by processors. As one processor put it:

"It's just a joke having to deal with some of the lines we do ... there's either not
enough, too much, or it's going off before we can turn around. The premiums have to
stay damn good for us to stay in this game."473
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This problem combined with the extra costs associated with organic
processing such as separation of products and processing lines and extra
handling or special treatment due to a restriction on chemical spraying drives
other processors to a point of frustration and often to the action of dropping
the line.

"They (the fruit and vegetable lines) are such a small segment of our turnover and yet
are often such a problem for us. If the Japanese turned around tomorrow and said they
didn't want them I think we would gladly stop the lines. You can see what a problem
they cause for us ...just haven't got the time and effort to spend on this, it's restricting
our efforts in other areas."474
The priority of processors toward particular lines is dependent upon
the broader market context as one broadacre farmer explained:

"[Uncle] Tobys were going to take our oat for organic [processing] but then they came
out with those muesli bars which were such a success that didn't need the organic
label to sell that they dropped that idea pretty quickly."475
Uncle Tobys has recently dropped its main organic breakfast cereal line
of Vita Brits due to a less than satisfactory consumer response to the product.
While the product is selling, according to market research, the margins people
are willing to pay for the product are not as high as is desired for the
company to continue to produce such a line.476 This decision obviously has
direct impact on the farmers who produce organic wheat specifically for this
market. While the farmers affected are likely to seek out organic markets
elsewhere, such as for Japanese noodles, flours and feed grains, this squeezes
the market and directly affects the interest of other farmers coming into
organic production, as well as raising questions for those who are presently
in.
The export market is another realm again, similar to that of the
processing world - and ultimately where much of the Australian processed
474ibid.
475Field notes: Clive Hancock, broadacre farmer, Victoria: March 1997.
476Among other reasons for dropping this line, according to the farmers involved, Uncle
Tobys pointed to a less than adequate market interest, while also requiring that input prices
remain low. The extra crop rotations and other practices which their organic wheat producers
had to undergo to fulfil certification requirements translated into a need for higher prices
than Uncle Tobys was willing to pay for their crops. Field notes: Clive Hancock, broadacre
farmer, Victoria: February 1997.
·
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organic product ends up. This market is driven far less by limited demand.
Indeed there is a dearth of organic production activity in Australia to
presently meet the needs of organic export requirements - some have
estimated to the tune of $100 million for the Japanese market alone for 1997.477
But staying in such a game as this requires a long term commitment,
potentially large initial losses, and high degree of focus on the rigorous and
exacting demands of export agents, quarantine services and end clients. Those
successful in this game have, markets permitting, made great advances and
good profits which have only further added to their focus and commitment to
organic production - allowing them to invest further, carry out extra market
research, and develop new lines and processes to change with the times.
Getting over this lip which divides success from dismal failure is far from
formulaic, and relies upon a combination of luck and professional dedication,
and often access to a good and steady stream of capital. Even then, there are
major processors such as Heinz and Campbells and even Watties, and
domestically the large retailer chains, still waiting in the wings for the organic
industry to come of age in Australia before relying on organic producers for
supply. While this time is possibly close to arriving for them, there is still a
view that the struggles and efforts involved in organising and guaranteeing
supply still outweighs the benefits to be gained from enlisting organic
products in their product range.478
For farmers then, while financial issues were foremost in reasons for
dropping off from organic production, whether consciously acknowledged or
not, other issues such as lifestyle, and time and effort expended on the farm
were important issues in maintaining commitment to organics on the farm.
Many pointed to the time constraints and financial and physical demands
associated with maintaining organic practices.

"There's no doubt we have to work harder [with organic methods]. You have to be far
more on top of things. I suppose that makes it an interesting challenge ... you can't just
go away for weeks on end, come back and think you can solve a weed or fertility
problem with a spray here and some other application there."479

477Austrade personal communication: Libby Blackett-Smith, July 1996; RIRDC personal
communication: Peter Petersen July 1996.
478Coles and Woolworths in Australia are both presently looking into the logistics of supply
and investigating the market possibilities for fresh organic lines. An increasing array of
processed and shelf stable products are meanwhile finding their way onto the supermarket
shelf. Organic Industry Annual Conference, Geelong, Victoria, September 1996.
479Field notes: Chris Steenholt, horticulturalist, Tasmania: November 1996.
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The lack ~f up and coming sons or daughters to take over the farming
operation, which is a universal rural problem, was cited by some as reasons
for their properties being unlikely to be managed organically after they were
gone, or as they aged beyond an active age. Particularly in the broadacre
sector, the organic properties sold, while a small selection, tended not to be
sold specifically to new organically interested operators.
The social isolation that some farmers experience while farming
organically can place an added strain on their resolve to continue doing so.
There were more anecdotal stories I came across of so and so across the
ranges or down the road who used to farm organically but has not been heard
of for years - evidently passed on or finished farming altogether. Often the
rest of the town was little aware of what the token resident organic farmer
was really up to. The need for physical separation of farm and farm products
for organic certification can also often translate into a social separation which
creates undue hardships and ultimate abandonment of the organic project.
The existence of good markets for the organic commodities produced was a
crucial factor in maintaining commitment to organic practices in such
circumstances and helped outweigh such social isolation effects. In these
circumstances, cultural capital was often gained from the township more due
to the financial value of the farming operation than because it was managed
with excellence according to organic principles or other related reasons. In
such circumstances, other conventional farmers of the region looked upon
organic farmers with a reserved level of respect, although there was wariness
of following the organic lead. Hence for many organic producers there is a
large degree of social isolation, where they can go for long periods effectively
on their own even while physically being around other conventional farmers.
The isolation issue is also a critical mass issue for other farmers who
may run beef cattle, dairy cows, or grains but who are not close enough to
other organic farmers to make it economically viable to transport such goods
especially as organic. For instance, dairy products require separate trucks to
pick up milk, while organically certified abattoirs are required for organic
meats. There are numerous farmers who fall into this category, particularly in
the meats and dairy areas, where lack of a critical mass of organic producers
in the region means that sale of farm products as organic is prohibitive due to
technical and pricing constraints.
Other issues such as monopolies on particular commodities such as
rice exist for some sectors. The Leeton/ Griffith area of NSW has a district rice
co-operative which controls and markets all rice grown for this region. All
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organic rice growers must pass through this system, and are given a premium
that is set by the co-operative. As one grower put it:

"We could get far higher prices for the stuff. We know it would sell... we pay the co-op
a tariff on all produce sold - and we rarely see any of that come back to us in the form
of research and marketing. The problem is we have our hands tied and can't legally
get out of this one."4BD
Without a combination of a bullish market for their commodities, a
relatively good and problem free run with organic production, and other
significant if non economic benefits from their organic methods, farmers are
highly unlikely to remain involved in organic production without a bigger
picture commitment to farm sustainability and ecological improvement.
Often supporting these beliefs and practices are the institutions that make up
the formal segment of the organic movement. These groupings are the gel
that helps many farmers remain focused and maintain a sense of perspective.
These institutions offer the support and reassurance that what one is doing is
reasonable, on track and scientifically legitimate.
5.4 Coming Together: The Development of Organic Organisations
Formalised social groups within the organic industry deliver both
direct commercial as well as intangible and indirect social benefits for most
producers. The industry possesses commercially oriented co-operatives and
other marketing organisations similar to the conventional industry. For
example, such groups may include milling and grain marketing co-ops, citrus
or other fruit processing and marketing organisations and co-ops, as well as
other organisations for such diverse sectors as wool, vegetables, nuts and
meats. These groupings supply a degree of common purpose and trust which
is catalytic in its impact on farmer's attitudes towards, and reasons for
continuing with, organics. The power of such commercial groups is often
under emphasised by those in other segments of the industry such as the
industry administration organisations themselves, which we will look into
below. Such commercial groupings however supply the main rationale for
many farmers remaining involved in the industry. They see these groups or
sales agents as directly catering to their needs with minimal wastage, direct
accountability, and immediate action.
480field notes: Peter Randall, rice grower, NSW October 1996.
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The main social groupings I want to focus on in this segment are the
industry developed ''bureaucracies" which have been set up within the
industry to promote and protect the interests of organic producers. It is these
groups which hold the most considerable power within the organic industry.
These groups enable a tempering of commercial and government investment
and involvement in the organic industry. Understanding the nature of such
groups is crucial in explaining the present state of the industry as nodes of
power and influence shift with the changing social structure of the industry.
A number of these groupings have now developed characters of their own
beyond the original personalities that set them up as they enter their second
decade of existence exhibiting clear bureaucratic structures, division of
labour, hierarchies of control, and office administration.
As was discussed in the previous chapter, the movements through the
1960s and 1970s culminated in the establishment of formal organic industry
bodies across Australia in the 1980s. One of the first of such bodies to be
established that is still a major player today in the industry is ORGAA - The
Organic Retailers and Growers Association of Australia. ORGAA initially was
Victorian based (hence its original ORGAV acronym), and was instituted in
1985 to represent a range of interests from growers through to retailers. This
organisation is unique its make up of members which includes farmers,
consumers and retailers as well as processors and wholesalers. Its aims have
been to promote organic ideas and farming practices and to encourage
consumer support for organic products. Its main focus to date has been on
promotion and education and the establishment of a retail trading scheme
which ensures organic commodities are marketed and sold legitimately. With
a lack of national legislation on organic" as a legal term, ORGAA has
attempted to fill the role of policing the retail end of the market. Today,
ORGAA remains still relatively southern state based, although this is
gradually changing. Resources to establish a full time office staff, a high level
professional image, and a consolidated network of media and promotional
staff have all been the dream" of such an organisation, as it has been with
the main certifying bodies. 481 The relative lack of these resources has meant
that ORGAA remains bound within fairly small social circles and mainly fails
to reach the mass market consumer through general media or public
promotions on a consistent and regular basis. ORGAA is still very much
characterised by a broadly based grass roots involvement which gives it a
particular flavour and nature. That is, the outreach to the mainstream public
/1

/1

481

Chris Alenson, President ORGAA, personal communication, June 1995.
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is limited, and a protective social barrier exists for most of the people
involved in this organisation. A nonchalant public, combined with the
squeeze on resources which such groups as ORGAA experience, results in a
stifling of attempts to get the organic message across to substantial numbers
of the general public through this organisation.482
Of earlier standing than ORGAA has been the biodynamic movement
in Australia. As has been mentioned, this movement dates back to Rudolf
Steiner's establishment of biodynamic principles in the 1920s.483 Out of these
moves has been established in Australia the Biodynamic Research Institute
(BDRI) which is responsible for the establishment and maintenance of
standards, while marketing under the Demeter label is carried out through BD Marketing. The biodynamic movement is closely aligned with the organic
movement in many ways and socially intersects with it far more than both
groups usually care to admit. While there are subtle distinctions in
production practices between the two as has been mentioned, the markets
that these products enter are ultimately indistinguishable in practical
commercial terms.
The three leading organic certification organisations in Australia are
the National Association for Sustainable Agriculture, Australia, or NASAA,
the BDRI and the Biological Farmers of Australia (BFA). These three bodies
have the most significant number of certified members combined with the
highest financial turnover of organic produce.484 Both NASAA and BFA have
average listed certified members numbering around 300 each. NASAA was
established in 1986 in NSW with an initial aim, as with the other main bodies,
to carry out not only certification but also promotion, lobbying and extension
work for the organic industry, while promoting sustainable agriculture more
generally. Financial and human resource restrictions have meant that such
activities have been drastically scaled back from their original dreams, and
such bodies as NASAA are mainly in the business of running the industry
from day to day from a certification and regulation point of view, with a
medium level of lobbying and political positioning and moderate overseas
and domestic promotion. NASAA is culturally more academically based than
any of the other organisations both in terms of its members and its executive.
482Tue

winning of a RIRDC grant in June 1997 for some $23,000 for promotional material may
begin to change this situation to a degree. This will be spent on generic promotion through
posters and leaflets. (personal communication, Chris Alenson)
~ompkins, P and Bird, C (1992) Secrets of the Soil London: Arkana.
484The OHGA (see below) is growing rapidly in numbers and is the fourth contender in the
certification arena. While having a very large certified and associate member base, its volume
of produce sold under the OHGA label is still significantly less than the other three.
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Its farmer membership base tends to be more horticulturally based than that
of the BFA's, although its membership is diverse and encompasses broadacre
farmers through to smaller vegetable growers, processors and wholesalers, as
well as a range of overseas clients producing teas, coffees, canned and other
processed products.
The Biological Farmers of Australia was set up, shortly after NASAA's
inauguration, in Dubbo. As has been thematic of the industry to date, there
were sentiments within the industry regarding the non representativeness of
the foci and aims of the existing bodies (in this case NASAA's and, more
significantly, BDRI's), which led this mainly broadacre group of farmers to
form the BFA. With disagreements over the organic status of a small number
of selected inputs, diverging farming experiences between the two groups,
and, at least initially, a cultural background difference, there has been a
protracted period of cold war style politics between these groups, particularly
NASAA and BFA. To date, while relations could be described as detente in
nature, both bodies continue operating independently and in direct
competition for certified members, to the frustration and disbelief of many
within both these industry organisations. Now based in Toowoomba in
Queensland, the BFA appeals to a broad range of potential certified and
associate members basically similar in makeup to NASAA's collection. As the
two bodies have matured, their original cultural makeups have become
highly multicultural and are now basically undifferentiated. With NASAA
based in Stirling in South Australia, the two bodies today attract new
members more based on geographic proximity than any other factor - with
BFA most prevalent in Queensland and NSW, and NASAA in NSW, Victoria
and SA. Secondary interests for producers seeking certification lie in
NASAA's greater international recognition in export markets, while for
others, the BFA has a more user friendly organisational nature and a more
appealing logo.
NASAA is the only IFOAM (International Federation of Organic
Agriculture Movements) accredited Australian organisation, reflecting its
greater international focus and its relatively stronger financial and resource
base. IFOAM accreditation signals a commitment to world standards of
organic practice, auditing and inspecting and opens up markets for NASAA
certified producers. NASAA certifies farms and processors across a number of
Asian countries such as Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Nepal, PNG and South Korea,
although at this point such member numbers are limited. The BFA also
certifies internationally, although with less commitment and few members.
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Certified members of both BFA and NASAA in Australia include large wine
companies, fruit and vegetable processors, export houses, input
manufacturers and a diverse range of farmers from apiarists through beef,
chicken, eggs, milk, vegetable, fruit and grains. The main promotional
overseas events which both NASAA and BFA attend are the Foodex and
BioFac exhibitions which are held in Japan and Europe respectively, while
representatives are usually found at the annual IFOAM conferences around
the world. Domestically both organisations are increasingly becoming
involved in agricultural field days, Royal Shows and food expos as a means of
increasing exposure to conventional farmers and other potential members, as
well as promoting the organic message to consumers.
As has been mentioned, NASAA is in direct competition with BFA for
certified members. In essence these two bodies differ very little and now
possess almost identical standards. Since the inception of these two bodies
there have been contestations over terrain, the questioning of practices and
constant positioning and mudslinging from both camps for political gain.
This partly stems from the different cultural backgrounds of the two groups,
but more importantly belies pecuniary interests within the ranks of both
organisations which continue to prevent amalgamation. Ironically a majority
of members of both the NASAA and BFA camps seem to desire an
amalgamation which would see the streamlining of activities and the benefits
of combined financial and human resources. One of my most asked questions
coming from farmers, processors and wholesalers was "When are those two
going to get together?". As with the rest of the industry, there are numerous
interests still keeping the two apart, as is the case with other sectors of the
industry.
The differences in geographic, cultural and market experience lie at the
heart of group differences within the rest of the organic industry. Three other
certifying bodies presently exist. The Organic Herb Growers of Australia
(OHGA) is by far the largest of the three, although in terms of volume of
product produced, still extremely small compared to the rest of the industry.
Next, chronologically, there is the Organic Vignerons Association of Australia
(OVAA), and lastly Tasmanian Organic Producers (TOPS). The OVAA and
TOPS are both yet to be accredited at a national level by AQIS - the
Australian Quarantine Inspection Service - as formal certifying bodies. The
OHGA was established in the early 1990s initially to further the specific
interests of herb growers in the northern NSW region. This organisation,
while still reasonably NSW based, is gradually expanding out into
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Queensland and to a lesser degree Victoria. The OHGA has a strong culture
opposing government and external regulation, and practises a large degree of
consensual and participatory decision making, while involving members
directly in most aspects of its operation. Unlike elements of the BFA and
NASAA, the OHGA like the BDRI is less likely to co-operate with
government initiated research, and is more sceptical of any academic or
bureaucratic "meddling" in the affairs of the organic industry. This was
evident in a recent RIRDC sponsored drive to bring the industry together to
develop ideas for a peak representative body to speak to government.485 The
belief that there has been little to no relevant research sponsored by the
government into organic systems is also more prevalent in these latter groups.
The OVAA is a small group of winegrowers who are actively
promoting the organic wine industry which is still itself extremely small in
Australia. NASAA, BDRI and BFA actually possess the certified membership
of the main wine companies, which the OVAA have been unable to "pilfer", in
the words of more than one industry person. As a consequence this group is
still very insignificant politically and commercially. The future of this group
will depend to a large degree on the future of the organic wine industry in
Australia. The wine industry as a whole is set to exponentially expand over
the coming decade which should draw with it the organic sector of this
industry. OVAA is bound to pick up members as a consequence of this and to
therefore increase its circle of influence. Nonetheless with the other
organisations having greater marketing clout and certification recognition, the
OVAA may only remain a small interest group enterprise based more around
promotion and information sharing much like many of the regional organic
groups around Australia. Its continuing rationale is to represent and protect
the specific interests of its producers, which sometimes differ from other
organic certification bodies.486
The other present smaller certifier is TOPS which is specifically
Tasmanian based. TOPS has arisen out of growing resentment from island
producers who feel that the main certification bodies are not representing
their interests and catering to their specific needs. The problem of distance
has always plagued the organic industry. With the extra costs and
complicated logistics involved in inspecting Tasmanian producers from a
485

RIRDC funded organic industry workshop, Canberra, July 1996.
486As with original disagreements between other industry bodies, the mooting of the use of
specific chemical or cultural inputs and applications helps define this group to some degree.
The debate over the use of the glyphosate based Roundup is one of these issues, as are
preservative uses in wine bottling and production.
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mainland base, the three main certifiers have in some cases not been able to
compete with the locally based TOPS group. TOPS can keep its own
operating prices down, while giving its organisation a more regional and
recognisable promotional flavour. Claims of long delays before being
inspected by mainland certifiers was one reason for producers defecting to
TOPS. Mainland certifiers claim they usually have to wait until a number of
producers are ready to be certified before they can justify the costs of sending
an inspector from the mainland. While there have been state based inspectors
in Tasmania for NASAA, there is still resentment from some circles that
Tasmania gets overlooked and misrepresented in marketing, promotion and
lobbying. For obvious reasons this is also a more general Tasmanian cultural
experience. TOPS has therefore filled the need for a state based organisation
which clearly distinguishes Tasmanian produce which is increasingly
marketable as a label unto itself. TOPS however is rather small as a certifying
organisation, and enjoys recognition mainly at a state level. This suits a
number of producers since their markets are local ones. While there are
committed producers certified by the big three bodies in Tasmania, TOPS
represents a considerable chunk of the overall organic producers and
therefore adds to the dispersal of energy and human resources involved in the
organic ind us try.
5.5 Staying Apart: Tribal Differences, Contests and Identity
The establishment of these various groupings is a manifestation of the varied
interests and cultural perspectives of those involved in the organic industry.
As has been mentioned there are differences between NASAA and BFA
which have only added to the problems the industry has in terms of gathering
and consolidating resources of a financial, political and human nature. As will
be explored more in depth in chapter 6, this is also the case for the other main
certifying groups. On top of these problems, there are commercial and other
organisational issues which affect the overall networking power of the
industry such as the lack of a common marketing logo, stronger links with
government and mainstream marketing body support.
As with the differences between mainland and regional groups,
differences at an international level also affect organisational relations
between certifying and commercial organic groups. The Americans often refer
to IFOAM as EFOAM - E for European, which they claim reflects a difference
in emphasis and priority over many issues within the international
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movement. The establishment of standards that appear to benefit mostly
European producers is as much a result of the over representation of
European members within the organisation as it is a cultural and
geographical distance factor for such countries as the US and Australia - the
secretariat being based in Germany. Also, different physical and cultural
practices may be required within what are often quite different physical
terrains of these countries compared with the European situation. Further, the
ever present attitude that "we are doing it the right way and don't need any
meddling from outside organisations" is just as prevalent at this international
487
level. The majority of certifying organisations around the world, while
many are associate members of the IFOAM, are yet to be fully certified
members due to the rigorous auditing and financial demands which are
placed on applying members. Hence loyalty and adherence to this
international NGO body's standards is as yet far from universal. 488
There is also a market driven element which divides loyalties within
the organic industry. The move toward "clean foods" and "quality foods" is
placing pressure on producers to supply directly to markets which do not
demand differentiated organic product but which simply demand an image of
clean, safe and pure foods. This is encouraging some producers to drop out of
organic production at a certified level while turning instead to marketing
their products as clean and green. Such marketing does not require any
particular standards of production, nor the elimination, ironically, of the use
of the full conventional range of agrochemical applications. As long as such
products, on average, fall below the residue limits set by the health and food
authorities of a given country, such product is open to such claims of
cleanness and quality.489 This is dividing loyalties within sectors of the
movement, while distracting other producers away from enrolling specifically
in organic production methods. There are moves presently underway to
establish alternative certification schemes which cater to this clean foods
market, with quality assured low chemical residue food which may or may
not have been produced conventionally. Such moves have the potential to
further undermine the expansion and impact of the organic movement while
arguably having little impact on changes at the agricultural level.
487

BFA workshop: Malcolm McGwilliam, BFA, Toowoomba, April, 1997.
488Some 12 - 15 certifying bodies around the world are accredited by IFOAM, while it has
many more associate members, of which BFA is one.
489Jn Australia, these are based upon the National Registration Authority for Agricultural
and Veterinary Chemicals (1996) Maximum Residue Limits in Food and Animal Feedstuffs.
Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service. The organic industry sets their MRL at
10 per cent of these figures for most commodities.
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Another aspect of these market pressures is for organic standards to be
assimilable with that of the importing country's standards. For instance in
Japan, organic equivalent processed products can have a 25 per cent content
of non-organic primary products. This compares with 5 per cent in Australia
for all certifying bodies which is prohibitively high in some producer's eyes
and prevents certain products, such as jams and biscuits, from reaching these
export organic shelves. With such a situation there are pressures to set up
similar bodies that associate with "clean foods", where a specific certification
would be granted to gain access to these markets. Again the dilemma for the
organic movement is to what extent there should be changes within the
organisational structure of the industry to accommodate such interests, and to
what extent they should be ignored in the name of protection of more
stringent and exacting organic standards.
In addition to this there are grumblings from newcomers to the
industry who perceive the nonsense between certifying bodies and others
who have been involved in it for some time as suffering from "Founder's
disease". This founder's syndrome they claim is stifling reform and radical
change which is needed to move the industry into the next century and onto a
new phase of productivity and expansion. There will be more in the next
chapter regarding the problems of maintaining unity within the movement
a~d within the organic industry as these changes occur. Of most distinct
impact on the industry is the movement of these "newcomers" into the foray of
organic production. These new voices, minds and hands are picking up and
moving the industry in directions which are beyond the philosophical and
practical intent and interest of some of its founders.
5.6 Those on the Margins Looking In
We have discussed how the defining and demarcating activities of
mainstream culture maintain the notion of organic practices and ideas as
fringe, alternative and magical, mostly in a derogatory sense. Even as organic
practice gains legitimacy in the eyes of mainstream producers, many of its
ideas are appropriated without acknowledgement by those who view
themselves as orthodox or conventional producers or researchers. Organic
practice remains for many an abnormal, strange and even perverse practice.
Hence there is the irony that, as certain traditionally organic practices or ideas
are taken up, they are renamed, remodeled or reclaimed to accord with
conventional thinking. This is the very practice of translation. Those carrying
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out such practice are usually standing on the margins of both social worlds of
organic and conventional practice. Such actors, however, are crucial allies for
the organic movement, as they are the mediating point and the access channel
for wider expansion of the movement into the hands and minds of the general
public.
As I have argued, the conventional tools of measurement have often
not been adequate to map out the organic world, its phenomena and
practices. This is evidenced in cases such as nutrient availability analyses
which may show depleted phosphorous levels on organic farms which
otherwise do not seem to show nutrient deficiency in crops. Similarly the
range of pest, disease and weed "problems" that are often not as prevalent on
comparative organic farms seem to be confounding and anomalous
phenomena that often defy conventional belief. This list also includes a lack of
scientific understanding of biodynamic preparations - special agricultural
preparations for the soil - a lack of knowledge of a range of beneficial fungi
and insects which are utilised by the organic industry, and the physiological
effects from stock treatments such as apple cider vinegar, seaweed and fish
emulsions which are used preventatively against parasites and disease. All
these practices and the effects they seem to be having on stock and on crops in
organic operations effectively fall under the magic banner in conventional
agricultural thinking since most do not have comprehensive scientific
research which can yet explain why they work the way they do. Hence there
have been calls for paradigmatic changes to be made to the way conventional
researchers - one group of outsiders of the movement - undertake their
research and the tools they use to carry this out.490
From a conventional perspective, there is still a prevalent mythical
view of organic practice as exploitative of the land, as backward and perverse
in its persistence on not using modem technologies and techniques, and as
inappropriate for the purposes of feeding a growing world population.491 Of
course this is a mainstream myth regarding the organic industry, since only a
minority of organic producers would fall into this category of bad
management and low productive output - making it little different from the
small minority of conventional sector producers who exhibit similar practices.
The lack of attention to detail and to longer term soil fertility and farm
viability is nonetheless a regular critique leveled at many organic producers.
49oWynen, E (1996) Research Implications of a Paradigm Shift in Agriculture: The Case of Organic
Farming. Canberra: Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies.
491Avery, D (1995) Saving the Planet with Pesticides and Plastic. Indianapolis: Hudson Institute;
O'Neill, G (1992) Tipping the scale against organic food Age 14/10/92.
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Regarding some practices, this view is also held by other organic producers
who look upon certain purported organic practices with scorn. The lack of
any inputs whatsoever on some farms is a case in point. While some of these
farmers have maintained such practices and continue to produce and remain
viable, other organic producers look upon this lack of emphasis on inputs
with contempt:

"That's not organic farming, that's called bleeding the soil to death slowly. Those (no
input) people give the industry a bad name. They think that by doing nothing they are
organic. We shouldn't be encouraging such people. "492
This was in reference particularly to a lack of fertiliser and composting
material inputs. The farmer referred to, due to financial constraints combined
with a low priority for fertilising his trees which were otherwise bearing
enough to support him, believed that his farm had survived until now and
did not need other inputs. While in a different class to comparative
conventional farms which are often more severely adversely affecting their
environments, this farm stood out starkly amidst its conventional neighbours'
successful properties as a dire failure and an example of what organic
management definitely is not and should not be.493
The conventional view of organics still is very much a critical one
based upon such anecdotal stories combined with other mythical tales of low
yields, unsustainability and mismanagement. The few organic farmers who
perhaps do not perform to standard become the benchmark for many
conventional farmers to throw ridicule at. There is also often a contempt
toward organic standards, which are viewed as perverse and unjustifiably
difficult when it comes to the restriction on food processing practices. There is
still very much a "why bother?" or "what's the reasoning behind that?" by people
94
trying to understand the rationale for organic standards of practice.4
Food technologists and food processing experts, at the coalface of
dealing with the oftentimes different physical nature and handling properties
of many organic products, are often the harshest critics of organic foods. From
a food processor's point of view, the less than ideal storing properties of some
492

Field notes: Anon. horticulturalist, NSW: November 1996.
493Qne of the main roles of certifying agencies is to police such offenders and to expel them
from the ranks of certified producers. While this is still a grey area regarding action, as the
industry matures, there is an increasing pressure to weed out those perceived as bad
managers of their land.
494
Field notes: Anon. food technologist, Werribee, Victoria, April 1996.
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organic commodities such as apples are one example of this (residual
fungicides on conventional apples usually slow the progress of decay).
Microbiological counts (a present food industry obsession) on organic
vegetables and other foods are also seen as a scary and uncontrollable area for
food technologists (chlorine, a standard food steriliser, is prohibited under
organic standards for most foods). Within all these social groupings there
thus develop stories and beliefs which claim, for example, that organic food
production is an "impossibility" at a mass production level, or that organic
broadacre farming yields are drastically lower than conventional farming. As
these stories travel down the cultural trail, they become ever more distorted
and convoluted, while being indicative of the mainstream view of organics.
These stories end up being passed on like the following:

"That [organic] farmer had yields about 3 to 20 compared with a normal conventional
farmer. They say that the only reason he can keep doing that is because of the
exorbitant returns he can get for his organic produce. "495
The other standard response to organics is one of its backward and
historical nature:

"You' re talking medieval there with those [organic farming] practices, aren't you? I
mean why live in the past like that and have to work so bloody hard - particularly
when it doesn't tend to work all that well anyway, does it?" 496
The questioning in this comment, however, is indicative of the growing
awareness of the misunderstandings that such views harbour, as well as the
curiosity that is being shown as organic markets grow. Gradually organic
ideas are gaining the credence they need to gain wider acceptance in the
mainstream producer community. This is happening slowly but surely. Public
claims by a leading Agroecology researcher that organic agriculture "works"
is part of this shift which is seeing a demise of the myths associated with
organics. 497 Nonetheless there is still a protective, excusing rationale for not
getting into organics for many farmers: "The yields are too low", "you can't
feed the world on organics", "there's no way you can control for weeds,
495

Field notes: Iain Atkin, Mallee resident, Victoria: December1996.
Field notes: Anon. food scientist, Victoria: November1997.
497Address by David Dumaresq in front of audience with Federal minister for Primary
Production, John Anderson for launch of publication: Organic Agriculture in Australia,
Canberra 14 April 1997.
496
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diseases and still maintain commercially viable yields", etc. These stories
from conventional farmers are rife through mainstream culture, and reflect a
large degree of ignorance and misunderstanding of the potential for organic
farming, as well as its practical application in a range of fields. Again and
again, the crucial difference that divides a successful from a failing organic
farm is the same as that for conventional farms - management practices - of
which the organic industry has its share of both very good and very bad
examples.
Nonetheless, even with these chauvinistic views, organic ideas and
practices are slowly filtering into conventional awareness and with this is
coming an acceptance of their legitimacy and appropriateness. Government
bodies such as RIRDC and elements within the federal Department of
Primary Industries (DPIE) as well as state agriculture departments are
showing increasing interest in funding and support for organic ventures.
There is a growing cross fertilisation happening which is leading to changes
in language, in policies and in research foci within these circles. 498 With these
cross cultural exchanges, while there is still a large degree of tension and
misunderstanding between the camps, there is developing common ground
upon which the organic industry is finding legitimate standing. As we will
discuss in the next chapter, the establishment of councils and research teams
which are looking specifically at the organic industry is leading to, while also
stemming from, a growing government interest in organic agriculture as one
of a range of scenarios that may benefit Australian agriculture into the coming
century.
Whatever the attitudes of those within the organic movement toward
"outsiders" it is these very actors who are essential in the longer term life and
vibrancy of the movement above and beyond that of its core founding
supporters. The social world clash between these groups and the negotiation
of resistance and accommodation to conventional practices by the organic
industry is at the core of the problems and crises facing organic agriculture in
the early twenty-first century. It is to these problems that we will tum to in
chapter 6. The scientific measurement of organic practice and knowledge
poses a range of problems for conventional agriculturalists operating within a
framework of conventional or orthodox science. The dismantling of the
cultural notion of organics as being magical will come as much from changes
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Australian Organics-RIRDC sponsored research and organic industry update: Volume 1,
August 1998.
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within the organic industry as it will from a paradigmatic change from
conventional agricultural research itself.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we have explored the social world of organics as it exists in
Australia, as well as the interest it is receiving from the conventional sectors
of farming and agricultural research. This has entailed taking a cross section
of views and experiences, from individual farmers producing organically to
conventional farmers. I have asked questions as to how farmers and others
become involved in the organic industry in the first place, what keeps them
there, or what forces them, or leads them to choose, to move out of it. I have
argued that while market incentives are vital in deciding such moves, there is
a high degree of cultural capital at stake in such decisions as well. These may
include the prestige of operating an exemplary organic farming operation as
well as a concern for the environment, health and safety, the sense of pride
associated with good stewardship of the land and the passing on of the
property to subsequent generations.
We have also looked into the industry bodies which support, regulate
and set standards for the organic industry and have seen how, while they
supply a social sticking gel for the industry, are also presently divided in their
approaches to marketing, certification and general industry functions - which
in tum is stifling a growth in outward looking views within the industry. The
outsiders of the organic industry - government bureaucrats, conventional
farmers and researchers - are taking interest in this industry, and are crucial
actors for the future expansion of the industry. Particularly for researchers,
however, there will be a need to question and modify some of the tools and
frameworks which conventional agricultural research presently operates
with. Only then shall it be possible to truly be able to delve far enough into
the magical realms of organic practice to the point where it becomes familiar
territory marked on a new conventional agricultural map. We will now tum
to other elements of resistance which are preventing such a comprehensive
mapping, and a crossing of territory, being made.
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Chapter 6) Accommodation and Resistance

"Dominant scientific knowledge thus breeds a monoculture of the mind by making
the space for local alternatives disappear, very much as monocultures of introduced
plant varieties lead to the displacement and destruction of local diversity. Dominant
knowledge also destroys the very conditions for alternatives to exist, very much as the
introduction of monocultures destroys the conditions for diverse species to exist."
Vandana Shiva (1992)

"We're not a bunch of hippies growing beans and weaving grass skirts any more."
Western District Farmer (1996)

"When greatly inferior to the enemy, avoid engaging him."
Sun Tzu 400BC

"The only way to argue for a different, non-exploitative meaning of the earth, the only
way to change prevailing and sanctioned modes of thinking and explanation, is to
reason outside them. This will give rise to a real conflict."
William Lines (1994)

"It is possible that a major factor retarding the use of organic agriculture in
broadscale farming in Australia is the lack of information and experience. There
appears to be little knowledge of such techniques in the farming community or in
government or industry circles and familiarisation with the international information
on broad-acre systems may have to be initiated, or research undertaken where
information is insufficient for Australian conditions."
ESD Working Group Final Report -Agriculture (1991)
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6.0 Introduction

So far we have covered issues of sustainability facing food and fibre
producers in the industrial world. We have looked into some proposed
agroecological solutions to these problems, organic practice being the main
focus. We have seen how the organic industry has increased market share of
the formal food market over the last decade. We have also looked at the
organic market's niche nature and some of the general issues which maintain
it within its present marginal state, if not irrelevance, to a host of important
players in the food and fibre industry. These players range from agricultural
researchers and government bureaucrats through to conventional farmers
and food technicians, as well as marketeers and consumers.
This chapter will explore the various reasons behind the present status
of organics in the minds and practices of the actors of the mainstream food
system. This chapter will also look at how, and under what circumstances,
"ecological" notions are being re-integrated into the "marketplace" of
agricultural knowledge and practice. The nature of the technologies enrolled
in organic and other ecologically attuned food production are reliant upon
social, economic and political elements as much as upon the technical and
physical aspects of their surrounding world. I will be exploring the mixture of
these elements or forces, and how they collectively construct and mould the
nature of organic production technologies. As has been previously argued,
conventional practices, research and ideas are constructed in similar ways.
As has been posited, if organic production does perform so excellently
in areas of ecological and economic sustainability, as many of its advocates
contend, then why has it not reached a status which one would imagine it
deserves in such times of sustainability rhetoric? The answer to this question
lies in a variety of explanations which differ depending on industry sectors
and cultural and market climates. There is no one clear answer, however
much protagonists claim there is. Rational individualist choice, emotive and
simplified rhetoric, the influence of commercial interests, and the effects of
misunderstanding by bureaucrats and researchers who live within differing
paradigms of practice, may all be parts of the answer in a given context. All
these elements work in tandem, or alone, in ways which have stifled mass
growth of this industry.
Structuralist, political-economic analysis which gives precedence and
agency to the powers that be can only paint an outline of the organic industry
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picture.499 By searching amidst the alternative tribes vying for recognition in
the market of food production ideas and technologies, my aim has been to
develop a more comprehensive explanation for the present status of the
organic industry. At this micro-level of analysis, the subtle complexities of the
situation can be revealed, and the confusion and hybridising of identities can
be explored. Following these pathways, one often experiences the melding of
identities and the breakdown of classic categories created by traditional
political analysis. An organic agricultural advocate and practitioner may be
also a high powered global marketeer, while also involved in the control and
commercialisation of intellectual property directly involved in activities far
from sustainable. Equally a commercially entrenched food technology
researcher may play a crucial role, through their own volition, in the mass
development of certain organic products. The challenge to transcend classical
analytical categories while maintaining some sense of agency and power
involved in social relations is a task the social sciences continue to theorise, as
we have explored. The use of Actor Network Theory (ANT), while exposing
naturalistic and other classic categories of social analysis, has not led to a
replacement framework usually expected in the social sciences.500 While
metaphors have been challenged, there has not been reinstated a normative
framework from which to ground one's research.
While this is the exact point post-structuralist theorists have
emphasised, the mixing of both traditional and post structuralist approaches
in this thesis is an attempt to develop a more comprehensive story. Normative
frameworks, if used carefully and with their weaknesses in mind, still give us
a yardstick to measure by. In my own approach, I describe and sort under
banners of classic social categories while weaving through these the
complexities of the characters who sometimes cross and confound these
categories. This approach does not necessarily critique the system or greater
power structures, but gives equal weight to individual and tribal agency and
responsibility.501 I have wanted to bring out and highlight the complexities of
499Tuere is no need to develop, although there is ample material one could use, conspiracy
stories which have maintained and encouraged ignorance and misunderstanding as has been
outlined in chapters 1and5. Goering, P (1993) From the Ground Up: Rethinking Industrial
Agriculture. London: Earthscan Publications; Short K (1994) Quick Poison, Slow Poison: Pesticide
Risk in the Lucky Country. St Albans NSW: Kate Short.; Van Den Bosch, R (1989) The Pesticide
Conspiracy. Berkeley: University of California Press.
500see particularly here Latour, B (1993) We Have Never Been Modern NY: Harvester
Wheatsheaf translated by Catherine Porter.
501 By tribal I mainly refer to the community and regional groups of organic and other
farming groupings. Such tribes may be quite formalised in their structures, while others are
more disparate and informal.
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the actors - human and non-human, physical and technical, which play their
parts in this story. While sides are often clear to protagonists and those
embroiled in the midst of conflict and confusion, it is the negotiation of the
extent of inter-cultural melding between conventional and organic
practitioners which is possibly the most defining characteristic of this conflict.
The organic debate is pitched around the issue of integration with
mainstream culture and food production. It is also about the extent to which
the movement should define itself as distinct from such a technical culture in
order to maintain principles which for the movement achieve the objectives of
the precautionary principle while also moving resolutely toward sustainable
land management. The crafting and policing of identity is a crucial act which
protagonists perform while in conflict as we have seen in chapter 5 - hence
the relevance of exploring both actor agency and social structure in describing
the nature of the organic industry. We will now further explore areas of
negotiation and melding between organic and conventional protagonists, as
well as those of negation and open conflict which have characterised the
meeting, and lack of meeting, of organic and conventional technologists and
technologies of production.
In this chapter I will divide these issues into social and physical
naturalistic categories in order to further explore the clash and confluence of
organic and mainstream social worlds. I first look into bureaucracies, and the
economic, social and political aspects to this meeting of social worlds. I then
look at a mixture of scientific, technical and physical elements which play
roles in mainstream accommodation or resistance to organic ideas and
practices. Lastly, I explore the commercial market of food commodities and
liken it to the marketplace of ideas - science in practice - to highlight the
similarities of problems facing the organic industry in terms of mainstream
accommodation. This will lead us on into the concluding chapter which will
look into a range of proffered solutions to these observed problems of
resistance.
6.1 Bureaucracies
In the organic industry, as with most other conventional food and fibre

sectors, there is more than one type of bureaucracy that directly affects the
working of the industry.502 There is an external government bureaucracy and
502 I refer to bureaucracy here as being a social entity based on formalised rules and
structures bestowed with the task of administering certain services. Such social structures
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a specific industry bureaucracy distinction that needs to be made for the
organic industry. While Australian government bureaucracies are being
scaled down or modified, at a grassroots level the organic industry is
consolidating and extending organisational self management in ways which
flavour these institutions with bureaucratic overtones. On top of this, these
different bureaucracies have extremely different inherent natures. Problems
and dilemmas for these two different bureaucratic realms need therefore to be
dealt with separately.
6.la Government Bureaucracies
First I will look at the commonwealth and state government level.
These bureaucracies I will crudely lump together under one banner. These
include policy, regulation, or industry specific bureaucracies that are mainly
funded and guided by government interests. These bodies will be viewed as
one broad culture or social world, as they share some important
characteristics.
The distance that any centralised bureaucracy tends to develop from
the social world of its constituents is an almost taken for granted nature of
such organisations. Agriculture more generally has witnessed this
particularly, given that the (generally) rural constituents of the relevant
government bodies are outside, and some distance from, the political and
social goings on of bureaucratic (and usually urban) life. Particularly since the
1970s, the National Farmers Federation notwithstanding, the Australian rural
scene has progressively faded away from political consciousness and concern,
which has only added to and exacerbated this distancing from many other
government departments and interests. 503
Agriculturally related government departments have therefore had to
contend both with a cultural climate decreasingly interested in the rural social
world, as well as the built in problems of social distance inherent in most
bureaucratic structures. Community consultation by some policy and
regulatory bureaucracies is aimed at transcending the same problems of social
distancing. Nonetheless, bureaucratic social structures tend to tread separate
paths from those of wider social interests unless concerted and consistent
generally have a hierarchy of command and responsibility. While traditionally looked upon
as rational and unhindered by traditional social structures, bureaucracies more readily come
with a mixture of tradition and novel form inherent in any social world. Mitnick, B (1980) The
Political Economy of Regulation NY: Columbia University Press.
503
Roberts, B (1995) The Quest for Sustainable Agriculture and Land Use. Sydney: UNSW Press.
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efforts are made to bridge such differences of interests of these often times
tangential social worlds of bureaucracy and citizen. This is an ongoing
challenge of all bureaucratic structures. 504
If this distancing process has been the case for agricultural
bureaucracies, it has been exceptionally so for the organic sector of the food
and fibre industries. The practical successes of "scientific agriculture", with
intensive use of organochlorines and high potency fertilisers has drawn most
farmers into a new means of production. From these developments have
arisen a commercial and governmental industry aligned in terms of new
interests and practices. Much post WWII R&D has been almost entirely
pitched at high input, synthetic chemical based agricultural practice.505
Agricultural colleges have been designed with these practices in mind, and
agricultural departments have continued to grow along the lines of
conventional production. Government bureaucracies related to agricultural
production and food processing have had their own interests tied into
supporting and extending the network of industrial agriculture and
agribusiness.506 As a result, the interests of government bureaucrats,
researchers, agribusinesses and conventional farmers have become entwined
for mutual benefit.
This situation could be likened to an "invisible college"' of researchers
working around a similar paradigm.507 The invisible college is an informal
network of researchers who form around such an intellectual paradigm.
While this initially referred to research cultures, it is used here for the broader
network of humans involved at various levels in the design, implementation
and regulation of a generalised set of technologies that could be placed under
the banner of the industrial agribusiness paradigm.
One could easily conclude that there is a symbiotic relationship
between these main interest groupings with resemblances to classic Military
Industrial Complex characteristics, where government departments or bodies
are intimately related to industry interests, with the two social worlds feeding
off each other, bolstering each other, and sharing personnel.508 Further, the
regulatory end of the bureaucratic spectrum also usually shares much of the
social world of these above interest groups. This has often culminated in a
504

Mitnick, B (1980) op. cit.
Roberts, B (1995) op. cit.
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50 See Chapter 1.
507Rogers, E (1983) Diffusion of Innovations. New York: The Free Press p43.
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Goering, P (1993) From the Ground Up: Rethinking Industrial Agriculture. London, Earthscan
Publications.
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"revolving door" scenario in many production industries, where those in
regulatory positions often either come from or go into the industries they
regulate.509 This has obvious implications for the rigour and authenticity of
regulatory structures to carry out their assigned roles. These nepotistic and
inbred characteristics of the agricultural industry and its many related
government departments has led, in many instances, to a stifling or slowing
down of environmental and public health reform which might otherwise
disrupt status quo interests. This revolving door and the bolstering of
industrial agricultural interests is very much still alive within government
agricultural bodies, be they policy, research, or regulation arenas.
There are definite and clear exceptions to this rule. However,
environmentally aligned change that is instigated can often be of a piecemeal
nature, or be reconfigured in such ways as to solve one problem while
unhinging a number of others. One clear example of this is the development
of the genetically modified cotton strains with Bt (see below). While the era of
IPM, minimum tillage and related practices has begun to unsettle some of
these social connections and interest proximities between industry and
government bureaucracy, there still remain large barriers to change. The most
subtle and yet most resilient of these are the learned habits of practice and
observation that are deeply ingrained in the minds and bodies of researchers
and industry people alike. These habits range from regular over-ploughing of
fields through to an over emphasis on the NPK (nitrogen, phosphorus,
potassium) levels in soil analysis in preference to a broader based analysis of
other essential nutrients and nutrient vectors. Such habits of practice are
strongly integrated into a string of connected social worlds, from educational
institutions, through to practitioners in the field. It is these habits within a
conventional paradigm of chemical dependence and high input farming that
continue to drive most leading and bandwagon research, while continuing to
hold the main recognition and respect of policy and regulatory bureaucrats.
An example of this has been so called "conservation farming", also
known as minimum tillage. The development of conservation farming
through the 1980s in Australia developed in a particular way which appeased
the interests of the wider agribusiness industry. Conservation farming is a
practice which leaves stubble in the ground, rather than ploughing in and
leaving the soil otherwise bare and hence prone to erosion. This has helped
change ingrained farmer habits which were often significantly degrading
many farm soils. This practice is combined with the greater usage of
509See Mitnick, B (1980) op. cit.
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herbicides such as glyphosate, used to control weed growth, which used to be
controlled through extra ploughing. This conservation practice has been
510
strongly encouraged by extension personnel of agriculture departments.
Whatever the ecological safety merits of such relatively low toxicity chemicals
as glyphosate, it is an irony that conservation farming has actually led to a
greater reliance on chemical inputs.511 Most conservation practices, as with
agricultural policy changes, are generally done so with the protection and
projection of conventional practice still very much in mind.
Another modem development being hailed as the future for pesticide
reduction has been the introduction of a cotton variety which potentially
requires fewer applications of pesticide to control a leading Australian cotton
pest. This caterpillar is responsible for extensive damage of cotton crops and
is conventionally treated by multiple applications of aerially sprayed
pesticides throughout the cotton season. The new cotton variety is known as
Bt cotton - from the Bacillus thuringiensis bacterial strain which can give
cotton a weevil protective nature. This variety is derived from genetic
engineering technology, and contains a genetic component which, at least in
theory, gives the cotton plant immunity from significant weevil damage. It
has been claimed that research such as this is an example where agriculture
can truly achieve a cleaner and greener image through the reduction of
agrochemical use.512 Critics of this development claim that genetically
engineered varieties will only be used in conventional monocropping ways
and will not solve the long term problems inherent in intensive
monocropping, high input systems.513 Such systems, with the first trials
harvested in 1997, are yet to be proven to be commercially viable in Australia.
Given that they do prove viable into the future, there are concerns that cotton
farming will still remain a highly polluting, energy consumptive and
chemically dependent practice. With the organic industry standards explicitly
excluding biotechnology, whatever the criticisms about the ecological safety
of the Bt and other strains, such developments bar the organic industry from
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°Field notes: Ross Clark, Department of Agriculture, Victoria, June 1996.
511Whatever the safety merits of glyphosate itself, the surfactants which it is applied with can
affect water life if and where the chemical enters waterways. Short K (1994) Quick Poison, Slow
Poison: Pesticide Risk in the Lucky Country. St Albans NSW: Kate Short.
51 2Jn fact, the Bt cotton strai.Ii.s are being sought by the Olympic organising committee for the
Sydney 200 Games, being touted as the first "green games", for use in official T-shirts.
51 3Hindmarsh, R, Burch, D and Hulsman, K (1991) AgroBiotechnology in Australia: Issues of
Control, Collaboration and Sustainability. Prometheus; 9(2): pp221-248; Scrinis, G (1995)
Colonizing the Seed: Genetic Engineering and Techno-Industrial Agriculture. Melbourne: Friends
of the Earth.
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utilising such technology. Much research in agriculture continues to be
carried out with a focus to solve problems arising from present conventional
intensive farming operations, rather than radically re-orienting research in
ways which develop preventative solutions to agricultural sustainability
problems.
The main issue for the organic industry in Australia is an issue of
estrangement and lack of social connection with government bureaucracies.
This has begun to change slightly since the inception of the Organic Produce
Advisory Committee (OPAC) in 1992. OPAC is an arm of the Australian
Quarantine and Inspection Service (AQIS), which is in tum a segment of the
Department of Primary Industries and Energy (DPIE) and contains
government as well as industry representation. OPAC has been responsible
for formalising standards at a national level which industry certification
agencies are required to follow. OPAC has also been an avenue for the
organic industry to lobby for changes to food regulations which affect the
industry.
The formation of the Interim Organic Industry Council (IOIC) has
furthered the developments of social interconnection between the organic
industry and mainstream culture. The IOIC was catalysed by government
interest within the Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation
(RIRDC), and from academic and general researchers. The main original aims
were to help organise the industry in a way that it could "speak with one voice"
to government in order to lobby effectively, but most importantly to be able to
resolutely prioritise research funding proposals directed to bodies such as
RIRDC. Out of the consultation which the IOIC carried out, a body is
presently being formed which will contain neutral government representation
and industry wide representation from growers, certifying bodies, retailers,
exporters, processors and consumer groups. So the latter 1990s in Australia
has definitely seen new linkages at the policy level between government and
the organic ind us try.
The relationship that the organic industry has with government policy
processes has its roots in the decades since WWII. Governments have been
little interested, in the main, in pandering to the interests of those seen to be
inherently interested in slowing the growth of economy boosting agribusiness
activities.514 As we have seen, the interests of the scientific agriculture
movement were represented across numerous government sectors, and
514Relations were defined as "openly antagonistic prior to mid 1980s" by one farmer. Field
notes: Rod May, vegetable grower, Victoria: July 1997. See Goering, P (1993) op. cit.
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culminated in an almost total obliteration of organic practices as and when
they could be circumvented by synthetic chemical control and management.
With government bureaucracies having less and less to offer organic
practitioners, the social, economic and technical ties dropped away, leaving
behind memories of a soured, or at best non-existent, relationship. Those
coming into the industry in the 1980s and 1990s could be forgiven for never
even thinking that government bureaucracies had anything substantial to
offer organic producers.
The environmental movements of the 1970s, and the general cultural
climate of this time which was becoming more aware of environmental issues,
had some impact on government policy. The trend of moving away from the
organic industry was reoriented in some states through the 1980s to
accommodate organic interests, particularly NSW and Victoria. Stemming
from a mixture of political astuteness and good intentions from within
government bureaucratic circles, research and extension officers were made
available through some agriculture departments during this time. An
example of this was the Frankston organic vegetable trials in Victoria, while
the Rutherglen trials in the same state, under its banner of a Sustainable
Agriculture Research Station (SARS), had organic style research offerings.
NSW and Victoria also had dedicated officers in the late 1980s and early 1990s
to deal specifically with organic agriculture inquiries. Funds for such
activities, however, were limited and restricted the impact that the organic
research and extension had on conventional practice.515
The early and mid 1990s saw a dismembering of the organic friendly
funding approach of some states in the 1980s, which as a consequence meant
the effective disappearance of organic extension officers and research units if
and where they existed beforehand.516 While some of these people still exist in
such organisations, they have been farmed off to other department sections,
or are now responsible for the catchier and politically acceptable "sustainable
agriculture" positions.517 They continue to do their work, although
increasingly are swamped by demands for work in Integrated Pest
Management (IPM) rather than pure organics.518 This is so much so that the
515

Ross Clark, personal communication, Department of Agriculture, Victoria, 1995.
6N°eil Barr, personal communication, Department of Agriculture, Victoria, May 1996.
517A National Organic Symposium held in June/July 1996 exemplifies this situation.
Agriculture Department representatives from all major states and relevant bureaucracies
were invited. None now had titles with organic in them, and few with a specific mandate to
support low input systems.
518 One Victorian agriculture department staff member stated that "If I can convert say 15 per
cent of farmers onto (IPM programs) who reduce their (chemical) use by 50 per cent, then I
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term organic has become a dirty word in most research circles. While research
gets funded that can be termed organic in orientation, if only in part, such
research is regularly done under different banners such as "sustainable",
"conservation" and "low input".
The climate for ecological type research work in Australia looks set to
be lean and minimalist for some time to come. The partial sale of Telstra and
the creation of the Heritage Fund in 1997 may well inject some short term
funds, but the overall problem of funds is an institutional one based on more
than funding availability. As has been experienced with the Landcare
movement, while vast funds have been made available, Landcare's main
achievement to date has been the raising of awareness, rather than a massive
changing of practice at the farm level. 519
What is ironic is that organic related knowledge does exist in
departments of agriculture, but is often obscured and difficult to reach. This
lack of connection sometimes confounds the government departmental side
as well. One agriculture department worker exclaimed:
"It must be said, I've had so few inquiries ... there has to be an effort made at the

grower end, and I must say I haven't had that many inquiries." "It is also up to them
[organic practitioners] to scratch around and find out for themselves [through
contacting the department]."520
This has been a result as much of the complexity of organisation and
the division between research fields within government bureaucracies, as it
has been the different social worlds that organic practice inhabits compared to
the mainstream bureaucratic world. Possibly the greatest challenge facing
agricultural bureaucracies is the collation of presently existing research into
useable packages for organic and would-be organic agricultural practitioners.
Such collation and development of databases has for a number of reasons
been slow in development - among other reasons because there are few
career interests, little prestige and low funding security inherent in such
research.

see that as having more of an impact than converting 2 per cent over to organics." Field notes:
Ross Clark, Victoria: February 1995.
519
Barr, N and Cary, J (1992) Greening a Brown Land: the Australian Search for Sustainable Land
Use. South Melbourne: MacMillan.
52DField notes: Ross Clark, Victoria: February 1995.
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Further compounding the frustration for many organic practitioners is
the view that the research is not the problem so much as the lack of broader
governmental structural support. As one organic grower exclaimed:

"The bloody research is · all there, and we know best how our own farms are
managed... what we really need is the [economic] support and a bit of recognition from
government" [at a policy level]521
Because of the more locally specific nature and the more intensive and
unique management requirements of farms not reliant on synthetic chemical
inputs and pesticide regimes, this also creates the problem of how to best
define relevant research and also how to get the organic message across most
effectively. As one central Queensland farmer pointed out:

"There ain't no manual for organic agriculture ...really."522
The recipe of conversion of individual farms to organic production
may vary widely through space and time as the farm production system itself
changes with the application of organic techniques. This has only further
problematised the ability of producers to obtain relevant information on
production practices from centralised bureaucracies. The cost of technically
and socially organising and disseminating such information is prohibitive for
agriculture departments in the present political climate.523
Lower cost, community based solutions have been one way out of this
quandary. The development of Landcare is an example of this. Field days run
by conventional and organic practitioners also have had a huge impact on the
integration of action, and on the dispersal of more regionally appropriate
techniques and technologies. The importance of these social ties can be often
far more valuable than much of the research done into the same area by
distant R&D institutes and agricultural bureaucracies. As we have explored in
Chapter 3, the importance of community based social networks for the
transfer of technologies and techniques cannot be underestimated. Farm trials
have been a further aspect of this. Some of these farm trials when in their
infancy have in fact even been snubbed by agriculture departments. As a
leading conventional Mallee farmer recalled:
521field notes: Vegetable grower, Tasmania: November 1996.
522field notes: Vegetable grower, NSW: June 1995.
523
Field notes: Ross Clark, op. cit.
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"Once they (agriculture department) realised we were on to a good thing, they didn't
want to be left behind. The (chemical) companies which were supporting us were
convinced early on about our needs. The department people realised they had made a
mistake pretty quick smart."524
This almost folklore material is common in the rural sector, which has
tended to treat bureaucrats and government intervention with suspicion.
Ironically it has only been through other government measures that much
rural development ever took place in the first instance. Whatever the case,
stories abound about negative agriculture department experiences. The lack
of interest from the organic industry is based to a degree on personal
experience with departments:

"absolutely useless"; "you ring them up and they tell you the bloody conventional
solution to your problems"; "don't trust them "525
As well, a mixture of folk lore is passed on to newcomers:

[the relationship with the agriculture department has] "been that way for decades"; or
"don't bother trying" [to get anything usefu.l out of them]; or, for those who try
anyway "I told you so "526
This includes the more cynical experience of the present environment of
rationalised agriculture departments and services, summed up as:

"ring up now and there's no-one there at all - at least you could abuse someone 5
years ago"; or "well nothing's really changed has it?"527
On top of this, there is a sentiment in the organic industry that most of
the research carried out to date has been fairly self serving of the
bureaucracies and invisible colleges which carry it out, has been fairly
pointless or toothless, or has only reiterated what it is presumed every one
already knew:

524field notes: Ian McClelland, broadacre farmer Victoria: Feb 1996.
525field notes: Victoria/NSW:1996.
5260p. cit.
5270p. cit.
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"what's the point in supporting the move for more research [into economic
comparisons and physical comparisons of different production type farms] when we
know what the answers are, or when the research is only going to be tabled and then
ignored. We need more action taken on the research we already have, as well as far
more directed and sector specific [research] results. "528
This expresses a deeply felt sentiment of many producers. As has been
pointed out by other researchers about the conventional agricultural sector,
there tends to be a select grouping of prosperous and educated farmers who
tend to have the majority of agriculture departmental extension time spent on
them.529 This has been the same in the organic industry where select farmers
will seek out information and inquire as to the offerings of government
departments. Nonetheless, there is a certain degree of legitimacy in the
criticisms over government departments delivering less than expected and
being somewhat negligent in aiming at total "customer" satisfaction. The
specific nature and requirements of the organic industry have exacerbated
this.
The organic movement has had to learn, to a large degree, to stand on
its own feet, to fend for itself, and to protect its own interests with little or no
help from federal and state government bureaucracies. This has given the
organic movement's own bureaucracies a distinctive character and focus,
since they have sprung up from, and are directly in contact with the organic
community. Mostly existing separately from government and its funding
circles, however, has also tended to leave organic bureaucracies under
resourced and unable to tackle some of the bigger picture issues which
continue to hinder the industry.
6.lb Industry Grassroots Organisations

The organic movement has traditionally derived from social stock which
could be termed "dissenting" or "radical" in nature. Whatever the merits of
the knowledge and practices that organic pioneers possessed, there was a
general tendency for them to be categorised by mainstream society as
eccentric misfits, if not irritants. This identity - often taken on by early organic
advocates - is still very much alive today. Of course this is a generalisation

528farmers at RIRDC funded workshop on the organic industry, ACT: June 1996.
529\lanclay, F and Lawrence, G (eds) (1995) The Environmental Imperative: Ecosocial Concerns for
Australian Agriculture. Rockhampton: Central Queensland University Press.
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many would deny, as from the inside it is the mainstream which is
misdirected in its agricultural and food production practices. Whatever the
case, in organic circles there has been a resilient culture of resistance and
camaraderie. They have survived, they continue their traditions, and they
have done it mainly without the help of, and often with overt antagonism
from, major governmental and commercial bodies. This anarchic nature of the
movement has culminated in strong support for, and involvement in,
grassroots industry organisations that maintain the local social cohesion of
organic practice.530 The participation level in these organic groups is high,
with a unique level of sharing of information, skills and technologies. The
shared and common experiences of being organic practitioners often brings
people together with firm and certain purpose, and as we have explored,
create potentially ideal situations for participatory democracy and
community steering of technology.531
But such anarchic characteristics and tendencies also have potential
draw backs. The drawbacks for the organic movement have been a splintering
of organisations, a distrust of centrally controlled organic industry
bureaucracies, and a tendency to go it alone as individual producers or small
interest groups. As these squabbles continue, division maintains the limited
reach and nature of the organic industry. Some of this anarchism is simply at
a level where producers may be sceptical and cynical about where their
industry levies are going to, and how much their organisation may really be
doing for them, as well as grumbling about another extra cost that they have
to bear:

"I find it crazy that we [organic producers] have to pay all these [organic] levies while
those [conventional] guys down the road pay nothing, pollute our waterways, and
make more money at the end of the day! '532
This anarchic attitude is particularly the case for those who are
supported by reliable markets which do not necessarily require certification
assurance, or whose markets and farm are some distance, both physically and
S30r refer to anarchism through this thesis not in the derogatory terms of chaos and social
discord but in terms of being a self organisational and individual and community
responsibility movement. While an ideal whose principles are extremely difficult to socially
maintain, the anarchic ideal nonetheless is often present within many organic social
groupings, and also arguably is inherent within the techno-social world of [ideal] organic
production methods and technologies.
531See Section 5.5
532field notes: Lyall Williams, herb and flower farmer, Victoria: November 1995.
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culturally, from their bureaucratic organisation's main office. Tasmania
particularly is a case in point here, where in recent years a growing
dissatisfaction with the mainland's leading certification organisations' abilities
to service the needs of their members on the island state, has led to a breakoff
group called TOPS. As has been noted, this has been driven by a mixture of
economic incentive (to run cheaper regulation and certification services),
marketing interest (protecting the unique Tasmanian market identity), and
cultural antagonism which is evident in the wider cultural divide between
mainland and Tasmanian people.
A similar group is establishing itself on the mainland based upon
internationally recognised Quality Assurance certification, claiming they
conform to !FOAM standards of organic production. This group calls itself
the Organic Food Chain (OFC), and is designed specifically and exclusively
for high output, professional producers who feel they can both regulate and
market their own produce more effectively than the existing bodies of the
organic industry. Their most significant claim is that their logo and
certification will become the major and most recognised system for organic
foods in and from Australia. While the future of both these groups may be
tenuous, that they nonetheless exist and can thrive in certain environments
has been symptomatic of the wider organic movement. However, others see
such diversity as the desired and natural state of the movement. As one TOPS
member exclaimed to a national conference audience:

"We are here, we believe we can all work together... we are very interested in

this."533

But there is also a crusading attitude towards one's own organisation
and the willingness to stick with it, which also exists within the ranks of the
major organisations, even in places such as Tasmania:

"I will die with NASAA", while recognising that "You have to have a recognisable
label, so you have to put up with some of the [bureaucratic] nonsense and bullshit"534
Book keeping, financial records, labeling, and general organic
production etiquette are all often seen by many organic producers as
bureaucratic hassles and as meddling by outsider agriculturalists. This is of
course the experience of any social order which is aiming to regulate human
533TOPS representative: RIRDC funded workshop on organic industry, ACT: June 1996.
534field notes: Maria Bekkema, farmer, Tasmania: November 1996.
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practice and belief. On the issue of composting of manures brought onto the
farm, there have been numerous squabbles between producers and certifying
agencies. Manures brought onto organic farms are required to be fully
composted prior to use. This is to ensure that toxic bacterial counts are
lowered, that other impurities are cooked out as much as possible, and so that
the often extreme levels of nitrogen, that might otherwise impact adversely on
soil fertility, are lowered to within reasonable limits. Some producers
question this requirement, since they believe that "All the benefits of [the

manure] are wasted if you leave it sitting in a compost heap - you've got to use the
nitrogen while its there."535 This is one of many areas where certification
agencies are faced with trying to encourage producers to operate in new ways
which are foreign to the conventional view of fertility which still tends to
favour regular application of high levels of nitrogen over the more ecological
aim of building up good soil humus levels. Other areas of the organic
regulation game, such as the retail sector, possess their own aspects of
anarchism and antagonism towards any semblance of outsider influence or
control.536 This of course varies, and ultimately these organic bureaucracies
still exist, as their conventional counterparts do, due to a critical mass of
supporter members, however begrudgingly some of these members support
their organisations.
With the maintenance of tribal standoffs between organic industry
organisations, the ability to develop a unified industry which might speak
with one voice to government bureaucracies has been somewhat stifled.
Without this voice, legislation which might protect the industry, research
funds which might be made available for relevant research, and other
government programs which could potentially aid the industry, are mostly
still well out of reach of the industry. This cannot be put down simply to the
fledgling nature of the industry, nor simply to the comparatively lower
economic interests the government may have in the industry, nor again
simply the technical difficulties involved in legally defining and regulating
the notion of organic. While these all play a part, the inability of the industry
535Field notes: Anon. vegetable grower, Victoria: November 1995.
536QRGAA runs a Retail Certification Scheme, which caters for the regulation of the retail
sector much like the other certifying bodies do for producers. The scheme is mainly based in
Victoria still, where it began, although it has been spreading out to NSW and SA from 1996.
The scheme, while covering most major organic retailers in Victoria, still has its detractors.
For example, Friends of the Earth in Melbourne sells organic produce but does not wish to
become part of what they see as a "bureaucratic" and perverse regulation body which
requires all produce sold to be of a certified nature. For some retailers who rely upon
backyard and small uncertified growers, such restrictions pose problems for their business
and hence tend not to become involved with the retail certification scheme.
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to strategically manoeuvre itself to effectively lever significant government
interests into their own field, has been historically an ever present
characteristic of organic groups in Australia. Such levering might involve
R&D steering, the creation of direct or indirect laws which might affect
organic producer numbers, and other governmental regulatory measures
which might benefit the industry by drawing in environmental impacts into
conventional food production accounting. While the industry continues to
debate the usefulness of the government at all, and to circulate conspiracy
stories regarding the government's real interests in the organic industry, such
opportunities continue to be wasted. Inroads have been made, and continue
to be made to this effect. Such inroads on the Australian bureaucratic
continent are still fairly scant and many have generally only led to dry and
unproductive fields. Such memories still haunt many present organic
constructionists building roads to government, while also driving those
building counter roads towards self determination.
6.2 Economics
If organic practitioners often find themselves outside of bureaucratic interests,

it is often because they are also outside of many economic concerns that are
the raison d'etre of many of these bureaucracies. The economics of typical
organic farms are quite often in different categories to conventional farms.
This distinction is even more evident today, with an increase in large scale
conventional farming operations, a rising number of these also owned by
absent landlords, or run by management teams. Conventional farms are often
reliant on technical advances to overcome land degradation and productivity
problems, and are mostly aimed at increasing production yields by raising the
volume and sophistication of inputs. They are therefore strongly integrated
with agribusiness interests. Organic operations, on the other hand, are usually
aimed at longer term farm productivity based on the continual improvement
of soil quality and diversity of life forms. Input costs are generally lower per
unit of land, which is reflected in generally lower outputs for those same units
on organic farms. The premium prices organic production often enjoys helps
to offset these lower returns. However some industry sectors have
comparable pricing structures to conventional producers and gain
economically by a relatively higher return per yield unit, stemming from
lower input costs. While quite a number of organic farmers compete directly
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on the conventional market, the economics of such operations can differ
markedly from conventional ones.
Some economic research has been carried out into comparisons of
organic and conventional operations in Australia, with many more overseas
comparisons.537 With the small number of such studies it is extremely difficult
to gain a clear picture of economic advantages and disadvantages of the two
styles of farming. Some general observations are possible. It is not simply a
case of stating that organic operations yield lower than conventional
operations on a consistent basis. The Australian environment, with its
proneness to erratic dry spells and floods, poses particular problems for any
operators who overstock and overstress their soil and pasture resources.
Economically in times such as these, organic operators can potentially come
out in far better stead, with soil and pasture reserves that tide them over more
effectively than their conventional neighbours. Equally, other preventative
measures may protect against damaging and costly soil erosion from floods
and winds, or may add to the farm's general ability to withstand certain
disease and weed infestations that may be affecting neighbouring farms.538

On top of meteorological fluctuations, there are market fluctuations
which are often related to these. With some agricultural industries, such as
rice and wheat, a bad season of weather for conventional operators might still
mean an average to good organic harvest, which may translate to a higher
market price. Differences experienced with pests, diseases, and other factors
which may affect one style of production more than another will also add to
these erratic price differentials.539 Lastly, in terms of market share and return
prices for producers, as with any industry, as a commodity floods a market,
prices drop. Organic produce being defined separately in the market place
537Conacher, J and Conacher, A (1991) An Update on Organic Farming and the Organic
Industry in Australia. Biological Agriculture and Horticulture; 8: ppl-16; Wynen, E (1989)
Sustainable and Conventional Agriculture: An Economic Analysis of Australian Cereal-Livestock
Farming. Unpublished PhD manuscript. Bundoora: Latrobe University.

Wynen, E. and Edwards, G. (1990) Towards a Comparison of Conventional and Chemical
Free Farming in Australia. Australian Journal of Agricultural Economics; 34(1): pp39-55. For
overseas reports see Lampkin, N and Padel, S (eds) (1994) The Economics of Organic Farming:
An International Perspective Wallingford, UK: CAB International.
538Qn some organic farms, as well as farms which have had extensive and carefully managed
pasture improvement, the changes in soil pH has affected the sorts of weeds that now can
and cannot germinate in such an environment. One dairy farm in Victoria particularly is
indicative here, where soil management over the past two decades, with careful attention to
lowering what was initially a highly acidic soil, as well as balancing out other nutrients such
as Mg and Ca.
539For example the impacts that "Mad Cow" disease, Salmonella and other bacterial
poisonings, as well as chemical residues such as Helix in beef exported from Australia, have
all indirectly benefited the organic retail market.
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sometimes allows for protection from such price fluctuations, unless of
course, the organic industry sector itself suffers from commodity flooding.
The longer term focus that most organic operators have in terms of
land productivity needs also to be given an economic element that is usually
absent from economic analysis. This long term productivity is undermined by
a market system which is geared to short term returns, which also therefore
understandably rule out "externalities" such as river pollution, land
degradation and wildlife habitat destruction. That is, beyond a general real
estate evaluation, there is rarely an inherent value in the land that is
represented in present Australian economic accounting for industry
productivity.540 This and other crucial elements of standard assessments of
economic status of farms need to be addressed in any research that aims to
comprehensively assess the economic comparisons of organic and
conventional farms. That this sort of accounting is still outside the formal
channels of accounting poses significant problems for those arguing for, and
farming along, more sustainable lines and economically internalising some of
the above externalities.
It has been pointed out that for sustainable farming practices to be
acceptable they need to be economically viable, if not profitable, for farm
owners to implement.541 While this is a pertinent claim, the very basis of what
constitutes fair economics needs to be scrutinised. Economies, after all,
operate according to many social, political and technical understandings and
laws which means that so called level playing fields are always already
constituted by subsidies and political and economic inequalities. As has been
discussed elsewhere, there are many economic factors which work against
certain conservation practices. While many traditional economic measures
which worked against such conservation measures have been repealed in
recent years, there are numerous hidden subsidies and incentives still in place
which work against the interests of those wishing to change farm practices.
The most obvious of these are agriculture inputs which leech into the
surrounding environment. Further, while a host of new tax laws and

540Salination of a property drastically changes this as with other obvious land degradation
problems. In fact part of the reason salt watch type bodies had such difficulty getting off the
ground was farmers not wishing for it to be known their property was degraded. So while
such factors do appear in real estate valuing, such valuing is of a negative kind. The sorts of
physical environment established on properly functioning organic properties finds markets
internally to the industry, where their value and characteristics are desired and have cultural
and technical meaning.
541Barr, N and Cary, J (1992) Greening a Brown Land: the Australian Search for Sustainable Land
Use. South Melbourne: MacMillan.
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subsidies have been made available for such practices as tree planting and
land improvement, hardly any specific incentives have been designed to
encourage lower input or organic styles of farming.
With a lack of these direct incentives, reaching out to conventional
producers to encourage conversion into lower impact, lower input farming
methods is stifled. Ultimately, as farming operations are the livelihood of
farming families, economic decisions have to be made in the light of short
term economic factors. The broader economy continues to encourage high
input, high output farming, and to ignore or not account for many external
costs to the physical and social environment. Organic operators remain
restricted in the markets they can maintain, since they carry extra cost
burdens that are related directly to external environmental and social costs.
The cost of converting to organic production itself can be prohibitive for the
first few years, due to a mix of soil biochemistry changes (such as lowered
levels of available nitrogen and changes to micro fauna), as well as the
cultural and technical changes that often imply a learning curve through trial
and error. This can lead to an overall drop in output, which may not initially
be matched by the cost of new inputs into the system.542
While assessing incentives for conventional production, lack of direct
incentives for organic production need also to be looked at. Even while living
in an age of so called economic rationalism, rationalised economies still
operate on a range of production enhancing incentives and subsidies. If we
look at economies around the world, organic producers in some
industrialised countries enjoy subsidised production of organic commodities,
are supplied with extension staff and resources specifically tailored to organic
producer needs, and are protected within markets regulated and encouraged
by their govemments.543 Such governments, moved by consumer demands
and popular support for environmental measures related to food production,
have begun a process of integrating the economic costs of producing
conventionally into the broader economic accounting of the physical and
social environment.
542See Liebhardt, W (1989) A comparison of crop production in conventional and low-input
cropping systems during the initial conversion to low-input methods. Agronomy Journal;
81(2): pplS0-9.
543The UK government through the Soil Association, the major UK body which represents
and supports the organic industry, has made available over $1million for this organisation to
enhance the status of organics and to encourage a growth of the industry from the producer
end. Countries such as Sweden, Germany, Denmark and Bulgaria have similar support
services and incentives for primary producers to farm organically. See Lampkin, N and
Padel, S (eds) (1994) The Economics of Organic Farming: An International Perspective
Wallingford, UK: CAB International.
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Where there is little government involvement, there may be corporate
interest and involvement. Watties in New Zealand is a good example of this.
Watties, realising there would be a lead time before they could source a
critical mass of produce from organic farmers in NZ, developed plans and
supplied information and extension services to prospective and promising
growers.544 Such production development has paid off for the company as
their organic frozen vegetable lines now reach the supermarket shelves of
Australia. New Zealand is now enjoying an extra export commodity due to
the longer term incentives created by Watties.
These sorts of built in or available incentives for organic producers
become invisible if individual farm units are analysed economically. The
same happens for the subsidies and incentives for conventional producers
which become invisible when individual farm analyses are carried out. This
all points to a need to account for more than simply the on farm issues of
sustainability when doing economic research of this nature. Equally these
issues point to a dilemma faced by all those who produce with otherwise
unsubsidised environmentally astute practices. While these practices continue
to be relatively unsupported, they will continue to be uneconomical for the
majority of producers. In terms of adoption and diffusion of such
environmentally attuned practices, more than simply an assurance that it
works is needed.545
Even when operating at a disadvantage due to unequal subsidies,
organic production is nonetheless quite viable for a range of producers in
Australia, who earn their sole living off their farm production activities.
Organic producers in dairy, horticulture, broadacre cereal and intensive
livestock operations all exhibit large scale, professional examples of how
economically viable such operations can be. Many successful organic
operations are reliant upon premiums on commodities produced, and often
tap into lucrative export markets. Monopolies on markets, and the knowledge

544Beginning in 1990 with one grower, now in 1996 there are some 50 involved. Campbell, H
(1996) Organic Agriculture in New Zealand: Corporate Greening, Transnational Corporations
and Sustainable Agriculture. pp 153-172 in Burch, D, Rickson, Rand Lawrence, G (1996)
Globaliza.tion and Agri-Food Restructuring Aldershot: Avebury.
545For example Landcare has shown how important is the social link - to invest in groupings
to disperse ideas and techniques. Successful conventional farmers who have excellent
examples of tree planting and are enjoying raised productivity, protection of soils, and
moisture retention directly stemming from Landcare type practices, are the best ways of
convincing novices who are interested but may need more proof that such schemes and
actions work. That it works is not enough, due to ingrained habits, the lack of other incentives
as well as punitive measures which all play a part in the resistance to innovations on the
farm.
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that the rules of supply and demand will carry the prices demanded by some
growers, can keep certain organic commodity prices quite high. This in tum
has led to a dampening of consumer interest in organic commodities in some
instances. Growers on the other hand are quick to point out that they are
working within economic parameters which allow them to survive on a
sustainable basis. Responding to a Japanese client's claims that the price was
too high, one apple grower exclaimed: "That's what I call viability." 546 With
such operations, there is still generally an ethic of land stewardship and social
responsibility which cannot be accounted for by conventional economic
means, as there is, to varying degrees, with all farming operations.
Nonetheless, marketeers are quick to point out that if the industry is to
survive, "they [organic producers] have to understand that they can expect to get
premium prices for quality produce, but only in the vicinity of prices commanded by

any quality [conventional] product. "547
To achieve this, the ongoing viability of a larger number of organic
producers in Australia will require a certain degree of both macro- as well as
micro-economic reform. While competing against extremely cheap (and still
dropping) food commodity prices both on the domestic and international
scene, organically produced goods must rely on a specific niche market which
is supported by consumers who see the sense in supporting such producers
from their own pockets. While there is sole reliance on this market, and
without the ability to compete on the conventional, if also contrived, level
playing field, organic production and consumption is limited by these
economic circumstances.
Ultimately the economic side of the equation needs also to be looked at
in terms of how economic and business decisions are made by farm operators
in a range of manners - not all of which may be brought back to monetary
accounting. For many organic operators, the accounting they do of their own
operations takes in not only lifestyle factors, as it does for most family
farming operations, but also an ethic and belief system that drives them.
Economics and business projection, after all, are driven as much by emotion
and belief as by any other factor. For many traditional organic operators this
belief system overrides interests in short term monetary gains. This is
summed up by the comment: "You don't get involved in organics for the
money".548 But for newcomers to the organic scene, with monetary interests

546field notes: Ian Ralph, apple grower, Western Victoria: September 1996.
547Field notes: Anthony Dillon, Exporter, Melbourne: January 1997.
548field notes: Peter Moubray, farmer, Eastern Victoria: August 1995.
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often playing an important role, the belief in the market supporting their
product is crucial, as it is with any product launch by any company.
Economic issues need to be seen in a broader context which includes
nonrational and emotional elements of practical choice. Economic choice also
needs to be seen in the light of overarching economic structures which overtly
and covertly encourage particular practices. Many of these practices are
maintaining a leash on the infiltration of organic commodities into
conventional markets, simply through the economic reality of pricing, to
which many economists then attach the label rational.549
6.3 Society

The attribution of economic, social or scientific rationality requires a context
to be rational within. The social environment is a major player in crafting
scientific ideas and practices. The social needs to be seen, as the physical
world mythically is, as a medium of resistance and accommodation of ideas
and practices - that it is the social as much as the physical world which is
implicated in the creation, as well as the prevention, of ideas and the
development of technologies.550 From this perspective, we cannot impute
rationality or physical reality as the final arbiter of appropriate technological
choice or the truth of ideas. Physical and social factors are intricately
intertwined in the creation of truth and the development of successful
technological artefacts. Exploring the social aspects of technologies and ideas
is therefore important for understanding their nature and success.
As was discussed in Chapter 1, demographic issues are intimately tied
in with debates over technology choice for food production. The latest (1996)
world food summit mostly failed to go beyond the taken for granted
assumptions regarding population increases and urbanisation trends. Both
assumptions lead to policy reliance on the continued rise in agricultural
productivity through new technological advancements, and on the ability to
service urban centres via well managed distribution networks and stable
economies. Whatever the merits and long term feasibility of these projected
outcomes, the assumptions built into food production are contextualised
within these parameters. While this continues, agricultural technologies,

549Exactly how I am trying to portray science in the making - that rationality is a label
attached rather than a process applied.
550Pickering, A (1995) The Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency and Science. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press.
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practices and ideas will continue to be produced, and assumed to be
"rational" within such a context.
The social world which most researchers live in is shrouded in these
concerns of population explosion, increased urbanisation, and increased
reliance on fewer food production operators per unit of food produced.
Further, most policy designers, agricultural researchers, and agricultural
department agents are urban citizens, or live lives which are heavily
influenced by urban thinking. This social world is encouraged and supported
by a wider political, bureaucratic, commercial and economic background
which enhances thinking and acting which attach most readily to the above
commonly held presumptions regarding demographic change.
It is rarely acknowledged that such thinking and practice may itself be
adding to and fuelling certain demographic and population problems.551 The
seemingly radical nature of many non government organisations (NGO) and
other groups who propose less centralised and less intensive agricultural
solutions, is only radical in as far as these ideas see that technological choice
will have a direct impact on demographic and population changes, as well as
technological trajectories. Indeed, many of these groups critique mainstream
thinking regarding food production exactly because they believe that
mainstream food production is a major cause of many of the less desirous byproducts of industrialisation - including social dislocation. There is a concern
from some NGO groups, organic advocates amongst them, that the socially
inbred ideas of many agricultural planners, researchers and department staff
are nonchalantly misguided in their projections and presumptions regarding
appropriate technological trajectories for conventional agriculture and
requirements for food production into the coming decades.
It is worth reflecting on how "in-house" social aspects also hinder
organic ideas from filtering out into wider social terrains than they do. Social
groups of humans have a tendency to develop "group think" characteristics,
whereby, over time the members of a group come to think very similarly
about certain problems or aspects of the world.552 We have noted this for
conventional thinking, which has tended to ignore organic ideas and practices
as serious future solutions to food, population and environmental problems,
while being fixated on productivity growth and yield increases. Most organic
groups, in tum, in order to protect their own practices, have had to be
551See Von Braun, J (1995) Employment for Poverty Reduction and Food Security, Washington
DC: IFPRI.

552Irving, J (1982) Groupthink: Psychological Studies of Policy Decisions and Fiascos, Boston:
Houghton Mifflin.
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restrictive in who and what is allowed into the realm of organic practice.
Some groups have been more extreme in this social closure than others.553 Ego
investment in practical research often has led to a cocksure mentality of the
universal correctness of particular ideas and practices in some organic social
circles. Such attitudes have put barriers in the way of wider conventional
support and interest in organics. Herein lies a paradox for the wider organic
movement: how, and in what ways should organic groups be open and liberal
in their acceptance of outsiders, whilst still maintaining a marked distinction
for what exactly organic practice is and how this practice should be
disseminated to a wider social network.
Reaching and capturing the imagination of mainstream thinkers and
the general public is a crucial aspect of broadening popular support for
organic ideas. Institutionalised education is probably the area where complex
ideas such as ecologies, economies and future demographic issues can be
most systematically explored and debated. Beyond this, the television and
tabloid media are the main centres of news and ideas that people are
regularly exposed to. The latter avenues, however, due to time restrictions
and commercial interests, tend not to explore social issues in depth, but rather
tend to trivialise, simplify and sensationalise in order to attract audiences.
This leaves the educational institutions to impart knowledge and encourage
the exploration of more complex interrelationships between such entities as
economies and ecologies, for instance.
But even in present educational institutions, there are some alarming
trends which impact directly on developing a more informed and wisely
educated populace. At the centre of many present education debates is the
issue of funding. Restrictions on funds have led to a simplification and
streamlining of the educational process. Much present secondary and tertiary
education remains uni-disciplinary in orientation. Such styles tend to
encourage simplistic, mechanical outlooks on otherwise dynamic social and
physical systems. While a seemingly peripheral issue, it is these very
educational aspects which underlie a cultural base which seems uninterested
in grappling with otherness, difference, and the challenges of cultural change.
553For instance, the biodynamic movement is generally seen as having more restrictive
cultural boundaries than the organic industry according to those both within the organic
industry, as well as some farmers interested in converting. However, this is a claim which is
also made regarding the general industry, since there are many biodynamic advocates and
practitioners who would level the same claims at the organic segment of the industry. In all
cases, there are allusions to there being a "closed shop" approach, a "we know better"
approach, and a consolidated social network which is generally exclusive of newcomers until
they "prove themselves".
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That this is reflected in present trends in schools and universities is
representative of a social milieu which discourages attention to looming
issues of fragmenting social orders and strained ecological habitats. While
educational structures are indeed radically changing, less radical change has
been taking place in terms of producing scholars and researchers who are
multidisciplinary or transdisciplinary in their skills and outlook, while being
well versed specifically in a broad range of ecologically related aspects of the
natural world, its complexities and dynamics. This goes both for the
technicians and researchers of tomorrow, as well as a lay public who are
experiencing a streamlining and rationalising of tertiary and secondary
education. Course structures and content are based increasingly on the
maximum volume of students and the minimum time frame in which
education can take place. This clashes directly with developing more
multidisciplinary and ecologically attuned courses.
There are of course exceptions to these developments. Multimedia, the
Internet, and an exponentially growing body of ecological data are now at the
student's and the lay public's fingertips. But as "infotainments" and
"docudramas" multiply, the space to reach people on an information level
recedes.554 The environment has become an entertainment subject, and is
enjoyed at a virtual level by an increasing number of people. This in itself is
not alarming, and may well produce positive by products and spinoffs as yet
unimagined. However, with the increase in ecological issues being turned
into media pulp for mass consumption, the relevance of many pressing
ecological issues seems to grow more remote and less urgent. The challenge
with such technologies in designing for more interactive and participatory
democracy roles will be in integrating and presenting a vastly growing
volume of facts and data that can be effectively digested by a growing
number of lay enthusiasts. Indeed this could very well change the way
science is practised and technologies regulated and used into the future.
The introduction of organic friendly education campaigns and courses
is hindered by funding access. Without the resources that the beef or dairy
industries possess to fund courses, research, or to organise and disseminate
large volumes of literature and promotional leaflets, the organic industry has
been limited in the audiences it can reach. Educational institutions have been
particularly hard to infiltrate since, apart from the invisible college effect, the

554Compare here the views of Birckerts, S (1996) The Gutenberg Elegies: The Fate of Reading in an
Electronic Age. London: Faber and Faber, with Gates, B (1996) The Road Ahead Melbourne:
Penguin.
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broader social milieu is at best ignorant of, and at worst antagonistic towards,
what are socially perceived as backward or fringe practices and ideas. A
chicken and egg syndrome then restrains organic status to that field.
The challenge to educational institutions generally stems from the
social world that most citizens of the industrialised world live in. The
individual means of production in these urban settings are usually so
specialised and disparate that residents know little of what their neighbours
do, and can carry out everyday life without having to interact with their
immediate neighbourhood. If this is true for social relations, it is even more
true for food production and consumption. The anonymity of food
production can be linked to the anonymity of social relations. With this
anonymity comes an inability to control, or even fully know what such
products support. Evidence that such products may represent labour
coercion, environmental damage, or the undermining of social relations in
some part of the world, is absent from the information on packaging of many
of the foods we consume today. The increase in global trade may only be
furthering these developments of cultural and physical anonymity. Many
argue that the extension of global networks and the homogenisation of mass
culture in the process of conforming to these changes are bringing standards
of all food practices down to a lowest common denominator.sss Such
developments have huge impacts on social culture, which is tending to
homogenise and harmonise with these international requirements, creating
less cultural and social diversity. Indeed the success of Globalisation will
possibly be predicated upon this simplification of social networks which
support particular technologies and practices.
It is this issue of simplification which poses problems for the organic
movement. If successful and popular ideas and practices require simple units
of construction and standard management procedure, then this would begin
to explain the difficulties organic ideas have in disseminating out to mass
audiences and markets. Compared to centralised, simplified networks,
ecological or organic networks often rely on an intricate interplay of a wide
range of actors both in the physical, economic and social world which are
extremely vulnerable to disruption from harmonising actions which impose
conformity to centrally decided specifications. Indeed such harmonising may
well be impossible to fully implement for organic practice, since it is in
complexity and heterogeneity that organic practice gains its strength and
SSSMander, J and Goldsmith, E (eds) (1996) The Case Against The Global Economy, San Francisco
:Sierra Club Books.
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adaptability both in a social and physical sense. As with the management of
the farm itself, the development of more sophisticated and complex social
interrelationships between actors can be less predictable and less able to be
controlled, compared with top down, hierarchical management.556
This difference in social organisation is reflected in the physical
organisation of organic systems. Organic advocates make clear that there is a
fundamental paradigmatic difference between "working with nature"
compared with the conventional practice of "working against nature". While
perhaps the differences between organic and conventional practice are
sometimes more of degree rather than type, these differences in practice can
have major impacts on the social and physical environment about them. The
social environment in which organic ideas flourish often correlates directly
with the physical sort of environment desired by ideal biological or organic
farming - systems which are diverse, heterogeneous and complex. Such
complexity potentially creates difficulty for conventional approaches to
administration and can be problematic in terms of controlling resources for
maximised productivity and profit. In the industrialised world, the social
acceptance levels of more open, naturally chaotic and turbulent modes of
social and physical organisation are minimal to intolerant.
The conventional approach to social and business management has
been questioned by a number of professional developments over the last
decade.557 Management gurus through to architectural designers and
physicists are heralding a radically new way of thinking and practice which
accommodates and utilises the benefits of chaotic, self ordering systems.
These ideas which have swept through companies, research institutes and the
broader cultural mindset, have encouraged more complex, dynamic and self
organising modes of social existence compared with centralised and
hierarchical modes. This could possibly be evidence that regulatory
institutions, policy designers, and commerce are all changing towards more
ecologically aligned practices and thinking.
Indeed in certain areas of human practice, great reforms have been
made and the environment has entered the design schools, the plans, and the
awareness of the general human populace. But the mere act of thinking
556See 3.3 However, as has been argued in numerous fields, hierarchical, top down social (or
physical, ecological, or farm system) structures also bring with them their own inherent long
term instability and volatility. It is this argument that many organic advocates use in
reclaiming legitimacy of their own ideas and practices.
557Peters, T (1987) Thriving on Chaos: Handbook for a Management Revolution London: Pan
Books; Senge, P (1992) The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organisation
Sydney: Random House.
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laterally or more "ecologically" about a potential environmental problem may
not be enough to resolve some of the longer term issues that human
populations are facing. These panacea type solutions have sometimes been
little more than bandaid remedies maintaining a status quo which encourages
rampant and unchecked economic growth that flies directly in the face of
ecologically attuned practice. Irrespective of the rhetoric and the new eco
speak, most production practices remain intact as static, simplified and top
down in their approaches to the social and physical world.
Such changes in thinking, and to a lesser degree in practice,
nonetheless highlight a change in social awareness. That changes exist, and
that the broader social base is undergoing adaptation and modification in
reaction to a changing environment, creates problems for speaking
simplistically of a paradigm of conventional practice that is distinctly
different to organic practice. This conventional paradigm is itself undergoing
radical modifications to its character, and may well prove to be changing
irrevocably. Only the future will reveal how extensive these changes will be.
Nonetheless, there is much to suggest that in some areas, conventional and
organic thinking and practice are drawing nearer and converging.
Socially, organic networks also exist and flourish in their own right,
and also operate to prevent outside forces from compromising or containing
their own interests. However, this network, in comparison to the wider social
relations of conventional production, is tiny and its levels of influence far less.
Organic technology networks are not blackboxed by a "thicket" of layers of
inscriptions to the degree that conventional practices are.558 While organic
advocates teach, they teach to small audiences, and organic technicians, while
they exist, work in smaller, specialist circles. Meanwhile, organic practitioners
often produce alone or in small circles, branded by the majority of their fellow
humans, however unjustly, as lunatics, weirdos and luddites. This is not to
say that organic inroads are not achieved into mainstream culture. However,
the social networks which constrain organic practice and organic production
ideas from filtering through the medium more widely are still quite pervasive
and resilient. The social networks of the organic movement are often the same
ones which can restrict wider infection into mainstream social consciousness.
So it can be seen that the broader social, cultural element to our story,
while less tangible than some of the other elements looked at, is no less
pervasive and infective of the technologies of food production. The social I
have defined as ranging from the ways we educate ourselves into seeing the
558Latour, B (1987) Science in Action. Milton Keynes: Open University Press.
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world in particular ways, through the ways we live within this world
physically and economically, to the ways in which we design and enact
manners of control and regulation of other social behaviours, technologies,
and the wider physical world. The social is usually seen as supplying more of
a medium within which many technologies exist or fail. Like bureaucracies
and also political structures, whether seen as medium or actor, it operates in
more than one place in time, and creates a consolidating glue linking together
particular practices and ideas. Organic production is one of those extraneous
factors for conventional practice, since the ideas and practices the organic
movement carries are potentially destabilising of the present social order. The
ideas and practices it contains are often times too complex or indistinct for
conventional thinking and practice to digest. Conventional practices are
nonetheless adapting in reaction to a changing social and physical
environment. Ideas and practices are being cross fertilised, and the margins of
conventional practice are blurring. Ironically, as this change occurs, the
appropriation of organic ideas is often little acknowledged by conventional
practitioners and researchers. As a consequence, the social world of organic
practice is maintained as fringe and pseudo-scientific, while that which is
scientifically mapped out becomes seen as legitimate, orthodox practice.
Socially, organic still carries a stigma of magic, myth and ideology which is
enrolled as a means of defining the outer margins of orthodox science.
6.4 Politics

Here I wish mainly to focus on the political level of government, the
processes of lobbying by different interest groups, and the practices necessary
to return governments to power in the present social environment. The
political balancing act of juggling environmental and rural social issues on the
one hand, and economic growth and export development on the other, is a
precarious one at best. Present social and technical developments are
changing the very way we are involved politically and therefore the way in
which politics is conducted. The faster pace of telecommunications and
lifestyles, the pervasiveness and impact of mass tabloid media, and the
popularity of interest group politics are all having significant impacts on the
political process.559 This all throws up unique challenges for the organic

559Tuurow, L (1996) The Future of Capitalism: How Today's Economic Forces Will Shape
Tomorrow's World, St Leonards NSW: Allen and Unwin.
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movement, and for those more generally attempting to combine food
production and environmental matters in the political arena.
Environmental issues, which are almost inevitably about complex
inter-relationships and long time frames of development, are by design
bound to clash with political practices. The difficulty that rural and
,environmental interest groups have in sustaining their interests in the
political arena belies this reality. The intersection of environmental and food
production issues in the political arena is even more beset with difficulties.
This is attested by the fact that most of the leading environmental pressure
groups around the world are rarely focused specifically on agricultural
problems, and some have absolutely no agenda at all in the short term to
change this focus.560 These groups understand that not only are many of the
issues that touch upon rural production complex and ambiguous in terms of
environmental and social issues, but that the short term political pay off in
terms of public image, goal achievement and refunding potential, does not
encourage involvement. The wider political arena follows these trends for
very similar reasons. As Australian demography becomes ever more urban,
rural environmental and social issues in a participatory democracy become
ever more remote from mainstream politics.
The compounding problem of political terms being of 3 - 4 years
duration at most, means that addressing issues that have time horizons well
in excess of this short period suffer more neglect than issues which may be
able to be patched up, if not solved, in a period of years. It also is often easier
for governments to commission and write reports on rural social and
environmental matters, and then do more fine tuning research, rather than
institute broad sweeping changes which might prove unpopular to the urban
majority. Environmental matters tend to be politically addressed more at an
urban level, where electorates are most solidly packed. Reform of so called
"brown" or industrial issues tend to be politically unpopular due to its
perceived potential for job losses and unwarranted disruption to commerce
and industry within urban areas. "Green" or wilderness issues, on the other
hand, tend to gather more urban support since they are "out there" issues,
posing little in the way of inconvenience for such an electorate. Agriculture
could be seen more as an industrial or brown issue since disruption or change
to its function can directly affect production activities and social structure.

S60For example Greenpeace, the Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF), The Wilderness
Society (TWS), and Friends of the Earth. Programs do not usually exist unless the focus is a
negative one of preventing agricultural activities in certain areas.
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Agriculture being private land based also affects the extent and ease with
which political decrees can impact on land practices. Such a situation often
restricts active and willing political involvement in effectively unpopular acts
of change. Those driving issues that have sustained the public interest have
been the export of food and fibre and the related rationale behind
international competitiveness and its implications for industry practice.
Environmental issues, if and when they can fit in with these more popular
political drives, do so often in a compromised and modified way, being
translated within the framework of jobs and export markets.561
The development of the World Trade Organisation's (WTO) popularity
was decisively driven in Australia by the export interests of the Cairns group
through the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) negotiations on
agriculture. Such popularising of open markets and global trading mirrors a
common practice of simplifying the global trade issue down to that of the
gains that certain sectors may enjoy in the near term. Ironically such pro WTO
arguments in Australia also drew upon environmental claims to being more
equitable, efficient in the use of resources and the production of food, as well
as tapping into concerns regarding the feeding of a burgeoning global
population. The presence of grain, dairy and sugar interests behind the Cairns
group drive reveals how it will be certain sectors which will gain, while other
sectors are bound to lose out, by the changes to tariff and other trade barrier
laws.562 But the interests revealed here are not only industry specific, but also
designed for large scale operators utilising the cheapest means to produce
food and fibre. The further influx of cheaper food commodities will no doubt
put even more pressure on organic and low input producers with high
standards of land stewardship to strain margins even more to simply
maintain their existing markets. The lifting of foreign trade barriers will no
doubt benefit certain organic producers who have interests in some export
markets. However, the opening of trade is also likely to open such producers
up to the vagaries of a fluctuating global commodity and financial markets,
and to the economic pressures of foreign producers who may strategically be

561Value adding is one example which is gaining vogue not only with interests to do with
exports, but also with the interest in dressing up production activities with a green tinge.
Value adding of primary produce, it is argued, would mean less resources disappearing
overseas (via grains and other foods) in return for more export income. However, this still
does not address the longer term sustainability problems which are present in industrial
agriculture as well as an over reliance upon distant markets to support such a system.
562for example the poultry, fish and pig industries potentially lose out here, both due to the
potential for introduced industry specific diseases, as well as due to their apparently lower
relative international competitiveness.
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able to produce far more cheaply due to lower wage and input costs and
government subsidies.563 Meanwhile the popular political imagination is very
much captured by the incentives of global market openings, and to the
potential strategic advantages Australia will have in some sectors. These
political interests have helped to distract attention away from environmental
concerns, both shorter and longer term, or have co-opted environmental
discussion into the presumptions of export orientation of the food industry.
The environment has not, of course, been ignored completely.
Environmental issues which have sustained both public awareness and
political support have been such movements as Landcare and Greening
Australia. Drastic falls in productivity, stark landscapes denuded of trees and
overt land salinity problems captured the political imagination enough to
obtain significant funding towards such projects of repair. Media attention on
the early 1990s colour changes of the Murray-Darling river system oriented
political awareness toward an ecological problem with numerous causes. The
setting up of Murray Darling Basin Commission has been an example of the
political support that can be mustered for problems that are visibly overt and
emotionally close to home. However, those problems which are less overt,
less visible, or less perceptible, tend to be shelved due to their inherent
difficulties with prediction and ratification, as well as the low political
mileage which is usually obtained from grappling with such issues. Ironically
it is possibly some of these less tangible issues which may well be our major
environmental concerns of the future regarding paths toward more
sustainable agriculture in Australia.
While change is perceptible in the political climate regarding rural and
environmental issues, these changes have been often couched within, and
translated by, wider industry and urban dominated interests. In a climate of
export orientation, allusions to world competitiveness, and general policies of
lesser government involvement in industry matters of regulation and general
function, many of the broader ecological problems of the present have been
often sidelined or postponed beyond the next term of political office. This
political nature of environmental matters works directly against the interests
of the organic industry. Accounting for environmental externalities that are

563Jndeed future economic advantages will stem as much from optimal physical and social
environments as it will from the vagaries of currency fluctuations and their impact on export
earnings, and the changes to overall commodity markets over time. Burch, D and Pritchard, B
(1996) The uneasy transition to globalisation: restructuring of the Australian tomato
processing industry. In Burch, D, Rickson, Rand Lawrence, G (eds) (1996) Globalization and
Agri-Food Restructuring: Perspectives from the Australasian Region, Aldershot: Avebury.
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usually not costed into commerce's bottom lines tends to be highly
unpopular. This lack of political action continues to impact on organic and
other agroecological ventures which do integrate many of these traditionally
external costs. Support for organic production is also generally perceived as
of lowered political popularity. Again, because organic interests are still such
a small constituency and interest group, these popularity issues are
compounded.
6.5 Technical Boundaries

Political, economic and social factors are highly influential in the
crafting of technical relations and in technologies themselves. The ability to
plough a field a particular way and obtain predictable and consistent crop
results is as much a result of the appropriateness and effectiveness of the
technology (for example tractor and ploughing accessories) as it is of the
trained and habituated skill of the human operator. One could similarly claim
the same importance for results arising from a spectrometer giving nutrient
level analysis of a tissue sample. Humans learn to use a machine a particular
way, as they learn to "read" their environment a particular way, and then
make decisions based on the information they have obtained. This has
implications for the ways in which we analyse the ways organic technical
solutions may be proffered and then accepted or rejected. We will see how
illuminating it can be to see the physical, social and technical worlds as coconstructed around us by the interplay of these factors. Indeed, we will
continue to see that these classically separated categories of natural division
have vague if not shared endings with each other. So as we explore the
technical issues that are affecting the acceptance of organic practice, we need
to keep in mind how social is the technical, and how technical may be the
social, and how the acceptance of a technology, like the acceptance of an idea,
is reliant on a particular interconnected package of social and technical
artefacts and practices, and other ideas and social mores.
6.SaR&D

Ideas, like practices and technological artefacts, are reliant upon this
interlinking of numerous other practices, and taken for granted ideas and
technologies, in order to be accepted as truth. Hence agricultural ideas and
the search for novel and adaptive practical responses are mainly carried out
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within a supporting and insulating technical and social medium. This carries
through from the ways in which problems are culturally understood and
categorised, through the ways in which funding priorities are apportioned, to
the ways in which research data are sifted and selected, while other matters
are ignored. Such decisions and judgements occur across various cultural
terrains and could be referred to as an invisible college of researcher, policy
and regulatory actors.
This invisible college could be extended out to encompass the
practitioners and users of the end products developed from the "college".
Indeed it is often these end users in agriculture which are directly involved in
the research and development (R&D) at their own local level. This extended
laboratory, which encompasses much agricultural practice, lends a unique
aspect to knowledge creation and technological development in agricultural
science. Rather than knowledge being created in a centralised laboratory,
agricultural knowledge is often created and disseminated from a wide range
of points. This poses problems for talking specifically about centres of
calculation, and requires that we take a less centralised, more interactive
network approach to our understanding of how agricultural technologies and
ideas often travel through practitioner culture.564 Indeed, as has been noted,
changes now going on in some agricultural research fields are pointing to
radical changes in the ways in which agricultural research is carried out and
findings disseminated. This change may well be signaling a quantum leap in
the type of science being practiced in the agricultural realm.
Some scholars have pointed to the inherent cultural and practical
differences between conventional and organic paradigms.565 They claim that
whereas the conventional research paradigm tends to look at problem solving
at a reductionist level, which includes little focus on downstream, off-farm
effects, the organic research paradigm is more aligned with searching in
ecological and integrated ways for solutions to production problems. Further,
organic practice relies upon preventative solutions to pest and disease
problems more so than conventional practice. Conventional research will
therefore tend to focus quite differently on field aspects of production.
Some organic related research bears out these claims. The fostering of
diverse biological life forms and activity at a soil level in organic systems has
specific effects on nutrient cycling that are quite unique to that sort of system.

564Latour, B (1987) op. cit.
565Beus, C and Dunlap, R (1990) Conventional vs Alternative Agriculture: The Paradigmatic
Roots of the Debate, Rural Sociology 55 (4) pp 590- 616; Wynen, E (1996) op. cit.
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Work on V AM fungi has shown that this form of fungus, which assists in
phosphorus uptake in plants, is far more prevalent in many organic
systems.566 Indeed many conventional practices are usually directly
antagonistic towards the survival of such life forms. A wide variety of other
fungi usually present in many organic systems also seem to be adding to the
suppression of specific outbreaks of any one form of undesirable fungus. This
is borne out in many organic systems, where industry specific problems with
pests such as internal parasites, coddling moths or cabbage butterfly, may be
experienced little if at all on organic farms. These differences stem from a
wide range of variables, such as lower stocking rates, different pastures and
mixed cropping, close scrutiny of potential pest and disease outbreaks, as
well as, in livestock, avoidance of regular doses of antibiotics, growth
promoting hormones and other pharmaceutical drugs which may have other
undesirable side effects.567 Such differences in experience can also stem from a
strong focus on plant nutrition and health in organic systems, which is
usually compromised in more intensive production systems which are
focused first and foremost on high output yields. Therefore, quite often the
physical statuses of organic and conventional farms are so different as to
exhibit different problems altogether, and therefore require different R&D
foci.
The technical restrictions the organic industry imposes on its
producers simply means that technical solutions are sought elsewhere and by
different means to circumvent pest problems and raise yield levels. For
instance some organic sheep farmers select breeds that are most resistant to
lice and other parasites for their region. Most conventional farmers do not
rely on this method - employing instead the usual barrage of chemical dips
and drenches, while breeding sheep first and foremost for wool yield.
Similarly, a number of organic dairy farmers do not have mastitis problems in
their cows due to a range of technical and cultural steps they have taken
which prevent it from arising in the first place - feeds with apple cider
vinegar, juicy and nutritious pastures, and stock areas which do not have

566Ryan, M, Chilvers, G and Dumaresq, D (1994) Colonisation of wheat by VA-mycorrhizal
fungi was found to be higher on a farm managed in an organic manner than on a
conventional neighbour. Plant and Soil; 160: pp33-40; Ryan, Mand Small, D (1994)
Comparison of Vesicular Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi in Biodynamic and Conventional
Farming. Paper at 10th Conference of !FOAM, Lincoln University, NZ.
567Research into such side effects is still quite minimal, which has been recognised by RIRDC,
and was a driving factor for the support for workshops on the organic industry leading to an
organic industry peak body which could help steer research in required directions to cover
these large gaps in knowledge (personal communication, Peter Petersen, RIRDC).
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extensive areas of exposed dirt or mud which can come in contact with teats.
For conventional dairy farmers, the pharmaceutical solution to mastitis has
been so advertised and practised that it seems virtually impossible for most
dairy farmers to imagine an untreated dairy herd free from this bane of the
dairy industry.568
Hearing of such organic operations where there appear to be no major
disease problems verges on the realm of magic for many neighbouring
conventional practitioners involved in similar industries. This is not always
the case, but what is distinctly different is the ways in which disease and pest
issues are dealt with on organic compared with conventional operations.
Organic practice often accommodates a certain degree of infestation, rather
than attempting to wipe out a problem pest altogether. Indeed organic
operators often view the practice of entirely wiping out flora or fauna as a
recipe for more infestation. In their view a synthetically produced
homogeneous environment is far more vulnerable to re-infestation. For
instance, from an organic perspective, the use of herbicides and the
establishment of bare, homogenous paddocks are a recipe for more weeds to
appear. Similarly killing off internal parasites with antibiotics only strips the
animal's gut flora which is then vulnerable to attack from the same parasitic
•
569
orgarusms.
When all this is added to the issues as outlined under bureaucratic
issues (section 6.la), a picture seems to be developing which suggests that
technically, organic and conventional practice are separated by a vast chasm
that encompasses differences in culture, techniques, physical environment,
and technical and knowledge requirements.
Some qualifiers to this position need to be made. Indeed many of the
specific interests and requirements of organic practitioners are quite often
different in magnitude, if not in type to their conventional partners. But there
are sometimes considerable areas of overlap. Even where there are obvious
and acknowledged areas of overlap, however, networks of connection may be
lacking between organic practitioners and the research data. Indeed, this is
still a problem for the majority of conventional producers regarding the
extension and dissemination of new research. For instance there is a range of
research that has been done into off-farm storage and handling of grain that
fits directly into organic interests. The need to minimise chemical residues has
led to an emphasis on decreasing levels of pesticide and fungicide
568

Benson, L and Zirkel, R (1995) Organic Dairy Farming Gays Mills, WI: Orangutan Press.
•
op. Cit.
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applications for conventional operations. Temperature and C02 storage
control, which help achieve these aims, have applications that are relevant
both to organic and conventional practice.
Further, with the changing nature of certain conventional research,
ecological issues and biological processes on farm are rising in importance as
desirable production factors. There are thus ways in which the conventional
paradigm of research has been changing, as has been outlined in chapter 3.
With this change is coming a convergence of interests of both organic and
conventional practitioners. Some of the benefits of prevention outlined above
that many organic farms exhibit, are also experienced by skilful operators of
conventional systems, as well as some conventional systems lucky enough to
still be in a physical condition which exhibits many organic type properties of
soil life and diversity. Emiched soils, a well managed fertility program and an
encouragement of antagonistic predators of pest species are aspects of a
growing number of conventional farms today. With this change is coming a
convergence of interests of both organic and conventional practitioners in
specific sorts of research being carried out.
Lastly, there are a significant number of organic farmers whose main
concerns overlap with conventional producers in areas other than scientific
research. For example, for some Queensland broadacre producers - organic
and conventional - one main concern is meteorological estimations for crop
planning.s10 For others it may be access to overseas markets. For these
producers, their other production problems have not posed significant
problems which require, in their eyes, special treatment by researchers.
So there is a confusing mixture of similarity, combined with distinct
technical differences between organic and conventional practice which
translates into similarities and differences at the research level. Due to an
excessive focus on so called scientific agricultural techniques by agriculture
departments, more holistic, ecological research has tended to be neglected.
The lack of connections that organic practitioners have with agriculture
departments and agricultural researchers has compounded the problems of
different needs and the ability to set research agendas. Being involved in a
feedback loop with researchers which maintains a direct link with organic
agricultural realities is crucial to achieving the above.
5700ne Emerald farmer said "The only thing I do not know about and seem not to be able to
control is the weather. If I could get access to this information I would be better off than my
[conventional] neighbour." The Australian Rainman research system which contains 4,000
information zones is one example of many where conventional style research can be of direct
benefit to organic producers. Field notes: Ame Peterson, Central Queensland: July 1996.
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The greater complexities that are inherent in most organic farming
systems further confuse the issue of appropriate research. The most powerful
and influential scientific methodologies have been those that simplify
parameters, single out one issue or factor, and control for all extraneous
factors which may otherwise affect the results. When studying ecologies or
complex biological interrelationships, the ability to single out and control all
other factors becomes extremely difficult. The ability to replicate such
findings on other terrain is also often compromised, due to the greater level of
uncertainty inherent in research that is dealing with more than a small
number of variables and factors.
An example of this is the Roseworthy College research trials which
have been attempting to compare organic types of production systems with
conventional ones. Having completed its first 4 year trial period, it is
becoming evident that the trials need to run for at least another 4 years to
obtain significant research data that will do justice to the biological and
organic farming plots.571 Even once these trials are complete, their translation
into other field sites and, most importantly, into other farm sites is a major
technical challenge which is reliant upon many variables which are very
difficult to control. The site specific nature of biological and organic farming
can lead to changes in research and practical results, which poses direct
problems for standard scientific research practice.
With this almost built in complexity that organic systems possess, a
change in research styles and in the ways in which scientific information is
disseminated may be far more appropriate. One of the most distinct
requirements that many organic practitioners claim is vital for the organic
industry is the presence of a database which puts farmers in contact with
other farmers, and with industry specific information. Rather than requiring
hard data, this requirement for more soft data that can then be applied and
modified to their own farm situations is seen as most appropriate and useful.
This opening and softening of agricultural science is definitely an aspect of
current paradigmatic change. This change is not just organic industry specific,
but is being applied across a range of conventional sectors today. Such
changes are reflecting the ultimately local nature of agricultural knowledge
and technique, and are modifying the ways in which agricultural technologies
and knowledge are being applied in various fields.572
571Chris Penfold, Roseworthy College, SA, personal communication.
572Carr, A and Wilkinson, J (1996) Convergence of Scientific and Farmer Knowledge. Conference
Paper, Australasian Association for the History, Philosophy and Social Studies of Science,
Melbourne University.
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With the convergent developments of selective conventional and
organic practices, the paradigmatic separation between such groups is being
undermined. But there are some remaining barriers which define demarcation
lines and potentially lead down very different practical tracks. One of the
most crucial of these is at the physical level. Organic farmers, with their
emphasis on biological activity of the soil, view nutrient uptake by plants
within a different framework from conventional producers. While this aspect
is changing in conventional circles and the benefits of soil tilth and biological
activity are being re-emphasised, many conventional farms still have a
distinctly different physical nature to many other organic operations. Even if
conventional systems are converted to organic production, it may take some
years before a more biological status of the farm is achieved. For some farms,
particularly in soil poor Australia, historic soil depletion may prevent an
ability to attain a truly physically organic status through nutrient recycling
and build-up of soil organic matter. This physical difference at the soil level
can lead to crucial differences to the sorts of data that might be obtained from
such farming systems - in effect "disproving" the benefits of organic practice
experienced on other farms.
The current climate of scaling back public funding for research and
bureaucratic institutions has also only put further pressure on attempts at
integrating and dispersing already existent research. This has been admitted
and bemoaned by researchers, bureaucrats and producers alike, and is not
just an organic industry specific problem. Further, attempting to carry out the
research phase of more ecologically sophisticated farm trials is being put
under pressure even further by corporate rationalisation and short term,
commercial focus. This is an issue of relevance both to organic and to
conventional producers in the age of IPM and related ecologically integrated
farming techniques. Such modem farm management tools and knowledge as
understanding predator/pest dynamics, pest breeding and population
expansion cycles, and a host of other dynamic natural systems which impact
on agricultural yield, often require longer term, multidisciplinary research
teams. Further, while such research is often transferable to other farming
areas, even if in part, there are site specific characteristics of many farming
micro regions which confound a universal application of knowledge which
has been developed elsewhere.
In short, the "magic" of organic systems and other systems which
utilise as yet little understood ecologically integrated management practices,
is widespread yet little explored and utilised. Indeed there are moves in
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conventional research circles towards softer and fuzzier scientific research
styles which is confusing the traditional orthodox demarcations between
magic and truth and between appropriate scientific method versus wide
diffusion of sustainable management practices through means which are
sometimes frowned upon by the scientific establishment. Organic agriculture,
often falling into this latter category, does in many ways remain a paradigm
apart from much current conventional research.
6.Sb Agricultural Scientific Method - Dispelling or Creating Magic?

Organising social and technical systems, based upon complex social
and ecological interactions, to diffuse across varied terrains and to become
accepted "truths", is one of the most significant challenges facing the organic
movement. Actually proving scientifically calculable and refutable claims
amidst such physical and social complexity is perhaps fraught with even
greater difficulties. So too is delving into the area of proving risk levels
associated with agrochemical exposure.
Of direct relevance to organic practice is the issue of proof regarding
the toxicity of residues on food, and the risk factors associated with so called
cocktail effects of exposure to low doses of mixtures of agrochemicals. Some
research has begun to reveal that there may be much that has been
overlooked in terms of the effects of long term exposure to minute doses of
such chemicals.573 At present, regulatory policies are stifled because of
inconclusive scientific evidence regarding safety risks from such exposures.
As with many ecological issues, developing resilient research findings and
turning such findings into action have been extremely difficult to achieve and
sustain. Off-farm contamination issues, the sustainability of inputs, as well as
broader issues such as the greenhouse effect, are faced with similar problems
of attaining scientific proof which might allow policy decisions to be made
based upon unambiguous evidence.574 It is the technical nature of the
requirements of the research which militates against well defined, distinct

573Short, K (1994) op. cit.
574Most importantly, as was discussed under politics, it is the wider channels of support,
such as consumers, where dealing with complexity becomes far more difficult. Pressures of
time and practical restrictions on information exchange tend to create a retail environment
which is most effective when sales claims and product information is simple and
straightforward. It is an irony that while new research is surfacing regarding long term
exposure and cocktail effects of ingestion of chemicals, consumer polls are suggesting rising
consumer confidence in the purity and safety of most foods. Support for the status quo in the
market place by consumers is a strong factor supporting the status quo in research circles.
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findings that are demanded by policy makers and regulatory agencies. The
lure of orthodox scientific method in the assessment of risk has
simultaneously created new areas of risk which lie outside the bounds where
orthodox scientific method can be applied.
The ability to set up counter laboratories which reveal contrary
evidence to present conventional thinking is marred by such technical
difficulties as outlined above. The solidly built networks of the conventional
invisible college rests, among other things, on an ability to simplify the
(agricultural) environment, single out distinctively effective inputs which
modify that environment (from pesticides through to fertilisers), and to show
under controlled scientific experiment the effects of such inputs. Proving the
utility of more ecologically complex farm management systems is inherently
beset with more complex technical problems of translation to other farming
systems. The technical nature of this situation compromises the ability of such
ideas to gain universal acceptance. The work of Bruce Ames and others
highlighting the potential carcinogenicity of naturally occurring pesticides
that grow within plants, while important research in its own right, has added
further confusion to this realm of food safety. The real issue continues to be
one of a lack of sufficient knowledge in this area of food and safety. While
power, commercial interests and a degree of technical uncertainty present
strong arguments for a maintenance of the status quo, wider social and
physical sea changes are also beginning to affect orthodox scientific
approaches by impacting on the ways in which legitimate science is
negotiated and practised.
6.5c Producer Level Technical Barriers
The challenge of crossing disciplinary boundaries and practices for science
researchers mirrors the challenge for farm managers and operators wishing to
utilise biological or organic farming systems. The dispersed or decentralised
laboratory aspect of agricultural knowledge and technical know-how
highlights how farm operators are not only consumers, but also local creators
of knowledge, techniques and technology. This is specifically so for organic
and biological farming operators who utilise and work with more ecologically
integrated and complex farm ecosystems.
As farm sizes have grown in the industrial world, and as labour inputs
have fallen per unit of production over this century, conventional farm
management has changed in nature. Regular schedules of fertiliser
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application, chronologically spaced applications of pesticides and herbicides,
and timed harvest periods have developed which have simplified farm
management requirements and allowed for large and simple structured work
forces. Such developments are culturally connected to Fordist and Taylorist
practices of production as we have explored. Such management has been
crafted around simplifying farm activity to allow for greater farm owner
commercial control, and greater predictability of harvest potential. Like the
creation of council boundaries along map grid lines, farm management has
developed along simplistic chronological and physical grid mapping of the
farm operation. Such mapping, while potentially powerful in its production
effects, often does not conform to contours or other natural characteristics of
the land or the surrounding ecosystem.
Such simplistic management scenarios are now meeting physical and
economic barriers which are forcing change in production and farm
management practices. Those farmers who have become interested in organic
production as an alternative, however, face a number of common problems.
What was once an easy, effective and economical way of controlling disease
and pest infestation may become an expensive and time consuming process
for some producers. For example, the transition from regular sheep dipping
to control fly strike via conventional methods, to organic methods can prove
challenging. The new organic approach involves prevention, possibly
combined with cultural and physical modifications to the farm, such as
affected sheep culling, new soil fertility programs and new stock rotation
management. Changing to organic management can involve much trial and
error, risk taking, and added expense until the right "formula" is reached indeed the formula often involves a process of constant fine tuning and
management intervention to a degree which is foreign to conventional
farmers. For other producers, their main problems with converting to more
biologically based farming systems have more to do with the maintenance of
fertility and the cycling of nutrients within a new technical production
system. This may involve experimenting with green manures, new legume
varieties, cultivation practices and micro nutrient applications - often a far cry
from their synthetic fertiliser regime
Those farms that have fewer of these problems in converting over to
organic production have retained or protected much organic matter and
diversity of life in their soils, have not overstocked consistently, and have
mixed farming operations. Such operations potentially transfer over easily,
since they come with a technical/human component well versed in such
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mixed management, as well as a physical environment conducive to
biological practices. Conventional practice leads to habituated expectations of
consistent high yields based upon application of synthetic, concentrated
fertilisers. Organic production aims at feeding plants via the fertile soil
medium, rather than directly through soluble fertilisers. This subtle difference
requires a very different practical approach by farm operators to the
maintenance of farm fertility. Those farming systems which have depleted
soils and a history of maximised production levels with little diversity in
cropping, could find the transition takes years before the farm becomes an
effectively functioning organic system. 575
The physical nature of potential future organic farms is crucial in
determining how effective will be organic uptake on these farms. The move
towards re-emphasis on soil humus levels, green manuring and leguminous
cropping in mainstream agriculture underscores a crucial element for too long
overlooked and taken for granted - the physical nature of the life of the soil
above and beyond its use as a substrate for plant growth inputs. While this
move is changing the habits of conventional producers and the physical
nature of farming systems in Australia, the transition to organic production is
still often impeded by a mixture of more complex technical management
requirements, combined with lengthy periods before many soil-depleted
farms begin to show true organic production potentials. This in turn is
impeding organic ideas from becoming universal "truths".
In the food processor realm operators may be challenged by the
restrictions on practices imposed by organic standards, such as the
requirement to separate conventional from organic production lines. The
extra steps needed in order to maintain quality assurance, while finding
organic solutions to preventing pest infestations, while handling, storage and
cleaning procedures through organically acceptable means can also be
challenging for newcomers to the industry. Organic production at a food
processing level, is still held in contempt by many food industry scientists
and processors, as was discussed. Technically, organic processing is usually
more intricate and sophisticated at the social end of engineering and
intervention. Focus is on cultural changes to the production line, the
integration of management personnel tasks, and cultural modifications which
prevent the need for synthetic chemical or other high-tech intervention. As a
consequence, there is usually more emphasis on the element of human
presence and intervention in the organic processing operation. Conventional
575

Benson, Land Zirkel, R (1995) op. cit.
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processing, by comparison, as with food production generally, is increasingly
more defined by the lack of human presence in the production operation, and
by the increased use of chemical and high-tech intervention. The latter
approach is technically more satisfying, appealing and rewarding for
researchers and practitioners in the food industry, while also being supported
by a strong chain of commercial interests which have input into such
approaches. This tends towards marginalisation of organic production
methods which are often in cultural conflict with conventional approaches.
6.6 Physical Barriers
Competing on conventional food markets usually requires that organic
produce appear similar to and perform in similar ways to conventional
produce. There is a range of problems which arise for the organic industry in
relation to maintaining food safety and hygiene standards that are on par
with conventional standards. The rise in microbial infections in the industrial
world stemming from changes to the production and manufacture of food has
placed pressures on all food processors to maintain newly developing food
standards and regulations. Many of these measures are excluded by organic
standards which in tum prevents or restricts access to such markets.576 For
instance fruit and vegetable washing in the minimally processed sector
usually employs chlorine and a range of other wash-down, preservative and
antimicrobial measures - many prohibited by organic standards. Quarantine
procedures for pest control outbreaks also place pressure on organic
producers. The Papaya fruit fly outbreak in Queensland in 1996 resulted in
mandatory spraying of fruit within certain demarcated regions in
Queensland.577 Spraying for potential foreign pest infiltration can often be
ordered for coffee imported into Australia. Such requirements place pressures
on organic producers to find prohibitively expensive organic solutions to such
problems. In some cases, conventional treatment of organic products is
essential if not mandatory, which leads to decertification of organic produce.
These developments are making it more difficult for the organic industry to

576For instance the Minimally Processed Fresh Produce Industry peak body is presently
drafting national standards which, while ignoring organic commodities completely, also
recommend treatment substances which are prohibited under organic standards.
577While there were organically and AQIS accepted alternative methods, such methods were
neither disseminated widely, nor supported or encouraged by authorities, and were used
sparingly by a handful of organic operators.
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expand into newly developing food markets, or in other cases to simply
maintain their traditional markets.
These pressures from the mainstream food industry stem from an
intensification of drives to commodify food to conform to the needs of the
present market. Those needs are not only the longevity and good handling
and transporting characteristics of the food, but also increasingly its
appearance as fresh and natural. As a consequence, a host of food production
practices have arisen to satisfy these market interests. Many of these practices
and technical solutions fly directly in the face of organic production. This in
turn has required organic inspection agencies to be even more vigilant in
efforts to maintain physical separateness from conventional lines. Like the
invisibility of most pesticide and fungicide applications on conventional
produce, new techniques being developed in the food industry include
products from biotechnology and food irradiation practices that leave
produce visibly unaffected. This invisibility is a challenge for organic
commodity producers who are directly in competition with these practices.
For instance, the use of genetically modified soybeans in the food industry
poses problems for labeling and separation of products from those that have
not been produced using such processes. This potentially could mean that
over the coming years many processed foods could feasibly contain portions
of such genetically modified produce without being labeled as such. With
organic organisations banning the use of genetically modified organisms
(GMOs) and the use of biotechnology in any stage of the organic production
process, this could place enormous new strains on the organic industry's
ability to maintain both a separateness from such production processes and
products, while retaining organic market which is related directly to more
integration with the conventional food sector at a processing and marketing
level.578
Ironically the lack of these new additions in organically produced
foods may well in some instances make the organic product look inferior to
its conventional counterpart, as was the case when organochlorines were first
used on fruits, which gave such items an appearance of being more pure and
fresh. The use of fungicides, pesticides, as well as post harvest treatments are

578As will be discussed in 7.2 such a situation could also work in the favour of organic

producers. As yet there is no conventional procedure in place to demarcate GMO and non
GMO produced food stuffs. Organic production, by definition has ruled out such
commodities and in this sense is the only world food industry grouping which gives
consumers the choice. The definition of choice is problematic in that higher prices usually
mean that the higher cost choice is less attractive.
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often aimed specifically at the cosmetic appearance of produce. Organic
production, which limits such practices, places producers at a disadvantage
compared to their conventional counterparts.
As the food market continues to tread a path of supermarket
convenience with the aim of maintaining supplies of off season foods all year
round and a range of prepared meals, the physical challenge for the organic
producer is either to come up with similar techniques which allow organic
produce to keep pace with conventional developments, or to define
completely separate markets. While organic market share is increasing in
certain market sectors, these sectors are mainly in the natural and "slow" food
sections of the food market. With global culture gaining speed in the pace of
lifestyle and the time demands placed on food preparation and consumption,
such physical issues may be crucial for the organic industry to solve if it is to
expand out into these other market areas. Similarly, though, it can be seen
that some of these answers to wider market access for organic production also
require radical changes in the technological trajectories of mainstream food
production culture in ways which might more effectively align with organic
production practices and requirements. At a cultural level, these changes
might include an awareness of seasonality, real-time freshness and local
production.
This is equally the case at the farm level. Organic production is
compromised by the physical impacts of a range of conventional farming
practices. The genetic engineering development of cotton strains that contain
the Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) gene (which acts as a pesticide against the
cotton weevil), is an example of how conventional practices may directly and
indirectly affect organic production methods. Bt has been used as a natural
biological control agent on organic farms for some decades.579 Its use within
conventional practice may well change the very nature of the effect of Bt.
Conventional production, which relies upon large scale, mono cropping
systems, has a tendency to encourage development of pest resistance to
pesticides over time, given the nature of these production practices. This is an
understood and accepted reality to which researchers and producers respond
by modifying pesticide preparations, using new formulas, and using cocktails
of chemicals to evade pest resistance build up. The widespread use of the Bt
gene in cotton strains may, however, help create resistance strains in the
579Hindmarsh, R (1995) 'DNA Inc-The Organic Rip-Off'

Permaculture International Journal 55

p14; Pimentel, D (1989) "Biopesticides and the Environment' in MacDonald, J (ed)

Biotechnology and Sustainable Agriculture.
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weevil pests which Bt affects. This development on conventional farms would
be replicated across farming ecosystems and may well lead to broad scale pest
resistance developing to Bt applications. This would destroy the effectiveness
of one of the few permitted organic pesticide techniques, creating a whole
new area of concern for organic cotton and other producers who use the Bt
product. The mass scale, intensive industrial approach to the use of such
inputs by the conventional farming sector has been a major argument against
the use of genetically modified organisms in agriculture. While certain
biotechnology applications may well reduce short term reliance on pesticide
inputs, this may be at the expense of longer term abilities to control such pests
and to maintain a less vulnerable production system.
This fundamental difference between conventional and organic
production is both a bane and a benefit to organic producers. Smaller, more
ecologically integrated and biologically diverse organic operations generally
are less susceptible to pest and disease attack, Bt cotton scenarios aside. The
lowered yields that most organic farming systems experience are self imposed
in order stabilise the farm ecologies of organic producers - optimal not
maximum production is the aim.sso This lower yield scenario relative to
conventional practice has implications for the organic industry. With external
cultural and commercial pressure to constantly increase yields and
production volumes, organic producers are caught between their industry's
aims at maintaining what they see as sustainable levels of production, and
markets which are demanding increased volumes of such commodities. Such
problems are exacerbated for producers who are reliant on other sectors of the
organic industry to run their own operations. One such case is with livestock
production, particularly intensive production with pigs and chickens, where
feed requirements need to be sourced from at least 95 per cent organic seed
and other organic input products. The frequent lack of the volumes or
attractive prices for such commodities restricts down stream producers from
expanding their own operations and servicing an otherwise growing market.
This translates often into an inability to consistently supply the required
volume of products on a year round basis, which in tum restricts access to
some of the fastest growing and most lucrative commercial markets in the
world which require large, consistent volumes of produce.

S80Biological Farmers of Australia (1990) Production Standards. Queensland: BFA; National
Association for Sustainable Agriculture, Australia (1993) Standards for Organic Agricultural
Production. Stirling, SA: NASAA.
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6.7 Commercial Boundaries

The technical and physical problems that the organic industry faces directly
affect the commercial success of organic merchants. As with separation and
demarcation of organic produce physically, commercial actors are faced with
how best to demarcate organic produce on the market shelf. In a market
context which is awash with environmentally aligned product claims,
references to naturalness and purity, and hints of traditional, old fashioned
goodness, such demarcation can be challenging. While organic products
would be presumed to fit naturally into such a cultural market climate of
demand for such products, there is also the potential for organic markets to be
eclipsed by other green marketing forces which out compete organic products
in terms of price and commodity performance. We have explored elsewhere
the "clean and green" marketing of the Australian government and how this
has in some ways detracted from the marketing force of organic foods in
Australia. Other aspects include references to naturalness, freshness and even
organic status on commodities that may only partially, if at all, bear any
resemblance to certified organic products.
Nonetheless, organic commodities have found strong commercial
success in a number of selective market niches, namely manufactured baby
foods, fruit and vegetable juices, and other longer life manufactured
commodities. Most large scale commercial successes have been export
oriented products, given the lowered consumer interest in, and smaller
market for, organic commodities in Australia. The small population of
Australia has often been used as an argument to explain the lack of success of
many production . industries from the automotive industry through to
manufacturing. Such a relatively small population no doubt has contributed
to the sluggishness of the organic sector, unlike what has been seen in other
more populous industrialised countries. A smaller population translates into
a smaller sub population from which the organic sector draws its commercial
support. However, population itself is not necessarily the arbiter of industry
success in an age of intense global trade. New Zealand for instance has
managed to enter Australian markets with frozen organic vegetable lines well
before an Australian industry has managed to produce similar commodities
for its own domestic market. With a population one fifth Australia's, such
population problems, while they need to be acknowledged, need to be seen in
a wider context of government and industry support for fledgling industries.
As has been noted above, such initiatives are few in the present Australian
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economy, which has meant further problems of sourcing and supply for
commercially interested parties.
Further, the lack of uniform labeling based on one major certifying
organisation limits the credibility and marketability of organic commodities
in Australia.581 As was outlined in Chapter 5, such problems while they
continue to be unresolved will plague the organic industry and its ability to
develop a concerted cross industry promotion of organic products. The
organic industry has a grassroots umbrella organisation which has acted since
1994 as the Australian umbrella group, while developing a formal peak body
in late 1997. As has been shown in Chapter 5, lack of resources, lack of
national experience, and the fragmented and regionalist character of much of
the Australian organic industry has stifled many moves to develop a more
solid nationally based organisation. While moves are presently being made to
consolidate a peak body for the industry and to develop a uniform national
standard and logo, the present lack of such entities contributes to market
place confusion and sluggish growth in demand for organic commodities.
The commercial support that the industry has in Australia mainly
stems from a middle class consciousness and desire to spend extra money on
food commodities which are directly linked with more environmentally
palatable practices.582 Export markets, supported by a similar middle class
market sector overseas, are growing considerably, and look to play a large
part in the future of organic market expansion. This is developing in tandem
with global trade and regulation developments which are integrating
environmental and organic commodities into the Codex Alimentarius, the
regulatory bible of the WTO.
The paradox for the movement with its aim of producing clean and
socially equitable foods has been that, in the formal economy, it remains
largely supported by and supplies a niche middle class sector. As we have
seen, this result is not so much a criticism of the movement so much as a
condition of present mainstream food production, distribution and
consumption practices. While large scale producer and processor commercial
interests are evident in the Australian organic movement, such interests are
still comparatively minimal. Compounding bureaucratic, social, political,
technical and physical factors add to the difficulties for the organic industry
581 Evans, K (1994)

The Effects of Independent Certification Labeling on Consumer Behaviour within
the Victorian Organic Food market. Monash: Business (Marketing).
582Belasco, W (1989) Appetite for Change: How the Counter Culture Took on the Food Industry
1966-1988. New York: Pantheon Books; Levenstein, H (1993) Paradox of Plenty-A Social
History of Eating in Modern America. New York: Oxford University Press.
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in its aims of integrating with present commercial culture in ways which
would otherwise achieve wider producer uptake of organic practices and
greater market share. Added to this has been the traditional revulsion by
many organic advocates of some of the present trends in food production,
marketing and consumption, such as excess packaging, supermarket retailing
and excessive commoditisation of food. This has encouraged the development
of alternative avenues and channels of supply of organic produce. These
alternative channels have developed their own social mores and habits. Being
of critical mass unto themselves, such resistance networks have been able to
insulate themselves from some of the effects of the wider conventional food
marketplace, while inadvertently contributing to the stagnation of the
industry's penetration into the wider food market.
6.8 Concl us ion

Does this all lead to an inevitable conclusion that organically produced goods
will remain as an elitist, niche market? From the above, it should be obvious
that the question itself is slightly flawed. There is no question that most
formally marketed organic produce is presently supported by a privileged
niche clientele. The real issue, however, lies beyond a narrowly focused,
isolated accounting of the organic sector itself. There are numerous elemental
forces at work which either actively or indirectly constrain, if not discourage,
the acceptance of organic products into the market. These claims and reports
have been made in numerous forums for many years now. It has not been my
aim to reiterate the more obvious ones here in any detail. Cheap commodity
prices that do not have social and environmental costs factored into them are
perhaps the most obvious constraint. Politicians, science and mainstream
commerce, with their commitments to, and investments in, conventional
thinking, often nonchalantly exclude organic aims and practices and reinforce
this general side-lining of organic production. A circular chicken and egg
syndrome often then allows such ignorance or lack of awareness to exacerbate
the problems of exposure and acceptance faced by the organic industry. The
organic industry over the past few decades has been characterised by a lack of
resources, both human, technical and commercial, to foster a concerted
mainstream counter-attack on these developments. Indeed it has been losing
the very resources which it enjoyed earlier this century before agrochemical
industrial farming became the norm. Cheap, subsidised conventional food
commodities have continued to replace regionally and less industrially
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produced items. While this trend is reversing in some food sectors and niche
markets, slowly swinging back in favour of organic, low input and regional
production, Australia is somewhat behind in organic production relative to
many industrialised nations. It has been shown that arguments such as
market distance and low population do not explain the lack of performance of
the organic industry in Australia. Indeed, some producers have used these
very characteristics as effective marketing tools. Big picture, structuralist
analysis can explain a number of problems and dilemmas the organic
industry faces, but there is more to the story.
Tribally, as has been outlined through this chapter, the Australian
organic industry still suffers a lack of internal strength and unity which
would allow it to make an effective counter-attack on external powers which
work against its interests. Lack of commercial resources to draw upon, lack of
effective extension to conventional farmers, lack of control over research
carried out, less than optimal organic education at agricultural and food
technology institutions as well as at a general public level, and minimal
involvement at a food policy level have all exacerbated the internal political
problems that the movement has suffered from. Internal strife, squabbling
over allies and territories, and a re-invention of the wheel using already
extremely scarce human and physical resources have characterised the last
ten years of formal organic production, marketing and regulation in
Australia.
All this comes down to the lack of extensive, resilient and varied links
with external allies. This clearly has been a responsibility the organic industry
still to this day is shirking or failing to adequately fulfil. The ability to not
only tolerate but also thrive on the "multi-culturalism" of the modem food
system is crucial if the industry is to expand. This multi-culturalism would be
composed of not only varied ethnic cultures but would encompass the
different social worlds of conventional bureaucrats, policy designers,
regulators, politicians, as well as marketeers, and all descriptions of producers
and input manufacturers. Organic production, marketing and consumption in
Australia has tended to be carried out in fragmented, isolated and piecemeal
fashion, with a lack of integration with, and extensive use of, this powerful
network of actors. This in tum has maintained the small size of organic
markets. The social world divide between organic and conventional has
become a marker which defines the identities of those either side of the
divide. These factors have tended to stifle growth of the industry, both in
terms of reaching more producers for conversion to organic methods, as well
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as in terms of expanding the markets which ultimately support organic
production. The next chapter will follow up these issues and look at ways in
which possible future moves by the organic industry and other related
players may move organic technologies and ideas more into the limelight of
the mainstream stage.
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" ...any lasting understanding of Australian nationhood must arise from an intimate
understanding of Australian ecosystems.
11

Tim Flannery (1994)

"Trying to gain a full understanding of disease etiology is likely to be self defeating: it
is today's search for the Holy Grail.
11

Norman Temple (1994)

"The concept of sustainable development does imply limits - not absolute limits but
limitations imposed by the present state of technology and social organisation of
environmental resources and by the ability of the biosphere to absorb the effects of
human activities. But technology and social organisation can be both managed and
improved to make way for a new era of economic growth.
11

Commission for the Future (1990)

"If we

do not change the common dwelling, we shall not absorb in it the other
cultures that we can no longer dominate, and we shall be forever incapable of
accommodating in it the environment that we can no longer control. Neither Nature
nor the Others will become modern. It is up to us to change our ways of changing.
11

Bruno Latour (1993)
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7.0 Introduction

We have now explored a range of explanations for the present state of
the organic industry in Australia. Numerous scholars have given considerable
attention to the broader context of sustainability and modem agricultural
practices. I have focused on specific issues related to the organic industry and
other ecologically attuned agricultural practices, from institutional, economic,
political, social, technical and physical vantage points. I have shown how at a
micro level there are industry specific causes and explanations for the present
character of the organic industry that need to be given attention. A
comprehensive, explanatory overview of the industry by design is a motley
collage of pictures - big and small, global and local. These pictures are
dependent upon differences in regional, sectoral and local situations. While
more complex, this approach helps dispel some of the more simplistic
explanatory myths promulgated on both sides of the fence dividing organic
from conventional practice, as well as those propounding views on
sustainability and how it may best be approached.
My overriding question has been one of why the organic industry
occupies the present status that it does in modem society. With this question
goes the inquiry into why organic techniques, technologies and sciences
occupy a similar role to that of the commercial market status of organic
products in the formal world economy- largely still a fringe and niche one. I
have attempted to show that these two areas are inextricably entwined and
reinforce one another, particularly in the present economic climate of
increasing privatisation of research and development (R&D) and regulatory
processes. Defining organic ideas and technologies as less rational, pseudoscientific or politically and ethically motivated in an attempt to explain their
status in society falls into tautology. I have argued that market and political
explanations are as important as technical and scientific ones in establishing
why ideas and technologies succeed or fail. Indeed, what comes to be
accepted as scientific and rational is reliant upon a range of social and
political structures or networks which maintain these notions of rationality
and orthodox science. Organic ideas and technologies have been generally
defined as non scientific and unorthodox simply because they have tended to
fall outside mainstream social networks of R&D and the mass market. In fact
it has been because such ideas and practices have such difficulty melding
with a range of mainstream developments that they have earned the
reputation of being anti scientific.
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I now want to explore a range of "solutions" to these problems that
have been proffered both within, and external to, the organic industry. In this
last chapter I will firstly review the ways in which the organic industry has
managed to resist total annihilation by "scientific agriculture" and mass
market influences and forces. A distinct and consolidated organic niche has
been established, which is growing perceptibly if slowly. I will then explore
the new developments, as well as the problems and dilemmas arising from
issues of regulation and control of organic commodities. The organic industry
requires a distinction of its end products which can only be achieved in the
present economic climate by a system of regulation and policing. How best to
achieve this has been a moot point within the industry since its inception. The
crucial dilemma is over establishing the most effective means of ordering an
inherent diversity of cultural and technical practice while protecting the
essence of the movement's philosophies. New national and international
developments are catalysing debate and action in this area.
Lastly I will close with a look at whether these dilemmas facing the
organic industry are such that integrating into a "global" economy, and
achieving greater levels of formal and legal regulation may destroy the very
nature of organic food and fibre production as well as the essence behind its
own philosophy and science. It will be seen why these concerns are extremely
evident and legitimate. Nonetheless if the organic industry is to move beyond
its present niche nature, I will argue that it needs to proactively create a future
which is both separate and distinct - resisting - while also directly linked into
and affecting - accommodating - broader cultural practices and beliefs.
External cultural events may well help this process, and indeed are crucial to
it. With the growing public consciousness of environmental issues, the
intensification of the search for ways and means to develop stable and
sustainable food systems, and the growing realisation that the present model
of agricultural development is having unacceptable side effects on land
resources, the very science that such agriculture is based upon is being
questioned. This questioning is going on at the fundamental level of scientific
method as well as at a technical application level. These changes are revealing
the socially malleable nature of science and technology, and impressing upon
agriculturalists the important role that the local plays in the construction of
truth and the acceptability of technologies. Within such an environment,
organic agriculture becomes more legitimate, while also adding to this
process of change which agricultural science is undergoing.
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7.1 Networking and Resisting- Maintaining Counter Techno-Worlds
Counter movements and resistance to the mainstream food industry
over the past century have proved relatively ineffective in preventing
modernising food industry developments from taking root and expanding
across the globe. A disorganisation of resistance forces, a lower than critical
mass of collaborators, and a lack of critical social links with the mainstream
have tended to keep such resistance movements fragmented and diluted in
their impact on changes to mainstream food production and consumption
practices. The organic industry in its present state, while possessing some of
these traditional characteristics, also has the potential to be different. It is
formalised as a movement, it is relatively organised in many parts of the
world, and there are increasing links being made internationally within the
movement as well as within government, researcher and wider conventional
food industry arenas. All these aspects bode well for a healthy future of
resistance to mass food market forces, and to the creation of viable and
accessible alternatives to the mainstream production and consumption of
food.
Prior to the concerns of the organic industry expanding out to reach a
wider audience have been the measures needed to maintain and protect the
movement itself from certain modernising food industry developments. As
we have seen, the organic movement has managed to consolidate a network
of resistance which is relatively stable and resilient to external attack. This
social network has gelled a particular collection of ideas, technologies and
management techniques together, enabled them to flourish, and given them
credibility within a particular socio-technical world. I have argued that the
success of these ideas and technologies has been intimately tied up with the
fate of the end produce - the food and fibre - of such ideas and technologies.
Hence regulating and controlling the commodity market has been a crucial
part of protecting organic interests and allowing the movement to take root
beyond a given region - that is, of developing beyond a local truth to that of a
more universally accepted one.
As noted in earlier chapters, many have looked upon the successes of
more universalist agricultural sciences as having defeated organic and vitalist
ideas and practices once and for all. Ideas of soil life, the importance of
humus for fertility, and the organismal nature of the farming operation, have
been viewed as quaint and passe, and definitely pseudo scientific by most
agricultural researchers and industrial farmers throughout this century. But
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there is more to this story. However successful has been the present
"scientific" and industrial model of agricultural practice and R&D, there have
also been successes in the areas of organic and other related ecological
production. It has been argued that this difference in success or achievement
should be seen not so much as a difference of type but simply of magnitude.
Actor Network Theory (ANT) claims that the length and volume of the
networks of scientific agriculture determine the extent of truth and legitimacy
with which it is attributed. But this in no way gives mainstream agriculture a
mandate to claim universal legitimacy and truth throughout the agricultural
scientific realm. Or more precisely ANT sees universal claims as being made
within, and reliant upon, such networks rather than being inherent in nature,
technologies or ideas themselves. It has been shown in this thesis how we
have needed to develop a more sophisticated view of agricultural science and
practice which takes into consideration a more complex array of diverse
practices and beliefs beyond the pretence of there being a singular,
universalist scientific agriculture. We have seen how "truths" and "right" or
orthodox technologies are as much a construction at a social, economic and
political level as at a technical and physical one. Indeed we have seen how the
physical and technical are constructed and mediated through social actors.
The organic industry has consolidated its own set of truths and
practices which are assailed daily by conventional, productivist paradigm
thinking and action. The actions of resistance taken have called upon social,
technical and physical measures to defend organic legitimacy and to
reproduce organic ideas and practices across different cultural and physical
terrains. As we have seen there has been a range of factors inhibiting or
overtly attacking organic practices and beliefs, such as government policies
and conventional agricultural practices, physical and technical barriers,
cultural myths and disinformation. The organic movement has employed a
range of tactics in order to resist and translate these influences to their own
benefit. The building of networks of resistance is seen through the ANT
framework as being no different in type from the creation and maintenance of
established networks of scientific agriculture and related agribusiness
activities.
The question that arises for the movement is how best to resist such
modernising industrial forces while also expanding the circle of influence of
organic practice. Essential to this issue is defining where the dividing line is
between the two camps of organic and scientific agriculture. But where
exactly is this divide? Technically this is clear - at least at present. This divide
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exists legally in the standards of the various certification bodies outlined in
chapter 5. But even this divide is shifting rather than being ever solid.
Changes to the acceptance of certain otherwise allowable inputs such as
chemical or feed additives, newly developed agricultural and food industry
technologies such as artificial insemination and biotechnology, and other
cultural practices can all change within matters of months. Where once there
was a demarcation that clearly separated certain organic from conventional
practices, this line may be redrawn and redefined. These changes may occur
either due to external food industry changes or due to an internal
reassessment by organic industry bodies. Demographic, technical and cultural
changes constantly modify the rules of the game both for conventional and
organic food producers. The future use or non use of biotechnologically
engineered products is a particular case where a future skirmish over
definition of territory may be played out. Such contesting of standards is a
regular occurrence as negotiation takes place between conflicting interests
which may benefit or lose out from such enlistments.
The interests embroiled in debates over biotechnology use in the food
industry reveal the potential forces that the organic industry is facing.
Engaging in the high calibre biotechnology debate is often well beyond the
resources of the organic movement. Indeed, as noted, such a debate is proving
difficult for even mainstream regulatory, legal and government bodies to
maintain control over in other industries. The present debate in the EU over
US commodities such as com and soy which may be products arising from
genetic engineering processes is an example of the resources needed to
effectively resist moves by commercial food industry interests promoting
biotechnology products. Even this is proving to be a long term problem for
EU member states. The release of genetically engineered organisms like Bt
cotton into a region also has the potential to affect entire ecosystems - as well
as the future effectiveness of natural Bt as an organically acceptable spray.
The "infective" nature of such technologies is also evident at a market level,
as nation state competition to stay ahead of research developments
encourages a lowest common denominator of precaution regarding risk
management and industry regulation as nations vie for a leading edge in
biotechnology .ss3
In such a climate of technical developments in the food industry, the
organic industry has been but one small voice of resistance. While to date
583Wright, S (1994) Molecular Politics: Developing American and British Regulatory Policy for
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proving resilient in the banning of the use of biotechnology in all organic
products, such forces that are gathering in support of biotechnology use may
ultimately prove extremely problematic for the organic industry. As is being
revealed in Europe, issues of product testing and separation procedures may
prove technically difficult to constrain the expansion in use of biotechnology
across the conventional food sector. The organic industry has shown it can
survive while in conflict with some of the most formidable forces in the food
and agriculture industries. As with the agrochemical companies,
biotechnology interests will have direct and indirect impacts on the organic
industry as has been discussed. In the coming decades, it is likely that the
organic industry will develop interests from within, as well as being faced
with growing pressures from outside the industry, to enlist biotechnological
products. The resistance of the movement to these mainstream food industry
developments may also hamper the continued expansion of the industry, as
has been the case with the resistance to the agrochemical industry over the
last few decades.
By contesting such forces, however, the organic industry also offers an
alternative route that is being sought by a growing, if dislocated and still
mainly disorganised, proportion of consumers and producers. The restriction
of certain practices in the organic industry has also proven to be beneficial for
the development of other leading edge sophisticated techniques and
technologies. Indeed the industry has gained much strength from cultivating
and improving a particular set of practices. Such defining and defending of
technical ground has led to the embellishment of Integrated Pest Management
(IPM) practices which are outstanding in their scope and sophistication
compared to traditional conventional practice. Equally practices for weed
control, fungal, disease and internal parasite prevention have followed
particular channels via the organic industry which are only now being
viewed by conventional practitioners and researchers as worthy of attention.
The restriction of synthetic chemical usage has allowed for a blossoming of
other technologies and practices in storage, processing and transport which
had effectively been stamped out by the use of agrochemicals in the
conventional sector. Therefore, while organic technologies and ideas have
often been viewed as Luddite and dated in their nature, such restriction on
practices has equally built up a pool of practices and ideas which have created
degrees of technical and cultural sophistication that may now often
outperform conventional practice. All technology and scientific development,
as I have argued, need to be seen in the light of such resistance and
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accommodation, with organic practice being one particular form of resistance
to certain technologies and ideas while consequently accommodating a range
of other potential and performed practices. Some of these practices that have
been accommodated by the organic movement are now being sought by
conventional interests as the focus of conventional research orients toward
more ecologically attuned agricultural practices.
There are also potential benefits in the market place itself stemming
from resistance by the organic industry. As physical and technical difficulties
arise from within the food industry, such as chemical residue and
microbiological infection problems, the organic industry offers one avenue of
solutions which make it unique in the food industry. The organic industry's
stand on the issue of biotechnology may also well help to boost its image in a
time where food products are being scrutinised by a disenchanted public for
their authenticity and safety. With no other effective food labeling system in
place for biotechnology use, such moves may well be beneficial to the
industry. As always this will not be without problems and without the
consequent loss of support from other powerful actors with vested interests in
genetic engineering technology or in increasing crop yield levels on the farm.
However, while food company interests have always been in financial and
technical economies of scale - which has driven the productivist agribusiness
paradigm onward - there is also a recognised need for a safe and clean
company image. The use of such an image is being explored by some large
food industry players such as Watties in New Zealand, with this only set to
increase into the future with companies such as Heinz and Campbells and
supermarkets such as Woolworths and Coles in Australia expressing similar
interests in riding on the organic wave. Such an image allows the company
access to particular markets, while also boosting the image of its conventional
lines through associational marketing ("Clean and Green", "Minimum
Chemical Residue" etc). Whatever the merits and criticisms to this approach,
it has translated directly into greater support and expanding markets for
organic commodities. Such developments have of course in turn required
conventional growers to "convert" to organic production. This domino effect
has resulted in the injection of funds into R&D specifically related to organic
practice.
There are clear and growing interests in organic methods from
commercial through to research arenas. Such interest and involvement is
bound to create new tensions within the movement as specific technologies
and techniques are scrutinised and proffered as organic friendly. With this
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contesting of technical terrains and standards, the organic industry as a
movement is under constant pressure and attack. Such pressures include the
mooting of production processes of input chemicals being natural or artificial
- e.g. pyrethrum (otherwise allowed as a natural product) which contains
piperonyl butoxide or PB (deemed an artificially modified chemical), deems
the entire product synthetic and prohibited. Issues over animal handling and
stocking practices, such as poultry debeaking and stocking density in housing
structures, and the notion of free range, are also often contested. Bowing to
the interests of any one particular interest group such as fertiliser, chemical or
processor companies may mean losing the identity and uniqueness of organic
practice. At the same time, there is a need to include as many actors as is
feasible into the web of organic production standards in order to gain wide
acceptance of organic ideas and practices. Such tensions are ongoing in the
dynamic process of creation and negotiation of organic standards and in the
creation of expanding ties with the conventional food industry.
Such negotiation of technical standards also exists within the organic
industry between international and national groups. As we have seen,
Australia poses certain particular problems that are unique to this country in
terms of world organic standards. For example extensive arid rangeland
farming and opportunity cropping based on long spells of drought and then
rain are two farming methods most specific to Australia. What is deemed
organically acceptable in Europe (where the international power base lies)
may not necessarily be the same for Australia. The traditional triennial
rotation requirements of European organic farming is not always appropriate
to environments which may require longer crop and stock rotation practices
due to natural climatic conditions of long dry spells followed by floods.
Negotiating for these specifications has been essential for Australian
certification bodies in attaining the enlistment of a range of producers whom
otherwise might fall outside the categorisation of organic. Further, resisting
internal pressures by farmers who may want to spray a herbicide on a once
off basis to control a noxious weed is as much a matter of regulatory principle
as it is a pragmatic means of maintaining universal quality assurance
standards for all organic production. Allowing the gates open once may mean
never being able to shut them again. The complete ban on the use of synthetic
chemicals on organic farms may seem to some essential to the movement
while to others as a quaint tokenism to maintain a notion of purity.
So while the dividing line of organic standards which demarcates it
from conventional practice is potentially permeable and malleable, there is
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nonetheless a line that can be discerned at any one point in time by reference
to legally binding standards. There are also areas of separation seen as less
open to negotiation which include usage of a range of synthetically produced
chemicals, livestock and cultivation practices, and post harvest treatments.
Such protective constructions are by design socially mediated, rather than
being distinctly physical or technical distinctions in the traditional sense of
those terms. As been mentioned, the notion of what is naturally produced
from that which is synthetic is not always a straightforward one. Added to
this is the issue of safety and potency of particular synthetic versus naturally
occurring chemicals. For instance pyrethrum, a naturally occurring substance,
is arguably far more toxic than some synthetically produced pesticides.
Nonetheless the organic standards have clear lines of demarcation which
separate off such practices and the industry generally discourages dialogue
about the use of such substances and practices from entering into organic
discourse. We could therefore talk perhaps about a solid core of the organic
paradigm which specifically excludes most synthetically produced
agrochemicals, the use of biotechnology, and food irradiation. Beyond this
core, we could talk of a more negotiated secondary mantle of practices and
technologies such as stocking rates, biodiversity enhancement, cultural
rotational practices and soil fertility management. The collection of these
practices and technologies define clearly a border between the organic and
the conventional world of producer practice and technology enlistment that
can be pointed to, felt and experienced. It is this collection of practices which
are pitched in a battle of resistance against modem industrial food production
practices.
7.2 Changing R&D

The productivist paradigm of scientific agriculture is undergoing
somewhat of a metamorphosis, even if in a limited sense. These changes have
led to a melding with certain organic and other alternative agricultural
practices. Organic practices such as stubble retention, encouragement of soil
flora and fauna, and highly sophisticated examples of IPM practices have all
found credence in conventional agricultural circles over the last decade or
more. Defining a distinct divide between organic and conventional practice is
therefore both theoretically and technically problematic. There is a certain
degree of cross fertilisation, even though organic agriculture has traditionally
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tended to develop its own knowledge and technical base internal to the
industry.
These cross fertilisations of practice are not necessarily problematic for
the organic movement, and in fact pose many opportunities and benefits. As
these changes occur, there are openings in research arenas for more
acceptance of organic ideas, which is exactly what many in the movement
have been working towards. The rise in social awareness of environmental
issues and the acceptance of the part that land degradation, overstocking, and
soil depletion are playing on productivity levels has led to concerted efforts to
redress these problems at both a producer and researcher level. Organically
related research and support for agricultural practices which are organic
friendly have sprung from an awareness of these problems. But equally there
have developed measures such as conservation farming" and biotechnology
which fly directly in the face of the organic industry by seeking solutions
which are prohibited according to organic standards.
Utilising the change in cultural awareness for the benefit of the organic
movement requires a greater degree of cohesiveness within the industry than
presently exists. Attacks on conventional practices and ideas have been
random, disorganised and generally weak due to the tribal differences
between competing organic industry groups and individuals. In turn a
splintering of interests from within the industry stifles concerted and effective
counter-laboratory" claims and practices being taken up by substantially
wider audiences. The lack of a critical mass of supporters has both helped
cause while also exacerbating these tendencies. There have been many calls to
not only form a unified body to create "one voice" for industry, but also to
collaborate more both with government and with private industry R&D
initiatives. Such unification is essential if government funding is to be lobbied
for, established and maintained. The issues surrounding unification I will
deal with in 7.4.
There are arguments made from within the industry that warn of the
dangers of joining forces with conventional agricultural research interests.
Such fears are based on concerns that interests may translate otherwise
organic friendly ideas and practices into organically unacceptable practices in
order to reach wider conventional producer audiences and markets. The
development of intensive, large scale monocropping operations which are
organic is an oxymoron for these critics. Some claim that true organic
production must arise from within regional farmers' groups in order to prove
productive and technically self sufficient in the longer term. Others are
/1
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concerned that a premium interest in money might corrupt organic ideals.
Equally there are claims that the strength and effectiveness of organic
production lies in the individual experimental and empirical nature of
farmers and farmers' groups rather than in the involvement of bureaucratic
and researcher staff. For these critics, a view that "we know the basics, the
challenge is to trial them all on the farm" is prevalent.584
Others' guarded views toward greater bonds with the conventional
industry are based more on the historical relationship between the organic
and conventional industries. There are regular claims that, based on past
experience, the agriculture departments and agribusiness companies have
been, and will continue to be, of little help to organic interests. Indeed they
are still seen by many as the carriers of the conventional paradigm of
agriculture which is directly opposed to organic interests. There is scepticism
that career interests within bureaucratic and research circles are such that the
true interests of the organic industry will not be represented. Further, the type
of research often carried out has been claimed to be less important to the
organic industry than so deemed by those responsible for the research. At the
extreme end of this view is the belief that the most important aspect of
support the organic industry needs is one of extension work, and an
establishment of wider networks which connect up farm operators across
same sectors, for instance dairy, grains, horticulture, etc. For those within
government bureaucracies and R&D circles these last two activities are less
attractive in terms of career interest than more conventional R&D. The less
commodity-friendly nature of organic research also lends less interest to
commercial ventures - whereby knowledge and technologies can often
otherwise be commoditised for sale in the commercial market place of
knowledge and technology. They accordingly are given less priority for
funding and support. As a consequence many organic practitioners remain
disillusioned about the possibilities of any reasonable and appropriate
support coming from conventional R&D circles and government
bureaucracies.
There is no doubt that a mixture of pragmatic and career interests
affects the sorts of services that are readily available to the organic industry
via conventional channels. But the social world division between organic and
conventional actors exacerbates these problems. This is not a situation
completely determined by circumstances external to the industry but is also
sustained by the positions held by those within the organic industry. With a
584
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small organic producer base and a relatively disorganised industry over the
last few decades, there is obvious reason why there may be a social
disconnection between research and departmental staff and those involved
directly in the organic industry in Australia. But this is not necessarily any
different from the disconnection experienced by certain conventional
producers across numerous sectors and their experience with agriculture
department staff. As has been explored, the "systems" and farmer based
research approaches are beginning to redress some of these problems from
within the agricultural research bureaucracy. While I have laid out
explanations for why there have been such organic industry schisms, the
continued rationale for a refusal of many organic producers to involve
themselves with departmental activities is less than adequate. The changes
taking place within R&D circles are opening up potential for organic interests
to take hold and influence considerable areas of both research and policy. The
establishment of more effective lobbying and research directing powers is
crucial to this change.
There have been claims of changes developing in the agricultural
paradigm in terms of farmer involvement in agricultural Research and
Development and Extension (R&D&E). It has also been claimed that whatever
the case so far, this change is crucial for the establishment of more
ecologically attuned farm practices over the coming decades. The organic
movement's farmer field days and conferences, and the relatively close knit
nature of many organic regional groups, allow for a flow of ideas, techniques
and technologies to filter through the movement. But the reaching of farmer
groups beyond the present organic social world boundary is a far greater
challenge. Many conventional growers not only feel alienated from organic
groups but themselves actively promote a stereotype of organic producers as
somewhat strange and eccentric. This accentuates the social world divide
between conventional and organic producers and stifles the flow of
information and skill across these social worlds.
Some level this exact accusation of maintaining separateness at organic
producers themselves. Is the organic movement over protective to a point
where it is restricting the inflow of potentially beneficial actors? That is, is its
network so consolidated that it is failing to grow and has now reached
saturation? There seem to be certain clear areas where this might be the case.
The most effective means for organic ideas and techniques to reach the
broader conventional producer groups may well be through agricultural
departments and private industries that are showing increasing interest in
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organic commodities including marketable farm input commodities such as
fertilisers, biological control agents and packaging.
Of course there are particular criticisms that can be leveled directly at
the conventional research arena. The nature of conventional research, over the
past half century particularly, has led to an understanding of a range of pest
and disease characteristics within a prism of chemical and monocropping
agriculture. An over reliance upon modem technological and chemical
applications has in tum created significant weaknesses in the scientific
understanding of a range of agricultural processes that are only now being
deemed critical to production. Theoretically speaking, the technoworld that
has been co-created by synthetic chemical applications and modem
agribusiness thinking has distracted most research into areas which fit such
an agro-techno paradigm. In tum this has helped sever social and technical
ties with organic and ecologically attuned producers who fall outside the
interests of the conventional paradigm of research. The more ecological
aspects of agricultural production are only slowly filtering back into the
awareness and practices of conventional researchers and policy makers. For
instance, apple research relevant to the organic industry sometimes can date
back to pre WWII. This is now also increasingly the case for conventional
apple producers practising IPM as well as others practising agroecological
farming methods. These examples reveal the degree to which vast areas of
research have been neglected to the overall detriment of a more systematic
and comprehensive understanding of agronomic processes.
It is therefore clear that there are dramatic changes needed at the
conventional research level. Foremost amongst these is a reorientation toward
more integrated research which crosses disciplines and is more ecological in
its outlook. By ecological I mean the research would look not only at the
whole farm and the impacts and effects that techniques and technologies
might be causing, but also would be able to look beyond these causes to the
wider environment of which the farm is a part.585 There is also a great need to
modernise pest-predator dynamics understanding, micro organism and soil
fauna and flora knowledge and their interactions, as well as the searching for
treatments and processing practices which are organic friendly, such as co2
pest treatments, which can take the place of pesticide spraying of post harvest
produce.

585See Altieri,

M (ed) (1995) Agroecology: The Science of Sustainable Agriculture Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press (2nd edition).
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Such dynamic/ ecological knowledge creation is extremely challenging
for research institutions to both justify and sustain. Foremost amongst the
problems is the time needed to carry out such research - often measured in
many years. As has been noted, agricultural and food industry science and
technology have been greatly affected and directed by interests bound to
synthetic chemical usage in the production process. Such research trajectories
have been characterised by linear, compartmentalised approaches to
production related problems such as weed or pest control. Ingrained research
habits which are supported by these interests create a barrier to immediate
change of research practices. Research cultures are definitely changing in
ways which are accommodating some ecological and safety concerns.
However, most research is drawn along by the inputs of agribusiness interests
which largely run counter to organic production methods and are based more
on one off solutions to a specific problem. Similarly, the piecemeal and
disjointed nature of much research means that the end product (practice at the
farm level and impact on surrounding environment) may be little changed
from its forebears which catalysed such research in the first place.
In the present climate, research is being required to be more
"accountable" both in research and in fiscal terms. The pressure to be
accountable to research objectives may however be compromising the longer
term effectiveness and real accountability of the research. Time pressures and
the need to show outcomes further segments and miniaturises research that
could otherwise be developing more ecological and integrated ties with other
research fields. Rationalisation of some research schools has by default
brought some traditionally separate disciplines together to the benefit of
ecological approaches to natural science. The scarcity of research funds in the
public purse, however, is simultaneously minimising the effectiveness, let
alone the extent, of such amalgamations. The move toward greater private
support for research is equally creating a whole new style of research which
in many ways is following old patterns of R&D aimed at solutions to
individual problems rather than preventative management and ecologically
enhancing practices.
Ultimately such research changes will have to rely on a wider range of
active participants including the farmers themselves. As has been discussed,
such research shifts would be both relatively toothless and ineffective if wider
economic and social policies do not change in tandem with these
developments. Such wider economic and social policy shifts would include
similar foci to those of the changing research base: greater accounting of
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ecological impacts rather than point source effects; encouragement of
sustainable practices and regulation and punishment for dubious practices;
distinct policies aimed at protection of the family farm unit, medium and
small sized productive farms and longer term (inter-generational) measures
which sustain the farm as a viable physical and economic unit.586 This of
course ultimately requires Australia's urban majority to not only support this
politically but also largely to pay for the implications of such policies.
Meanwhile, organic groups around the country continue to share
information and trade technologies and techniques. While much
agroecological understanding exists at an individual organic farmer level,
these ideas have great difficulty filtering out into wider circles. The efforts to
establish an effective base of resistance for the organic movement have helped
to dissociate the social world of conventional practice from organic. Indeed,
as I have argued, it has been the difference in social world experience that
was largely originally responsible for establishing a core collection of organic
practitioners who began the organic movement. While this organic social
world has established itself and created a considerable forum for organic
ideas and practices, the seeding of these ideas into more conventional arenas
is a great challenge. It is this exact issue of sizes of audiences and the
effectiveness of the communicative medium in broadcasting ideas and
techniques to such a wider audience which is crucial to the organic industry
expanding beyond its relatively stable borders.
7.3 Turning Niches Into Masses
Defending turf may be the easiest thing that the organic industry can do, even
if this has only been possible to date through the struggle and great effort of
many within the movement. As has been argued in the thesis, the status of the
biodynamic industry, while internally healthy, has clear borders around it
which slow movement and disrupt communication between internal and
external social worlds. For specific technical and social reasons this has been
deemed crucial for the survival of biodynamic ideas and practices. This is
equally so for organic practice, although its borders are somewhat more
permeable to a greater number of actors of the mainstream than the
biodynamic movement's. Creating a balance between openness and
protective cultural closure from outside forces has been the driving point of
586 Strange, M (1988) Family Farming: A New Economic Vision. Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press and Institute of Food and Development Policy.
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negotiation and debate by those active in steering these agricultural
industries.
Sociologically it could be argued that organic movement activists both
fulfil and identify with a particular social role. Advocates may be concerned
about the environment, rural survival and/ or farmer safety and clean foods.
Building up an individual and group identity as separate and different from
mass culture can have a cyclical effect which reinforces such identities and
protects such practices as alternative and different. But fringe ideas such as
organics are now being turned into mass marketable commodities and into
mainstream acceptable ideas and practices. This is partly happening as a
result of commercial interest from actors in the mainstream food system as
well as through a general growth in interest which is bringing new minds and
bodies into the movement at a producer level. At a consumer level, there is
also a range of reasons why people are buying and therefore indirectly
supporting organic foods and fibres - health, nutrition, because of sickness,
because of taste, exoticism and gourmet reasons, as well as support for better
farming practices. This is simultaneously changing the identity of organic
ideas and giving greater credence to them in mainstream circles.
7.3a Reaching the Producer Market of Ideas and Practices
There are two types of access problems within two distinct areas of the
industry- commercial markets and research and extension practices. First the
producer level. Reaching primary producers and extending out technical and
theoretical information is a great challenge for the industry. The industry, as
we have explored, has done this spectacularly in certain regions of Australia.
Organic groups are exemplary arenas for the sharing of technical information,
the sharing of ideas, and the offering of a wide range of help for interested
and practising organic producers. Such cultural groupings are reliant upon a
large volume of voluntary support.
Reaching wider audiences through such practices poses great
challenges. Realistically there seems little chance of such social groupings as
the above simply sprouting and developing naturally in most regions. The
example of Landcare has shown how, even with the incentive of monetary
support, it can be a challenge to bring regional groups together. Even then,
there is the added issue of whether the group will see the environmental
problems that other outsiders see for the region, let alone taking appropriate
steps to changing these purported problems.
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Nevertheless support from monetary and other sources seems crucial
to firstly establishing and then maintaining social groupings that become
conduits for spreading information and practices of a more ecologically
attuned kind. Talking and walking through such issues and solutions is
crucial in agriculture, where local conditions and a wide range of variables
otherwise prevent universal technical and practical solutions. In agriculture
the consolidation and acceptance of ideas often comes about by the repetitive
habits of tacit on-farm practice. Much of this social extension activity will not
take place without active outside intervention and support in the way of
infrastructure and funding, particularly given Australia's sparsely located
farming communities. Or more precisely, external support is needed to
catalyse the bringing together of communities in advance of market driven
necessity which would by design be possibly too late to resolve many
environmental problems such as aquifer contaminations, water resource
depletion, salinity problems and soil erosion, as well as rural social decline
itself. From an economic viewpoint, active intervention in the early stages of
awareness of these problems, with steps taken to ensure broad scale producer
and community participation in the solutions, would be far more desirable (as
well as more economically "rational") than neglect until the problems are
intractable or overly costly to rectify. The essential element in these processes
is the control of the problem at a local level. On their own, heavy handed
regulation or one off bandaid solutions proffered from central authorities will
do little for the long term stable and sustainable use of land resources.
One other avenue of catalysing change has been through extension
services - the carrying of technical information to the primary producer.
Extension continues to be carried out, if to a lessened degree, by agriculture
departments. Private companies have also taken on this role as it has been
discovered to be both highly effective and a lucrative means of advertising
and spreading particular practices and technologies. Even in times of farm
chemical reduction initiatives, these tactics are proving most effective in
maintaining good chemical company images and in educating producers
about the benefits of agrochemical use. The Australian organic industry is
currently utterly ill equipped to grapple with and challenge such forces, let
alone to establish counter moves which might also pose as educational and
technical training services. This, as we have explored, has little to do with the
physical reality of land degradation and sustainability, and far more to do
with private interests and benefits - financially there is presently far less to be
gained in organic compared with conventional agricultural services. Because
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the use of organic extension work needs to be seen, to a degree, as a public
interest activity, it should therefore be expected that public support via public
funds and regulations be apportioned to support such activities.587 This, of
course, runs against the present trend of government rationalisation of
spending in services and the privatisation and user pays approach to public
and private services. However to draw together such resources is not just a
public issue or an "out there" issue. It is also incumbent upon the organic
industry to create such public support and to manoeuvre in such ways as to
trap available public funds.
There are some areas where organic production inputs are open to
commercialisation. Some of these products also spill over into the
conventional arena. The Trichogramma wasp used in biocontrol in orchards is
one such commodity, as are the earth worm and the microorganism Bacillus
thuringiensis. Other products include organic fertilisers and naturally
occurring pesticides and fungicides such as neem, guano and copper
compounds. As the organic industry expands and as conventional practices
take on certain organic practices, these "agribusiness" type markets are likely
to expand. With the existence of such markets, there are avenues open for
private extension services which help educate and inform primary producers
of their use and application much like mainstream agribusiness activities.
Such commercial interests are also likely to gain government interest and
support for extending such commodities into wider producer use. While this
may catapult organic production onto a more popular stage, such
developments have also been criticised in other countries as being nothing
more than an extension of the agribusiness agenda. 588
But there are many other areas of knowledge and practice which are
far less easy to contain and market as commodities. Information on
companion planting, intercropping, composting on-farm materials, and the
use of open pollinated seed varieties, and a range of ecological/dynamic
interactions observed to occur between certain flora and fauna, are examples
of these. Further, the careful assessment and subsequent management of a
given farm along organic lines often requires very specific solutions which are
difficult to commodify and often are dealt with far more effectively by
individual farmers learning off each other and experimenting with a range of
approaches themselves. Even the use of such commodities as rock minerals
587Vanclay, F and Lawrence, G (eds) (1995) The Environmental Imperative: Ecosocial Concerns for
Australian Agriculture. Rockhampton: Central Queensland University Press.
588Buck, D, Getz, C and Guthman, J (1996) Consolidating the Commodity Chain: Organic Farms
and Agribusiness in Northern California, Monroe: Oregon Food First Publications.
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used to redress soil imbalances and deficiencies are reliant upon very specific
applications for a given region. In this case there is the possibility of expert
advice being given although the commercialising of this is rather difficult
given the small margins involved in the minerals' sale. Organic extension for
these areas therefore needs the support based upon only partial or nonmonetary interest.
In numerous European Union (EU) countries such support is now
quite vibrant. Organic agriculture is seen for these countries as not only
saving the EU and the Common Agricultural Policy large amounts of money
in storage costs (not an Australian problem, presently, except for wool), but
that it also serves to achieve environmental aims, while supporting an
employed rural population and tapping into growing agricultural markets.589
Without an effective and focused lobby power base in Australia, the organic
industry's interests are often over ridden by more powerful and visible
industry sector groups such as the Wool Board, the Grains Council and other
conventional groups that often have little shared interest in the organic
industry.
There is a clear and growing need in Australia both for organic related
R&D and extension work. As larger players such as wine companies, food
processors, and beef exporter groups become involved in the industry there is
a growing need to educate and inform producers who are largely unfamiliar
with the organic terrain. To date the organic industry has been very much
under resourced to cater to these needs. Further, the issue of commoditisation
of resources and extension work done is contentious. In an area where
commodities and products are difficult to control commercially and legally,
such openness results in benefits accruing to those who have not paid but
simply copied. Such situations also offer few incentives for those otherwise
possessing such information or skill to sacrifice time and energy and money
in supplying these needs. While the organic industry prides itself on its
openness regarding the sharing of information and technical practice,
ultimately voluntary action in these activities is limited by the practicalities of
those busy making a living and looking after a family. Many within the
organic industry already work tirelessly and passionately to further the
organic cause. However, there is also a growing feeling that if so much effort
is to be consistently put in, that there needs to be financial support behind it.

589tampkin, N and Padel, S (eds) (1994) The Economics of Organic Farming: An International
Perspective Wallingford, UK: CAB International.
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After being sent a fax ream of questions from a large wine production
company, one voluntary adviser stated:

"They have to understand that the calibre and extent of the questions they are asking
require a large degree of research and background work that I simply don't have the
time for presently. Now if there was to be remuneration I may be able to begin to deal
with these sorts of demands. This just doesn't exist at the moment. "590
Solutions to these problems will no doubt come, as they have from
conventional industries, from a mixture of private investment - the wine
industry being one obvious one - as well as a mixture of opportunistic
commerce and government support. The involvement of the government in
this area will be crucial in catalysing moves toward greater uptake of organic
practices.
Gaining this support is premised on the ability of the organic industry
to both present a viable economic facade as well as a semblance of unity
which enables it to speak with a reasoned and singular voice to both
government and the general populace. We have discussed issues related to
government and political lobbying. Reaching the populace will be through
the means of the educational system and the mass media. Both of these
avenues pose their own challenges to an industry which is often seemingly
anathema to the present ruling principles of individualism and libertarianism
which run through these institutions in Australia.
The present media climate is often far from conducive to reasoned,
careful debate of political and technical issues regarding sustainable
agricultural production practices and the food industry. When safety or
sustainability issues arise they are often dealt with in sensationalising ways.
Stories and papers sell on their ability to shock and to draw attention while
many rural and sustainability issues, as has been discussed, are more chronic
problems and not sensational. Advertising tends to even further simplify and
distort food production issues. The advertising campaigns by Monsanto and
other major agrochemical companies have established their products on the
market place as relatively innocuous and natural, and definitely essential to
primary producers. Organic practices often do rate a mention within media
sustainability debates, but are still often portrayed as exotic, menial and
quaint. Nonetheless, the establishment of a publicly funded task force that

590field notes: Chris Alensen, ORGAA president, Victoria: January 1997.
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dealt specifically with getting the organic message out over media channels
would overcome some of these problems.
Again and again, the crucial element of environmental costing of land
degradation and soil depletion, as well as the costs of disintegrating rural
social networks need to be part of the overqll economic farming equation, as it
is slowly becoming in some European countries. These costings may include
special taxes on agrochemicals, higher and more realistic energy and water
costs, and far more rigorous standards for the application of aerial sprays, as
well as greater incentives for the establishment of trees on properties, the
protection of wildlife and remnant vegetation, and the biological rejuvenation
of soils. The development of Landcare projects, the removal of many overt
and covert farming subsidies from bush clearance to fertiliser use and even
the removal of drought from the listing of natural disasters for Australia are
moves in this direction. The continuation of such moves will not only create a
more intellectually legitimate space within which to debate organic
principles, but pragmatically, primary producers will be given overt signals
suggesting an economically rational choice for the uptake of organic or
related agroecological practices.
Reaching primary producers at a technical and knowledge level goes
well beyond simple market mechanisms however. This process begins at the
educational institution. There are a growing number of institutions which
offer agroecological or alternative agricultural courses. Likewise there is a
growing body of literature that can potentially act as support for organic
practices. Orthodox agricultural colleges and R&D institutes continue to be
supported in large measure by agrochemical interests that exclude organic
thinking. Producer behaviour is likely to impact on agricultural colleges and
research institutes as there is greater demand shown for organic styles of
production. The lobbying power of the organic movement to position itself to
capture educational funds and research budgets is an essential part of this
change. Ultimately for producers to have this sort of impact on the
educational system, there will need to be a growing interest shown by
primary producers in the commercial benefits of the industry. This
development is symbiotically linked to the growth of the consumer market.
7.3b Reaching the Consumer Market
The second aspect of expansion of the organic industry is related to the retail
or consumer market. The organic market is hampered by an ill informed
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consumer which largely stems from lack of organic related education and
generally low levels of promotion of organic products. As has been discussed,
the chicken and egg cycle of lack of product also affects the maintenance of
markets once they are established. The increased export of products from
Australia looks positive in terms of industry growth if certain other industry
matters are addressed. Domestically the problem is more complex, since both
with a small population base and a cultural attitude towards food which
largely does not differentiate "clean" from conventional foods, organic sales
can suffer. Clearly a critical mass of organic product is not yet available in
some sectors which might spur on accelerated growth of the organic market.
While product levels and production line volumes remain small, many firms
cannot afford expensive promotion campaigns. Larger companies such as
Uncle Tobys have used the organic status of one of their product lines as a
major selling point. But promotion is only the end of the chain. An educated
public which is knowledgeable about organic products and their benefits is
still a fantasy for the organic industry.
Obstacles to changing this attitude include the market basket surveys
by government departments which gloss over food contamination and
residue risks. Clearly our society and the food safety research base is yet to
deal satisfactorily with the cocktail effects of mixtures of low but chronic
doses of chemical residues, as well as preservatives, emulsifiers and other
food technology ingredients in the human diet. The inherent complexities of
such research and the length of time involved makes such a task exceedingly
difficult. Further confounding the issue is the fact that chemical residues on
fresh foods do indeed seem to be decreasing. Agriculture now tends to enlist
less (chronically) toxic chemical varieties. Although many agrochemicals may
still be highly poisonous over short periods - thereby still placing many
primary producers at risk - their presence over the longer term on most foods
produced is relatively lower than has been the case over the last half century
in the developed world. The removal of organochlorines such as DDT from
primary production usage in Australia is an example of this. But the past
usage of organochlorines still raises pertinent issues for presently used and
proliferating agrochemicals. The greatest problem is one of not exactly
knowing what these chemicals may be doing both in the long term and in
concert with other chemicals. This clearly contravenes precautionary principle
guidelines on technology choice. What is still clear is how little we know of
the dynamic and interactive - that is natural - characteristics of such
chemicals.
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Although not so much a solution, food scares play a large part in
boosting interest in and support for organic and other perceived "clean" food
options. The power of the organic and general clean foods movements will be
reliant upon a mixture of sustained "irrational" public scaremongering and
debate which creates a sense of urgency with these issues, as well as the use
of carefully researched scientific data in support of pressures to restrict the
presence of agrochemical residues in foods. Part of this scientific enlistment
must be continually sought from relevant departments and commerce which
might have vested interests in restricting the presence of such chemicals. Such
support may include the departments of health and the environment, as well
as worker safety and union support and companies with vested interest in the
clean foods market. These already consolidated and powerful networks are
not enlisted by the organic movement to the degree that they potentially
could be. While some within the organic industry are sceptical of the merits
and intents of such outsiders, their greater enlistment is crucial in the process
of broadening the cultural support base for organic production.
Community based consultation and science workshops are other
avenues of potential support against food industry changes which might
otherwise run counter to ecologically attuned food production. Such
consultation or workshop processes have been criticised for their lack of
scientific rigour and their basis in both emotionalism and ill informed reaction
to new or complex technological issues. As I have maintained throughout the
thesis, the scientific and technical endeavour is one which is constituted by
pecuniary and cultural interests and influences. Community based steering
and control of technology choice only transfers these interests to the general
populace. This creates the opportunity for ethical and social interests to be
aired. Ultimately all risk assessment contains a crucial component of social
and ethical tainting. But this tainting is important in order to assess the needs
and intangible potential social impacts of a technology which ultimately
. cannot be assessed by orthodox scientific measurement procedures alone. The
testing of the cocktail effects of agrochemicals is one such example. Indeed the
choice not to proceed ~ith a given technology may almost be impossible if
completely in the hands of a scientific expert committee which is expected to
arrive at a rational and scientific position on technical safety and applicability
based upon provable conjectures and measurable data collection. If totally
reliant upon the technical reports of scientific expert committees, government
departments will always be bound by the scientific assessment process which
attempts to exclude social and political elements as much as is feasibly
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possible. In the process, an ability to establish ethical and social interest
stances against' given technologies is severely compromised by this search for
an elusive Holy Grail of scientific objectivity and numerical risk analysis
omniscience.
The very development of more community involvement in technology
decisions will also, by design, lead to a better informed public. This in itself
may be far more effective than any amount of broader scale education.
Nonetheless the integration of organic food education into curricula, as with
agricultural courses, can be a powerful way of changing longer term R&D
and agricultural practice. Presently, the organic industry carries out a small
amount of disjointed education which reaches limited numbers. There are
also a slowly growing number of tertiary and secondary courses which
broach the subject of organics whether in terms of the environment, human
safety or health. But these courses too are far from reaching mass numbers.
The growth in the numbers of people entering organic circles, however, will
impact on these developments by increasing the social world crossover
between educators and those steeped in the movement.
Clearly to be more effective, there is a requirement for government
departments to also be more holistic and integrated in both their activities
and their policies than historically has been the case. For instance state and
federal Environment departments' disinterest in food production per se
compared with primary industry department focus on productivity at the
expense of the environment are examples of these clashes. The integration of
these concerns into single working groups and the establishment of more
interdisciplinary teams which cross a range of professional boundaries from
hydrology and soil science through to economics and sociology would be part
of this. There is an important need to place the responsibility for change
directly in the hands of those who are directly affected by these issues - not
just primary producers but also parks and land management people,
ecotourism operators, domestic land holders and others who may be affected
by land use activities. Such community involved solutions often tend to be
rather more clearly focused and feasibly practicable compared with top down
bureaucratic approaches. Having said this, there is still a very important role
for both policing and regulation to ensure safety and sustainable practices are
maintained.
Beyond these external aspects, ultimately the future of the organic
industry relies upon consumer power. Political change will be moved as
much by social organising and technical decisions as by the power of
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individuals spending and therefore inadvertently or at least indirectly
supporting particular types of technologies. Any consumer move will be
based, apart from knee jerk food scares, upon educational and promotional
campaigns. Such campaigns need to be based to a degree on simplicity. The
red meat industry has re-established itself recently with the iron campaign,
while dairy industries are riding on a scare campaign of osteoporosis with its
prevention being associated with the consumption of dairy products and
therefore calcium. This is amidst a cultur~l milieu which has grown to
associate high consumption levels of animal products with heart and other
diseases. Such food campaigns have been successful by breaking down issues
into simple components and re-enforcing such messages with warnings and
the authority of scientific orthodoxy. There is no reason why organic foods
cannot be similarly marketed along the lines of food taste, their clean,
nutritious and natural status, and a reference to tradition - all elements which
are acknowledged by major food companies as excellent sales points.
Potentially more controversial but no less effective may well be scare
campaigns like the dairy industry's osteoporosis one, in terms of chemical
residues on foods, the declining nutritional content of conventional foods,
and the public concerns over genetic engineering and food irradiation.
Such negative campaigning would no doubt place most of the
conventional industry off-side, since by implication conventional practices
would be viewed as inferior, if not dangerous. While a certain degree of
negative campaigning may well be called for which helps educate the public
about some of the safety and other problems associated with our modern
food sources, there will be nothing like positive campaigns which promote
organic products based upon their own unique selling points.
Organic products have a range of attributes that are often subtle,
sometimes intangible and scientifically difficult to quantify. Among many
organic advocates, there is an understanding that organic products tend to be
far more beneficial to their overall health and well being (see appendix). It has
long been argued that there is a crucial link between the health and vitality of
the soil, the quality of the food products that arise from that soil, and hence
also with the health of the humans who consume such foods. 591 Organic
agriculture's encouragement of soil practices which enhance soil health
reveals a possible connection with such research. There have been organic
advocates that claim that it is organic practices that directly are responsible
for their product's quality, nutrition, taste and vitality. These claims are
591Howard, A (1947) The Soil and Health, New York: Schoken Books.
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difficult to verify if anecdotally they remain standing. The diversity of
practices within the industry almost dictates that such research results, if
carried out, would be equivocal. This would stem mainly from the varying
soil types, agricultural practices and cultivar varieties used across organic
farming systems. Nonetheless there is a slowly growing awareness that
organic commodities have certain unique qualities to offer. As a consequence
there has been a rise in the level of campaigning which is aimed at the taste
and the quality of organic products. 592 This has been aimed mainly at higher
socioeconomic and specialist groupings such as gourmets and cancer patients.
These attributes, as they are publicised more widely, are bound to draw in
enthusiasts who will directly experience some of the benefits of organic
products at their best.
Higher prices are a defining feature of much organic produce.
Educating a clientele about the merits of such produce is essential to
expanding out beyond this limited market. This is where the conventional
market picture is required to contextualise the problems. Battling against the
invisibility of agrochemical residues and a constant depression of
conventional produce prices creates market problems for organic producers.
A broader social change is therefore an essential part of organic support
which goes beyond straightforward rational self interest in the purchasing of
food products. Many producers today are involved in organics because of a
mixture of commercial and ethical interests. 593 While it has been stated that
any suggested change needs to be commercially viable for producers to be
expected to change, all commercial activities and decisions, like scientific
practice, are also based upon irrational, emotional and ethical elements. This
is no less the case for the consumer market and any social belief systems
which support a given food regime.
There are certain regions in Australia, such as northern and central
coast NSW, where organic or local agricultural production occupies a sizeable
proportion of total food and fibre trade for that region. But these areas are a
niche unto themselves, and due to a range of unique historical and social
factors, have been able to survive the way they have. While they are
sometimes exemplary models for sustainable food systems, it seems
somewhat impractical to think that in the near future these social groups will
have significant impacts on mainstream culture. They nonetheless present
592

For example the ORGAA advertising campaign for the Australian Organic Industry 1996
(personal communication: Chris Alenson, President, ORGAA).
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See Hassan and Associates report (1995) and appendix which lists tables from that report.
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alternatives and choices which can be selectively used amidst a variety of
economic and social models.
In most regions, organic and eco friendly commodities are likely to be
supported by higher level socio-economic groups who tend to possess higher
levels of education and have greater amounts of disposable income. For the
time being, this is bound to remain the main grouping which is the organic
industry's support base, and it is from here that most solid growth is expected
in demand over the coming decade.
Producing for a top end of the market clientele does in some ways
affect the volume of sales and therefore the degree of support that the organic
industry can potentially enlist. Indeed it is through scarcity that the market
system defines both the price and therefore the inherent value of
commodities. With organic produce becoming a more highly sought after
commodity, its value increases. Wholesalers and retailers of the organic
industry often find it impossible to source enough stock to supply their
customers throughout the year. In their eyes it is exactly this by which they
are limited. Such chicken and egg situations plague the industry. A past
agriculture department officer put it to the organic industry that it was up to
them to get their product out more widely:

"If I go to the supermarket, how many organic foods can I buy? ... That's the biggest
challenge the industry has - to get out the organic message and organic foods out to
the general public. "594
Solutions are developing which are encouraging those producers who
are more finely tuned to the seasonal vagaries of the supply and demand
market, and are rewarding those marketeers who are developing partnerships
with producers to achieve these goals. Two trends are set to affect the
Australian organic food industry in the coming decades. One trend is the
much talked about rise in a middle class in the economic growth areas of East
and South East Asia. These developing markets are already significantly
affecting producer behaviour and creating a growing realisation of the
potential markets in these areas. The other trend is a gradual evolution of the
volume and type of organic commodities being produced in Australia and the
consequent growing interest in domestic retailers supplying organic
commodities. There have been concerns raised about a flooding of organic
markets and a driving down of prices based upon excess supply. These fears
594Field notes: Michael Burlace, NSW Agriculture: September 1995.
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are indeed sometimes realised. But as with change in any growing market,
these are growing pains that have to be experienced as the industry matures
and increases its share of the overall food market. As volumes rise, the
character of the organic industry is bound to change, as has been experienced
in other developed countries as diverse as New Zealand, Sweden and
595
Argentina. Capacity for processing of significant volumes of produce will in
tum establish supportive industries which enhance and further catalyse
interest in the organic market. Such developments are bound to both be rapid
and unpalatable to a large number of already existent producers, since the
rules and nature of the organic production game will no doubt change in
irrevocable ways to match these industry developments.
The actors which have helped to maintain the industry in the position
it is presently in are gradually being shifted aside or their impact translated.
That is, smaller more local growers, and those supplying blemished or less
shelf stable products, are becoming less significant within these growing
organic markets. A whole range of new players, from novice marketeers,
academic researchers, government bureaucrats and conventional primary
producers are now entering the scene and are set to play no small part in
transforming the nature and wider acceptance of the organic industry. With
these changes are coming pressures also to modify the ways in which the
industry is regulated both domestically and internationally. This in tum is
fuelling debate over the most appropriate ways in which to regulate and
order the organic industry while maintaining the integrity and the essence of
its philosophy, ideas and practices.
7.4 Regulation and New World Orders
Two types of regulation are playing influential roles in the future of organic
practice. First is the legally instituted, government organised regulation both
from a nation state and world organisation level. The second is internal
regulation of the organic industry, again through national and regional as
well as international bodies. These two areas of regulation throw up different
challenges for the organic movement of the future.
Growing international legal regulation of organic commodities can
only be welcomed. Indeed such developments are aspects of the positive side
effects of a World Trade Organisation (WTO) regulated environment. Such
595
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regulation has the ability to impact upon, and draw into line, nations and
regions which may not quite reach the standards of orthodox organic
production. Equally there are possibilities, as in the conventional food
regulation arena, where a lowering of organic standards may eventuate based
upon a move toward the lowest common denominator of all national
standards. Further, the establishment of organic as the official WTO/Codex
term for such products rules out, to a degree, the distinguished legitimacy of
biodynamic. Biodynamic advocates have always argued that biodynamic is
distinctly different from organic commodities, and needs to be differentiated
in the market place. Overall however, such global regulation developments
will add to the legitimacy and political power of the organic movement biodynamic included -allowing regional and national movements the chance
to draw on such support.
Links between informal organic groups at a global level are also
becoming consolidated now across continents. The holding of international
conferences and the membership of national certification bodies within the
international group IFOAM - the International Federation of Organic
Agriculture Movements - further add to the strength of formal economic
trade in organic commodities. Again there is concern that bureaucracy, and
the trend toward the lowest common denominator in standards, may
encourage a dilution of organic principles and ethics. However, IFOAM,
being a non government organisation, and based, to a degree, upon
participatory models of decision making and technical regulation, creates a
global forum which is quite unique in its aims and practices. As has been
mentioned, the IFOAM clauses regarding social welfare, human rights and
fair trade are outstanding and leading edge in the field of social equity and
food production. The challenge to extend out this circle of influence and
establish guidelines of practice while still allowing a degree of autonomy and
regional flavour to organic producers across the globe is a great one.
7.5 Ordering Chaos and Diversity
The issue of regulating and homogenising specific cultural practices in
order to protect a specific philosophy which promotes diversity and locally
attuned practices clearly seems to contain some contradictions. But as with
any political system, freedom is based to a degree on discipline and
regulation. The organic standards as they have developed contain in them a
large degree of leeway in terms of allowance for individual and region
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specific judgements. This is not to say that the organic movement does not
have regular internal contestations by producers or others who may disregard
a given standard in preference for individual self benefit. The organic
movement has dealt with such issues either resolving the dispute with the
producer conforming, or by expelling the individual or group. As we have
seen, this has sometimes led to a separate body being established by those in
this ousted group. With currently six certification agencies in Australia, and
other potential groups in the wings, this seems bizarre, irrational and
counterproductive.596 These separations have traditionally diverted political
energy and created inefficiencies in the ways in which services are metered
out to producers and members. With the relatively small number of organic
producers in Australia, this has only further compromised the ability of the
movement to economise and consolidate forces. For instance inspection
services rely upon six separate office structures and budgets, promotion is
through six or more separate organisations, and general accounting and
executive work is carried out by six separate groups, all effectively with the
same end purpose.
The existence of these six groups is not all negative for the movement.
Indeed there is a semblance of in-house competition between groups,
particularly BFA and NASAA as they vie for a similar clientele and have
exactly the same markets and promotional activity in mind. There is pressure
on both organisations to offer the best and most professional service at a
reasonable price. Ultimately however, all these organisations will be doing
long term damage to the movement by remaining completely separate. The
working together on as many projects as possible, and the establishment of a
unified voice, amidst this diversity, will grant far more power to the
movement collectively than any one breakaway group could achieve by itself.
The dilemmas of ordering diversity and chaos also exist at a technical
level. Even while agricultural research may be moving more toward catering
for, and servicing the local requirements of, a particular region, there are
stronger market pressures to homogenise and harmonise food production
practices and commodities. These pressures include fruit varieties which
require registration to be legally traded, pasteurisation requirements for all
dairy foods, the pesticide spraying of imported coffees and certain fruits in
fruit fly areas, as well as the producer pressures to grow one particular

596Jn 1997 a seventh group was positioning itself as a certification agency-known as the
Organic Food Chain. Others, connected with the Tea Tree Oil and Beef industries were
likewise establishing groups and seeking AQIS recognition as certifying bodies.
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variety of high yielding crop. In the wider food system such issues of
ordering and regulation, and the desire for simplistic management
procedures, are posing problems for establishing and maintaining
biodiversity within the general food system. These issues are amplified for the
organic industry. The interplay between encouraging a wide range of
approaches and technical styles of food production which are appropriate
and ideal for a given region while also maintaining a common standard in
organics will continue to be a regularly negotiated and contested one.
The problems that the Organic Producers Advisory Committee
(OPAC) and more importantly the Australian and New Zealand Food
Authority (ANZFA - formerly the National Food Authority) have had in
terms of instituting legal standards for organic also underlie the problem of
establishing universally recognised credentials for organic commodities
which can be formally recognised in the market place. For ANZFA, the
definition of a food product based upon standards of production, rather than
simply the finished product, has caused the greatest difficulties in terms of
instituting a legally recognised status for products termed organic. While it is
expected that a decision of some kind will be made on this issue by 1998, this
process has been complexified by the inherent difficulty of the subject matter
and the particular approach taken by this regulatory body. ANZFA, to be
scientific, requires measurable entities that can be tabulated for a given
product. Because organic production is as much a distinguished process as it is
an end product, it throws up all kind of unmeasurable or vaguely definable
terms of reference which confound the standard regulatory arena which
ANZFA is used to operating in - for example, notions of acceptable social
equity implicated in the production of a given food product are impossible to
quantify by analysing the end product itself (which ANZFA insists on).
Similarly organic food does not necessarily mean that the end product is
totally free from synthetic chemical residues - a test which might otherwise
define it from conventional foods - only that is be no more than 10% of the
limit set for conventional foods.
The acceptance of any one given umbrella or peak body which will
truly represent and therefore, by design, bring order to the organic industry
has also been out of reach of the industry for some time. The process of
industry consultation over the 1997 period that was mentioned in chapter 5
arrived at a general list of solutions to the issue of industry representation.
The Interim Organic Industry Council (IOIC) which was set up in mid 1996
was charged with the mandate of consulting widely with industry to establish
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these ideas and viewpoints. Existing umbrella bodies such as the Organic
Retailers and Growers Association (ORGAA) have constantly met with the
problem of limited resources which have restricted their ability to act
comprehensively and decisively for the industry at a peak body level. Also
without a semblance of universal, major power broker support from within
the industry, this body's task has been made that much harder. The new body
formed from the IOIC process of consultation will, no doubt, also be met with
a large degree of criticism and disagreement over policies, lobbying and
political process from within the industry. Nonetheless it is hoped that this
new body will bring a new era to the organic movement which can be utilised
to organise and lobby for research funding, government support and
regulation at formal, legal levels. In September 1997, a body named the
Organic Federation of Australia was inaugurated, with representatives from
all major sectors of the industry that include producer sectors, consumers,
retailers, exporters, manufacturers, and certifying bodies. This group is
distinguished by the presence of a neutral and non-voting government
representative as chair of the body, while the group will be industry owned
and operated.
There have been many within the organic industry who argue that
there needs to be singular and unfettered grassroots management of industry
affairs, rather than any meddling from "outsiders" such as government.
However, the desirability of chaos and diversity within the social system
which organises and promotes the organic movement in no way should
encourage unprofessional approaches to organic regulation, lobbying or
research fund requests, which has sometimes been the case in the past. A lack
of professional managerial experience within the industry has led to a culture
that generally shirks top down and undemocratic approaches to organisation.
Training in management, quality assurance and strategic planning will be a
key feature of overcoming this problem. The influx of new players into the
organic movement will also inject new cultural standards of operation which
can only enhance the status of the industry more generally while creating a
more powerful professional base from which to lobby and promote the
industry.
Similarly, many farmers are still foreign to the notion of recording all
inputs and applications and providing a fully auditable trail of produce and
stock from the farm to the point of sale. Accepting the apparent contradiction
between encouraging naturally diverse if not chaotic farming systems while
maintaining an ordered accounting system of management activities is an
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important element of consolidating the status of the industry as a professional
and commercially oriented form of agriculture.
This issue of enhancing and encouraging biodiversity and naturally
chaotic production systems is echoed by Permaculture and Agroecology
advocates. Such diversity is seen as not only extending to the crop varieties
and their physical surrounds, but also extends into the social and
architectural design of the community. Indeed, such design is both reflective
of, while adding to the style and nature of, the agricultural system.
Permaculture in its ideal form lays out a societal and political blueprint, and
sees these elements as crucial to the long term effectiveness of its agricultural
practices. It is clear that organic practices would benefit greatly from a
broader social and political sea change similar to that outlined by
Permaculture advocates. Such change would involve architectural design of
housing, suburbs and public structures and parklands which allow for most
efficient and equitable use of land, while building community trust and safety
rather than compromising it, as is evident in many present urban structures.
Social change would involve far greater levels of community input into the
establishment and maintenance of day to day and long term political
decisions. Ultimately technologies and practices will pose insurmountable
problems for regulation and control without the element of social cohesion,
trust and community support. This self organising principle is lauded by an
increasing number of people as essential to the long term vibrancy and
success - that is sustainability - of both economies and communities.
Organic technical standards in this way most comfortably fit with a
social milieu which is less centralised and with a diverse range of cultural and
technical practices. 597 Indeed an ideal supportive social structure would be
very much at home with accepting greater seasonality and variability of
available produce. This is in contrast to the industrialised world's superficial
notions of diversity and fragmentation of food choices, which are really
homogenised ones - such as a dozen baked bean label varieties, and ten
frozen pea label varieties to choose from in supermarkets. The wider culture
of developed economies is based on carefully ordered notions of nature,
resources, management practice and commodities. Such order is often quite
antithetical to the natural processes of ecosystems. The demand for upper
limit productivity yields in agriculture is exemplary of this difference, where

597Having said this, paradoxically, some of the most lucrative organic markets at present
arise from highly centralised and ordered cities such as Tokyo, Singapore, Taipei, as well as
heavily populated regions in the US and the EU, and of course the major cities of Australia.
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the natural processes of nutrient exchange and replenishment are taken over
by high input systems which supply nutrients directly to the plant system.
Equally, homogeneous monocropping practices require high levels of pest
and disease control intervention. The natural capacity of the agricultural
system to control such pests is compromised by the intensive and "unnatural"
state of modem agricultural fields which in tum requires a continuing
agrochemical approach. Such practices have led to many ecosystems being
compromised in integrity and vigour. As has been discussed, the
environment is a socially mediated entity. It is understood and manipulated
within social/ cultural as much as physical and technical parameters.
Agriculture has traditionally always been about the cultural change of
environmental conditions to produce foods for human consumption.
Intensive agricultural practice by its nature places extreme pressures on
ecosystems to function naturally. There is no doubt that a median point needs
to be established which allows for intensive forms of agricultural production
while still allowing the benefits that accrue from encouraging agroecological
processes on the farm.
Such eco-agricultural systems are slowly gaining currency in the
arenas of conventional agricultural research and development. But such
thinking and R&D is easily washed away by commercial activities which are
singly aimed at maximisation of production capability. Exporter demands on
produce to be consistent, reliable and homogeneous only exacerbate this by
further distorting natural processes and requiring such processes to first and
foremost fit in with the needs of this market. Like the pressures to produce
cosmetically perfect apples, such demands place unnatural requirements on
the production system, encouraging non ecological production methods. The
challenge is to develop ecologically attuned production practices which are
also sustainable in terms of financial returns to the operators. Only in this
sense will they remain sustainable in the broader sense. And only too will
they then be able to economically support higher levels of research and
development which are applicable to these approaches. But such moves will
also require a change at the consumer and retailer end of the market where
these exact demands begin. Only in this way will the ideas and techniques of
organic agriculture also find a sustainable broader audience of support. One
solution to these dilemmas has been for producers to unplug from the
mainstream markets and to operate within the bounds of smaller economies
and regions. The other solution has been for movements such as the organic
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movement to regulate a set of practices which enhance ecological systems
while integrating into the global economy of food commodities.
7.6 Global Support for Local Economies
Ecological as well as marketing issues are increasingly having impacts on the
social organisation and activities of humans across the globe. The notion of
the local culture or environment can only ever be seen in this broader context.
No matter how local a movement or a social/ technical grouping may be, its
reliance upon global forces is often less than fully acknowledged by that
group. What may this mean for organic and more regional, ecologically
attuned agricultural practices in relation to attempts at expanding out their
networks? For the OAM this should mean an awareness that it will be
through linking up more widely with actors across a global spectrum that
optimal strength and protection can be established. This is a challenge for all
localist groups which are bogged in colloquial social linkages which actively
prevent a reaching out to wider audiences.
External trade links have been touted by many as the solution to trade
deficit problems, stagnant national economies, and backward technical and
industrial capabilities. International trade and so called global free trade have
some inherent social and physical sustainability problems which need greater
acknowledgement by those presently lauding such ideas and policies. But
there is a degree to which it can be argued that trade with the outside world is
a crucial part of human social existence, and definitely an element of a vibrant
and successful democratic nation. Trade between nations and tribes can build
bridges of cultural exchange, and create greater understanding and cultural
acceptance. The issue really is the extent to which such trade might otherwise
disrupt societies and cause political chaos. There is clearly a need for policies
to be set in place to prevent some of the ill effect~ of rampant and unchecked
free trade. However, a turning away from outside cultural influences may
ultimately lead to colloquial and unchallenged views, which can be both
detrimental to an industry, and certainly to democracies and vibrant
economies.
As has been explored, the OAM relies heavily in some countries on
exporting of organic produce and products. There are some benefits to this.
The quality and quarantine requirements of overseas markets pose great
challenges as well as opportunities for organic producers. The much talked
about "world best practice" is a potential offshoot of such trade. Extreme
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demands on quality and freshness for organic commodities raise the
standards and expectations of producers and consumers alike. This lead can
potentially have the effect of changing production practices of organic
producers, as well as being an example to conventional producers of
exemplary agricultural practice back at the domestic market level.
Organic products have a number of potential roles to play in the future
developments of a more ecological and socially just global trade. Organic
practices have been exemplary in IPM, soil fertility and other primary
production practices which have spilled over into conventional practice.
Likewise with trade, whether locally or more globally, organic standards have
the chance to lead by example with a range of social justice and fair trade
measures which are pa~t of its gradually expanding "constitution". Clauses
on the restriction of child slave labour and on the encouragement of fair trade,
as well as on favourable rises in commodity prices flowing back to the
primary producer, all represent ideals that are much talked about but very
difficult to regulate and maintain within open and free trade markets. Even
while organic commodities remain within relatively small markets, the
encouragement of such practices is likely to set in chain wider movements
which achieve similar results. A growing number of producers across the
world have interests in benefiting from such protective guidelines. The
growth in the acceptance of free and open trade across the world has also
brought growing dissatisfaction and resentment to an even greater number of
people who are being displaced, losing jobs and livelihoods, and are
experiencing the disintegration of their cultures. Practical moves toward
finding an equitable balance to such problems while not unduly restricting
trade and investment have been fraught with difficulties. Like the moves by
Community Aid Abroad (CAA) and Oxfam to establish guidelines and
marketing channels based upon social justice measures, the OAM presents
one such pragmatic move away from rhetoric and toward more active
responsible global trade. This fair trade will mostly benefit overseas organic
producers, with their products being sold into countries such as Australia.
A large proportion of trade will, however, remain more localised,
which poses a range of other challenges for the industry. Historically, local
community and regional support for primary producers is somewhat lacking
in this country. Besides tokenistic and piecemeal moves by a select group of
consumer I citizens, the support of localist and smaller scale agriculture is also
relatively lacking. Such "markets" are slowly developing, as are those of a
range of New Age, functional foods, cottage industry and gourmet products.
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These markets represent niches, generally based upon higher level
socioeconomic clientele. The localist, regionalist movements will play a
crucial role in the growing acceptance of organics worldwide. There is
evidence that this is slowly developing in Australia. The development of
home delivery services to urban areas and the survival and present expansion
of local markets are examples of such trends. Other successful attempts have
been made at marketing organic commodities based upon their own
particular strengths. The "ugly apple" campaign in Tasmania resulted from
cooperation with growers who developed markets based on the fact that their
apples were indeed ugly and uncosmetic. The marketing campaign focused
on this issue as its selling point, educating consumers that the apples tended
to be ugly due to their more natural conditions of growth and the reduced
levels of sprays otherwise applied to control fungus, disease and pests in the
conventional apple industry. This campaign implied that a healthier, safer
and more pure product could be found in the organic alternative.
Of course such practices and campaigns are reliant upon a cultural
base which is highly educated about such issues, as well as a culture
possessing the time and financial resources to support such moves. With a
culture very much addicted to convenience shopping at one large
supermarket, and with the notions of available time somewhat limited in
most people's lives, there remain great problems in the way of establishing
more local and connected economies. Time pressure shopping relies upon
instant visual recognition and acceptance of commodities. The supermarket
shelf is stacked with an increasing array of relatively anonymous products
that sell more on the basis of their facade than of their substance. Consumer
education of the intricate and complex issues connected with food, health and
sustainability hardly have time to be weighed up with each purchase. The
OAM is therefore clearly reliant upon a wider cultural/ technical shift to
unhinge some of the otherwise taken for granted practices of the mainstream
food system. As has developed in certain European countries particularly,
such shifts will be presaged on a range of factors and may lead to a domino
effect which will help shift regulations, laws, financial and other factors which
presently still restrict organic production from becoming more widespread.
The byproducts of such developments in the US and the EU
particularly have been the consolidation of the OAM worldwide, the fostering
of movements in a number of countries, and the provision of a framework
and legal guidelines which will protect and promote organic producers.
Likewise at a national level, the Australian OAM has benefited greatly
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already by the involvement of federal government and other legal
frameworks which are consolidating organic as a recognised mainstream
commodity. These linkages are crucial elements for the furtherance of the
movement and ultimately in the wider acceptance of organic ideals and ideas.
Missing this global opportunity will not mean the destruction of the
organic movement. Indeed however much these developments take place,
there will be a range of alternatives, as there already exist, which will
continue the movement on in other ways. The diversity of approaches and
ideas and practices has always been the strength of the movement, and will
remain so into the future. The future of the movement very much relies upon
the acceptance and encouragement of diversity which may at one time be
heavily linked into global or non regional markets, while at other times be
specifically localist in its economic operations.
7.7 Integration Without Compromise?
The ultimate question that arises from such developments is this: in what
ways will these globalising developments and an increasing volume of
organic trade and practice impact on the very essence of organic philosophy
and practice? The simple answer is that such developments are bound to
change certain elements of practice and ideas, as they have been changed over
the past century as the movement has developed and evolved. The essence of
organic production is to be found in a wider cultural basis which includes
upstream and downstream elements responsible for such production, and
most importantly, includes the consumption and distribution patterns that
are integral to those commodities reaching the hands and mouths of people
around the world. In this way, organic commodities are bound to be
transformed as they enter foreign countries and are traded on global markets.
Vegetable juices that travel half way round the globe to reach their target
market can hardly be classified as organic in every sense of the term. Indeed,
even local organic producers who supply metropolises must enter such
markets via an extremely centralised and very "inorganic" system. Are these
commodities, and therefore the practices and ideas and ideals upon which
they are based, severely compromised to the point of being contradictory? I
would argue that the food system itself is highly contradictory and perverse
in the ways in which food as a commodity is on the one hand produced, and
on the other marketed and consumed. While organic products share a degree
of these attributes, there is range of effects which stem from organic
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production practices which specifically aim at long term protection of farm
land and other limited ecological resources. Therefore the purchasing of
organic commodities bears a direct relationship with support for particular
agricultural practices, even if such a purchase also indirectly supports
packaging, marketing and transport that may otherwise be problematic in
terms of long term sustainable resource use.
In finding pathways toward greater sustainability, a variety of
solutions needs to be both sought and encouraged which do not over rely
upon a panacea of either export market focus (strongly integrated) or self
reliance (localist and parochial) and their associated R&D networks. Cross
fertilisation of ideas and practices can occur in both circles without a
necessary loss of control or of identity. However the issue of degree of
integration is crucial for organic activists since beyond a point there may be
no ability to effectively radically alter the course of present food industry
development. But it has equally been argued that the establishment of ESD as
an economic principle has had exactly this effect of not changing the course of
economic development in the radical ways that critics have argued for.598 The
adoption of such notions as ESD, as well as organic and precautionary
principle thinking, may be that present economic development practices are
ultimately little modified or problematised by the original criticisms
contained in ESD and organic perspectives. Instead their notions might
become translated in ways which dilute and neuter the original aims of the
principles. These concerns and alarms are indeed justified. There are major
concerns that the increased popularity in organic commodities will lead to an
over emphasis on the extreme end of production capacity rather than
foremost on ecosystem integrity, as was originally designed in organic
standards. Equally, it is argued, the organic food item itself may become more
fetishised, and organic research may be subsumed within the unrecognisable
realm of conventional practice where its principles and ideals wither.
There is no doubt that there are some very important benefits arising
for the organic industry from the establishment of solid and independent
bases of production as well as technologies and ideas. Indeed, to an extent,
this approach has allowed the organic movement and other agroecologicai
practices to survive. But the wider context of agricultural research, as well as
that of food production itself, is changing. Social and environmental
movements across the world constantly grapple with such dilemmas of
598Beder, S (1993) The Nature of Sustainable Development. Newham, Australia: Scribe
Publications
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integration - acceptance and compromise versus separateness and resistance.
Such dilemmas are so much a part of the course that while not disregarding
them, the organic movement needs to live with and learn from the constant
dialectic of macro or global versus micro or local advocates - those interested
in forming strategic alliances with the mainstream culture versus those
interested in protecting the purity and integrity of the movement at a local
level. Both actions have essential merit. But it will only be by confronting the
challenges thrown up by fighting on an uneven playing field that the
mainstream food production and agricultural research game may possibly
contain some future rules directly taken from organic principles. The
negotiation of insiders and outsiders, of antagonists and supporters, becomes
somewhat confused as the movement becomes more popular, accepted and
successful across a broader mainstream audience. It will be through this
confusion that the organic agriculture movement may most effectively reach
wider audiences, ultimately affecting practices and belief across wider
networks than yet possible.
7.8 Back to the Future - Conclusion
The path toward greater acceptance of organic commodities - commercial,
practical, intellectual and technical - is filled with peril and uncertainty.
Whatever measures are instituted at an internal industry level that
consolidate organic forces may well lead to a future vibrant organic sector
both in Australia and internationally. But these changes are equally reliant
upon a range of external forces, some of which are well beyond the collective
impact of the movement. Various future scenarios proposed by a range of
scholars and critics have been outlined through this thesis. Some of these
scenarios are more optimistic than others in their outline of future food
production potentials for the world. There are many unknowns in the
variables that will affect the future of food production. Population levels, the
success of current economic development models, climatic stability, social
and political cohesion, resource access and abundance, funding for research,
soil and water quality and protection are among a range of such variables.
The unknown nature of these variables is often under emphasised by most
commentators and theorists who propose future food scenarios.
Herein lies a serious dilemma for the establishment of future food
production which is moving toward more sustainable practice. The
precautionary principle is only as yet a mainly talked about rather than
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practised reality in management and technical circles. Similarly so with the
ESD guidelines themselves. But realisations of the need to effectively restrict
certain technological practices, and the importance of establishing social
organisations which work together cooperatively to protect ecological
integrity, are increasingly being recognised as essential elements for the long
term survival of humans and their environments. We have few clear and
unambiguous historical yardsticks with which to direct our practices, let
alone measure adherence to principles and guidelines. Equally, however,
there are sustainability indicators from the past which have until recently
been ignored - where civilisations have collapsed, among other reasons, due
to a lack of attention to soil carrying capacity under unsustainable agricultural
regimes. The need to protect soils and increase soil fertility, the importance of
preserving hydrological integrity and biological diversity of given bioregions,
and lastly the essential social element which glues together these protective
measures, are slowly being recognised as crucial elements of a future which is
more effectively approaching sustainability, rather than one which is only
solving immediately perceived problems while creating further difficulties for
a less immediate and ~ambiguous future.
The Organic Agriculture Movement, the examples from Landcare
groups and the establishment of social groups which have bonded together
for the mutual interest of protecting bioregions and their resources, are
exemplary cases which reveal how sustainability may be approached in
effective, practical ways. By dwelling on these cases, we may gain insight
both into the complexities of the dilemmas facing us as a species, as well as
some of the ways in which we might proceed forward towards the goals laid
out by ESD guidelines.
The lessons learned from attempts to integrate ecological thinking into
more dislocated and specialised research departments reveal that much still
needs to yet change before a truly ecological science may emerge across the
major agricultural disciplines. It is now being recognized that the localnature
of agricultural production requires far more attention than it has tended to be
given. This local focus is requiring a newly emergent emphasis upon the
social basis upon which technologies, techniques and ideas are dispersed and
maintained within agricultural regions. The re-emphasis on social relations is
driving change at the very core of scientific research into agricultural
production.
As has been explored, notions of sustainability, social equity and
ecologically attuned practice are extremely difficult to both quantify and
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assess. The co-construction of the environment through the interaction of
social, technical and physical actors leads to a less than distinct notion of
exactly what is physically "natural" and practically "environmentally
sustainable". Beyond this it is also impossible to generalise an ideal system of
practice, such as organic agriculture, as fulfilling all sustainability
requirements without taking into consideration the variation within social
groupings and between regions. The OAM represents a wide ranging
diversity of practice and belief within its ranks. It would be naive to presume
or to claim that all practitioners of organic agriculture are sustainable or even
approaching sustainability. But as a group, the issues of sustainability go well
beyond simply that of physical resources. While performing relatively well as
a group in terms of physical sustainability, the OAM also aims to inculcate
practices which enhance regional economies, protect human rights and fair
trade, and attempt to embody some of the fundamental tenets of the
precautionary principle. For these reasons, they deserve a wider audience
amongst policy designers, researchers and producers. There is no singular
underlying scientific" reason why organic agriculture experiences the
present status it does in research circles and in commodity markets. This
thesis has aimed to explore a range of explanations as to why this is so, and as
to how it may possibly change into the future.
Ultimately I have argued that a lot of this change is in the hands of the
general citizen and consumer. The consumer is not necessarily the end of the
process, but rather can be viewed as seeds of change for the wider paradigm
of conventional food production. My switching between macro and micro
analysis of forces and actors has been to emphasise the means by which local
actors have impact on and ultimately constitute the macro picture. Focusing
ultimately on the consumer and the commodity market for organics is as
important for an understanding of the dynamics and status of organic ideas
and technologies as is a technical and intemalist exegesis of such practices.
Both actor types have a significant and critical effect on the ultimate existence
and success of scientific ideas and technical practices.
This thesis has provided an argument for the impossibility of defining
a clear line between such social worlds as organic and conventional. Instead I
have traced out the networks that create and constitute the organic social
world, which intersect or fail to intersect with conventional agricultural and
food production practice. Tracing networks rather than nodes and structures
of power makes an allowance for the often confused and mixed roles that
actors play in the construction and negotiation of knowledge and
11
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technologies. But equally such network tracing can obscure the inherent
power relations involved in knowledge construction and technical practice.
Networks also presume a built or already existent construction or string of
actors. That is they have difficulty not only predicting and mapping out
possible futures, but also can be blind to events not defined by networks knowledge systems or technologies that for one reason or another are deemed
less than acceptable. Organic agricultural ideas and practice are emerging as
acceptable technologies and techniques at a more conventional level. Such
ideas and practices have resisted total obliteration by scientific agriculture
over the past century. I have attempted to trace the already existent networks
of the organic movement. Such tracing and treading of these winding
pathways is very different from the highways of conventional agriculture. But
such pathways clearly do exist, even if often only as byways and meandering
tracks. By tracing these B roads and pathways I have aimed at developing a
more comprehensive social, economic and technical picture of agricultural
science and technology beyond its orthodox facade.
One of the challenges for Science Studies is to not only acknowledge
that we as theorists and researchers are inevitably embroiled and caught up in
the fields that we study, but to actively engage as scientists in the creation and
furtherance of knowledge and practice. Such an acknowledgment is often as
lacking as is the admission by scientists that their own work is laced with
political and social interests and forces. I see my own work as intricately tied
up in the controversies and negotiations regarding agricultural practice and
sustainability as a matter of course. Having deconstructed notions of
rationality and objectivity, Science Studies is required to re-engage with the
scientific field in ways which move beyond this otherwise circular bind. There
is clearly no totalising answer, nor a universal recipe, for sustainable
agricultural practice. Indeed my thesis has attempted to examine the dangers
of such approaches which have all too often over prescribed a singular
answer to such dilemmas. Searching for paths toward sustainability and social
equity in food production and consumption is as much a social problem as a
technical one. Solutions therefore need to be sought and discussed within a
mixed forum. The move toward greater community involvement in the
scientific endeavour is not about finding necessarily more rational or truthful
solutions to food production. Indeed it should be evident that such ideals are
simply that. Greater producer and community involvement and participation
in the crafting and directing of the scientific and technical endeavour is about
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being on the road which allows us to more effectively reach toward the ideal
goals of sustainability and social equity in food production.
By understanding the role that these fringe practices and sciences can
perform, which includes creating an awareness of the gaps and lack of
knowledge, our overall scientific endeavour will be much the richer. If we
deny them, we slip not only into the trap of dogma but consequently give
birth to a weakened and compromised science and technology base which
does not ring true to the liberal and Mertonian ideals of science in practice.
The study of agricultural community groupings which are grappling
with and reacting to the challenges of sustainability and economic viability
acts as an elegy for the predicaments of the late twentieth century. Such
studies are excellent examples of the wider social problems facing humans in
the twenty-first century. Resource protection and sharing, the effective
regulation of production practices without draconian and unworkable iron
rules, the establishment of trust between groups and individuals, and the
search for more sustainable and safe food production practices are all issues
which intersect with other sectors of the economy and society. Their solutions
are far from clear, and there are insufficient examples yet studied that point in
a direction which may be both desirable and achievable. The examples
through this thesis have attempted to both present areas where some of the
above aims are indeed being achieved, as well as looking into the inherent
problems still experienced by such moves. This focus has been taken in order
to further open dialogue regarding feasible and appropriate ways forward for
food production, population stability, and future economic and ecological
viability, and the science and technology base which would underride this.
The cases here are but few and are appropriate for given contexts only. But
their existence, their spread, and the obvious unworkability of many current
food production practices point to a need to look more carefully at these
options for what they may have to offer.
Whatever they have to offer, it is clear that a range of social, economic
and technical changes will need to take place for wider acceptance of these, at
times, conflicting practices and ideas. Food markets may well be as influential
as internal scientific politics in bringing about technical change to our
agricultural science and technology base. Organic cases of exemplary IPM are
forging a pathway that not all will follow but certainly many more may well
need to move toward. The protection and encouragement of such exemplary
producers may well be one of the most effective means of encouraging wider
resolute change toward the general principles of agricultural ESD. Likewise,
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the enhancement of a more diverse approach to agricultural research and
development is likely to be the most effective means of encouraging a resilient
and responsive agricultural development trajectory for Australia. The
mapping of organic agriculture's once "magical" realms, and the infection of
its language and practices into the mainstream social world can only be
welcomed as a step along the path of economic and ecological sustainability.
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Appendix 1.
Ecologically Sustainable Development Recommendations
Adapted from ESD Working Groups Final Report -Agriculture (1991)
Resource management
Recommendation 1 - that Governments support ecologically sustainable development
through:
•

responsible

land

management

incorporating

economic

and

environmental principles;
•

the formation of community-based self-help groups; and

•

integrated farm planning.

Land management
Recommendation 2 - that the concept of community self-help groups be extended.

Recommendation 3 - that integrated catchment management programs in the States and
Territories be strengthened to ensure that relevant programs are integrated within a
catchment framework. The focus of these programs should be to address the environmental,
economic and social futures of catchment regions in a strategic and participatory manner.

Recommendation 4 - that governments support a whole-farm planning approach to farm
management which includes physical planning, financial and business planning, natural
resource planning, sociological issues and marketing.

Recommendation 8 - that:
•

private landholders be encouraged to protect remnant vegetation by
education and peer pressure;

•

state and Territory Governments review regulatory procedures in this
area to ensure strict application of the criteria by requiring authorisations
for clearing;

•

these measures be underpinned by appropriate sanctions and that these
sanctions be applies rigorously; and

•

all herbivores (wild and domestic) be managed to maintain vegetation in
an ecologically sustainable state.

Recommendation 9 - that governments support policies which encourage the use of privately
controlled agricultural land for multiple purposes, including conservation.
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Water
Recommendation 11 - that:
(a)

governments introduce pricing structures for water which encourage efficient use and
reflect the full cost of administration and distribution, including capital replacement;

(f) a high priority be placed on developing the proposed guidelines to minimise or prevent

off-site agriculture induced water pollution which were outlined in the Australian Water
Resources Council discussion paper on water quality management.

Chemicals
Recommendation 12 - that:
•

governments act on the Senate Select Committee's recommendations,
with a priority on spraying, disposal of containers, and education and
training; and

•

the focus should be on improving the effectiveness of application
techniques for specific chemicals.

Recommendation 13 - that:
(a) the National Residue Survey be reviewed to ensure its coverage is comprehensive and is
capable of responding to future changes in maximum residue levels; and
(b) the Market Basket Survey be reviewed to ensure that it provides regular, up-to-date and

comprehensive assessments of natural and manufactured pesticide levels in food,
together with a ranking on health risk.

Recommendation 14 - that future research and monitoring efforts relating to agricultural
chemicals:
•

make more information available to rural medical practitioners and
health workers on the toxicology of agricultural chemicals;

•

provide more information on the effects of human health of agricultural
chemicals;

•

address the long-term effects of using herbicides in minimum tillage
systems;

•

improve knowledge about the impacts of chemicals on wildlife and
ecosystems and improve data on levels of agricultural chemical residues
in the environment;

•

concentrate on methods for implementing integrated pest management
systems and developing approaches for minimising chemical use in
agriculture; and
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•

focus on the development of low-cost and easy to use methods of testing
for residues, particularly in the field.

Recommendation 15 - that targets be set for reductions in use of specific classes of chemicals,
as a means of encouraging the development of alternatives and ensuring that Australia is in a
position to meet changing market requirements for its agricultural products.

Education and Extension
Recommendation 16 - that ecologically sustainable development principles be more clearly
identified in the develop, implementation and evaluation of courses for primary, secondary
and tertiary levels.

Recommendation 17 - that funding be provided to train potential group leaders in the
community.

Recommendation 18 - that governments provide financial support to pay for fees or
allowances, and to meet the expenses of group organisers, particularly where their activities
complement the services provided by departments.

Recommendation 19 - that resources be devoted to the further development of decisionsupport packages for ecologically sustainable development in agriculture and to extending
their coverage and adoption.

Recommendation 20 - that objectives and strategies be adopted by commodity based research
and development corporations and councils to promote and facilitate research and
development across industries into the sustainability of key Australian agro-ecosystems.

Recommendation 21 - that:
(a) the establishment of practical interdisciplinary research be undertaken to develop
agricultural systems which incorporate the objectives of ecologically sustainable
agriculture; and
(b) research institutions ensure that the links between their researchers, extension services

and farmers facilitate the effective communication of farmer views on research needs and
available technology.

Recommendation 22 - that government, semi-government and statutory organisations with
responsibilities in the area of agriculture and land resources management:
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•

review the objectives of existing programs to ensure they meet
ecologically sustainable development goals; and

•

incorporate ecologically sustainable

development principles

into

corporate goals and take them into account in developing corporate
strategies.

Recommendation 23 - that urgent consideration be given to mechanisms for integrating, in an
appropriate manner, the agricultural resource policy responsibilities of the Australian
Agricultural Council, the Soil Conservation Council, the Australian Water Resources Council
and the Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation Council.

Global Warming

Recommendation 25- that policy measures seek to limit Australian agriculture's contribution
to increasing levels of atmospheric greenhouse gases be assessed in conjunction with other
possible sectoral and national policy responses.

Recommendation 26 - that the following management responses be promoted as making a
positive contribution to lessening greenhouse gas emissions, as well as meeting other ESD
objectives:
•

to limit Australian agriculture's contribution to increasing levels of
atmospheric greenhouse gases

•
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to improve and enhance the sink capacity of Australian agro-ecosystems.

Appendix2.
The National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development
Core Objectives
•

•
•

To enhance individual and community well-being and welfare by
following a path of economic development that safeguards the welfare of
future generations
To provide for equity within and between ge~erations
To protect biological diversity and maintain essential ecological processes
and life support systems

Guiding Principles
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Decision making processes should effectively integrate both long and
short term economic, environmental, social and equity considerations
Where there are threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage,
lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for
postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation
The global dimensions of environmental impacts of actions and policies
should be recognised and considered
The need to develop a strong, growing and diversified economy, which
can enhance the capacity for environmental protection should be
recognised
The need to maintain and enhance international competitiveness in an
environmentally sound manner should be recognised
Cost effective and flexible policy instruments should be adopted, such as
improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms
Decisions and actions should provide for broad community involvement
on issues that affect them.

From Council of Australian Governments (1992)
Cited in Sate of the Environment Advisory Council (1996)
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Future Projections for the Organic Farming Industry
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Description
Number of organic producers
Total number of producers
% of all producers ( 160 000)
Average organic area
Total organic area
Average organic farm size
Total size of organic farms
1 % of agricultural area (140,000,000)
Growth Assumptions:
Number of organic producen
.
Total number of non-organic producers
Average organic area
Average organic fann size
Total number of producers in 1990
Decline in total numben of produc~
Total agricultural area (all ye~) in 1990

Unit
number
%
Ha
'000 Ha

Ha
'000 Ha
%

3o/o p.a.
-3o/o p.a.
7% p.i.
6o/o p.a.
160,000
3%p.a.
140,000,000

1990

1995

2000

1,260
160,000
0.8%
119.4
150
295 .5
372
0.3%

1,429
137,397
1.0%
234.8
336
783 .2
1,119
. . 0.8%

1,657
117,988
1.4%
329.3
546
1,048.1
1,736
1.2%

2005
1,920
101,320
1.9%
461 .8
887
1,402.6
2,694
1.9%
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Table 2.12

Number of Years Farming Organically in 1995

Descrip,tion
Number of respondents

Proportion of respondents
Total area (ha)
Proportion of f.arrn area
Organic area (ha)
Proportion of Organic area

< 5 years
185
44%

5-10 years
145

> 10 years

93

Total
423

34%

62990

92165

37%

54%

22%
15951
9%

100%
171106
100%

31931

40323

14088

37%

47%

86342
I 00%

16%'

Producer Certification Status

Table 2.13:

Certified

Description
Number of producers
Organic area (ha)
Average organic area per producer {ha)
Total area fanned (ha)
Average area farmed per producer (ha)
Organic area as a proportion of total area farmed

374
77689
208
156123
417
50%

Certification
Seeking
Not
TOTAL
certification certified
34
16
424
2860
5840
86389
84
365
204
3953
11077 171153
116
692
404
72%

53%

50%

.•

Table 3.1:

Reasons for Becoming an Organic Producer

.

·

.I

Number of Percentage

Response
Concern for the environment
Concern for your own or your family's health
Wanting to secure long term viability of property
. Possibility of price premiums
Decrease in input prices
· Conventional fanning system not working
Lifestyle reasons

Other
Total

.

responses

of Total

354
280

27%
21%

247

19%

37

62

3%
8%
5%

174
70

13°/o
5%

1331

100%

107

Source: Hassall and Associates (1995) The Domestic Market for Australian
Organic Produce - An Update. Melbourne: RIRDC.
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